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PREFACE

OF the Essays contained in this volume, four

have been published previously
—"The First

Homer"

in The Quarterly Rcvieiv, "The Lady of

Cos"

and
"

The Death of
Cyrsilus"

in The Classical

Review, and "Christ before
Herod"

in The Journal

of Theological Studies. They are here reprinted

with the consent of the editors and proprietors of

the respective journals, which I acknowledge with

thanks. The other Essays now appear for the first

time.

In preparing the book for publication, I have

received valuable assistance from my colleague

Mr C. E. Stuart, of Trinity College, Cambridge,

and from Mr M. A. Bayfield, as well as from the

staff of the University Press.

A. W. V.

Aue^ust, 1 910.
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THE BACCHANTS OF EURIPIDES.

The Bacchae is a most glorious play.... It is often very

obscure ; and I am not sure that I understand its general scope.

But, as a piece of language, it is hardly equalled in the world.

And, whether it was intended to encourage or to discourage

fanaticism, the picture of fanatical excitement which it exhibits

has never been rivalled. Macaulax.

In a perplexed and difficult question, we should

start, if possible, from some proposition which is

universally accepted. And concerning the Bacchants

of Euripides, this, if anything, seems to be so ac

cepted, that the play, in some way and for some

reason, is conspicuously different from the average

work of the poet. Whether this difference marks a

change in his opinions, and if so, what change,—that

is a question variously answered ; but it would not

be debated, if the difference itself were not con

spicuous and indisputable. We will begin then by

asking, where the difference lies. In detail, more

than one distinction might be taken ; but it is not

upon details that such a general impression depends.

The main distinction, the broad and general differ

ence, seems to be this : in the Bacchants, and no

where else among the tragedies of Euripides, we

V. E. j



2 The Bacchants of Euripides

have a drama consisting, from first to last, of inci

dents which, upon the face of them and according

to the prevalent belief of the persons represented,

are miraculous and supernatural.

The story (which we may conveniently recapitu

late) is one of the legends of Delphi, presenting

the events which led to the recognition at Delphi

of the Man-God Dionysus (Bromius, Bacchus,

Iacchus) and particularly the celebration of his

peculiar rites, in every alternate year, upon the

sacred mountain of Parnassus. The names Dionysus

and Bacchus were widely spread in Hellas, and

were attached to many observances very slightly

connected, if connected at all, with the religion

which is the subject of our play. But this religion,

in its true and proper character, differed profoundly

both in theology and in practice from ordinary Greek

types. In theology, it asserted the affinity and

possible union of the divine and the human nature ;

Dionysus was of both natures ; he proceeded from

the supreme Deity (Zeus) not by a single but by a

double generation ; he was born first as man from

the body of a woman, and secondly as god from the

body of the Deity himself. The practice and ritual

consisted, so far as it was essential and peculiar,

totally in the cultivation and stimulation of the

divine element in man by the voluntary production

of ecstasy ; the prescribed means—according to this

play, the only means prescribed or generally used
—

was
"dancing,"

exercises performed in common by
companies assembled for the purpose in remote
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places, and more often at night. The point, all-

important to the religious conception, that by these

performances the celebrants were raised, for the time

at least, into participation of the divine nature, was

indicated by the fact that they bore, as such and for

the purpose of the performance, the name of the god,

becoming bacchoi or bacchai according to sex. Doc

trine and practice are plainly and closely connected.

Both (let us again remark)were alien from the Hellenic

spirit, which was not disposed either to merge the

distinction of god and man, or, speaking generally,

to regard excitement as a thing desirable and

deserving stimulation. It may be convenient or

necessary to have a comprehensive name for religion

of this type, and the name orgiastic, though it does

not by
etymology1

indicate the essential features, is

in modern use appropriate, and may serve the pur

pose.

According to the legend, which to this extent

may safely be accepted as historical, this orgiastic

religion was introduced into Greece and specially into

Delphi, at a time comparatively recent, from the

north (or, according to Euripides, from Asia, where

it was native, by way of the north) through Thrace

and Macedonia, and was not received without a

sanguinary contest. Rites violently exciting, per

formed by preference in the dark, and specially

attractive to women, were open, whatever their purity,

to revolting interpretations, the more so if, as was

1
The word orgion, if native Greek, which is not certain, may

signify merely an act or performance.

1—2
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certainly the case in the historical celebrations at

Delphi, there was no separation of the sexes1.

/The attempts to prohibit and suppress the perform

ances, and their ultimate triumph, were condensed

<into the story, quite possibly true in the main, of

/Pentheus, King of Thebes, who, in trying to capture

or disperse by armed force a company of women-

bacchants performing on Mount Cithaeron, was

shamefully routed and was torn in pieces by the

enraged fanatics. In the original story, so far as

we can judge in the almost entire loss of all versions

earlier than that of Euripides, the new religion was

founded at Thebes by the Man-God (Dionysus) in,
his own avowed person, and it was under his direc

tion, as general of his Bacchants, that the unarmed

women won their victory over Pentheus and his

army. Such is not the account of Euripides, who

eliminates the battle, and otherwise shapes the story

accordingly in ways that will presently demand

attention. But the battle, and the part of the god

in it, are given by an allusion in the Eumenides of

Aeschylus2, and were doubtless adopted in his Pen

theus3, the loss of which is one of our chief embar

rassments in interpreting the play of Euripides.
The Theban legend further alleged, that ac

cording to the Bacchic theology as~then preached

1 Eur. Ion, 550 ff.
a Aesch. Eum. 25, Bai^ais «rTpan?yija-ey 0eds.
3

r} nvOoTroua Keirat trap h'urxvXto iv Hei^ei (Argum. Eacch.).
This does not of course mean that the plots were identical. In a

surviving fragment of the Pentheus, prf afcarosW^tya irpk ttc'So,

/?<%*, someone seems to be warning the king against
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and accepted, the human mother of the Man-God

was a woman of Thebes, Semele, who, pregnant by
Zeus, died thunder-struck in the moment of her

delivery, while the babe was taken away to be

deified. According to the Theban Pindar1
the

mother too, though she died, rose again to eternal

life. Through the influence of Delphi, the mother

hood of Semele, and this localization of the doctrinal

myth, was widely accredited in Greece, and has

become, through the Greek and Latin poets, familiar

to modern literature. To those who, like Euripides,

had some notions of history, and^realized that the

worship of a man-god, before it entered Hellas,
was diffused over vast Oriental regions, where the

very names of Thebes and Semele, Cadmus and

Pentheus, were unknown, it must have been obvious

that the identity and personal story of the mother

was no essential part of the doctrine. We may

doubt whether, in the fifth century B.C., the Theban

elements of the legend were established even in

Macedonia, which is for Euripides above all other

countries the proper seat of the religion. For the

purpose of preaching, the birth of the Man-God

could be, and was, located with infinite variety ; while

to the believer the mystic fact, not the circumstances,

was of sole importance. The
"Mother"

was properly

anonymous, and Euripides, as we shall see, actually

suggests this. But, for Theban recipients, the

personality of Semele was part of the creed. The

legend there made her a Theban princess, daughter

1
01. 2. 25.
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of Cadmus the founder of the city
and the royal

house, and thus nearly related to the opponent and

persecutor of the new religion, King Pentheus,

grandson of Cadmus through another daughter,

Agave.

According to Euripides—but here we pass

from legend to rationalism
—when the preachers of

Dionysus come to Thebes, the royal family, and

particularly Agavewith the other surviving daughters

of Cadmus, indignantly reject the affiliation of the

man-god to their dead kinswoman, who, as they

have hitherto maintained, was slain with her off

spring, as a punishment for imputing to Zeus (upon

the suggestion of her father) the fruit of some illicit

connexion ! Cadmus himself, who still lives though

he has ceased to reign, is at heart an unbeliever;

but, under the influence of the prophet Teiresias,

a representative of pre-established cults in general

and especially of Delphic religion, he agrees to

perform the new rites. His submission however,
and his persuasions, only exasperate the resistance

of his grandson, King Pentheus, who, returning
from a temporary absence, learns with disgust that

an
"

impostor
"

from Asia (the god in disguise), sup
ported by a train of itinerant women, has almost

conquered the country. The women of Thebes

especially have been seized by a frenzy of enthu

siasm, which has gained even the infidel Agave and
her sisters. Led by these, the Theban women in
a mass have fled to Mount Cithaeron, there to prac
tise the Bacchic dances in solitude ; and thouo-h the
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men as yet have not followed the example, a great

excitement prevails. Against all this Pentheus

declares implacable war.

Such is the connpxion^of the invading religion

with Semele and her family, as represented in the

of Euripides. How much of this repre

sentation has any base in fact, or in ancient tradition,
we cannot say, nor perhaps is this question material

to the intended effect of the drama. We cannot

even determine precisely (though this is material)

how much of it agrees with Aeschylus. The whole

picture has a strong Euripidean colour. In par

ticular, the persistent disguise of the god, the fact

that ostensibly he takes no part in the main action

of the piece, but is represented there by a personage

who, for all the other actors, is merely an adept and

preacher of the new religion,
—this, as we have seen,

is not Aeschylean. It is probably an innovation of

the author, for, as we shall see, he Tays great stress on

it. From Euripides also comes, we should suspect,

the peculiar turn given to the incredulity of the

family, and their rational, though scandalous, theory

respecting the misfortune of their deceased relative.

So however, for Euripides, matters stand at the

opening of the action, and are shown in a prologue

spoken by the god in person, who thenceforth is seen

no more until all is over.

The interim, the act|onL exhibits the contest

between Pentheus and the preacher, and the

tremendous and ghastly triumph of the disguised

deity. This personage, if we are to believe what is
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said by himself and his more or less resolute sup

porters, proves his command of supernatural power

by a series of miracles such as imagination could

hardly surpass. The King, who denounces the adept

as a charlatan, and the rites as a mere excuse for

debauchery, arrests some of the fugitive women, and

commits them to prison ; but all of them promptly

escape, and this, according to the report, with such

aid as "bolts which, untouched, fly open of them

selves."

The King thereupon arrests the adept

himself, and takes him for better custody into his

own domicile ; but the captive cannot even be

chained, since Pentheus, in attempting it, is deprived

of his senses. The house is seen first to take fire,
and then to be ruined by an earthquake, while from

the midst of this devastation the missionary walks

forth untouched. All this however produces upon

the infidel prince not the least impression. Some

of the miracles he denies ; others, and the most

appalling, he ignores.

Meanwhile things hardly less stupendous are

being done by or on behalf of the Theban bacchants

assembled on Mount Cithaeron. The King's herds

men, after witnessing a performance of the rites,

accompanied by prodigious and sympathetic disturb
ances of nature, endeavour to seize the royal

mother, Agave. They are instantly routed, the

herds are torn in pieces, and the victorious women

raid the neighbouring villages, where they domineer

unchecked, display their power by many marvels,
and withdraw, when they please, to their
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All this is reported to the King, but serves only
to increase his rage. He determines to extinguish

the sect in the blood of its votaries, and orders his

troops to assemble for the purpose. Here however

a sudden turn is given to his plans, not by any fresh

miracle, but by a proposal from the adept, that the

King, under his guidance, should visit the bacchants,

and satisfy himself as to the true character of their

practices, of which the reporting herdsman has given

a very favourable account. Pentheus, who through

out has rested his hostility upon the alleged infamy
of the practices, at first leaps eagerly at this proposal,

but is discouraged by hearing that, since the rites

of the women may not be witnessed by man, it will

be necessary to go disguised as a female worshipper.

Between inclination and disinclination he hangs un

certain, and finally retires into the house for further

deliberation with the adept.

When they reappear, the preacher is master,

and the prince, in mind and body, his broken and

obedient slave. His eyes delude him, his carriage

is that of a drunkard. He has not only donned the

feminine vestments, but is childishly vain of his

appearance in them. He cannot reason, or think,

or see, but surrenders himself, in besotted and

fatuous triumph, to the guidance of his enemy.

The end may now be foreseen. The King is

delivered helpless to the frantic enthusiasts, and is

torn in pieces by their hands, his guide, the adept or

god, having disappeared at the fatal moment. His

mad mother, Agave, takes the lead in the massacre
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supposing the victim to be a lion, and presents

herself at the palace, bearing, in hideous exultation,

the head of the quarry in her hands. The sight

is too much even for the Asiatic votaries, whose

rejoicing dies in horror and compassion. Mean

while the mangled remains have been collected and

are brought home by the miserable Cadmus, who

presently succeeds in calming his daughter, and

discovers to her the truth.

In the midst of her lamentations, Dionysus

appears as a god (probably in the air, and with the

usual apparatus of a theatrical epiphany1) to claim

his victory and sentence his foes. His sketch of

their future destinies is compiled, in the common

fashion of the Euripidean deus ex machina, from

the data of legend, but contains no consolation, even

for Cadmus2, whose claim to favourable distinction

may indeed appear very doubtful. Satisfied and

self-approved, the god is alone in his glory. Agave,

having grovelled before him in vain, turns from

him with bitter denunciation of his character and

rejection of his worship, to which no voice replies.

"

That which was expected came not to pass, but

for the unexpected God found a way. And such is

the end of this
story."

Such then as it is, wherein does the play differ

(as by all judgements it does) from that critical treat

ment of vulgar belief which was habitual to Euri-

1
The text at this point is defective, but nothing material to

the effect seems to be lost.
2
See w- 1352-1361.
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pides ? Not ofcourse in concluding with an epiphany,

the appearance in power and splendour of an ac

cepted deity, a god of the popular mythology. That

is the regular way. Certainly not in any special

advantage which the god here takes by his appear

ance, or an exceptional display of sympathy with

the divine triumph. On the contrary, nowhere

perhaps is the absence of sympathy so marked, or

the effect of the apparition j>o repulsive. As a rule,

the worst that can be said of such personages in the

Euripideany£«a/<? is that they are unconvincing, and

their remarks, for a reflecting reader or spectator,

irrelevant. As a rule, deities whose real or alleged

influence upon the events of the drama is such as

humanity would disapprove,andwho, if they appeared,
would be attacked,

—such as the Aphrodite of the

Hippolytus or the Apollo of the Ion—are not

entrusted with the winding-up. But the cruelty of

Dionysus is censured with fury, and, what is more,

he has no defender. In view of this last point, it is

needless to consider here the difference between

modern feelings and those of Greeks in the fifth

century before Christ, respecting divine punishment

or divine compassion. If the author of the Bacchants

had thought, or meant to allow, that Dionysus, as

against Agave, could appear defensible, he would

have given this sentiment some efficient voice on

the stage. But there is none. Cadmus, the Cadmus

of this play, however pitiable, commands no respect,

and has indeed nothing to say but that, if his

daughters had not offended the god, they would not
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have suffered. The Chorus ofBacchants are
allowed

to be silent. The god, in his glory,
stands absolutely

alone.

We are not without the means of comparing
this

treatment with what was thought proper, in the same

age, when a divine vengeance was to be justified.

The Ajax of Sophocles is punished, for contumacy

against Athena, so severely that he takes refuge in

death. His tone, and the general tone of the play,

does not respond exactly to what
modern men would

expect. We miss the note of contrition. But what

should we think, or what could Athenians have

thought, if the surviving friends of Ajax, his wife

and his brother, were made to complain of his

punishment as monstrous, and if Athena herself, by

way of conclusion, were compelled to hear their

unrefuted invectives ? That is how Dionysus is

handled by Euripides in his finale ; and if in this

play he seems unusually indulgent to
popular beliefs,

that is certainly not because, in sum, he favours

the character of the presiding deity.

Nor can much be made, for this purpose, of

sympathy extended to the worshippers and the

worship. It is true that into the choral odes, espe

cially the noble hymn to Holiness1, Euripides has

put more elevation and religious feeling than perhaps

anywhere else he associates with a popular cult. It

is also true, and very important to the scheme of the

drama, that upon the bacchic discipline and the

bacchic morality he here intimates a judgement much
1
vv. 370 ff.
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more favourable than in the Ion, the only extant

play which offers material for a comparison. It is

there implied that on Parnassus at all events,

under the patronage of Delphi, the bacchic rites

were grossly
ill-conducted1

; and nothing is said to

show that the disorders of Parnassus were exceptional

or alien from the character of the religion. Here on

the contrary we have uncontradicted testimony that

the performances are sober, virtuous, even severe ;

and, whatever we may think of the Chorus, the

Asiatic women who accompany the preacher, we

cannot think that they are either corrupt themselves

or knowingly engaged in spreading corruption.

Whether the opinion of the Ion is thus retracted,

or whether Euripides does not rather suggest a

distinction, a distinction of place and time, we will

consider elsewhere. For the present it will be

enough to say, first, that against the virtues and

sublimities of the bacchants must be set their fana

tical fury, and further that, while their crimes are

clearly imputable to their religion and their patron,

he has small apparent claim to their merits. It is

most remarkable, that neither as god nor as man

does he show any interest in those moral pieties

which half redeem the violence of his devotees. The

sole concern of the deity is to dominate ; and the

adept, in this at least, is his human double. And

indeed, the better his adherents, the worse for him,

since they can hardly bear to look upon the horrors

which he does not scruple to inflict.

1
Ion, 550 ff.
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What then is it, we have still to ask, which sets

the Bacchants among the tragedies of Euripides in

a class by itself, broadly different from his usual

manner, and
opposed to it ? It is the treatment of

the supernatural, the strange and startling depar

ture which, in the use of the supernatural as matter

of dramatic story and theatrical exhibition, the

author here seems to make, not only from his own

practice, but from the general rules of the Attic

stage. The novelty is this, that, though the scene is

laid in human life, apparently not the least regard is

paid to the ordinary limitations of human experience.

Manifestly this is so, if we are to accept the

facts or allegations of the story at their face-value.

Thebes, the place of action, is, for the time, and

by the presence there of a person infinite in power,

exempted altogether from the known conditions of

the world. Anythingmay happen. There is scarcely

a scene, in which we do not see or hear of some

thing not normally possible ; and all is attributed

to Dionysus.

Now for us modern readers, the inference is, at

first sight, inevitable, that Euripides, by composing

such a play, was willing, and even desirous, to confirm

belief in Dionysus. We reach this conclusion by a

process brief, instinctive, and irresistible. First, we

take it for granted that the marvels of the play, the

alleged miracles of Dionysus, are to be accepted

according to the allegations. They are facts, truths,
for the purpose of the story, just as the foresight
of witches is a truth for the purpose ofMacbeth, the
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magic of Prospero a fact for The Tempest, the

omniscience of the Delphic Apollo true for A

Winter s Tale. But at the same time, in the same

instant, we perceive, if we have any acquaintance

with the state of religion in the age of Euripides,

that to treat Dionysus and his miracles as matters

of mere artistic hypothesis, without bearing on belief,

was then impossible. The bacchic festival of Par

nassus, of which the establishment and vogue are

predicted by the prophet Teiresias as a result of

the events which the play exhibits1, was, when

Euripides wrote, an actual holiday, famous and

popular. Those who attended it were encouraged

to expect sensations, raptures, mystic experiences,

similar in kind, if less in degree, to those which are

reported in the play as accompanying the rite of the

bacchants on Cithaeron. The God, so believers

believed, took part in it. How then should the

allegations of the play be without bearing on belief,

mere artistic assumptions of no religious import ?

Such a pretence, on the part of an author, would

then have been idle and dishonest. The true

Shakespearian parallel is not that of A Winter's

Tale, where an oracle of the Delphic Apollo was

commended, as a fictitious assumption, to an audience

lor whom Delphi and Apollo were mere names, but

that of Macbeth, where the spells and predictions of

witches were exhibited to spectators, for many of

whom witchcraft was an article of faith, disputed

indeed, but therefore the more warmly maintained.

1
IT. 306 ff.
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Or rather we must seek a stronger case, a still nearer

relation to the religion of the day. In the age

of Euripides, a playwright, exhibiting miracles of

Dionysus and prophecies of Teiresias, was like the

authors of King Henry the Eighth, exhibiting the

baptism of Elizabeth by Cranmer, and his forecast of

her felicitous influence in Church and State. As surely

as those authors knew, that their scene would be

taken as a recommendation of the Anglican settle

ment, so surely must Euripides have known, that

the Bacchants, if it propounds the existence and

power of Dionysus as assumptions of fact, would be

taken as a recommendation to practise obediently

the rites of Parnassus. And since such a recom

mendation is contradictory to what we know, from

our own observation confirmed by contemporary

testimony, to have been the general tendency and

effect of
Euripides'

work, we class the Bacchants

apart, and suppose it, rightly upon the premises,

to bear, in some sort, the character of a retractation.

But are we sure of the premises ? Is it certain

that the marvels of the play, the miraculous allega

tions, were intended by the author to be accepted,

everywhere and by everybody, at their face-value, as
assumptions of fact ? This is a question which, at all

events since the publication of Professor Norwood's

book, The Riddle of the Bacchae, is not to be lightly
dismissed. The purpose of this essay is to review

the question, adopting, controlling, or supplementing,
as the evidence seems to point, the conclusions of

Professor Norwood and others.
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But before entering on this discussion, let us be

clear on a point which, in my experience, I find

specially liable to misapprehension. I do not contend,

I should think it absurd to contend, that what I

have called the
"

face-value
"

of the story is not,

according to the intention of the author, a possible

interpretation. He must have known that, for many

or most of a holiday mob assembled in a theatre,

the face-value of the spectacle is the sole value ;

that the idea of criticising their impressions, and

distinguishing between an obvious and a less obvious

view of the story, could not enter their minds, and,

even if it did, could not, in the conditions of the

theatre, be applied or pursued. And there was

more than one good reason of practical necessity

(perhaps even of art) why a legend of Dionysus,

exhibited in the theatre of Dionysus, should be so

exhibited, that it might be taken for truth by those

who were unable or unwilling to dispute it. It is

legitimate therefore and necessary that, as an alterna

tive, as one side of the author's intention, we should

view the play as it would have been taken by the

pious, the indifferent, and the ignorant. Moreover

it may be thought (though this is a question of

individual taste and interest) that, in our days, when,

since no one believes in Dionysus or his legend,

criticism upon them has no practical purpose, the

view of the pious and the face-value of the story are

the preferable and the more important. And further

still, if, by an interpretation of the play, we mean a

transference of it into thoughts and terms of our
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own, a translation,—then some one view, one only,

we must adopt and pursue. A work of irony and

ambiguous suggestion, though such works are many

and have been very important in the history of

literature, is delicate and difficult enough in the

freedom of a single mind and a native idiom. To

transfer it, uncoloured, to an alien and distant

medium, would be a chimerical attempt. And

therefore I do not reject, but heartily admire and

approve, such a presentation of the Bacchants as

is given to English readers in the translation of

Professor Murray, where the face-value and the

pious view are altogether dominant. It is not an

uncoloured representation, as we shall presently see,

and as the translator is doubtless aware. But in a

translation, if we are to preserve life, some colouring
is inevitable, and the chosen hue is one of those

which the chameleon was intended to bear.

But the only hue it is not, and cannot be. The

play was not designed only to satisfy the demands

of popular belief and poetic piety. No extant work

of Euripides is so designed. In several of the most

important, as I have endeavoured to show else

where1, double interpretations are imperative, and

the critical or sceptical reading by far the more true

and vital. And of all his extant works, the Bacchants

is that which requires such an interpretation not the

least but the most, precisely because the face-value

1 See Euripides the Rationalist, and Four Plays ofEuripides,
especially the essay, in the former volume, on the Alcestis, and in

the latter, on the Heracles.
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is so extravagantly inconsistent with the dramatic

principles and practice of the author. It is not too

much to say that, if the facts of the piece were really

as miraculous as at first they may look, if no other

way of explaining them were open, then the play,

produced as it was posthumously and without the

direct guarantee of Euripides, could not have been

accepted then, and should not be accepted now, as

his genuine and unadulterated work.

It is not quite easy for us moderns to place our

selves, in this regard, at the standpoint of Athens

in the fifth century. Respecting the admission and

treatment, in grave drama, of the abnormal, miracu

lous, supernatural, our approved standards, so far as

we recognize any, disagree fundamentally not only

with Euripides, but with all Attic tragedy so far as we

know. The current notion, I suppose, now is, that

the question is merely one of keeping. Anything,

any incident, is admissible, if the general tone of the

work is in harmony. Shakespeare certainly suggests

no other limitation. In his most famous tragedies,

supernatural experiences often make an essential part

of the story, are exhibited without scruple upon the

stage, and
—a most important point—are so exhi

bited as to emphasize, not minimize, the strangeness

of the sensation, the departure from normal experi

ence. The ghost-scenes in Hamlet and Macbeth

will illustrate all these qualities. Goethe's Faust,

the most celebrated tragedy of later times, is wildly

fantastic in imagination. The classical tragedy of

France, otherwise severe, becomes looser just when,
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as in the Iphigdnie of Racine, it suggests an analogy

to the Greek. If we descend to work of less autho

rity, or pass to book-drama, such as Byron'sManfred

or Shelley's Prometheus, the balance is still on the

side of freedom. Even opera, since Wagner at

least, has some effect in the same direction.

But Athenian tragedy, even in Aeschylus and in

Sophocles, shows in these things an economy and

caution astonishing when we consider its legen

dary material. Aristophanes makes Euripides claim

realism, conformity to normal experience, as his

speciality and distinction ; and truly, as compared

with him, his predecessors are fantastic. But they

might pass rather for realists, if compared with

Shakespeare or with Goethe. Even Aeschylus, so

soon as he comes within the range of humanity (the

Prometheus lies altogether outside), shows a strong

disposition to make the abnormal, if we may so say,

as normal as possible. The ghost of Darius in the

Persians is a ghost very different from those which

appear to Hamlet and Macbeth. Except in the

bare supposition, that a dead man may return from

the dead, the scene is hardly abnormal. Similarly
in the Eumenides, where gods mix with men, the

effect is not so much to expand the human range of

action, as to restrict the divine. Athena, Apollo,
and the Erinyes, appearing in Athens, conduct a

criminal trial in the forms of Athenian law. Sopho

cles, as we know him, is more severe, eliminating
supernatural persons and incidents from the main

action presented on the stage, or (as in the Athena
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of the Ajax, heard but remote) reducing the contact

to a minimum.

The principle or tendency, suggested by our

extant collection of Athenian tragedy, is confirmed

by the theoretical exposition, which, a century later,

was formulated on the basis of such examples by
Aristotle. Aristotle is indeed no mere realist ; he is

an adversary of the notion that art lies simply in

exact reproduction of nature. But he assumes

everywhere in the Poetic, that, in tragedy, in a

theatrical work which is to be taken seriously, the

business of the artist is to keep as near to the

normal and the probable as he can. Departures

from it may be variously justified or excused. But

they need excuse. The dramatist may, for example,

accept things abnormal or improbable as data of a

story already fixed, and, by judicious handling, may
pass them upon the audience. But he will not seek

them. There is no room, within the survey of Aris

totle, for such a production as The Tempest. We

have every reason to suppose that even in the earlier

tragedy of the classic century, even in Aeschylus or

Phrynichus, and a fortiori in Sophocles, nothing

similar could have been found.

But the temperaments of Aeschylus, or the

refinements of Sophocles, we need not further

consider, because Euripides, as every one knows,

rejected such methods in favour of a thorough-going

pursuit of reality. As Aristophanes, after his death,

makes him declare, in words which cannot be too

often recalled and remembered, he made it his
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business to exhibit natural experiences,
"the things

which we handle and among
which we

live1."

The

supernatural world, the world of the gods and

mythology, is in Euripides, for the most part, not

even postulated as an extraneous condition of the

story, at all events not as necessary. There is

hardly one extant tragedy of his which hangs essen

tially upon supernatural or transcendent assumptions,

as the plays of Aeschylus and Sophocles do. And

in the field of drama proper, in the action, he admits,

as a rule, nothing, either as matter of exhibition or

of accepted report, which exceeds the common ex

perience of mankind. Our extant collection (apart

from the Bacchants) confirms completely the prin

ciple stated by Aristophanes, the exceptions being
so rare, and subject to such obvious reserves and

remarks, that in summary they would properly be

ignored. And in particular, the rule, which excludes

things not normally possible from actual exhibition

within the main body of the drama, is absolute2.

Moreover the realism of Euripides was pro

gressive. It grows on him, or, as we may say more

respectfully and more fairly, he perfects it. In the

Orestes of 408 B.C., one of the last tragedies exhi

bited at Athens by himself, we may see the type to

which his method tends, a play which, under
legen-

Ar. Frogs 959 oiima -irpdyfuxr euraya>i/, oh xpoyictf', oh £w«t/ao'.
!
The Rhesus (see w. 595 ff.) is of course excluded for

this purpose. Whether composed by Euripides or not, it is not
in his manner. As to the Heracles (vv. 822 ff.), see Four Plays
ofEuripides, pp. 165 ff.
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dary names, exhibits a world not merely possible but

familiar, clothed in the circumstances, political, reli

gious, and social, of contemporary life. And the

Iphigenia at Aulis, which, like the Bacchants, was

produced by his representatives after his death in

Macedonia, shows, so far as we can judge from its

imperfect and interpolated condition, no change of

method, but rather, in the pitch of the characters

and language, an advance beyond the Orestes

towards the pure imitation of reality.

But in the Bacchants, upon the view which for

the moment we are assuming, Euripides discarded

both his own realism and the temperate superna-

turalism of his most approved predecessors, and

suddenly produced a tragedy, the like of which, for

audacity in miracle, Athens, so far as we know,

had never seen. Such a vagary is conceivable.

But presumption is strong against it. How should

Aristophanes accept such a work as bequeathed by
the realist of the Frogs ? A personage who, bearing
the human form and passing for a man among men,

commands at his pleasure the protection of an

earthquake,
—this is not exactly one of

"

the things

among which we
live."

A change so whimsical, so

abrupt a reversal of established habit, could not and

cannot legitimately be supposed, unless the natural

assumption, that Euripides thought and wrote like

himself, be first exhaustively disproved.

And this cogent presumption, that the play, in

its true intent, is realist and rationalist, is confirmed

by many
conspicuous features, some of which we
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will note briefly before proceeding
to a general

interpretation.

First, it is surely significant, that as usual, the

main action of the play
presents no supernatural

person, none that is recognized as such. The god,

as god, is relegated, like the gods of Euripides

generally, to the prologue and epilogue, and himself

insists, in the prologue, upon the point that he acts

in disguise1. Why should this Euripidean form be

maintained, if not to open to our choice, as it plainly

does, the belief that the truth lies the other way,

that the man of the play is the reality, and his divine

pretensions false ?

Again, it is remarkable, if Euripides here meant

to abandon his realism, and to present miracles as

matter of fact, that he should present them, accord

ing to his former habit2, as ill-attested. Some

witness, some one witness, should surely be provided,

whose competence and good faith are beyond doubt.

Either Cadmus or Teiresias, though perhaps not

unimpeachable, would have been a witness com

paratively impressive. But neither of them attests

anything. The miraculous allegations come all from

persons who may reasonably be charged, as they
are charged, with imposture or delusion,—the adept,

his women, a string of superstitious and ignorant

slaves. Herdsmen and guards report incredible

things. Pentheus does not believe them. But why
should he ? In the first report from Cithaeron, it is

1
w- 4, 53 f-

2 Andr. 1147, Heraclidae 847, Iph. Taur. 268 ff. etc.
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expressly indicated that not every one, who saw the

alleged marvels, shared the impression which they
made upon rustics1. To this sort of thing the admi

rers of Euripides were accustomed, and they knew

what it had meant. How should they interpret it

otherwise in the Bacchants ?

And again we observe that, though Euripides has

changed (ex hypothesi) the habitual pitch of his facts,
he has not changed, as ex hypothesi he should have

done, the habitual pitch of his characters and style.

The whispered incredulity of Cadmus2, the misplaced

rationalism of Teiresias3, the undignified aspect of

both4,—these things, and others, are out of keeping
with the purpose supposed. They would not have

been tolerated by Aeschylus or Sophocles. They
ought to signify, and would naturally be taken to

signify, that the world of this play is no fantastic

and ideal world, but the accustomed world of Euri-

pidean realism.

But above all it is strange—a thing which, in

fairness to the author, we ought not to assume

without reluctance and severe scrutiny
—that, if the

miracles are real miracles, real effects of super

natural power, designed to prove and expose the

hardness and obstinacy of a recalcitrant mind, they

should be so ill-planned and mismanaged as, for this

purpose, they are. Admirers of the ideal, who like

a liberal use of the imagination and dislike the

habitual plainness of Euripides, are wont to make,

1
tT. 717 ff. 'w. 333 ""•

'
it. 286 ff.

4
zv. 170 ff., 248 ff.
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in his supposed interest, the best they can of the

Bacchants, and therefore to praise, among
other

things, the vigorous picture of rebellion against

deity, which they find in the person of Pentheus.

But the author deserves no such eulogy. Pentheus,

ex hypothesi, is depicted not strongly, but absurdly.

He is simply impossible.

The type of a hardened mind is the Pharaoh of

Exodus, and in the plagues of Egypt we see the

elementary principles
of such a story. The essence

of the effect lies in the gradation of the prodigious

punishments, and in the fact that the rebel, though

his heart is hardened against them, nevertheless

does feel their force like a man and in a natural

proportion, so that he repeatedly wavers, and the

crowning stroke, the destruction of the first-born,

produces for the time a complete submission, from

which he only so far recovers as to provoke his final

fate. This is defiance, this is bravery, presumptuous

indeed, criminal, even monstrous, but conceivably

human, and therefore interesting to us as men.

But the prodigies of Dionysus (supposing them

real) are such that to defy them, to brave them, would

be impossible to man ; nor can it properly be said that

they are defied by Pentheus. The imprisoned god

evokes first such a blaze of fire that the palace

appears to be burning, and, on the top of this, a

shock of earthquake, which "dashes the building
on the

ground1."

These tremendous phenomena,

be it observed, are no delusions,—that is to say, if
1
»• 633.
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delusion there be, it is not in the mind of Pentheus.

Both the fire and the ruin of the palace are seen, in

their exterior effects, by the bacchants waiting with

out. Now if Pentheus defied these warnings, if, that

is to say, he were represented as feeling their force,

but resisting nevertheless, the scene would be intel

ligible, though it would still be chargeable with

gross exaggeration. To brave an earthquake is too

much for mortality; it should be kept, as in the

Prometheus of Aeschylus1, for a god. Suppose that

in Exodus the palace of Pharaoh were treated by
Moses as Dionysus is supposed to treat that of

Pentheus: the story of the plagues would surely be

ruined. The King of Egypt must cease to resist, or

cease to convince and to interest our imagination.

And Pentheus does more than brave the earthquake ;

he utterly ignores it. We see him instantly after

wards2, fresh from the shock ; but in nothing that

he says or does do we see any trace of such an

experience. It has impressed him no more, so

far as we are allowed to perceive, than if a fly had

settled upon his hand. This is not the behaviour

of a hardened man, or of a man at all ; it is the

behaviour of a stone.

Satan, in Paradise Lost, defies the horrors of the

fall from Heaven to Hell and the nine days wallowing

in the fiery lake. And his defiance moves us, because

Nor did they not perceive the evil plight

In which they were, or the fierce pains not feel.

1 P. V. 1080.
*
vv. 642 ff.
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If he were indifferent, so should we be. Macbeth

braves the prodigies of his last hour, the marching

forest and the foe not born of woman, knowing and

confessing their full significance. But if he ignored

them, what would they matter to us ?

And let it not be said, that the insensibility of

Pentheus is itself miraculous, a part of his punish

ment. Even if this were so, it would not save the

situation, since a blow not felt is no warning. But

the case is not so. He is not dazed, but alert, in all

his faculties unaltered and unimpaired. Only he

does not notice the earthquake ; he is occupied with

other things. Now that is absurd.

This objection^wTuyrrTn^my judgement, would

alone suffice to raise a presumption, that the miracu

lous allegations of the Bacchants are propounded

not for our acceptance but for our criticism—must

not be confused with another, to which we shall

come in due course :—that the ignorance of Pen

theus and others would naturally make the audience

incredulous of the earthquake as a given fact.

We are here assuming the contrary, that, upon the

statements of Dionysus and his devotees, aided or

not aided by some scenic suggestion, the audience

do accept the earthquake, without question, as a fact.

And we say that, on this hypothesis, the behaviour
of Pentheus, being inconceivable, is unimpressive,

and the scene is frigid.

Also it would be, on this hypothesis, a grave

and strange error, that these stupendous effects are
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placed where they are,
almost1

at the beginning of

the series, so that this topic, the miraculous demon

strations and the obstinacy of the infidel, is prema

turely exhausted, and the sequel must be an anti

climax. The report of the herdsman from Cithaeron,

which follows the scene of the earthquake, is in one

respect2

well fitted to impress the king, even if, in

the main, he disbelieves it. It does impress him.

It leads to a pause and debate, which we are intended

to watch with interest3. But after the preceding

exhibition such a scene is out of place, and such an

interest can hardly arise. Doubt, irresolution, is

not natural in a man so obdurate that he disregards

an earthquake, and hardly worth attention, since we

must suppose that his perversity will prevail.

Such are some, a few only, of the traits in the

play which confirm the presumption, arising from

the known practice of Euripides, that the facts of

the story, according to the intent of the author,

are natural, not supernatural, and which compel us

to consider, how it would have been interpreted by
spectators or readers alive to this presumption, that

is to say, by all contemporary Athenians who were

interested in literature or speculation. To interpret

it perfectly is more than we can expect. Our know

ledge, always defective, has here two special defects.

The Bacchic religion of the play is expressly said,

as we noted before, to be properly and peculiarly

that of the north and of Macedonia*. Doubtless

1
IT. 447 ff-

'
«'. 683-688.

»
IT. 778-846.

'
If. 409-415.
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therefore Euripides made use of his recent observa

tions in that region; and, though
the country and

its practices were then little known at Athens, he

must have counted on something
different from our

almost total ignorance. And again, in the Bacchants

as in the Heracles, we feel our loss of the once

important rationalistic literature of the fifth century.

We do not know, and we need to know, how the

legends of Bacchus had been handled by such a

writer as Herodorus. These legends, like those of

Heracles, were specially inviting to rationalistic ex

planation, because even the fabulists allowed that

Heracles and Bacchus had been men. In the

Heracles the effect of such speculation is obvious1,

and it is not likely to be absent from the Bacchants.

But we cannot verify it by reference, and our con

jectural observation is a poor substitute for the

direct knowledge of the original readers. However

we must do as we can.

Of the Prologue there is little to say which we

have not already anticipated. A principal point in

it, emphasized by repetition2, is to inform the audi

ence that, though Dionysus prologizes, no such

personage will appear in the action, but only a

human preacher of the rites. Moreover those fami

liar with Euripidean ways will not fail to remark,

that, although the prologist declares his identity
1 E.g. Heracles, 153 f. See further my essay on the play in

Four Plays of Euripides.
*

vo. 4, 53> 54- The tautology of 53, S4 has given offence

(see commentaries), but the insistence is intentional.
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with the preacher, he is on this point hardly con

sistent with himself. For the preacher is acting,

and is to act, in Thebes, supported by a company of

women (the Chorus), whom he has brought with

him from Asia ; and as a fact, when the time comes

for him to play his part, it is in Thebes, as we should

expect, that he is found1. But the last words of the
prologist2

are that he is now going
"

to the glens of

Cithaeron,"

to join the performances of the Theban

women there assembled. We may no doubt make

suppositions which will fill the gap ; but the discre

pancy would not have been created, if the prologue

had been conceived by the author as continuous

with the play,
—a part of the action. The contrary

is apparent. The theatrical deity, having done his

service, discharges himself, after the manner of

Euripides3, from further appearance, and, from this

point till the. finale, we have nothing to do with him.

Not that it would make any difference to the

interpretation, if we took the prologue as drama,

a part of the action presented. In that case, the

prologist is certainly the preacher, a man ; but

whether he is anything more, whether, as he says,

he is truly a god and his human form is a disguise,

or whether, on the contrary, his divinity is a mas

querade, a pretension which he assumes when it

suits his purpose,
—these are questions not to be

1
v- 35- ("'''* ""o^-"'

o-Ttlxpvrei) with v. 434 ff. *
62 ff.

'
See the prologue of the Ion, vv. 76 f., Hecuba, 52 ff, Troades,

92 ff., Hipp. 5 iff. The only supernatural prologist, who might

seem to promise an appearance in the action, is Death in the

Akestis (v. 74) ; and the promise is not kept.
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answered upon his mere authority. We shall see in

the sequel.

But one thing is clear. The history, which he

gives, of himself and his religion is on the face of it

improbable, and—which is odd—the improbability

is pressed upon our notice. He is young. His

human grandfather is still living. Since he was

born, some twenty years may have elapsed ; and in

this interval, before ever visiting Thebes, his birth

place, or any part of Hellas, he has diffused and

established his religion, beginning from Lydia, all

over the Oriental world :—

From the rich golden vale of Lydia I went forth, and from

Phrygia, and visited the sun-beaten regions of Persia, the fortresses

ofBactria, wintryMedia, Arabia the fertile, and all Asia1, which lies

along the salt sea, her fair walled towns thickly-peopled with

Greek and foreigner mixed together, and came not to this town of

Greeks untilfirst even in those parts I had done my dances and

established my rites, that my deity might be world-approved2.

1 Asia Minor, especially the western coast.

2
w. 13-22

Xnrwv oe Auoaiv toiis Tro\vxpvo~ovs yvas

$pvya>v T£, Uepcruiv
6'

tjXio/SXtJtovs TrXauas

Baxfpia t« TtLyrf frjv re Svcr^ifiov f(66va

MifSuv lireXOmv 'Apafttav evSatfiova

A<riav re traaav, rj a.Xp.vpav aXa

Kelrai, fuydo-iv "EXXrjO-i /?ap/?apois
0'

bfnov

TrXrjptis e^ovo-a KaXXfirvpywrovs iroActs,

20 h r^VSe irp&rov rjXOov "EXXifvwv ttoXiv,

KaxeT xopevo-a.'; k<u KaTao-nfcras €/ias

reXerds, iv tirjv efixj}a.vrjs Saijucav fiporoh.

The last two verses repeat with emphasis (note kcu ekei) the effect

of vo. 13-19. In v. 20 irpwrov relates to the aorists preceding
and following, and means "not until I had done all

this."
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It is seen in the English, and more clearly in the

Greek, that this sentence returns upon itself, insist

ing on the point that, though the god was Greek-

born, his religion was first Asiatic. Modern readers

have been displeased by this insistence', which

seems purposeless, and have tried to get rid of it.

But there it is ; and our aim should be rather to find

out why. And surely this much is apparent, that

the point would not have been pressed by any one,

who meant the statement of the god to carry

conviction. His story is a crude combination of

incompatibles. He accepts the old Greek legend,

framed in days when little was known in Greece of

the Bacchic religion and nothing of its origins, which

made Bacchus simply the son of Zeus and a Theban

woman. He also accepts, with the nascent science

and history of the fifth century, the truth that vast

regions in the East had known religion of the

orgiastic type before ever it came to Hellas. Like

Herodotus after visiting Egypt, the god is aware

that the traditions of Greek ignorance were a frame

too narrow for recorded facts. And his device is,

to force in the facts—and to signalize the compres

sion. Such a treatment cannot be bona fide. It is

possible that, by the age of Euripides, the legend of

Bacchus, as told at Delphi and such places, had

assumed the shape in which Euripides presents it ;

and the ^od (we may note) agrees with Apollo's

prophet Teiresias, a representative of Delphi, in

1
See the apparatus criticus to the texts of Sandys and

Murray.

v. e. 3
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this, that he ignores the vital
doctrine of the second

birth, which Teiresias expressly
disowns1. But at

Delphi (we may be sure), if they told the story so,

they told it simply, and not, as Euripides does, so

as to invite rejection.

What Euripides seems to suspect, as matter of

historical truth, or at least what would naturally

occur to a reader of his prologue, is that the precinct

of Semele (a real Theban relic and haunt of fancy2),

with its ruined house and its legend of a woman

pregnant by Zeus and slain by the jealousy of Hera,
had originally no connexion with the religion of the

Man-God, which was incongruously annexed to the

place at the time of its importation, perhaps because

of the accidental circumstance that the ground was

overgrown with the Bacchic leafage of the vine3.

Whether such a speculation was current, as in the

fifth century it well may have been, and whether it

was well-founded, as is also possible, we need not

enquire. But it is material to observe that, in

Euripides, Bacchus, like the Twin Gods of the

Electra\ becomes a critic : his legend, in its Hellenic

form, is not satisfactory even to himself.

His manner, so far, in the prologue, is animated

1
vv. 286ff.

2
See vv. 6-9 with

Sandys'
notes. V. 6 does not show that

the monument is represented on the scene, but only that it is

supposed to be visible from the scene. And so also vv. 596 ff.
In the absence of notice elsewhere actual representation is not

likely.

3 See vv. 6-12, and especially the last two verses
4
El. 1245 f.
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and not undignified. But it is neither sublime, nor

mystical, nor, in any sense of the word, religious. It

is a plain style of narrative, having about as little

elevation as is compatible with the form of poetry.

It could not satisfy, and was not (one would suppose)

designed to satisfy, as the style for a god, those who

had seen gods presented by Aeschylus and Sopho

cles. And we observe that it does not satisfy

Professor Murray. Mr Murray's prologue is not

only more highly coloured, more poetical, but it has,

what Euripides will not give, the note of sublimity

and mystery :

Behold, God's Son is come unto this land

Of Thebes, even I, Dionysus, whom the brand

Of heaven's hot splendour /// to life, when she

Who bore me,
Cadmus'

daughter Semele,

Died here.

This is a fine opening, and religious. This, or some

thing like it, is what would have been put in the

mouth of the Man-God by an Aeschylus or a Pindar.

But let it be compared with the original1. Can

we suppose that the A165 wais of Euripides, or

the rjKoi (a common form of his theatrical pro-

Iogists)2, had ever for any ear the arresting sound,

as of some awful Revelation, which the translator

1
w. 1-3

*Hko) Aios 7rais TTJvht 0ij/8oi<dv ^66va

AioVwos, ov Tiicrti iroff r) KaS/iov Koprj

%tp.iXij Xo\tu6iur ao~rpaTnj<f>opM irvpi.

'
Cl. Hermes in Ion 5, tjkw Si Si\<f>oiv njVSe yrjv, the Ghost of

Polydorus in Hec. 1, tjkid..., Poseidon in Tro. 1, 17*0.1—

3—2
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strikes in Behold, God's Son is cornel And if

Euripides wished to suggest that the speaker is a

superhuman, incomprehensible Being, in whom earth

and heaven are united, could he not find, as our

English poet can, language fit for the purpose, and

say that, by the stroke of lightning, He, the Babe

of Semele, was
"
lit to life

"

? What Euripides says

is simply that the lightning
" delivered

"

the mother.

And as the two compositions begin, so each proceeds

to the end. The prologist of Euripides concludes

his narrative by saying twice, in plain terms, that his

outward appearance, for the present, ismerely human :

For this cause I have takenmortalform, andchanged

my shape into the nature ofman1. From the English

alembic this emerges thus :

For this I veil my godhead with the wan

Form of the things that die, and walk as Man.

This is, or might be, the language of godhead

veiled. But in Euripides there is neither veil to

see through nor deity to see.

The prologue, though it says little or nothing of

the Bacchic religion on its spiritual side, lays some

stress on the Bacchic costume, the dress of fawn-

skin and the ivy-wreathed wand (thyrsus) in the

hand2. We may take therefore this opportunity of

noting that the play does not anywhere appear to

1
vv. 53-54

cuv ovvzk eTSos Ovtjtov dXXd^as £^<o,

p-opiprjv t i/uijir fj.eT€J3aXov els avSpos tpvo-iv.

2
vv. 23-25.
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treat these properties as symbolic, to connect them

with doctrine, or otherwise to account for them.

The costume seems to be, for Euripides, nothing

but a ritual prescription, though in this sense peremp

tory. The peculiar dress, like the retirement into a

lonely place, seems merely to mark that the wor

shipper is for the time withdrawn from ordinary life

and given up to the worship. had any

theory respecting the garb imposed upon bacchants,

it would seem to be possibly this, that its very

strangeness might be a test of obedience1. And we

may bear in mind, in this connexion and generally,

that the Bacchic religion, as described in this play,

had in the fifth century B.C. but a slight hold upon

Hellas, and that in most places and ordinary times

bacchic performances, of the kind here represented,

were not to be seen.

With the departure of the god, and the entrance

of the Lydian women who travel with him in his

character of adept and preacher, the action opens,

and we pass into a different atmosphere. Neither

poetry, nor depth, nor height, nor mystery is defi

cient in the astonishing dance-hymn with which they

come on. The rhythm of it, a three-time move

ment, slow apparently at first, but passing at the

end into a precipitate race which whirls us away,

cannot be precisely reproduced in English or without

the aid of music. But for spirit and feeling one

See the language of Teiresias (175 ff.) and Cadmus (180)

and the scene there following.
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would desire nothing
better than such passages as

these :

Oh, blessed he in all wise

Who hath drunk the Living Fountain,

Whose life no folly staineth,

And his soul is near to God :

Whose sins are lifted, pall-wise,

As he worships on the Mountain,

And where Cybele ordaineth,

Our Mother, he has trod

Hither, O fragrant ofTmolus the Golden,

Come with the voice of timbrel and drum;
Let the cry of your joyance uplift and embolden

The God of the joy-cry; O Bacchanals, come!

With pealing of pipes and with Phrygian clamour,

On, where the vision of holiness thrills,

And the music climbs and the maddening glamour,

With the wild White Maids, to the hills, to the hills!

Oh, then, like a colt as he runs by a river,

A colt by his dam, when the heart of him sings,

With the keen limbs drawn and the fleet foot a-quiver,

Away the Bacchanal springs1!

There is no reason to doubt that, with due

allowance for the colouring of poetry, Euripides here

describes realities, things and practices which he

had seen ; though, likely enough, he had not seen

them in any high degree of purity until he went out

of Hellas. Indeed they are, in their inward meaning,

less foreign to us than they were to him. The idea

of a religion universal in application and claims

capable of transference from place to place,
prosely-

1
vv. 72 ff., 152 ff. (Murray).
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tizing, was strange to the primitive paganism of

Hellas, whose native cults stood rather upon privi

lege and exclusion, particularities of race, family,

person, and sex ; but it is familiar to us, and even

fundamental in our conception of religion as such.

Again, the happiness of the congregation, the

stimulus of religious acts performed in company, is

the very root of many living cults. So it is of the

Bacchic worship as here painted. The rapture of

the initiated lies essentially in this, that "his soul is
congregationalized"

(Oiao-cveron. ^iv^au1),— if we may

venture an ugly phrase for the sake of its truth to

sense. The retreat, the camp of
"revivals"

in

solitary places, is foreign to countries like our own,

but chiefly because we lack room for it. It is per

fectly congenial to the spirit of modern Congrega

tionalism, and reappears promptly where circum

stances admit. The violent music and the violent

motions we have disciplined and policed away, but

even in our orderly streets we may see how gladly they

would return. And indeed Euripides himself makes

clear, when he comes to describe the actual behaviour

of the worshippers, that, however ecstatic in feeling,

they were in act not disorderly but disciplined3, and

that the language of the Chorus, at their entrance

and elsewhere, so far as it implies the contrary,

should be taken, as the language of religion often

must be, as metaphorical. The freedom sought and

1
V. 75. The thiasos is the company joined together for

religious purposes.

3
I'. 693

Oavp.'

ISliv «UK<X7/UOS.
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extolled is that of the spirit, not of the body. And

the same applies to the other expressions, by which

they set forth the inward exaltation of the wor

shipper. When one of them exclaims :

O glad, glad on the mountains

To swoon in the race outworn,

When the holy fawn-skin clings,

And all else sweeps away,

To the joy of the red quick fountains,

The blood of the hill-goat torn,

The glory of wild-beast ravenings,

Where the hill-tops catch the day....

and when another adds :

Then streams the earth with milk, yea, streams

With wine and nectar of the bee,

And through the air dim perfume steams

Of Syrian frankincense1

we are surely not bound, nor at liberty, to assume

that literal draughts of blood were part of the prac

tices, or real springs of honey familiar to the sight

or belief of the devotees. With such interpretation,

what would a historian make of our own
prayer-

books and hymn-books ? The spiritualists of the

fifth century b.c. were much nearer than we to the

savage base, and more easily reverted to it. But we

must not for that reason impute to them in practice

every suggestion of their metaphorical language.

It is nevertheless true of course that, in an age

when the very rudiments of scientific observation

and reasoning were hardly anywhere popularly

1
w. 135 ff. (Murray).
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diffused, the barrier between the imagination and

the experience of miracles would be weak, and such

visionaries as the bacchants of this hymn would be

an easy prey to imposture. This also Euripides had

observed as a fact, and will presently show us at large.

In theology, the Chorus have but one dogma,

the double birth of the Man-God, upon which they
insist1

with a fervour specially noticeable after the

neglect of this doctrine in the prologue. Nor do

they agree with the prologist as to the connexion of

their theology with the place of their preaching, the

town of Thebes. The deity of the prologue begins

with the assertion that he is the son of Zeus and of

Cadmus'

daughter. But the Chorus are so far from

taking the Theban birth for a fundamental dogma,

that, in this opening hymn, they hardly notice it.

They expound their doctrine without mention either

of Semele or of Thebes2; to the
"Mother"'

they

give no name, and if any be supplied by reference4,

it is that of Cybclc, which for Asiatics would be

suitable. (Rhea is mentioned both in the
prologue'

and in this
hymn"

as indirectly connected with the

bacchic ritual by the timbrel-music, derived from

her cult ; but the identity of Rhea and Cybele is not

asserted, and must not be assumed.) In inviting
Thebes to embrace the new religion, they address

the city as
"

nurse of
Semele,"

and that is here their

sole reference to the local legend7. All this is

1
tv. 88 ff., see 521 ff.

a Stroph. and Ant. 2.
*

r. 91.

*

IT. 78 f.
'

V- 59-
«
I'. 128 ff.

r
v. 105. See also it. 5 1 9 fT.
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natural and intelligible. A mystic event, such as

the double birth, may be localized with infinite

variety, and even repeated, since it was virtually

repeated in the case of every initiate who became

a bacchos1. Locality is nothing. Every place may

have its own adaptation, and the Theban story may

be accepted for Thebes. But it is not essential.

Negatively the hymn is remarkable in ignoring
the conception of Bacchus as god and giver of wine2.

The vine is not even mentioned. What exactly the

genuine bacchants are represented as holding in

this regard, we shall have to consider later3. But it

appears in this opening hymn (and the whole play

confirms it) that the rapture of Bacchus, as they

conceive it, is not to be confounded or even con

nected with vinous excitement. This point, and the

misconception of Pentheus and others with regard to

it, are extremely important to the plot.

The mystic assimilation of the worshipper to the

god, of the bacchos to the Bacchos, is asserted ex

pressly only of the leader of the company', but is

doubtless to be understood of all in due degree.

1 See hereafter on v. 243.

8
The pel

8'

o'vm of v. 143, taken with the context, rather

excludes than suggests any particular attribution.

3
See vv. 375 ff., 416 ff.

4
v. 141 6

S1

e£apxos B/jo/xtos, and perhaps in v. 115, where the

false reading of the two mss. (Bpo/xtosos ayg Gido-ovs) is corrected in

one of them to Bpopuos ooris ayei Oido-ovs "Whosoever leads the

companies is a Bromios." This, or rather oo-ris ayj;, as Prof. Murray
suggests in his edition of the text, may well be right. See also

V. 243 eicetvos ev ju.i?/t><3 tot ippdtpy Aios.
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That the knowledge of certain mysteries is one

of the rewards of the worshipper, and a part of his

happiness, we are told both here and elsewhere1.

But the play lays comparatively little stress on this

side of the religion, and conveys (I think) no hint of

what the revelations might be. It is conjecturable

that they pointed to a future life. But here it is

the present rapture of the religious performances,

rather than any promises, upon which the preachers

dwell ; and in truth many firm believers in a Heaven

above love more, if not better, the
"

little Heaven
below."

Such, in outline, is the religion which has already

carried away to the wilderness, in a frenzy of enthu

siasm, the women of Thebes. Among the men no

conversions, so far, have been made"; but two con

verts of importance now present themselves in the

persons of Teiresias, the blind prophet of Apollo,

and Cadmus, the ex-king. These aged men have

agreed to practise the prescribed rites and to repair

to Cithaeron for that purpose ; and they now appear,

dressed in the bacchic garb. That their appearance,

in a costume certainly more becoming to the agile,

may provoke some contempt, Teiresias, the leader

in the action,
admits3

; but we cannot infer from this

that they are not meant to command our perfect

sympathy. To brave ridicule in a good cause may

be more than respectable, and we may suppose the

author partly to mean this. Only, to make such a

1
v. 72 TtXcrds 0«Zv tl&ok. See also w. 471 ff.

*
vv. 195 f-

3
I'D- 2I4f.
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situation satisfactory, from a religious point of view,

it should be clear that the devotees are in fact up

held and exalted above themselves by a mightier

Power. We expect to read something like this:

Cadmus. Where then shall I stand, where tread

The dance and toss this bowed and hoary head?

O friend, in thee is wisdom; guide rny grey

And eld-worn steps, eld-worn Teiresias.—Nay;

I am not weak.

[At thefirst movement of worship his manner begins to change ;

a mysterious strength and exaltation enter into him.]

Surely this arm could smite

The wild earth with its thyrsus, day and night,

And faint not ! Sweetly and forgetfully
The dim years fall from off

me!1

Now it may be that, in the Athenian theatre, a

convinced initiate (probably not the priest of

Dionysus), or any pious and simple person, may have

interpreted Euripides to himself in this sense. And,

for reasons already given, I think it defensible as

an alternative to put such colour, firmly and defi

nitely, upon an English version. But on the other

hand no reader of Greek, and certainly not the

translator, will deny that colour is put on, and that

the pious and simple person gets help from our

native tragedian for which he will look vainly in

1
vv. 184-189 (Murray)

7roi Sel \opeveiv, irol. KaOurrdvai iroSa

kcu Kpara creto-ai iroXiov ; e^rjyov o~v aoi
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Euripides. To pass minor touches—such as "smite

the wild
earth,"

where the lifting epithet is an

addition—the vital sentences

Nay; I am not weak

Sweetly and forgetfully
The dim years fall from off me !

are free composition, where everything which sup

ports the stage-direction by suggesting mystery

comes from the translation—the dreamy melodious

rhythm, the bold figure, everything. The Cadmus

of Euripides says just this: "We have pleasantly

forgotten that we are Justice Shallow might

have said as much to Falstaff. And moreover,

instead of English notably musical, we get, by acci

dent or design, Greek most uncommonly and rather

comically ugly1. The excitement of Cadmus, so far

as appears, may be that which is natural to an old

man making an unwonted exertion, and pleased to

find that it is not beyond him,—just that, and no

more. Nor does Teiresias, in Euripides, prove

more. In the translation he may seem to do so.

Tcir. As with thee,

With me 'tis likewise. Light am I and young,

And will essay the dancing and the song.

Cadmus. Quick, then, our chariots to the mountain road.

Teir. Nay; to take steeds were to mistrust the God.

This means, with the context, that in the strength

of the God, in the strength of which Cadmus has felt

the mysterious access, they may walk. If the prophet

'
yipoi-rcs cW«. Note the uncouth assonance.
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did indeed say this, he would assent to the mystic

sensation, which, in the translation, is attributed to

the king ; and such a note might redeem
the oddity,

otherwise apparent, of the king's proposal to ride.

But the note is not in Euripides, whose sense is

given more exactly by Mr Way:

Nay, so were the God's honour minished1.

Even this, in the poetical form and pronunciation

of the word minishdd, exceeds the original line,
which may fairly be described as prose in metre.

But it gives the sense, which is simply that pilgrims

must not make themselves too comfortable, and

does not suggest any miraculous exaltation. Nor,

so far as I see, does any part of the scene.

The case is this. If this scene were the prelude

to a series of gigantic miracles, performed by the

Power to whom these old men are offering them

selves as a sort of aged martyrs,
—and that is what

Professor Murray has in prospect,
—

then, by every

rule of keeping and sense, the Power should be

perceptible here. The action must rise, rise high,

and the language with it. The translator accord

ingly raises the level of the whole, and, just at the

right place, goes deftly and dexterously up to the

proper pitch. But why did Euripides stay below ?

He can soar when he pleases ; he has soared in the

hymn. Here he is firmly pedestrian. Is it un

reasonable to suggest that he meant to be taken at

his word ?

1
V. 192

dXX'

ovX 6/jLOiws av 6 debs nfiyv k\oi.
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The figures and characters of Cadmus and

Teiresias, since neither, without forcing the language
of Euripides, can be made into a witness of the

supernatural, do not concern the special subject of

our investigation ; and we may deal with them sum

marily. Cadmus is transparent enough. He is

decrepit, weak, and, as he flatters himself, cunning.

He is attached to his family and zealous for its

honour1. It was he who, at the time of Semele's

misfortune, ingeniously attributed it to Zeus—but

did not convince his other daughters2. What he

sees in the bacchic mission—if we may so term it—

is an excellent opportunity for establishing this view,

and immensely improving it by the addition that

the offspring of Semele has been raised to immor

tality. He puts this to his grandson Pentheus with

a frankness which rejects all gloss. Dionysus, he

says, may be a god or he may not ; but surely it is

not for the family of Semele to dispute its. With

such a disposition, the concurrence of Teiresias, an

authority in matters of religion*, is decisive, and

he puts himself cheerfully in the prophet's hands.

His part so far, before the catastrophe, is ridiculous;

after the catastrophe, his very weakness, his extreme

misery, and the irony of his suicidal success, add a

poignant touch to the bacchic triumph. He helps

materially to
launch the movement, but finds, as with

'
vv. 181 ff, 333 ff, and passim.

2
w. 26-31. Note Ku'fyiov o-o^ict/hoto.

'
vv. 333 ff.

'
it. 185 f, where lirqyov suggests the professional t^iryrrn^ or

director.
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more wisdom he might have foreseen, that his con

version is reckoned at its true value. To the lesson

of the play, as the picture of a religious revolution,

he contributes this much : that great movements,

good or bad, may, at a critical turn, depend much

on the action of little men in high places. That is

true ; and it covers perhaps all that need be said

about the Cadmus of the Bacchants.

Teiresias is far nobler and more important, and

deserves a fuller study than we here can spare to

him. He fills a place which the author was bound

to fill. He represents the authority of Delphi
—

a

function in which he was a figure familiar to the

tragic stage1,
—and his views serve to show what the

poet thought of the Bacchic religion as accepted by
Delphi, and of its actual position in Hellas at his

own day. No one, Euripides least of all, could

exhibit the conversion of Thebes without saying his

word about this. And what Euripides says, as I

understand, by his portrait of Teiresias, is that the

Bacchic religion, the religion of the Man-God, as

truly represented by the Chorus, had been so trans

formed by Hellas and Delphi in the process of

acceptance, had been so accommodated, clipped, and

adapted to the prepossessions, the habits of thought

and practice, rooted in an alien soil, that its effect,

as a change, was more nominal than real; and further,
that what was most real in the effect was not the

most laudable part of it. The motives of Teiresias,
in supporting the invaders, are stated as frankly as

See the Oedipus Tyrannus, Antigone, Phoenissae.
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those of Cadmus. He sees that the new religion is

a great power, and well may see, when it has swept

all the women into the wilderness. He foresees

that it must and will be admitted upon some terms.

He holds, as I apprehend, honestly and plausibly,

that, because strong, it is divine. But he is confident,

and shows in this the sort of insight which the heads

of established religions have shown again and again,

that it will not destroy native growths, "the traditions

of our
fathers."

These, he says, "no doctrine, how

ever subtle, can
destroy1."

Here he goes beyond

the truth, as Delphi was one day to learn. But it is

true that such destruction is most difficult, and that

what more often happens is what had happened, up
to the time of Euripides, in the relations of pagan

Hellas to the religion of the Man-God: the new is

absorbed, and digested. The current, judiciously
led, runs into the old channels of religiosity, quick

ening the flow but not disrupting the conduits.

How this was to be, Teiresias sets forth in his

reply to the denunciation of Pentheus". It comes

to this, that Dionysus, suitably treated, might take

his place, without disturbance, beside Zeus, Hera,

Ares, Phoebus, and, in short, the Olympians at large.

To him, as well as to Ares, will belong the battle-

panic3. He, as well as Phoebus, may inspire divina-

1

w. 201-203

irarpiovi irapaSo\di, as 0 op.ijXiKa's x/sovcj)

KiKTTjp.iff
,
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*
vv. 266 ff.

'
w- 302 ff.
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tion (as at Delphi in fact he shared the temple with

Apollo)1. As god of wine—or rather of drink-

he will pair off with Demeter alias Earth, who

feeds mankind with solids2. As identified himself

with wine, he will be poured in libation, and make

peace between gods and
men3

(a hint at the sacra

mental conception, which is traceable in the religion

of Eleusis, but noticeably absent from the religion

preached by the bacchants in this play). As for the

novel theology, the mystery of the Twice-born, this,

the prophet concedes, as stated by the new preachers,

is objectionable ; but it can be explained away by
a simple trick of words,

—resolved into a common

Greek fairy-tale, like those of Hesiod, meaning

less indeed, but certainly harmless4! The new

rites, the ecstatic dances, these too will some day be

performed on Parnassus5. To women there may be

some moral danger in them—

so far the Delphian

patron agrees with the persecutor—but the virtuous

will resist, and the vicious must not blame the

religion for their own vice6.

Such, set off by a sober pulpit-eloquence not

unimpressive, is this interesting discourse, and such

{according to Euripides) was the patronage which

the Bacchic religion had found in Hellas. Manifestly
between Teiresias and the bacchants there is, at

bottom, no agreement and hardly any affinity
what-

1

vv. 298 ff. 2
vv. 274 ff.

8
vv. 284 f., suspected of interpolation, but, I think, without

reason.

4
vv. 286 ff. This passage is further discussed below.

5
vv. 306 ff. 6

vv. 3i4ff.
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ever. The prophet is concerned for a mass of

beliefs and cults of which they have never a word to

say, and denies—or, to save dispute, let us say
"ignores"

—the momentous doctrine by which alone

their theory of the Man-God is distinguished from

miscellaneous polytheistic paganism. The single

innovation which Teiresias really concedes, is a

rare celebration of the rites, once, as a fact, in two

years ; and from this, as is only too evident, he does

not expect any good. How should he ? Without

the peculiar Bacchic theology, with its promise of

divine union for men, the bacchic cult of rapture

would be a mere snare, and would naturally become

the scandal which, as Euripides implies in the Ion,

the Delphian celebrations actually were. And the

Teiresias of this play goes near to admit the imputa

tion ; his remarks on the moral danger of the rites

are the least creditable point in his discourse.

Whether
Euripides'

picture of Bacchus in Hellas

is exact, or what correction it needs, we have not

the means to decide. General truth a modern

must, in fairness and respect, attribute to it ; and I

am not aware of any material evidence to the con

trary. The silences of the play, the total absence

of allusion to the many famous practices, feasts,

institutions, habits, which connected themselves

nominally with Dionysus, Bacchus, or other asso

ciated names, imply (what is surely true) that such

things in general—the Dionysia of Athens, for

instance, and the mysteries of Iacchus at Eleusis—

were not
" bacchic

"

at all in any proper and distinct

4—
-2
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sense. The trieterica of Delphi, held in alternate

years, were bacchic in form ; and this is the only

positive example which Teiresias alleges for the

"

greatness
"

which the new god was to acquire in

Hellas1. These performances, and such, Euripides

counted to his disgrace ; nor was that opinion

confined to sceptics, if we may judge by Aeschylus,
whose recognition of the Delphian

" Bromios,"

in the

prologue to the Eumenides, could hardly be less

warm than it is2. But Euripides seems also to have

thought, at all events after seeing the religion of

Macedonia, that the true Bacchus might disclaim

what was offensive in the Delphian festival, and

that there was a Bacchic religion different from that

of Delphi, stranger perhaps, but loftier and more

moral.

The passage in which Teiresias explains away

the doctrine of the Twice-born, and also the sneer

of Pentheus to which it replies3, are by some dis

allowed as interpolations. But no one has explained,

when, by whom, and with what motive, the insertions

can have been made and established in the text.

And without them the discourse of the prophet

would be oddly incomplete. In the sense indeed and

substance of his exposition, there would be no differ

ence. He maintains that the importation of Bacchus

and the bacchanal worship will harmonize with

traditional Greek polytheism as received from

Homer and Hesiod. Manifestly this is impossible, if
1
w. 306 ff. 2 Eum. 24 ff., discussed in my edition.

3
vv. 242-247, 286-297.
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the importation is to include the bacchanal theology,

which signifies a view of the relation between God

and man, a conception of all that religion means,

radically incompatible with the Homeric. Believers

in the Twice-born, real believers, would assuredly

not be supporters of Ares, Athena, Apollo and the

rest. One might almost as well imagine such an

effect in Christianity. Whether then Teiresias dis

owns the doctrine, or merely passes it in significant

silence, does not affect his position. But for dramatic

purposes silence would be much less proper and less

natural. The bacchants, in their hymn, have made

apparent the unique importance of this point in their

creed and cult1. And although Teiresias has not

heard this particular statement, theatrical effect

requires that his exposition of the new preaching,

or rather his reply to it, should start from the base

propounded to the audience. The sneer of Pen

theus is a natural way of furnishing the formal cue;

and the insertion of the two passages (whether by
Euripides or another) was an improvement. As

for the method of
Teiresias'

solution—a supposed

ambiguity and juggle of words,
—that should not

surprise any one who has studied in Aeschylus, or

indeed in this very play", the favourite devices of

"mantic"

interpretation. We need not necessarily

suppose that the precise juggle here employed was

a genuine product of Delphi. It has perhaps a

touch of parody. In any case, the disputed passages,

perfectly
Euripidean in manner, must be extremely

1
it. 89 ff.

'
v. 367.
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ancient, hardly less so than the production of the

play at Athens. And more than this we cannot,

after all, say of any given passage or verse1.

1 In vv. 242-247 there are some noticeable details :

eiccivos eirat <f>r]o~i Aiowcrov deov,—

e/ceivos ev p*yjp<j> nor eppcKpr/ Aios,
—

os eKTrvpovrai Xap.irdo-iv Kepavvuiis

avv p-rjTpC, Ai'ous oti ya/ious iij/evcraTO.

tolvt ovx' Seivrjs ayxoVrjs ear afia,

vftpex v[3pl£,eiv, ootis eo-nv 6 feVos;

In v. 243 modern texts adopt eppd<pO<u (Reiske) for eppdip-q. But

, is this necessary? "
He forsooth affirms the divinity of Dionysus!

—he forsooth has been 'sown into the thigh of Zeus'!—Dio

nysus, who was consumed by the
thunder-fire...."

This is not

nonsense; it implies that the worshippers of Bacchus, as they

identified themselves with their God, were accustomed to attribute

to themselves, mystically of course and by a religious figure, the

process by which He was taken into the divine nature. Modern

and familiar parallels to such religious language will occur to

every reader:—"except ye be born
again...,"

"crucify your affec

tions...,"

etc. The composition, the way in which the relative os

reverts to Dionysus, thus becomes very abrupt, but this is not

unsuitable to extreme rage. Apart from this, the only serious

objection is to Seivfjs in v. 246. This epithet seems absurd, if we

assume, with some, that "worthy of the
halter"

means "worthy of

execution by
hanging."

But surely they are right who take the

halter to be here, as usually in Athenian language, a symbol of

suicide.
"

Worthy of the halter
"

means
"
enough to make one

hang
oneself"

—a colloquial form of indignation. In such a form,
which of course is not to be understood seriously and literally, the

insertion of the epithet, "worthy of a monstrous
halter,"

though

loose, seems to me by no means unnatural or inconceivable.

There is no valid objection to the metre io-r ofto.—In the second

passage vv. 293-294 are certainly very obscure, perhaps not

intelligible. The latest suggestion (Murray) that a verse is lost

between them, making up the sense
"
he delivered the cloud-baby
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Teiresias, as a type and a man, is admirably
drawn. Whether such a person is to be liked and

praised, is a point of moral taste, upon which people

may and do differ indefinitely. The world is full of

such persons still, and they play a vast part in history.

The creator of this Teiresias did not love him much,

—or he would not be made to say what he does

about religion and vice1. But he is honest, grave,

and in his way wise. To the play as a historical

picture or symbol, he contributes perhaps the most

important truth which it contains, namely that, as in

other things so specially and above all in religion,

revolutions, noisy and even tempestuous on the

surface, may, after all, leave the foundations almost

unmoved. And in the drama, tragedy, story, his

importance is great. Through him chiefly
—

we may

almost say solely
— is exhibited the case against

Pentheus. The futile Cadmus is a mere irritant

to his stronger-minded grandson; and only prejudice

will find anything conciliatory in the behaviour of

the bacchants or the adept. They are sectaries of

as a pledge, [and, by giving the real Dionysus to the nymphs to

nurse, saved] him from the jealousy of
Hera"

may well represent

the intention. But the text may nevertheless be as complete as

it ever was. I would distinguish, in these passages, between the

two questions, whether they are insertions, and whether they are

genuine, answering both in the affirmative. In a work like the

Bacchants, on which the author was probably engaged to the last,

the occurrence of such additions, perhaps imperfectly recorded

and not yet worked in, is to be expected. This would account

also for some roughness of composition.

1
it. 314 ff
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the most exasperating kind. The servants and

peasants have no weight. But for all that, Pentheus

is in the wrong, and, as tragedy demands, he pro

vokes, without deserving, his fate. And he has his

chance, his fair chance, of suspecting that he is not

in the right, when it appears that his attitude, his

notion of the way to deal with a spiritual agitation,

excites mere pity and dismay in a personage like

Teiresias1.

To Pentheus we now turn. His character,

mind, language, acts are, with those of his adversary

the bacchic adept, the chief material for our present

question :—whether the alleged miracles of the

play are to be taken as facts. That the miracles are

ill-proved, the witnesses slight or suspect, is obvious ;

the silence of some who might be witnesses, and

especially the silence of Teiresias, is significant; but

Pentheus, and Pentheus only, expresses and main

tains disbelief. Now, as the reader will have just

observed, I hold no brief for Pentheus. He is pre

judiced, rash, violent, deaf to advice. All this is

patent, and not at all affected by the equally patent

1
w. 358 ff. As will be seen, I find no need to explain the

acts of Teiresias, with Prof. Norwood, by a supposed private

league with the adept, of which there is no account in the play.

Prof. Norwood appeals to my own view of the Andromache, a

play which I do hold to be inexplicable without the assumption

of facts which it does not intelligibly state. But he omits to

notice, that what I there deduce is the connexion of the Andro

mache with some other document, presumably a play, which we do

not possess. Prof. Norwood's view of Teiresias would require a

like hypothesis for the Bacchae ; but I can see no need for it.
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perfidy and cruelty of his opponent. His main and

fatal error is that which is exhibited to us, for this

reason, immediately upon his entrance :

Scarce had I crossed our borders, when mine ear

Was caught by this strange rumour, that our own

Wives, our own sisters, from their hearths are flown

To wild and secret rites ; and cluster there

High on the shadowy hills, with dance and prayer

To adore this new-made God, this Dionyse,

Whate'er he be ! And in their companies

Deep wine-jars stand, and ever and anon

Away into the loneliness now one

Steals forth, and now a second, maid or dame,

Where love lies waiting, not of God ! The flame,

They say, of Bacchios wraps them. Bacchios I Nay,

'Tis more to Aphrodite that they pray1.

Upon this ground, that the rites are vicious, he is

resolved, and has already taken steps, to extirpate

them. And the ground is hearsay—
"

I have

heard2"; he cannot have made, and does not pretend

to have made, any investigation whatever. Yet

upon this hearsay he threatens death', and actually

proceeds to every violence short of it. Upon this

and no more, when his nearest friends and coun

sellors declare against him, he drives them away

with insult and invective4. Upon this he arrests,

imprisons, exerts, or is ready to exert, the whole

terror of the state. All this for rumour, circulating

amid conditions of excitement which impose the

utmost caution ! In a young man prematurely
called

1
vv. 215 ff. (Murray).

'
kXw, v. 216.

'
it. 239 ff, 355 ff-

*
w- 2S5 ""-. 343 ff-
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to power1, and vain of his position2, such conduct is

possible ; but it is monstrous,
and it may well prove

suicidal.

This error and crime of Pentheus, we should

note, lies not at all in the fact that his opinion, in

the particular case, is false. Not until late in the

play3 does either Pentheus or the reader learn that it

is false ; and then, as we shall see, Pentheus is by
no means deaf to the testimony. Such religious

performances are mostly dangerous to virtue, and

suspicion is only natural. Some anger too, at the

violence of the enthusiasts, is, on any supposition,

pardonable, not to say just. His whole sin, and it

is enough, lies in punishing upon a presumption—

the most intolerable abuse of authority.

But all this has no bearing on the question,

whether, according to the dramatist, the bacchic

preaching and rites are in this play accompanied by
miracles. We cannot argue that, because improbable

allegations are rejected by a man who in another

way believes and acts unreasonably, therefore they

are true. Certainly the disbelief of Pentheus does

not disprove them. Considering his prejudice, it

may be discounted and go for nothing, just as, for

like reasons, the word of the adept on the other side

is, in itself, worthless. The question is simply this.

Are miracles so exhibited or so reported in the play,

that the audience should naturally take them, for the

purpose of the story, as true ?

1

vv. 43 f. a
vv. 319 f.

8
vv. 686 ff.
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It will hardly be thought that the effects of the

preaching, as assumed in the prologue and at the

opening of the action
—the flight of the women, their

"madness,"

and the general disturbance—are mira

culous in the sense which concerns us here. They
do not exceed the known range of experience. It

is certain, only too certain, that religious enthusiasm,

suitably stimulated, is equal to such effects.

Nor is our question raised at all in the course of

the first scene, which displays the relations of Pen

theus, Cadmus, and Teiresias, or in the entrance-

song which precedes this scene, or in the hymn (To

Holiness) which follows it. A single allusion occurs

in the entrance-speech of Pentheus, where, in

declaring his intention to put to death the Lydian

adept (on the charge of corrupting women), he

describes him as a "juggler and
charmer1,"

which

suggests both supernatural pretensions and, in the

belief of the speaker, fraud. But the point is barely
touched and drops unnoticed. Teiresias in his

solemn exhortations and warning to the young

prince, and Cadmus in his affectionate but futile

pleading, say nothing of danger to be apprehended,

or conviction to be found, in the personal powers

of the foreign preacher, or in signs by which his

preaching has been accompanied. They do not so

much as mention him. Nor do the bacchants in

their hymns. These negations, though of course

nothing absolute can be inferred from them, are

worth notice and remembrance to this extent : it is

1
yorji &rti>So's V. 234.
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no datum of the play, we are nowhere
authorized or

asked to suppose, that, before the action begins, there

have been undoubted miracles. The prologue does

not say so, nor the expository scene. We come

therefore, without any direction or prepossession, to

the marvels propounded within the action of the

play.

The first report of such an occurrence comes

from the leader of the servants or guards, who

execute the King's order for the arrest of the adept,

and, at the opening of the second scene, bring him

bound before their master :

Pentheus, we come, who have run down this prey

For which thou sentest us, nor sped in vain.

This wild-beast found we tame : he darted not

In flight away, but yielded, nothing loth,

His hands, nor paled, nor changed his
cheeks'

rose-hue,

But smiling bade us bind and lead him thence,

And tarried, making easy this my task.

Then shamed I said, "Not, stranger, of my will,

But by commands of Pentheus, lead I
thee."

The captured Bacchanals thou didst put in ward,

And in the common prison bind with chains,

Fled to the meadows are they, loosed from bonds,
And dance and call on Bromius the God.

The fetters from their feet self-sundered fell;

Doors, without mortal hand, unbarred themselves.

Yea, fraught with many marvels this man came

To Thebes I To thee the rest doth appertain.

Pentheus. Ye are mad ! Once in the toils of these mine hands,
He is not so fleet as to escape from me'.

For the last couplet, the comment of the King,

1
vv. 434 ff. (Way).
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Mr Way gives an alternative, representing an un

certainty in the text :

Let loose his hands. Once taken in the toils,

He is not so fleet as to escape from me.

Professor Murray translates both readings :

Ye are mad !—Unhand him. How so swift he be,

My toils are round him and he shall not fly.

I think, for reasons given below1, that this must be

nearer to the original, though not complete, and that

1
patveade

•

\upu>v iv apKvviv yap u>v

OVK (.(TTIV OUTWS (UKVS <UCTT€ p tK<flVy(Zv MSS.

piOiaOt x'V"'' Burges, and many texts. Neither the tradi

tion nor the correction is satisfactory. To drop paivtaOt makes

Pentheus pass in silence the escape of the bacchanals and the

man's miraculous explanation. Drama, if not reality, requires

that he should take some notice of it. On the other hand, to

construe the mss., we must suppose, according to an ancient gloss

accepted by Prof. Tyrrell, that roOSe means rovSe TaVSpo's, i.e.

ipov, me, which, if possible, is surely not natural. Moreover a

direction to release the prisoner (pe8eo-8e) is necessary, for released

he is (see vv. 503 ff), and the servants would not do it without

an order. We want both p.aivto-8t and pedto-de, as Murray, by

his version, implies. The true inference seems to be that some

thing has been omitted, and that the original was such as to

facilitate this accident, e.g.
—

paLvto~6c
<C\<tjOOJi' rovpyov a\\a rvr op.ws

pidi<r6t> xtipiHv
tovo*-

er apfcvwiv yap
ail-

OVK icTTLV OUTCDS OJKVS <DOT Ip. (Klf>VytlV.

Here xtlP^v rovpyov, "it is the work of
hands,"

completes the

comment upon the alleged miracle, and replies to the avev tfvrrnjs

X«pos,
"
without mortal

hand,"

of v. 44s. while at the same time

it gives a lead for the antithetical x(lP^v ™08e,
"

the hands of the

prisoner"

and the order for release. And the repetition of syllables

(to-6t xtipw*- tov) might easily
deceive a copyist.
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the King's words were something like
this : "You are

mad ! The thing was done by hands.
But neverthe

less you may now release the hands of the prisoner,

for, once in the toils, he is not swift enough to escape

from
me"

However the doubt is not important.

Any way the King, expressly or tacitly, treats as

absurd, not worth discussion, the suggestion of the

reporter that the escape of the women was miracu

lous. And the question is :—with which of the two,

the servant or the master, does the dramatist expect

his audience to agree ?

Now let it be assumed— I do assume—that, as an

alternative, we may agree with the soldier. But is

it, can it be, the intention of the author, that we

may not agree with the King ? If so, why does

Euripides invest the miraculous account with every

circumstance which, according to the habits of

rational mankind, would naturally invite disbelief?

Is it first-hand ? The reporter neither says so, nor

makes any reference to his authority. Is he a person

likely, from his standing and his state of mind, to

be critical or careful ? We are shown the contrary.

The man's own words, his account of his feelings in

arresting the adept1, show that he is awed and

alarmed. In the state of the country, after the

conversion and flight of the women, such agitation

must naturally prevail. And this man and his com

panions, slaves and as such superstitious, have heard

the declaration of Teiresias in favour of the new

1
vv. 434-442-
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god1. Of course they are ready to believe anything,

the stranger the more likely. The imprisoned

bacchanals have escaped—miraculously, says rumour.

But why? By whom were they guarded? By
whom but byother servants of the King, in the same

state of mind as those whom we see, the reporter

and his party? They, it is plain, would not, could

not, have arrested the preacher, if he had not so

chosen, would gladly have permitted his escape,

and would certainly have reported it as a miracle.

Yet, because his converts have escaped, chains must

have parted and doors must have opened
"

without

mortal hand"! In the circumstances shown, any

one may have done the thing, the prisoners them

selves, their guards, the adept,
—

any one, or every

one together.
"

You are says Pentheus ; and

surely, so far as relates to the alleged miracle, that

is the sum of the situation.

The effect of this incident, taken according to its

natural sense, is to show us that, however Pentheus

may storm and threaten, his position is weak.

Served as he is, mistrustfully and reluctantly, by men

who believe, or half believe, that he is fighting
against superhuman power, he can be sure of nothing

which he does not do with his own hands. And in

particular we are reminded, that he cannot secure

the safe custody of a prisoner. At the end of his

interview with the adept—over which we may

pass for the moment, since it throws no light on

our question—he remits the captive to the same

1
w. 266 ff. For the presence of the servants see w. 352 ff.
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servants or soldiers, by whom he has been arrested,

and orders them to shut him up in the stables of the

palace. At this moment our attention is again called

to the fact that, as against a professor of the new

religion, these men are not
trustworthy. When the

King commands them to replace the prisoner's bonds,

he himself loftily bids them abstain. And it is

evident that they hesitate, for Pentheus has to repeat

his order before it is obeyed1. When therefore,

within no long time after being led off, the man

emerges again at liberty, this result, in itself, is not

of a nature to impress a spectator, any more than it

impresses the King, with the conviction of a super

natural agency.

But at this point, during the confinement and

escape of the adept, occur, or are alleged to occur,

the terrific demonstrations which culminate in the

ruin of the palace by an earthquake. If these are

genuine, if the audience have reason to accept them

for fact, there is an end of our question : the adept

and his adventures are supernatural. And to the

contrary effect likewise : if these demonstrations are

visibly not genuine, but a combination of falsehood,

imposture, and delusion, then also our question is

determined, so far at least as this, that the miraculous

allegations of the play are propounded not for

acceptance but for criticism.

Respecting the earthquake, and the blaze which,

breaking out on the tomb of Semele, seems to set

1
vv. 503 ff. See the correct stage-directions in Murray's

translation.
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the palace on fire, I have little or nothing to add to

what is said by Professor Norwood in his chapter

on "The Palace
Miracle1."

A voice (purporting to

be that of Dionysus) is heard within the palace

commanding these phenomena, and, upon this sug

gestion, the troop of women without, or some of

them, see corresponding effects2. But that no

such effects are shown, or are to be supposed, is

proved by the universal ignorance of them, and in

particular by the ignorance and silence of Pentheus

—to which the dramatist expressly directs our atten

tion. Immediately after the supposed shock, and

while the women still grovel on the ground, the

adept comes forth, and, in a rapid narrative1,

describes first certain delusions which (he says) his

God imposed upon Pentheus, to prevent the King
from putting him in chains, and then the production

of the earthquake and fire with their alleged con

sequences. As he is finishing, footsteps, which he

truly conjectures to be those of Pentheus, are heard

approaching the door from within :

He will be here directly. What, what will he say after

all this? However high his tone, 1 shall endure him easily; for

a wise man should practise a prudent calm of temper*.

1 The Riddle of the Bacchae, pp. 37 ff.

*
W. 576 ff.

*
7V. 604 ff.

4
w. 638-641

tils 8i poi Sokci—if/o<f>ti yovv dp/ivXr] tyopuiv «rci>—

/s irpovunrC ^£«». 7roT '" Tovrtav iptl;

pa5i'u>s yap avrbv olato, kHv irvimv IXOrj ptya-

irpos o-o<f>ov yap aVopos d&Ktiv o"u><£pov cuopyi/axav.

V. E. 5
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"What will he say after
this?"

We hardly

need this dramatic reminder to perceive that, when

a man has seen his house strewn in ruins by an

earthquake—to say nothing of minor experiences
—

and he comes before us fresh from the event, he

will probably remark upon it. Thereupon Pentheus

enters, and the scene proceeds thus :

Pentheus. It is too much ! This Eastern knave hath slipped

His prison, whom I held but now, hard gripped

In bondage.—Ha ! 'Tis he !—What, sirrah, how

Show'st thou before my portals?

[The Adept.] Softly thou !

And set a quiet carriage to thy rage.

Pentheus. How comest thou here? How didst thou break thy
cage?

Speak! 1

And not a word more do we hear, from the King or
from any one, about what has passed. The prisoner

has escaped. Except this bare fact, the whole appal

ling train ofevents narrated by the preacher, and seen,
in part, by his devotees, remains here and ever after

absolutely unnoticed.

Thus the scene, the words and action of it, is so
arranged as to produce, and to put in the strongest

1
vv. 642-648 (Murray)
lie. TreirovOa heivd- 8ia.Tre<pevye 6 £cvos,

os apri. Seo-poh rjv KarqvayKao-p.evo<i.

ea
ea-

eo-Tiv avrjp-
ti rdSe; ttcos irpovoKrios

<patvy wpos olkok tois e/xois, Qw /3e/3ws;
At. O-TYJO-OV TTOO', Opyfj

8'

W0£S ^OT^OI/ ITo'Stt.

lie. Tro^ei' o-u heo-pk 8ia<puy<ov efm 7repas;
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possible light, a contrast and contradiction between

the story told by the prisoner and the facts which

accompany it. To suppose that the author presents

the story for unquestioning acceptance is to charge

him not merely with negligence but with perver

sity. Short of saying that the man is a liar and the

women dupes, he could do no more than he has done

to force this...possibility upon our consideration. We

have here no casual discrepancy, no separable pictures,

seen to disagree only if we bring them together.

Such things may be found in most compositions,

and in the theatre are of little or no importance.

They may even be admitted wilfully, if any con

venience is thereby gained. We might conceivably

so explain, in this instance, the neglect of the earth

quake and its effects, though visible (according to

the women) in the
palace- front1, by those who come

to the palace afterwards from without. Since one

of these persons arrives almost immediately after

wards, and before any pause in the action", the

explanation, even there, would be hard. We might

however apply it, and say that the escape of the

prisoner, with all its incidents, is then no longer in

view, but done with and dismissed. But it is not

done with, it is not dismissed, when Pentheus comes

out. On the contrary, we are still expecting, and

are expressly told to expect, the most important part

of it, that is to say, the effect of it all upon the King.

And this effect, the full effect of all that has really

happened, we see : the escape of his prisoner is

1
w. 591 ff. a

v. 657.

5—2
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the whole subject of his discourse. Only the alleged

circumstances of it, such trifling
accompaniments as

a fire and an earthquake, are unnoticed, forgotten,

ignored. And the audience, in spite of this, are to

imagine that he has seen and felt them!

And scarcely less damaging to the story of the

adept are the tone and form of the story itself.

This is a point not suitable for argument ; but it may

be seen from the commentaries, that readers are not

very well satisfied with the story, as a description of

such things by one who has passed through them.

The style, though animated and vigorous, is too

light for the themes, and lightest just where solem

nity should seem indispensable. This is how the

earthquake is
treated1

:

And in the midst of this came Bacchus and shook the place,

and lit a fire upon his mother's grave; which when Pentheus

saw, he fancied the house to be burning, and rushed this way

and that, bidding his servants bring water, so that all the slaves

were busy with the vain labour. Then he dropped these efforts,

and, supposing that I had got away, snatched his black weapon

and plunged into the interior of the house2- Whereupon Bromius,

as I think and suppose, made an apparition in the court, upon

which Pentheus rushed at full speed, and stabbed at the bright

1
vv. 622 ff.

2 Or perhaps "snatched his sword, and plunged into the

darkened
house,"

reading "«Tai fi<pos K.eXo.ivS>v dpirdo-a.% hopwv lam.

The £t<pos KeXaivbv of the mss. is a strange variation for £i<j>os peXav.

If the house were on fire, as Pentheus is said to imagine, the

interior, to his eyes, might well appear black (with smoke) ; and

this leads naturally to the phantom
" light,"

which the god is said

to raise in the court. See v. 630, where <p<os (mss.) may thus be

kept, as against the conjecture <pdo-pM.
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nothing1, in the belief that he was slaying me. And besides this

our Deity did him the further damage of dashing the house to the

ground, so that it is all broken stonefrom stone (?) 2, and he has seen

cause to rue bitterly the imprisoning of me. So, wearied out, he

dropped his sword-play and lay helpless, this man who dared fight

against a God....

Surely it is not thus that a man would paint his

rescue by an earthquake from a dungeon and the

prospect of death. Nor— if we choose to suppose

that the speaker is more than man and forgets the

part he is playing
— is the tone fit for a shaker of the

earth. It is neither awed nor awful, it is not even

grave. No speaker of any quality, such as the

mind of man may conceive, could treat the throwing
of a house upon the inhabitants—What became of

them, by the way, and how is it that we neither

hear nor see anything of their horror ?—as a hurt or

mischief added to the rest, a thing thrown in, as

it were, to fill up a reckoning of cost3. Our

translators see this. Mr Way improves the passage

a little both by omission and addition :

Then did Bacchus bring a new abasement of his pride to pass ;

For he hurled to earth the building. There it lies, a ruin-mass,—

Sight to make my bonds full bitter to him !

1
<£aeu'6v <ou8o'>. Cf. Shakespeare's

''

airy
nothing."

This

supplement is perhaps preferable to aldipa (Canter and modern

texts generally) because we can thus explain the omission, the

sense of ovo'tv having been missed.

2
o-vvTt8pdvu>Tai

8'

airav. But see hereafter, pp. 70, 79.

'
IT'. 632 f.

irpos 8« auTcp aAAa Bax^ios Xvpatverai-

Sui/iaf'

ippr/tev )(ap.a£t.
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And Professor Murray makes a new thing of it :

Then 'mid his dreams God smote him yet again ! He overthrew

All that high house. And there in wreck for evermore it lies,

That the day of this my bondage may be sore in Pentheus'

eyes !

Here is solemnity, not enough perhaps for such a

thing as a penal earthquake, but some solemnity,

enough, as people say, to swear by. Euripides has

none. No competent modern composer, if told to

put these translations into Greek, would offer as

equivalent what is supposed to have satisfied

Euripides.

And more : in order to get these versions, or my

own prose, or anything compatible with the suppo

sition that the earthquake is real, we must force a

word.
"
It lies a

ruin,"

"it lies a
wreck,"

"it is all

broken in
pieces,"

—such we assume to be the sense

of crvvTedpdvcoTai,
S'

atrav. But there is no evidence

for this, and it seems to be a mere figment, invented

to meet the supposed necessity of this passage. An

old Greek lexicographer1
interprets avvTedpavatrai,

evidently for this place, by crvinrevTajKe, it has collapsed.

We moderns follow, but, having more science, with

misgiving2. For the noun thranos, the only known

form from which we can derive thranoo, the

only recorded sense here applicable is the beam-end

in building3. But this does not help to show how

synthranosis could mean the destruction of a building,
1
Hesychius.

2 See Liddell and Scott s.v. o-vv6pav6u> and. Tyrrell's note here.
3
Pollux, cited by Liddell and Scott s.v. 0pSvos.
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the breaking of it to pieces ; neither noun nor pre

position points this way, but the opposite1. A member

or limb in a body is arlhron, and the synarthrosis of

a body is not the dismemberment of it, but a joint.

So also synthranosis should be the putting together

of beam-ends or beams. We have no right to assume

any other meaning, till this is proved inapplicable ;

and, as we shall see presently, we have no need.

The earthquake is a pretence, a delusion, which

the bacchic adept, by suggestion, passes off upon the

excited imagination of his confederates, the atten

dant women or some of them. He is, as Pentheus

calls him, a conjurer and master of spells, a fanatic,

but also upon occasion an impostor. And some of

his tricks are what would now be called, or lately
would have been called,

"mesmeric."

His escape

from prison, though it needs no explanation, gives

him an excellent opportunity for providing a mira

culous one, thus confirming the zeal of his aids.

He predicts a divine interposition in his favour2;

and the women expect and invoke it accordingly

with rapturous faith3. In this mood they are hailed

from within by the voice of Dionysus, and see
"

of

(as the adept very candidly puts
it)*

what-

1 A verb like Bpavw or p-qywpL, meaning break, can of course

take the preposition <tit- as an intensive (o-vv6pavto, o-vpprjywpi)

with much the same sense. But for a verb 6pav6u> meaning break

there seems to be no evidence at all. It is not proved by

0paKiWa>, even if we take such a writer as Lycophron for evidence

that this word existed, and was classical.

3
"•• 497-5 l8-

'
"'■ 55°-575-

'

"'. 605 T(jO-8r)crff', uis loiKt, Ban^i'ov | Siariva'favTOS k.t.X.
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ever that voice suggests. Half a century ago this

might have seemed surprising ; now there are few

or none who have not witnessed such performances.

The scene ofEuripides proves merely that they were

known, and were sometimes used for ill purposes,

in the fifth century before Christ. From modern

experience we should indeed hardly suppose that

actual hallucination could be produced simultane

ously in so many
"

subjects
"

as the tragic Chorus of

fifteen. But neither does the scene so suggest. On

the contrary, from the form of the exclamations, we

should gather that one woman only, or at most two,

are directly so impressed : Didyou see the architraves

flying asunder ?. . . The fire I Dost thou not see it, dost

thou not ? On Semele s holy grave
f...1

It is as if she,

or they, who do promptly see done what the voice

within has bidden, are surprised to find others less

quick. But all believe, and all lie trembling, face

to the ground, when the master, in his own person,

comes forth to interpret his effects2. In a halluci-

1
v. 591 f.

«8«Te Xatva kioo-lv epfioXa

Sido'popa. ra8e;

w. 596-8

a a,

irvp ov Xevo-o~eis, ou8 avyaljg,

Se/icXas icpov apcpl Ttupov ;

2 For the distribution of the parts in this scene, see Murray's

text. In v. 585 <o-£i«> ireSov \6Wos "Ewoo-i ttotvux, where "Dio

nysus
"

commands the earthquake, it is perhaps not necessary to

complete the sense (with Wilamowitz). The intended verb (o-eie

or the like) may be drowned in the shriek (3. 5.) of the terrified

Chorus.
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nant working by suggestion, and having at his

disposal a company of female devotees, prepared

for impression by frantic enthusiasm and the habit

of acting under his command, such effects are per

fectly natural ; and the scene shows us, in part at

least, by what means, in a place where such things

were new, excitement and faith might be stimulated.

In the story of the adept, the fire and the earth

quake, which have been
"seen,"

are supplemented

by other incidents not visible outside,—a narrative of

certain delusions which he, or Dionysus for him,
put upon the King :

My derision there I made him, that he deemed he fettered me,

Yet nor touched me, neither grasped me, fed on empty phantasy.

Nay, a bull beside the stalls he found where he would pen me

fast:

Round the knees and round the hoofs of this he 'gan his cords

to cast,...

...and I beside him watching him

Calmly at mine ease was sitting1....

with more, which I have already cited, of the same

kind. These parts of the story Professor Norwood,

whose conception of the fire and the earthquake I

follow, takes to be true ; he would suppose that the

adept really did so hallucinate Pentheus2. But I

do not find it natural, or even possible, to make

this distinction in favour of the reporter's veracity.

What he tells of his operations upon the mind of

Pentheus stands prima facie on a par with the rest,

is equally wild, impossible, destitute of confirmation,

1
it. 616 ff. (Way).

' The Riddle of the Bacchae, p. 105.
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inconsistent with visible facts. The adept is able

by suitable suggestion to excite, in those who

passionately believe and habitually obey him, imagi

native beliefs and even imaginary sensations, for

which they themselves are prepared by confident

expectancy. This agrees with nature, as we know

it now and may presume it to have been known

in the days of Euripides. But it does not follow

that, by his mere will and pleasure, he could mislead

and hallucinate a mind incredulous and hostile.

Because the bacchants, at his suggestion, attribute

his voice to Dionysus, and because one of them

even sees a fire, it does not follow that Pentheus,
without anypreparation, would take a bull for a man ;

and the dramatist, by showing us the natural per

formance, gives us no reason to accept a report

of the unnatural. And the facts, the words and

behaviour of Pentheus, refute this as well as the

rest. The hallucinations indeed, as such, Pentheus

might be supposed to have forgotten ; but his

labours, his frantic efforts to extinguish the fire,
his pursuit and assault of the phantom-prisoner1,—

these, whether remembered or not, are ex hypo

thesi real, and their effect should be visible. The

story leaves Pentheus
"lying,"

as well he may, "ex
hausted2."

The words are scarcely said, when

Pentheus himself comes out, vigorous as ever, so far

as appears from the dialogue, both in body and

mind ! Even for the starting-point of the story, the

1
vv. 624-631.

V. 634 kottov
8'

VTro...irapeiTai.
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assumption that the King himself takes charge of the
captive and personally conducts him to prison1, we get

no warrant either before or after. In the previous

scene the captive is remitted for confinement to the

slaves2; in this scene nothing is said by Pentheus,

or by any one (except the story-teller), to suggest that

this procedure was changed. On the other hand,

it is but natural that the impostor should improve

the occasion, and should supplement the marvels,

which his associates have seen, by a few more

which they will faithfully accept. The deluding of

Pentheus then is a lie, like the rest ; and we have

so far no reason to think that the powers of a con

jurer in the way of hallucination extended, according

to Euripides, beyond such limits as may now be

observed. The point, though of small moment here,

becomes important, highly important, in the sequel.

In the man's whole story of his escape there is

not one allegation, which is either confirmed by or

consistent with the rest of the action, except that he

has escaped. And this, his escape, we had every

reason to expect, from the known disposition and

desires of those upon whom his safe-keeping depends.

He is let out, or never efficiently confined3, and

that is the whole affair.

1
v. 6ifi.

5
v. 509.

5 The circumstances, the behaviour of the guards, would

sufficiently suggest this without other hint. But there is another,

or at least there was. "How were you set
free?"

asks a

bacchant, and adds, according to the punctuation of the mss.,

"

... having met with an irreligious man": akXa. ttus ljXcvflcpoi^s

aVSpos aVoo-i'ov ri'\coi': (v. 6 1 3). The latter words, so far as I see,
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Reading the story as a pretence, we shall find

natural what otherwise ought to surprise us—the

literary form in which it is cast, and the strange,

extravagant, unseemly performance by which it is

introduced. By an exception unique, so far as I

have observed, in extant tragedy, we have here a

narrative in the trochaic metre, which, originally

normal for tragic dialogue, was replaced for ordinary

purposes by the iambic, but retained, as an occa

sional variety, for moments of heightened agitation

or rapid movement :

ftdpfiapoi ywaiKes, ovtgjs efcireirXijy^evai <po/3a>...

That the scene should so commence, and that the

escaped prisoner should enter as in haste, is natural

enough. But elsewhere, when such an entrance is

followed by a narrative, the metre, for this purpose,

passes into the
normal1

; and here, where the subject

are pointless and hardly intelligible. I believe that they make a

separate clause and question : aXXa. ir<3s rjXev8epm8rjs ; aVSpos av

6o-tov tvxusv ; In the second clause the verb (-qXevdepmBiqs) is sup
plied from the first, with the sense,

"
Did you find a religious man

to do it ?
"

The use of av r/XevOepdiOr)'; (as distinct from yXevOe-

pu>8fji) signifies the suggestion of the fact as what may or must be

supposed to have happened. Cp. Aristoph. Frogs 1023, etc. The

woman's conjecture is natural, for the fire and the earthquake,

even if they occurred, would not of themselves explain the release;

and the dvyp oo-ios, the possible person friendly to the captive or

overawed by him, is provided in the leader of the guards

(vv. 434-442). And in the question, so read, we find, what

otherwise is wanting, a proper lead for the form of the reply,
"
/

myselfaccomplished my own
rescue"

(airos «f epavrbv, 614),

where avTos rejects the suggestion of aid.

1 Aesch. Persae 159-176, Eur. Phoen. 1335-1356.
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of the story, if we are to take it seriously, is so

grave, such a transition would seem specially impera

tive or desirable. The circumstances, as alleged,

present no difficulty, since the man does not propose

to fly, and indeed, if he is to be believed1, there is no

immediate likelihood of pursuit. He might there

fore perfectly well have described the miracles by
which he has been delivered, the fire and the earth

quake, in the accustomed strain of dignity; and, if

the reader will compare the practice of Euripides

elsewhere, he will not easily doubt, that such would

have been the form chosen, if the author had

intended these phenomena to be accepted as facts

and seriously conceived. But if they are a fiction

the form is right. For in that case, since Pentheus,

master of himself, may be expected at any moment

to hear of the escape and to pursue (as in fact he

promptly does), the story must be reeled off as

quickly as possible. Moreover there is in the

situation, so conceived, a strong element of comedy:

the imposture, if it did not provoke anger, might

easily provoke a smile. And for such situations

the less dignified metre is employed by Euripides

elsewhere".

Equally appropriate to the imposture, and

equally inappropriate, if we were meant to suppose

a real interposition of divine power, would seem, I

think, to an Athenian dramatist and spectators, the

tableau presented at the entrance of the narrator.

1
w. 634-637.

3 Orestes 1506 ff, Ion 510 ff.
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He finds the women prostrated upon the ground,

and notes with sympathy, and of course without

disapproval, this
" Oriental

"

fashion of expressing

their fear of the present Deity1. Nor is it strange

to us. We ourselves kneel both to God and to

kings. And the Asiatic prostration, though we do

not use it, occurs repeatedly, as a sign of awe, in our

sacred Book. But to Greeks such gestures were

foreign and distasteful. For Greeks, they were

associated not with religion either in practice or in

story, but with servility. They belonged to subjects

of the detested Monarchy, such as the
"barbarous"

Lydians who use them here. Even to English eyes,

the spectacle of the women, grovelling and quaking,

and of their director standing above them, could

hardly appear dignified. To Athenian eyes it would,

I believe, be offensive and grotesque,
—an impression

fatal to reverence, but eminently suitable to indigna

tion and disgust.

We have discussed this situation so far without

touching the question ofscenery :—whether, that is to

say, the resources of the stage, in the time of Euri

pides, were equal to the exhibition of such effects

as we now should require in connexion with the

words of the bacchants, supposing that the blaze of

fire, and the
"

parting architraves
"

of the palace-

front, are to be taken as realities. This question,

as I conceive, is immaterial. The evidence, in my

belief, is against the practicability, or at all events

1
vv. 600-607. Note especially the invocation: /Jop/Sapoi

ywaiKes, outuis eKTreirXf)yp.evai, <p6jS<o | irpos 7reSa> TreirTiOKare ; k.t.X.
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the likelihood, of such machinery. But suppose the

contrary, suppose the effects practicable ; we have

still no right to introduce them here, since by doing
so we do not explain the dialogue (our only testi

mony for the scenery), but on the contrary make

inexplicable the language of Pentheus, and other

indications that the alleged phenomena are not truly

facts. And indeed many, perhaps most, of the

modern expositors who take these phenomena for

facts, have been content nevertheless to assume that

no sign of them was shown in the scenery: the

spectator was to imagine what the bacchants see and

Dionysus by his story confirms. This the spectator

might do,—if he chose. The exhibition, in this as

in all respects, could be so taken by a spectator

sufficiently prejudiced, or so explained by the exhi

bitors, if compelled to maintain their legal piety. But

those who adopted this explanation as the meaning

of the author, did so in spite of the scenery, and of

the dialogue, and of the action. They were not

following the dramatist, but defying him.

And if they had supposed, as modern readers

have done, that the effects of the earthquake, as seen

by the bacchants and described by the adept, were

permanent, they would have been defying the

author's express words. Modern expositors (Hesy-

chius is a modern for this purpose, not superior in

authority and far inferior in science to those who

have interpreted the poet since the revival of learn

ing) make the adept say, as we saw, that
"

Bacchus

dashed the building to the ground, and it is all
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broken to
pieces^'.'

But this version is obtained by

forcing the sense of a word. What he does say is

that
"

Bacchus dashed the building to the ground,
—

though it is allput
together,"

or more exactly still,

"
—though its beams have been all put

together2."

There is no reason at all for wresting this remark

from its apparent sense. The story of the adept,

rightly understood, demands that, when he has used

his earthquake, and the sensation of it which, upon

his suggestion, the bacchants have experienced, he

should get rid of it again, and eliminate the supposi

tion of permanent effects, because there are none,

either within or without, and the bacchants, on

returning to calmness, must become aware that

there are none, at all events without. Accordingly
he chooses to say

—what of course is in miracle

conceivable, because in miracle all things are con

ceivable—that the demonstration of power has been

transitory. The building has been wrecked. ..and

restored! By the form in which he puts this, by
the reference to

"beam-ends3,"

he points directly,

as we may suppose him to mark by gesture, to the
particular injury which was seen by one of his dupes

in the facade, "the marble imposts upon the pillars

1
v. 633. See above, p. 70.

2
7rpos 8e airui uXXa BaK^tos Xvp-aCverai-

Scalar'

epprq^ev ^a/i.a^£ {avvreOpdviorai
8'

dirav)
iriKporaTous iSovti heo~p\ov<s toxis e/ious.

In the parenthesis, the 8e is adversative (but, not and) and

answers to our English use of though, introducing a reservation

or correction,

8 Opavoi.
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starting
asunder,"

the parting, that is to say, of the

architraves1. For these imposts and their junctures

are just what, in a stone building, would be termed

thranoi. He indicates that here, as throughout,

there is synthranosis
,
and the effect of the shock has

disappeared ! The touch, extravagant as it is, is

necessary to rectify and safeguard his previous

invention. That is the way and the peril of such

impostures. The women, being for the time not sane,
believe him, of course ; and so must the reader, if he

will have a supernatural interpretation of the scene.

But the path of the disbeliever is more plain.

The expedient of the Greek lexicographer, to say
that crvvTedpavoirai means a-vpne-a-Taxe, has collapsed,

would not have been admissible while the language

of Euripides was truly alive. It is purely arbitrary, like

many devices of antique scholarship, and rests upon

the presumption formulated by the Latinist of the

Renaissance in Browning,—that
"

those ancients

could say
anything."

Modern scholars have per

ceived this, though they have not hitherto acted

upon the perception (as I think) in the right way.

This however is a detail of little moment. The

broad effect of the scene is to show the adept as a

most dangerous mixture of enthusiasm and fraud.

Pentheus— though he dismisses the suggestion of a

divine deliverance with a
sneer"

—is much disturbed,

'
J'. 591 Xdiva kioo-lv ip/ioXa SiaSpopa.

2
v. 652. The stress is on ior«i'8«ras. If Dionysus did it, the

more shame to him. The distribution here is uncertain and the

text perhaps slightly
defective. See commentaries. But I believe

v. E. 6
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as he has reason to be, by the escape itself, and

astounded1

at the audacity with which the late

prisoner awaits and confronts him. He is giving

orders to secure the gates of the city*, when the

situation is changed by the arrival of a herds^

man with news for the King, his master, from

Cithaeron.

This fellow, whatever we are to think of him as

a witness of miracles, is palpably honest—as Pen

theus remarks, contrasting him pointedly with the

adept3

; and those parts of his story, for which his

good faith is sufficient warrant, are enough to startle

the King and others, as, we shall see, they do. In

the first place, his account of the rites, the first,

so far as we know, which Pentheus has had from

an eye-witness, contradicts altogether the adverse

rumours upon which he has been acting. The

women are sober and chaste, their rites "a marvel

of
discipline."

But their fury is terrible. The

herdsmen, trying to capture the King's mother,

Agave, had to fly for their lives, while their herds

were torn to pieces. The bacchants then took the

offensive, raided the neighbouring villages, sported

at their pleasure with the property of the inhabi

tants, routed and wounded the men who took arms

against them, and have returned in triumph to the

mountain. Let the King, concludes the reporter,

it to be complete. Both 652 and 653 are spoken by Pentheus,
with a pause (of vexation and perplexity) between.

1
v. 644. 2

v. 653.

3
vv. 673 ff.
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submit to this irresistible Deity, especially if,
"

as

they say and I am told, He gave man the wine that

stills his pains ; if wine be lost, there is no love, nor

other delight for poor creatures any
more1."

Frank indeed, and not less simple ! The boor

does not perceive that these last words must revive

the suspicion which he would refute, and must

suggest that, whatever he has seen, the new religion

does rely for aid upon the attractions of drink and

of sex. It is not from such a witness as this that

the author, after what he has told and shown us

before, can intend us to accept without question

whatever the man says and believes. What things,

and how much, has he truly seen ?

Now, regarded from this point of view, the story

falls into two parts, widely different in colour and

credibility. In the latter part, that which describes

the strength and violence of the enthusiasts, there is

nothing which, with due allowance for exaggeration,

will not pass as perfectly natural :

Thereat, for fear they tear us, all we fled

Amazed; and on, with hand unweaponed

They swept toward our herds that browsed the green

Hill grass. Great uddered kine then hadst thou seen

Bellowing in sword-like hands that cleave and tear,

A live steer riven asunder, and the air

Tossed with rent ribs or limbs of cloven tread,

And flesh upon the branches, and a red

Rain from the deep green pines. Yea, bulls of pride,

Horns swift to rage, were fronted and aside

Flung stumbling, by those multitudinous hands

1
vv. 677-774-

6—2
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Dragged pitilessly. And swifter were the bands

Of garbed flesh and bone unbound withal

Than on thy royal eyes the lids may
fall1-

Though the character, situation, and mood of these

fugitives are not such as to commend the accuracy

of the description, we may presume that it rests

upon fact. It is quite likely that the frantic con

gregation would revenge upon the herd the attempt

of the herdsmen to interfere with them ; and the

massacre of a single beast would be enough, in the

temper of the country, to produce the whole picture.

The raid upon the villages is the same in style and

makes the same impression. We see that the

bacchants showed, or may have shown, some remark

able powers, dexterity in the balancing of burdens and

apparent insensibility to fire2. The pupils of the

adept, as Pentheus remarks3, were likely to have

some
"tricks."

We may believe, and without the

surprise of the narrator, that even spears and swords,

in the hands of a few dazed and leaderless men, did

not arrest their wildness,
—and this without sup

posing that they were invulnerable or even were

unwounded4. Everywhere, in all this part of the

story, we see facts, things natural in the circum

stances, and in substance presumably true, though

not observed or reported precisely, and doubtless

coloured by a scared imagination.

But the earlier parts of the story, the descrip
tions of the bacchanal life and worship, have another

1
vv. 734 ff. (Murray). 2

vv. 754 ff.
3
vv. 674-676. *

vv. 758 ff.
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character, and are miraculous in a different sense.

Here is something more than exaggeration :

Then they pressed

Wreathed ivy round their brows, and oaken sprays

And flowering bryony. And one would raise

Her wand and smite the rock, and straight a jet

Of quick bright water came. Another set

Her thyrsus in the bosomed earth, and there

Was red wine that the God sent up to her,
A darkling fountain. And if any lips

Sought whiter draughts, with dipping finger-tips

They pressed the sod, and gushing from the ground

Came springs of milk. And reed-wands ivy-crowned

Ran with sweet honey, drop by drop.—O King,

Hadst thou been there, as I, and seen this thing,

With prayer and most high wonder hadst thou gone

To adore this God whom now thou rail'st upon !
'

Such are the preparations ; and when we come to

the actual celebration of the ritual dance, the tale

takes a still higher flight :

And there

Through the appointed hour they made their prayer

And worship of the Wand, with one accord

Of heart and cry
—

"

Iacchos, Bromios, Lord,

God of God born !
"
—And all the mountain felt,

And worshipped with them ; and the wild things knelt

And ramped and gloried, and the wilderness

Was filled with moving voices and dim stress'.

1
vv. 702 ff. (Murray).

'
vr>. 723-727 (Murray)

at 8« nijv Ttraypivr/v

mpav inivow dvp&ov i% PaK^evpara,

"IaKYOv dOpou> oTopart tov Aios yofoi"

Bpoptov
KaXovtrai-

jrae Se o-vyf^ajc^fv opos

icai OrjpK, ovhiv

8*

r/v a'ltaip-ov Spopjp.

The translation is somewhat expanded, and the mystical tone is
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"All the mountain joined in their worship, and the

beasts ; and nothing there was but it moved with

their This is no version, exact or exagge

rated, of anything
which could happen in the

ordinary course of the world. If the man saw these

things, or anything like them, if his report is any

where near to the sensations which he received at

the time, and to the account which he would have

given at the time, then beyond question the bacchic

rites are accompanied by miracle.

But such is not the case. The man does not

know what he saw, and is not making any attempt

to consult his memory and reproduce the record.

The things which he did see, whatever they were,

were not those which he now pictures, and did not

make upon his mind the impression which, were the

picture in the least degree true, they would have done.

This, in his transparent candour, he allows us to

see, and actually certifies, by one of those natural

self-betrayals which are the most characteristic note

of Euripidean art. He tells us that, at the pre

paration, he saw the bacchants draw water and wine,

milk or honey, each at her pleasure, out of sticks and

stones. And he adds that the sight of these things

would have turned any
one—Pentheus himself, for

instance—into a convinced adorer of the Bacchic God1.

deepened ; but the spirit is the same, and the plainest possible

rendering would leave, in such phrases as irdv Se o-vvefiaKxev opos,

substantially the same sense.
1
w. 712 f.

(dot, €i wapyo~8a, rbv 6ebv rbv vvv vjeyeis

evx<u<ri.v av p.erijX6es eUriSmv rdSe.
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Of course it would ; it must produce in any human

being, at least for the time, a profound respect for

the Power by which such things could be done.

And therefore it is quite certain that the man and

his fellows, whatever he now may fancy, did not

see them, because then, at the time of the supposed

sight, they were not convinced, nor much impressed.

If Pentheus had been there, he would have adored

(says the man), and yet—

Howbeit, the kine-wardens and shepherds straight

Came to one place, amazed, and held debate ;

And one being there who walked the streets and scanned

The ways of speech1, took lead of them whose hand

Knew but the slow soil and the solemn hill,

And flattering spoke, and asked :
"
Is it your will,

Masters, we stay the mother of the King,

Agavfi, from her lawless worshipping,

And win us royal thanks ?"•—And this seemed good

To atl\

That is to say, having seen the women served by
their God with miraculous draughts, they imme

diately planned and unanimously resolved to make

an attack upon them ! Nor did the spectacle of the

worship, though the mountain throbbed (we are told)

and the wild beasts danced, bring at the time any

change of mind ; for it was then, after this perform

ance, or rather in the midst of it, that the attack

was actually made !

1
"Who had tramped the town and had the knack of

words
"

would be nearer to the tone. This passage is plainer in

Euripides than in the translation, but the sense is the same.

3
w. 714 ff. (Murray, omitting rightly v. 716; see v. 667).
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It would be absurd to frame in this way a story

of miracle, which was to be accepted on the credit of

the reporter. The man refutes himself. He shows

that, before the panic, before the rout and the raid

on the villages, he himself could and did witness a

performance of the bacchic mysteries without any

awful impression, without any impression beyond

surprise and curiosity. He and the other clowns

may have had fancies, and may have confirmed each

other's fancies by "competing in report of novel

ties1."

They were much excited; and here lies the

cause of the rout which followed. But so vague

were these fancies, so remote from conviction, that

the sacrilegious proposal of the man from town was

adopted without a dissentient voice. They ensconce

themselves in hiding-places, and watch—doubtless

with growing uneasiness—for an opportunity to

make their attempt, which falls by accident to our

excitable informant. Then ensues the panic. At

the call of Agave, the wild women attack in their

turn. The men, unprepared for this, fly—the

narrator evidently among the first2,—and the sequel,

which we have already pursued, requires no further

explanation. Terror breeds terror, until it is fairly
established that a bacchant is proof against steel.

And now one of the fugitives comes, distracted

between the fear of God and of man, to report the

whole to his master. He expects the King's

1
xaivtov Xoyistv SoJawres aXXrJXois Ipiv v. 715 (C), a preferable

reading, I think, to that of the other MS. (P), kohw.
2 See vv. 728-735.
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displeasure ; the story, however taken, is not to the

credit of the King's servants ; he begs that he may
tell it freely in his own way1. And having got this

permission, he launches forth into a description of

bacchanal power, which represents not his know

ledge but his fright, and the desire to show that his

fright had a cause. He paints the spectacle of the

preparation and the mystery not as he saw them,

but as he figures them, honestly and with full belief,

after he and all his village have fled from the cele

brants. They bowed, as they must, as the King
will have to bow, before the servants of the God,—

before those who suckle wolves, make snoods of

snakes, and thrill with their motion the rocks, and

the trees, and the beasts of the field !

Though Euripides plainly shows, by the mouth

of the narrator, that the story is throughout a dis

tortion of the truth, and, in the miraculous part,

sheer fancy, he has nevertheless invested the whole,

and the miraculous part especially, with wonderful

beauty and power. This too is profoundly charac

teristic of him, and marks the peculiar turn of mind,

which makes his work difficult for all, and to

many a mere puzzle and offence. He never does

pretend, as the way of poetry is generally to pre

tend, that "beauty is truth, truth
beauty.''

He felt

profoundly, painfully, he saw and is never tired of

setting forth, the beauty, the treacherous and de

lusive beauty, that belongs and must belong to

ccepted falsehoods : the
beaut)- for which they are

1
w. 664-671.
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accepted, but which does not make them any the less

false. It is a beautiful and specious imagination

that the self-devotion of a faithful wife should be

rewarded by restoration from death, as religion

falsely supposed in the case of Alcestis. To glorify

such a legend would be a natural exercise of piety

and poetry; to satirize and degrade it, a common

exercise of prosaic scepticism. Euripides does

neither, that is to say, he does both at once. He

turns the story into a bitter little realistic drama,

sheer comedy in the plot and upshot, in which the

resurrection, as matter of belief, is riddled with

corrosive sarcasm ; but he does not blink, he paints

with exquisite sympathy, the beauty of the sacrifice

and the specious fitness of the reward. It was a

noble and winning imagination, which made Hera

cles, as a type of labour in the cause of humanity,

into a figure triumphantly superhuman. The truth

is, nevertheless, that such labourers are only too

human, notable in weakness as well as in strength.

Euripides founds a tragedy upon this truth, showing
Heracles as noble indeed, but insane ; but to the

specious glory of the legendary conception he

devotes a hymn which no piety could surpass1. So

it is with him everywhere, and so it is here in the

Bacchants. It is a lovely imagination, responding
to the deepest desires, instincts, cravings of spiritual

man, that spiritual rapture should find an echo in

1
I would refer to my essays on the Alcestis (Euripides the

Rationalist) and the Heracles (Four Plays of Euripides).
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the material world ; that in mental communion with

God we should find sensible communion with

nature ; and that, when the faithful rejoice together,

bird and beast, hill and forest, should be not felt

only, but seen, to rejoice along with them. It is not

the truth ; between us and our environment, what

ever links there are, this link is wanting. But the

yearning for it, the passion which made Wordsworth

cry out for something, were it even the imagination

of a pagan, which would make him "less
forlorn,"

is natural to man ; and simplicity leaps at the

lovely fiction of a response. Just here is the oppor

tunity for such alliances between spiritualism and

superstition as are the daily despair of seekers after

truth. Euripides rejects the fiction; but he does

not commit the common, though suicidal, error of

rationalism, by disguising or depreciating the love

liness.

Nor does he make another too common mistake

of science, by pretending to know everything.

Ignorant people explain strange things fancifully;

but for all that, the world is full of strange things,

and ignorant people do frequently see them. Many

such things, and infinite, there doubtless are in the

prospective dominion of psychology and physio

logy. What are the exact boundaries of spiritual

and physical force, no one knows, nor knew in the

fifth century n.c. Euripides does not pretend to

know. It is impossible to gather, from what he

puts into the mouth of the herdsman, whether, when

the villagers of Bceotia saw the frenzied women do

things apparently
impossible in the way of carrying
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and balancing burdens1, trick or fancy was, or was

not, the whole account of the matter. Here and

elsewhere the poet, following presumably the effect

of his observations, leaves room for the unknown.

In the meetings of the pious much was seen which

did not happen ; but much also might happen, which

a wise man would not hastily explain.

And similarly in the description of the bacchic

habits and ritual, though the man's imaginary recol

lection is wild and self-refuted, the grains of fact are

not meant—at least that is my impression—to be

exactly determinable. The bacchants could not

create wine or honey by the wand ; that is very cer

tain. But as to the handling of snakes, the suckling
of animals2, and other things on the border-line of

the credible, we are left to suppose what we please.

We have been told before by the Chorus3, and may

well believe, that possessed women put live snakes

in their hair. Here it is said that the worshippers

of Cithaeron used snakes to gird their fawn-skins ;

but the context rather indicates that, whatever the

narrator means, these snakes were in fact a ritual

ornament, part of the costume4. The quaintest

1
vv- 755 ff- 2

vv- ^99 ff.

3
v. 102. See the stories about Olympias, mother of Alexan

der the Great, cited from Plutarch (Life of Alexander n. § 5) in
Sandys'

Bacchae, Introduction p. xl.

4
vv. 696-698

ve/3pi'8as
dvecrreiXavO'

oVaio-iv d/x/iaTQ)v

iXeXvro, ko.1 KaraoriKTous Sopas

o<peo"i KaT«£a>o"avTO Xi^«,<3o"iv yeW.

The words iXiXvro point to an ornament, a snake-clasp ;
Xixfi<3o-iv ylwv suggests real snakes.
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allegation, that serpents clean with their tongues

the faces of the faithful, appears only after the raid

and the return of the bacchants to their camp'; and

what happened then, the reporter, as his story shows,

cannot possibly know. The trait is purely fanciful.

The news of this outbreak, and of the bacchic

victory, which, however interpreted, are sufficiently

grave, put the King and his adversary, the adept, in

a situation delicate for both, and precipitate the

crisis of their contest. Pentheus, who though rash

and obstinate is neither a fool nor a villain, is struck,

as we shall presently see, by the testimony of the

herdsman to the good character of the sectaries, and

is not sure of his ground. On the other hand, he is

furious at their
" insolence,"

—not the less so because,

in his very presence, and apparently among his

attendants2, a voice is raised, respectfully but firmly,

in recognition of the new God. His country, as he

conceives, is disgracing the Greek name', and his

first duty is to restore order. For this point of

view there is much to be said, though Pentheus,

by his own fault, has not a good case, and

1
v. 765 ff. It looks like a misinterpretation of the phrase

Xixp.uio-u' ytvvv (v. 698) "licking their (?)
jaws.''

Such an explana

tion may very probably have been given by the rationalists.

3
"'• 775-777- Tne speech is assigned by the ms. to a

bacchant (XO.) but, as Prof. Norwood has observed, unsuitably.

If not given to the Chorus, it makes in this scene a fourth speaker

(with the Herdsman, Pentheus, and Dionysus), but that is no

difficulty, since we know that such exceptions were admitted.

Other traces of this speaker appear, I think, hereafter.

8
f'. 779-
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wisdom would counsel him not to do anything

hastily. However that is not his way ; he is, as

the herdsman has said, "too quick, sharp-tempered,

and

imperious."

He gives orders that the Theban

forces, of all arms, shall instantly assemble for the

subjugation of the women1.

Here however the bacchic leader interposes with

protests and proposals, which, though intelligible

perhaps if he be taken for a god, are certainly not

less so for those who regard him as a man. He is

in truth scarcely less embarrassed than Pentheus.

We are nowhere told that he foresaw or intended

such an outbreak of the bacchants as has now taken

place, and must fairly assume the contrary, since

it compromises what was, for him, an excellent situ

ation. He cannot desire that the men of Thebes

should be led to battle against their rebellious

women. He dare not let this happen, if by any

means he can prevent it. He declares indeed, and

in his fanaticism perhaps believes, that, led by their

God, the women will rout the whole Theban army2.

But, although the legend of Pentheus apparently

alleged such a miracle8, the play of Euripides, which

is based on the real conditions of the world, rejects

and disallows it ; the legend, we are to understand,

presumablymagnified some such occurrences as those

at Hysiae and Erythrae, where the bacchants suc

cessfully defy the casual weapons of a few villagers4.

Manifestly this promises nothing for the result of a

1
w. 780 ff 2

vv. 789 ff., 798 ff.
3
Aesch. Eum. 25.

4
w. 758 ff.
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conflict with troops. Had it come to a fight, the

women, if not massacred (as Pentheus trucu

lently threatens1), must, one would suppose, have

suffered severely. But suppose not, suppose a

feminine victory, a rout and slaughter of the men.

What sort of foundation, in the real world and the

real state of mankind, would this be for a new

religion ? To common sense it is evident, that the

present success of the movement now depends upon

preventing a battle. To this therefore the adept,

since he too is no fool, now directs his whole

energies, pursuing it steadily and relentlessly by
one tack after another.

His first move, the suggestion that the bac

chants, as a military force, are invincible, is brushed

aside by Pentheus with scornful impatience3. His

next, made with more urgency", is a practical offer,

specious and well worthy of consideration : he will

1
vv. 796 f.

*
vv. 787-801. There is a doubtful reading in vv. 789-792

AI. oil <jyjpi. XPVva^ orr^ ""atpco-pai 8e<p,
dXX'

rjo~&)(d£llv' Bpo'p.ios ouk ave^crai

kivovvti /Ja^as tviutv optSv airo—

HE. oi prj <ppevu)o-tis p-f-

So the MS., which I would follow, supposing an interruption by

Pentheus. "Bromius will not permit that, when he brings his

votaries to battle from their sacred hill, [you and your soldiers

should oppose him with
success]."

In kwovvti move, the verb

has its strategic sense. The insertion of (Lenting) after

/8a'itx<»s is admissible, but not necessary;
kivov»ti should not be

changed.

' Note at v. 802 the change of metre from couplets to single

verses.
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himself put an end to the disorder which he has

raised, by bringing the women home :

The Lydian. Sir, sir, it is still possible to settle this matter

in a good way.

Pentheus. By what way ? Submission to women who are my

subjects !

Lyd. I myself without arms will bring them to this place.

Penth. Ha! Now you begin to plot treachery against me.

Lyd. Treachery ! When I would use my own arts to save you.

Penth. It is a plan, to which you have pledged yourselves, for

the continuance of your rites.

Lyd. No, a pledge, "believe me, that I have now given to the

God1.

Pentheus replies by calling for his arms, and com

manding the proposer to say no more.

This refusal, the turning-point of the tragedy,

is an error : the gravest, after the original one of

persecuting the sectaries upon an unproven estimate

of their character, which the King commits. His

suspicion, that behind the preacher's offer of assist

ance lies a conspiracy of some sort in favour of the

new religion, is not unnatural, though apparently un

true. But,
"

too impetuous and
imperious,"

he does

not perceive that, if this were so, it would be only

a fresh reason for making terms with a movement,

which, as Teiresias saw, cannot be broken by mere

force. It is however only fair to observe, that upon

the vital question, whether the bacchanalia are an

instrument of corruption, he is not yet satisfied ; and

1 I accept the MS. reading, xal p.rjv £vve8ep.r)v—Tovrd y
?o-ti—

tc3 8e<S, as punctuated and explained (hocquidem verum) by Murray
in his edition of the text.
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moreover, that here he is not wrong. The rites are

dangerous, as the prophet has somewhat cynically

admitted ; nor is the decency of the present per

formances very well established by such testimony

as that of the herdsman.

It is this doubt in the King's mind, and his

desire to assure himself, which lay him open to his

adversary. As he turns away to put on his arms,

the Lydian, now fairly at bay, arrests him with a

new proposal : Would he like to see the bacchanals

in their camp? He leaps at this with an eagerness

which surprises the proposer himself. He would

give anything, he says, for such a chance ; the sight,

if he finds them drunken, will indeed be painful; but

even so, and on any terms, he will see. Secretly,

openly, anyhow he will go, and he is impatient to

start at once1. The subtle Asiatic perceives the

strength of his hold, and proposes further, that,

since a man detected in spying upon the rites of

the women will be in danger of his life, the King
shall disguise himself, in the bacchic dress, as a

female. Pentheus acknowledges the wisdom of the

caution, but shrinks from such a travesty of his

person
—all the more when, at his request, the

stranger describes the details of the costume. Be

tween these various impulses, to each of which in

turn the Lydian dexterously appeals, he hangs

uncertain, and finally, without deciding anything,

retires into the house, with his counsellor, for further

deliberation.

1
vv. 810-820.

V. K. 7
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This dialogue, and the question of its effect and

meaning, are of such importance to our problem,

that it must be given, with the sequel, at length. I

prefer, as a guard against prejudice,
to use a version

not my own, and select that of Mr Way, which,

though unnatural (according to English habits) in its

adherence to the form of alternate verses, is very

close, and clear of any colouring.

Pentheus (to attendant). Bring forth mine arms ! thou, make an

end of speech.

Dionysus. Ho thou !

Wouldst thou behold them camped upon the hills?

Penth. Ay—though with sumless gold I bought the sight.

Dion. Why on this mighty longing hast thou fallen?

Penth. To see them drunk with wine—a bitter sight !

Dion. Yet wouldst thou gladly see a bitter sight?

Penth. Yea, sooth, in silence crouched beneath the pines.

Dion. Yet will they track thee, stealthily though thou come.

Penth. Openly then !—yea, well hast thou said this.

Dion. Shall I then guide thee? Wilt essay the path?

Penth. Lead on with speed : I grudge thee all delay !

Dion. Array thee now in robes of linen fine.

Penth. Wherefore? From man shall I to woman turn?

Dion. Lest they should kill thee, seeing thee there as man.

Penth. Well said—yea, shrewd hast thou been heretofore.

Dion. Such science Dionysus taught to me.

Penth. How then shall thy fair rede become mine act?

Dion. I will into thine halls, and robe thee there.

Penth. What robe ? A woman's ?—nay, but I think shame.

Dion. Is thy desire to watch the Maenads dead?

Penth. In what garb, say'st thou, wouldst thou drape my form ?

Dion. Thine head with flowing tresses will I tire.

Penth. And the next fashion of my vesture—what?

Dion. Long robes : and on thine head a coif shall be.

Penth. Nought else but these wouldst thou add unto me?
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Dion. Thyrsus in hand, and dappled fell of fawn.

Penth. I cannot drape me in a woman's robe !

Dion. Then in the fight with Maenads blood must flow.

Penth. Ay, true :—first must I go and spy them out.

Dion. Sooth, wiser so than hunt thee ills with ills.

Penth. Yet, how through
Kadmus'

city pass unseen.

Dion. By lone paths will we go. Myself will guide.

Penth. Better were anything than
Bacchants'

mock.

[Dion. I will pass in, and what befits devise.

Penth. So be it. I am resolved : my path is clear.

I go; for I must needs march sword in hand,

Or do according unto thine advice.] Exit.

In the last four lines, where there is a doubt respect

ing the cast of the parts, Mr Way adopts a cast, and

in the words
" I am resolved : my path is clear

"

he

gives a translation, which are not commonly ap

proved. Professor Murray represents a better

alternative :

Penth. Forward to my halls

Within !—I will ordain what seemeth best.

Dion. So be it, O King ! 'Tis mine to obey thine hest

Whate'er it be.

Penth. Well, I will go—perchance

To march and scatter them with serried lance,

Perchance to take thy plan.... I know not yet1-

But in substance both versions agree. Nothing is

yet decided, or even advanced towards decision.

The whole issue, as developed in the foregoing

1
vv. 843-846

Il«. iXdovr « oikois . . dv Soicy ftovXevcropai.

A(.
tfco-ri-

TrdvTU to ip.6v ivrptTrU irdpa.

Tit.
aV- ^ yap oirX t\cur wopcwropai

n toio-i o"oio-t irei'o-op.ai /3ovXevp.acrii'.
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scene,
—the King's first plan, to march against the

bacchants in force, and the proposal of the stranger,

that he should first see the camp, and the question

of disguise,—all is yet open, and reserved for delibe

ration within.

Here the King goes within, and the Lydian,

turning to his associates, exclaims in triumph :

Women, the man sets foot within the toils.

Now (he says) shall Dionysus take away his reason,

shall madden him, and so make him do, what sane

he never would do,—put on the female attire, and,

thus degraded, go where his own mother shall

execute upon him the vengeance of the long-suffer

ing God.

Dionysus, play thy part now ; thou art near :

Let us take vengeance. Craze thou first his brain,

Indarting sudden madness. Whole of wit,

Ne'er will he yield to don the woman's robe :

Yet shall he don, driven wide of reason's course.

I long withal to make him
Thebes'

derision,
In woman-semblance led the city through,

After the erstwhile terrors of his threats.

"I
go,"

says he, "to dress him for death":

And he shall know
Zeus'

son

Dionysus, who reveals at last a godhead

Most terrible, yet kindest unto men.

With these words, he follows the King into the

palace.

After an interval, filled by the religious comments
of the Chorus, the Lydian appears, and imperiously
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summons forth Pentheus, who comes—a total wreck

in body and mind, dazed, drunken, idiotic, wearing
with delight the garb of his subjugation, the helpless

and servile victim of his conqueror. Dionysus has

done his work.

But how then has he done it ? What has passed

within the palace during this interval in the action ?

How are we intended to fill up, by imagination, the

scene which is withdrawn from our eyes ?

We are to suppose, it is said, that the stranger,

man or god—for this alternative is here indifferent and

may be dismissed from consideration,
—has exerted

the superhuman, or at all events mysterious, force

of his will, and thus, by his fiat or influence, has

reduced Pentheus from the state in which we see

him before his exit to that in which we see him

return. By miracle or mesmerism, by some efficacy

purely psychic, he has converted the man who goes

from us to deliberate into a creature incapable of

thought.

Now I ask the reader to consider, carefully

and without prejudice, by what right or with what

reason this interpretation can be imposed upon the

facts which the dramatist has exhibited, and the

text which is our sole authority for his meaning.

If we ourselves desired to present theatrically

an operation of this kind, a mesmeric operation, in

which one person, by the force of his will and with

out other instrument, takes away the rational and

even the sensory
faculties of another, reducing him

from sanitv to insanity and something beyond, to the
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double imbecility of an intoxicated lunatic,—how

should we show it upon the stage? Surely by

showing it upon the stage. On the stage, in the

presence of the spectators, the operation should be

carried, if not to the end, at all events to a decisive

point. But why not to the end ? The power, upon

this supposition, is independent of place, and needs

no other opportunity than the presence of the sub

jugator and the subjugated. This freedom, this

independence of occasion and instrument, is the

very essence of will-power in all varieties, human or

superhuman, mesmeric or miraculous. And in the

visible exertion of it must lie not only its value

in a spectacle, but its persuasive reality as a fact.

Withdrawn from sight altogether, the process will

hardly be realized ; and it cannot be realized, it

cannot convince the imagination, if, after witnessing
an infinitesimal part of it, the spectator is asked to

suppose the rest. How is he to suppose adequate,

for the attainment of a given end, a force which,

before his own eyes, and in all the conditions

proper to success, either remains inactive, or acts

without approaching the end ?

Now it is in this incomprehensible way that

Euripides, according to the hypothesis which we are

disputing, exhibits the reduction of Pentheus to

insanity by the will of the stranger. The insanity
of Pentheus is evidently, as the subjugator tells us

himself, a condition necessary for the execution of

his plan to disguise the King as a woman and betray
him to the bacchants. "Sane, he will never con-
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sent1."

So we are told, and so we see. From the

moment therefore, when this plan is conceived2, to

make Pentheus insane must be the purpose and will

of the operator. And if by his will he can do it,

why does he not do it, then, there, and before the

audience ? Why is it still to be done, when, after a

long colloquy with the subjugator, the patient retires

into the house ? That it is then still to be done, we

not only see but are expressly told :

O Dionyse,

This is thine hour and thou not far away.

Grant us our vengeance !—First, O Master, stay

The course of reason in him, and instil

A foam of madness8.

"Now, Dionysus, to But why now, and

not before? If to expel reason and instil madness

is a thing which the speaker can accomplish by

merely willing it, why is it not already performed ?

So long as the victim remains without, the hour of

Dionysus has not struck ; it begins with his entrance

into the house. Are we to understand then, that

the will-power of the deity is not operative, or less

operative, in the open air ?

1
vv. 851 f.

UIS tppOVlOV piV CL

OU prj 8iXrjO-r) SrjXvv ci-Svrai OT0X77V.

2
V. 810.

'
vv. 849 ff. (Murray)

ii«w(,
iti'

o-bv Ipyov oil yap tl
irpoo-io-

avroY. irpuira

8'

(ko-ttjo-ov <f>pev<uv,

iuls iXa<f>pdv Xwo"ai'.
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The stress thus laid by the operator upon this

move, as making his opportunity, would be remark

able, and hard to reconcile with a mesmeric interpre

tation of the performance, even if, in the colloquy

which precedes, some approach to the end had been

actually achieved. Even then, the interruption of

the process, the change of conditions, and the plain

intimation that this change is momentous, would be

contrary to the supposed nature of the business. But

it is not the fact that Pentheus, before he leaves the

stage, and by the effect of the colloquy, is seen to be

approaching the condition in which he comes back.

He comes back mad, mentally and physically insane,

talking nonsense and seeing what is not there. He

goes out uncertain of his intentions, unable, as yet,

to decide between certain courses, each of which he

has reason both to favour and to dislike, and pro

posing to consider them further. This is not mad

ness, nor any approach to it. It is a condition

common, in circumstances of difficulty, to the sanest.

It may even be (and it is in Pentheus) a mark of

improvement in wisdom and sobriety. It gives us

no ground for supposing that if, as we will for the

moment assume, Dionysus has achieved this much

by the exercise of his will, a further exercise of the

same power, when the scene is transferred to the

interior of the palace, will deprive the King of his

senses.

But again, it does not appear as a fact, that the

hesitations and uncertainty of Pentheus prove, as far

as they go, a mysterious ascendancy of will in the
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other party to the conversation. They are produced,
or rather fomented, by the simple and common means

of throwing out rapidly a string of suggestions, and

objecting to every choice.
"

Will the King, before

slaughtering the bacchants, at least see them ? He

is eager for it. But his life will be in danger. That

is true. Then he must go as a woman. Revolting !

Impossible! But to fight is to shed blood. Again

too
true."

By such curves we return to the starting-

point, and Pentheus, to talk it all out, naturally...

takes his adviser into the house. From the

triumph of the stranger upon this move (which he

first suggests1), we learn that he has manoeuvred for

it,—and therefore that his project, needing the move,

is something quite different from mesmeric influence.

His manoeuvres are dexterous, but not at all

mysterious, and to put this colour upon them we

must aid the poet by alteration. This is how

Euripides should have written :
—

Pentheus {turning from him).

Ho, armourers ! Bring forth my shield and sword !—

And thou, be silent !

Dionysus

(after regarding him fixedly, speaks with resignation).

Ah !—Have then thy will !

[Hefixes his eyes upon Penllteus again ... ; then speaks in a tone

of command.}

Man, thou wouldst fain behold them on the hill

Praying !

1
v. 827.
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Pentheus

(who during the rest of this scene, with a few exceptions, simply

speaks the thoughts that Dionysus puts into him, losing power over

his own mind).

That would I, though it cost me all

The gold of
Thebes1 !

And so on. Prompted so, we may find mystery

everywhere. But put beside this English the original

Greek, or the English of Mr Way:

Pentheus (to attendant).

Bring forth mine arms !—thou, make an end of speech.

Dionysus.

Ho thou!

Wouldst thou behold them camped upon the hills?

Pentheus.

Ay
—though with sumless gold I bought the sight.

To this version, as to the Greek, the stage-directions

of the other cannot be applied. How should
"
Ho

thou !
"

be spoken
"
with resignation

"

? The Greek

interjection (a) signifies an excited protest, some

thing like our "No,
no!"

or
"Stop!"

It is surely

no equivalent for the English Ah! as a sign of

acquiescence, nor is it interpreted, in Euripides, by

any such addition as
"

Have then thy will !
"

Nor

1
vv. 809-812 (Murray)
lie. eKfpepere p.01

8evp'

oirXa, crv 8e iravcrat Xeywv.

At. a.

(3ovXij ev opeo-i crvyKaOrjp.eva'; I8eiv;

Tie. paXio-ra, pvpiov ye Sovs xpvaov o~ra6p.6v.
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can it have been easy to give "a tone of
command"

to what, in the Greek, is not a command, but a

question,
—"Wouldst thou behold

them?"

But if

we make it an affirmation—"Thou wouldst fain

behold them
"
—and prefix to it a peremptory voca

tive,
"

Man,...", then we see how the tone comes in.

And if the suggestions of Dionysus, beginning thus,
end upon a note of obscure menace—

Pentheus.

What of the city streets ? Canst lead me hence

Unseen of any?

Dionvsus.

Lonely and untried

Thy path from hence shall be, and I thy
guide!1

—

then so much the better for the mystery. And

contrariwise, if he says merely

By lone paths will we go. Myself will guide8.

In short, Professor Murray (I would submit) com

poses the scene, as Euripides, if it were to be

construed and acted as a victory of supernormal

faculty, should have composed it, but did not.

But since in truth, if we follow Euripides, we

cannot suppose that the stranger, having got Pen

theus to confer with him in the palace, makes an

idiot of him by merely so willing,
—how is it done,

1
w. 840-841 (Murray)
lie. ko.1 Trios

81'

UOTfCDS (Ip.i Ka8p.eiovs XaOwv ;

Ai. 6Sovs ipyjpov: iptv cyu>
8'

rjy>jo-op/iu

* Way.
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and how is the manner of it explained, as of course

it must be, to the audience ? Possibly that may not

now be discoverable. The text of a dramatist,

shorn of the action and not interpreted by directions,
is but too likely to present, as the Greek tragedians

do, some problems not determinable. But there are

some indications, all pointing oneway, which, so far as

I know, have not been considered, and perhaps have

not been noticed. Whether they are sufficient, it is

for the reader to decide. I submit them for what

they may be worth.

Foremost, because most conspicuous, may be set

the fact that, when Pentheus comes forth demented,
the first symptom of his state is an affection not

at all mystical, but bacchic in the most vulgar

sense :

Aha ! me seemeth I behold two suns,

A two-fold Thebes, our seven-gated
burg!1

In plain terms—and the style of Euripides is

even plainer than that of Mr Way—the man is

drunk. He sees double, like any toper reeling out

of a wine-shop. Now surely it was a blunder in

the dramatist, a mistake of judgement and taste, to

put in this trait, unless he really means that the

victim is intoxicated, and has taken something, some

drink or drug, such as would naturally do the work.

Assuming this, the trait is, in the circumstances,

1
vv. 918-919 (Way)

Kal pvvjv bpdv /xot hvo p\v 17'Xious 8ok(3,
8io"0-as Se ©ijjSas Kai eirrdtrropiov.
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tragically horrible, the more so because of its brutality;
otherwise we should not count it, nor, I think, is it

commonly counted, for a happy thought. It may

fairly put us on the enquiry, whether, as a fact, the

subjugator is shown to have used such a means.

There is certainly nothing improbable either in

the conception itself, or in such an application of it

by Euripides. The stranger comes from Asia Minor,

a home of poisons and poisoners1. As an adept in

ecstasies, a communicator of secret delights, he is

not likely to be without experience in drugs. That,

however sincere in his religion, he is not scrupulous

about the means of advancing it, we have already

seen. He has told us himself that, to forward his

plans, it is now necessary to destroy the King's

reason, and that it shall be done. And done it is,

with a promptitude for which, apart from miracle,

only poisoning, intoxication, will account.

Let us ask then next : has he an opportunity ?

While he is in the house with the King, has anything
passed between them, to make poisoning possible ?

Yes. There has been an excellent opportunity,

arising naturally out of the situation. We are told

so by the dramatist, if we read him as given by
tradition. Pentheus and the stranger, having now

made an alliance or truce, have pledged each other,

as usual, in drink.

1 So Andromache (Atuir. 157) is charged, as an 'Hu-oporns,

woman of Asia, with using cpappuca to produce sterility ; Medea

poisons the wreath of Creusa, etc. The adept of the Bacchants

may be classed for such purposes among women.
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After the unseen interview, the first to re-enter

is the Lydian, who calls forth Pentheus in words

which the translators give thus—

Thou who dost burn to see forefended things,

Pentheus, O zealous with an evil zeal,

Come forth before thine halls1.—

and thus—

O eye that cravest sights thou must not see,

O heart athirst for that which slakes not ! Thee,

Pentheus, I call2.—

representing the text as it has been printed from the

Aldine edition (1503) down to this day:

ore tov wpoOvp-ov a. p.r) xpemv opdv

o-irevSovra r doTrouSao-ra, HevOea Xeym,

e£i6i irapoiOe Smp.dro)v3.

But the ms., the only one which preserves this part

of the play, gives not cnrevSovTa but cnrevSovra.

The Aldine editor substituted <nrev8ovra, catching

at the verbal affinity of
cr7revS- ctttovB- and the obvious

simplicity of "zealous with an evil
zeal4,"

and

assuming that a-trei/hovra, "pledging
libation,"

was

unintelligible. Changes of this kind, made in the

dawn of scholarship, are like the step over the edge

of a steep. We slide to the bottom, and there stay.

For nearly four centuries Musurus was followed

apparently without enquiry.

1 Way. 3 Murray. 3
vv. 912 ff.

4
This affinity and simplicity are arguments rather against

than for the conjecture. They would have protected the reading
oWSovra, had it been original, from alteration to o-n-ci'SovTa in

this place. Nor indeed is the confusion of v and v, so far as I

have observed, a common error of the ms.
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Nevertheless he was wrong. His correction is

scarcely even plausible, as was at last observed

by a scholar of the present day, Professor Tyrrell.
"

Eager to see what is forbidden and desiring what

is not to be desired
"

is a tautology ; and Euripides

has not deserved, few writers less, to be accused of

tautology by a corrector'. Professor Tyrrell there

fore, to escape Musurus, would accept from him

the reading <rirtv8ovTa, but nevertheless eject, as

spurious, the verse so corrected,

o"irev8oi'T<£ ao"7Tou8ao-Ta, Fle^ca Xtyui,

noting truly that, without it, the sentence is not

really
defective3

and yet might easily be thought so.

But a readier and more legitimate way of escaping

Musurus is to refuse his gratuitous conjecture.

For not only may o-irevSovTa be the right word,

but it demonstrably is. It is confirmed by the next

speech of the Lydian. The intoxicated Pentheus

sees horns upon the head of his guide—whether in

imagination or because really he has put on those

Bacchic emblems—and demands explanation of

them. The God, he is told, is his companion,

who
"

before unfriendly, has now pledged his peace

to :—

6 p^os bpaprt'i, irpoaBev u>v ovk evpevrji,

<fOTro»'8os 'Jp-if.

1 See the criticism attributed to him by Aristophanes (Frogs,

1 154), to which Dr Sandys alludes, in his critical note on our

passage.

" See Eur. He/. 546, Soph. Ant. 441.
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The use of us, not thee, is of course ironical, the

speaker affecting to identify the interests of himself

and his captive ; it is between Pentheus and the deity
that there has now been made "truce by

libation"

(cnrovhai). Libation then, and the drinking from

the cup which was part of the ceremony, there has

been ; and when Pentheus is described as
"

making

truce by libation
(cnrivhovTa),"

we have simply another

reference to the same fact.

It is natural and necessary that such a ceremony

should be performed between Pentheus and the

servant of Bacchus at this point ; and we have been

prepared for it by a train of suggestions. The

adept, in the previous scene, has pretended a desire

to serve the King's interest in the difficult situation

created by the raid of the women from Cithaeron,

and has offered, among other things, to give him an

opportunity of seeing the objects of his suspicion.

When the King accepts this offer so far as to invite

the stranger to a conference in the palace, and

consents to discuss the proposal that he should stake

his life upon the fidelity of his adversary, it is natural

and necessary that this truce and trust should be

pledged in form. They have drunk together, with

libation. The libation of Pentheus was doubtless

not poured, not formally, to the new god : that would

be premature. But a truce with the god (cnroi'Sai),
and in this sense a libation to him, he has made.

He has done this in order that he may see the

bacchants ; and since this desire, as the adept

believes, is impious, he describes the King, so soon
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as he safely can, as
"

eager to see what is forbidden,
and making libation (truce) notfit to be

desired"

7rpo8vpov ovv a p.rj vpcotv 6paV

o-irevoovrd t axnvovhaxna.

The libation of Pentheus, in so far as it can be said,

bitterly and with irony, to be offered to Bacchus, is

the sign of his defeat and subjugation. He has

purged his rebellion.
"

He rejects me from libations
"

says the deity of the
prologue1

(a-rrovBa>v dno oidel

pe). "Make libation and worship
him"

(o-rreV8e

kcu ySaK^twc), says Teiresias in his expostulation1.

And libation, says his conqueror, he now makes.

Here then, in the cup from which he pours and

drinks, is the poisoner's opportunity to do that which

must be done. It is indeed a hideous and revolting

opportunity, open only to treachery and—which, the

cause considered, may appear worse—to sacrilege.

But such are the ways of fanaticism. To make the

King insane, and so bring him to destroy himself, in

appearance, by his own act, is the only sure and

safe means of preventing the military project which,

however it may result, must be disastrous to the

propaganda. For such an end, and to punish an

enemy of religion, an enthusiast like the adept will

violate any pledge, and profane all rites, not excepting

his own. And we now see why the house is "a

1
"'• 45-

!
v. 313. See also w. 2S4 f.

outos Beolcri o-ircvStrai 0tbs yeyu>s,

uxrr« Sta toutoi' rdya8 avdpwrrow; (\fiv,

a tragic irony, when we know the sequel.

v. E.
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trap"

for Pentheus1, and why his retirement thither,

and his invitation of the adept to a conference2, are

hailed with triumph as sealing his fate. There

and there only can be done what the minister of

Dionysus means to do.

In retrospect therefore, by the symptoms of the

victim and the allusions of the victor, the nature and

means of the conquest are declared ; and this may

be enough for a reader. But in the theatre, for the

information and excitement of an audience, it would

seem desirable, or even necessary, that the purpose

should be in some way foreshown. A plain declaration

in words, whether before or after, is prohibited by the

situation. To the attendants of the King, however

ready to acknowledge Dionysus, the adept could not

safely have revealed that their master was to be

poisoned. He must necessarily pretend, as he does,
that the mind of Pentheus is to be disorganized by
divine and miraculous intervention : "Dionysus, now

to thy
work!"

But the spectators, who, if they have

followed with understanding the course of the play
and the scene itself to this point, must instantly
perceive that the man's confidence rests upon some

thing more material than faith, may receive from his

action all the further enlightenment that they can

1
v. 848.

2
v. 843

eXBovr es oiicovs...dV Sokjj /3ovXevo-opai.

The retention here of the dual iXOovre (Murray),
"
We will go

into the house, and
I...,"

is, I think, clearly right, as against eXOav

ye (Nauck).
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require.
"

Dionysus, now to thy
work,—

-for thou

art notfar away. Let us punish him. But madden

him first, andput in him light
frenzy."

The means

to do this must be near indeed ; it must—there is

no other possibility in the situation—be upon the

person of the speaker. Let him then but put his

hand within his dress, and we, those of us who are

not expecting Euripides to show us a miracle, shall

have evidence enough. He carries about him, as

from his nationality and profession we should natur

ally suppose, an intoxicating drug, an excitant of

imagination and illusion. For a frenzy, he will pro

portion the dose.

The scene would thus explain itself, even if we

were to assume that, in connecting the efficacy of

Dionysus with a drug, Euripides was here taking
an original line. But this, in my opinion, is most

improbable. In such a time as the fifth century B.C..

when both the study of medicine and rationalistic

speculation upon the origin of superstitious beliefs

were powerful movements, proceeding from the same

Ionic centres of thought, and thus brought naturally

into contact, the connexion of enthusiasm with

intoxicants must have been notorious ; and it must,

I should suppose, have been applied, long before the

date of the Bacchants, by those who occupied them

selves with such coniectures, to explain some of the

performances attributed by legend to Dionysus and

his votaries. The Athenian audience, the educated

part of it, would probably expect the exhibition of

a drug to figure as an element in a Bacchic story

8—2
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presented by Euripides. But even without this,

the scene explains itself, before as well as after the

accomplishment of the adept's design, supposing

only, at the earlier stage, such interpretation by
gesture as the words and situation imply. To those

who could not or would not see, the choice of a

miraculous interpretation was here, as elsewhere,

left open. But it is not natural, and it is not Euri-

pidean.

Whether by a divine act, a miraculous act, such as

Aeschylus or Sophocles would probably have sup

posed in such circumstances, the situation would be

made more tragic, is a question which we need not

debate. Tragic it would be, no doubt, that a Being of

superhuman strength and pride, opposed to pride and

strength only human, should reduce the adversary to

idiocy by a mere fiat. But in what sense is it less

tragic, that, in the world as we see it, there are found

such beings as the adept, appalling compounds of

devotion, cunning, and cruelty, men who, to serve

their God, would put venom into a cup of com

munion ? These are two tragedies, different in

kind ; and the last, not the former, was the kind

which interested that
"

most tragic of poets
"

who

made his art out of "the things we handle and

among which we
live."

The fact that the madness and subjugation of

Pentheus are produced by a drug will explain, if I

am not mistaken, a later passage in the play, which

has been regarded as desperate. For, when all is

over, when the sanctified means has achieved the
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end and the triumph of the cause is secure, the

Asiatic women, in their exultation, describe the

instrument in terms which, given the fact, are trans

parent, and, without the fact, are not intelligible at

all. The point is important; for we thus learn what,

in the bare text and without the action, does not

previously appear,
—that these barbarians are accom

plices of their compatriot, and understand, when the

adept predicts to them "the work of
Dionysus,"

in

what manner that work is to be done. Being adepts

themselves and familiar with his operations, it is

natural that they should understand him ; and their

consciences, as we see everywhere, are enslaved to

his direction. Whatever they know, they of course

must not reveal anything, placed as they are, of a

mystery so little attractive to proselytes. During
the ode which follows the retirement of Pentheus

and the adept into the house1, and that which is

sung after their departure to the camp2, the singers

may not even be alone ; during the second they

probably are not alone, for the departure is witnessed

(as we are led to suppose) by some of the King's

subjects, and there is no reason why these should

immediately disperse'. And even if the women

were alone, the door of the palace is no place for

proclaiming that the master of it has been cheated

of his life by means not more sublime than those of

the vulgar murderer. They cannot with prudence

utter it even after the accomplishment, and in

strictness of reality perhaps they would not. But it

1
vi'. 862 ff. '

w. 977 ff. s See hereafter.
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is conceivable, even in reality, that in their exultation

the truth should slip out, especially
since now, for

the first time perhaps, they are left
without auditors1;

and in the theatre a declaration to this extent, one

reference in plain terms, would be desirable, if not

necessary, to complete the effect. And this we have.

The triumph of the bacchants over the death of

Pentheus finds expression, naturally enough, in a

reminiscence of the crisis which decides his fate, and

a series of allusions to the scene of his subjugation.

In part, but in part only, these allusions are intelli

gible, if we ignore the means by which the subjuga

tion is effected :

Let us in chorus extol our God, and raise our voices to cele

brate the fall of Pentheus the serpent-born, who took the
woman-

garb and the thyrsus-wand..., and with the Bull to guide him

went to his fate2.

These are simple references to the facts and the

language of the scene which we are considering.

But to the words
"

who took the thyrsus-wand
"

the

bacchants append the comment, that the wand, the

narthex as they here call it, was a pistos Hades

1 See w. 1 148 f. The other slaves, if any are present, no

doubt follow the example of the speaker.

a
vv. 1153-1159

avaxopevo-(op.ev Ha-K^ior,
d.va(3odau>pev £vp.<f>opdv

rav tov SpaKOj/TOS TlevOeos enyeveTa.'

os rav Or/Xvyevij oroXav

vapSrjKa re...

eXafiev ev8vpo-ov,

ravpov Trpo-qyrjrijpa avju^opas e)(wv.
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(vdpdrjKa. tc, iri<rTov "AtSav, e\a/3ev evOvpcrov). It is

impossible, most interpreters think, to find in this

expression any meaning consistent with the facts as

they have hitherto been conceived, or indeed any

meaning at all. The wand of Pentheus was his
"death,"

but not
"faithful,"

or
"trustworthy,"

or even

—if we might so press the word—
"trusted."

A

string of conjectures, of which none has found

acceptance, shows that, from this side, the phrase

defies explanation. But it becomes transparent,

when we know that the King was poisoned by a

drug in his wine. It was remarked by Professor

Tyrrell1, that the word pistos, merely as Greek and

apart from a context, is ambiguous, meaning either

faithful (ireiOopai.) or potable (nCva)), and that pistos

Hades, merely as Greek, might mean "potable

death, death by a Not only might the

words have this meaning, but, in themselves and

apart from a context, they could bear no other.

"Faithful
death,"

or even "trusted
death,"

is an

expression barely conceivable ; "death in a
drink"

is

an expression perfectly simple ; and native ears, to

which both senses of pistos were equally natural,

must take the epithet, at least primarily, in the

obvious way. Pistos Hades signifies poison taken

in a draught, and could hardly signify anything else.

And still more obvious, more inevitable, is this

interpretation, when the phrase is appended, as an

explanation, to the word narthex. This word,

1 Critical note ad loc.

'
See Aesch. P. V. 480, where Trio-roV is a drinkable medicine
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meaning properly the
hollow stalk of a certain plant,

was extended, by metaphor, to various objects,
such

as the bacchic wand, made from or comparable to

such a stalk. None of its meanings are common in

literature ; but one of them must, in daily life, have

been only too well known. In the lack of glass, a

short piece of hollow stalk, stopped at the ends,

offered the readiest way to make a capsule or case

for things small, precious, and requiring careful

protection, such as scrolls, unguents, etc. Hence

the word nartkex came to signify such a capsule1;

and in this sense, but no other, it admits naturally

the explanation pistos Hades or death in a drink.

Strictly, of course, it is to the contents of the

narthex, the drug itself, that the explanation applies ;

but, in the language of poetry, such compressions

of phrase, by way of metaphor or transference,

are habitual and almost regular. Thus, when the

triumphant Chorus put into the phrase vdpdrjKa

evdvpcrov, thyrsus-wand, the explanation tturrov

"KtZav, death in the drink, they are making a fierce

and horrible jest, which doubtless on the stage they

would deliver with the proper laugh. They play

upon two senses of narthex, which they signify by

giving first one interpretation (mo-rbv "Kihav) and

then the other (evdvpcrov). The circumstances, the

facts to which they refer, are such that they could

hardly name the
"wand"

without thinking of that

other narthex,
—the little deadly thing which did

"the work of
Dionysus,"

and which, when the adept

1 For references see Liddell and Scott s.v.
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promised such work1, they must have divined,

even if he did not show it to them, to be within

reach of the promiser's hand. But although the

equivocation is thus prepared and obvious, to use

it as a jest, and by way of comment upon the bloody
narrative of the murder, would perhaps be impossible

to any human beings not hardened by the singular

astringence of religious hatred and religious devotion.

It proves, as nothing so well could, the temper of

their steeled fanaticism.

Thus, here and in the scene of the subjugation, the

traditional text defends and justifies itself by mutual

support. When we bring the points together, and

perceive their relation, it is surely impossible to

believe, that in one place the equivocation narthex

(pistos), and in the other place the allusion to the

spondai or libations which have passed between

Pentheus and his guest3, are the casual, unconnected,

and unconscious product of a blundering pen. Un

less we will say this, we shall allow, upon the

assurance of the poet, that, according to his intention,

the conquest of Pentheus is achieved by means of a

drug.

Whether the word pistos, as well as the word

narthex, is equivocal,
—

whether, that is to say, the

phrase pistos Hades can have a meaning, ifpistos be

taken in the sense trustworthy or trusted,— is a

question which I must for the present leave open.

No such inference can be drawn from the passage of

Euripides, because the sensepolable, in this connexion

1
it. 848 ff.

a
■■■ 9J3i suPra P- Iia
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obvious, is sufficient. But if there was such a secon

dary meaning, if
"

trusty Death
"

was a known ex

pression, religious and bacchic, themore easily would

the jest have occurred to the poet's mind, and the

sharper would be its point. And as a mere conjec

ture, it seems possible that the phrase was known to

religion. Although in this play, as we have before

remarked, nothing, or at least nothing explicit, is

said of prospects beyond the grave, we can scarcely

doubt that, according to the type of religions cognate

to the Bacchic—the Orphic mysteries for example

and (probably) those of Iacchus at Eleusis,
—we are

to suppose such prospects and assurances as part of

the more intimate revelations which are occasionally

mentioned1. The initiate was not only strengthened

for this world but also armed for the next. The

bacchic emblems and costume were thus not only a

sign of fraternity, but also, in the religious sense, a

viaticum, a preparation for the great journey. Indeed

we may, I think, fairly see a suggestion of this in

the language which the adept is made to use, when

he goes to dress the King in the attire
"

wherein he

shall depart to the house of Death
(Hades)2."

If

bacchants, like some orders, invested their dead

with the religious costume, as an emblem of protec

tion and promise, putting the fawn-skin upon the

1
vv. 73, 471 ff.

2
w. 857-859
dXX'

etp.i K.6o-p.ov ovirep eh "AiSov Xa^<av

aireio-i, p.r)rpbs en xep°w Karao-ipayek,

Tlevoei Trpoo~d\f/wv.
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body and the wand in the stiff hand, then we should

have here a ferocious sneer quite appropriate to the

behaviour of the preacher at this crisis. It is not

necessary so to suppose, but I find the supposition

plausible'. Now in connexion with such a habit,

the phrase pistos Hades,
" Death that is trusted

"

or

"that may be
trusted,"

strange as it is, would have

a meaning. To the initiate, the King of the Dead

is an object not of terror but of confidence. To the

question

Wilt thou trust Death or not?

the initiate, like the scholar in Browning, can answer
"Yes."

And thus when the women describe the

narthex (wand) of Pentheus as a pistos Hades, a

sign of trust in death, they would not only be making
their own bitter jest upon the poison, but also

echoing the sneer of the adept at the significance, in

this case, of the protective investiture. That this is

so, I do not say. To prove it, the phrase pistos

Hades, in the religious use supposed, must be not

conjectured but actually found ; and I repeat, that

the passage of Euripides, being complete in sense

without any reference to this meaning of pistos

(ncidopcu), cannot be cited as, by itself, supporting
that reference. I would merely signalize the possi

bility to the investigators of mystic phraseology".

1

Possibly too this may throw some light on the strange

phrase lv t«'X« in v. 860. It may have meant, in this connexion,

"at the hour of
death."

8 The translation
"
sure to

kill,"

which has sometimes been

forced upon vurrbv 'Aioav in our passage, is not to be thought of.

As Tyrrell and others have pointed out, it is not derivable from
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There is another passage in the play, which has

been found difficult, and with reason, so long as we

have not remarked that the madness of Pentheus is

effected by poison, but becomes simple when that is

perceived. The sermon of warning, which Teiresias

addresses to the King, concludes with a dark sugges

tion : "No argument of yours shall persuade me

to fight against deity. For you are mad, most

miserably mad. Medicine will not cure your ill, and

medicine has helped to make
it1."

The last words are

muttered perhaps rather than spoken, and no further

notice is taken of them. But to the speaker him

self, and to the reader, they must have a meaning ;

and their only natural meaning is that Teiresias

already suspects some one of having practised, by
charms or spells or other such means comprised in

the term pharmaka, against the sanity of the prince';

this appears to the prophet the most charitable

explanation of his behaviour. But more than one

critic has found this suspicion irrelevant, and has

proposed to alter the text ; and it is not easy to see,

the meaning of ttio-to's. The words vdpO-qKa, mo-rbv 'AiSav, 2Xa/?€

might conceivably mean
"
he took the wand which he could trust

to kill him
"

; but that is nonsense. They could not mean
"
he

took the wand which was (in itself) destined to kill
him."

How

ever, as I have said, there is no proof that ttio-to's (trelOopai) has

any bearing on the passage at all.

1
vv. 326-327

/Aa'*T7 t°-P °>s aXyiora, Kovre (pap/xdWs

a.Kr) Xa^Sois av ovt avev toutoiv voareh.

2
A supernatural influence, that of a god, would not come, I

think, within the meaning of <pdpp.a.K,ov. But see Tyrrell's note.
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from a dramatic point of view, why the point should

be brought in, unless it bears in some way upon the

story. But when we know that, in the end, it is by
a pharmakon, in the strictest sense, that Pentheus

is made literally insane, we see why Teiresias

should be made to express a suspicion, which, from

the nature of the case, can be aimed only at the

King's enemies, the bacchants. It is a point calcu

lated for the second hearing or second reading.

That Teiresias should attribute dark powers to the

new religious sect, is not unnatural, nor that he

should charge them, in his own mind, with having
used some such power upon their persecutor. But

the reason why he is made, somewhat abruptly and

obscurely, to throw out the hint, is that we, readers

informed of the story, may remark how much nearer

than he knows his apprehension strikes at the

character of the King's adversary. By
"medicine"

indeed it is, that the adept of Dionysus will quench

the light of reason in a resisting mind, but not by

any such remote and mysterious medicine as the

prophet seems to imagine. The pharmakon, with

which Dionysus operates, is of that kind which can

be carried in the purse and dropped into the cup.

In the pitiable and repulsive
scene'

which ex

hibits the degradation of Pentheus—the masterful

man, headstrong but not ill-meaning, suddenly con

verted into a vain and vicious child—there is one

trait which, as I have always thought, is intolerable,

if we suppose his vanquisher to be a deity inflicting
1
JT. 912 ff.
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punishment for the refusal of worship.
The mind

of the victim is not only enfeebled, but
fouled. He

becomes beastly. This at all events, until the

poison unmans him, he is not. It may be, that, by

charging the women-converts with misconduct of

which no proof appears, he suggests, to a strict

judgement, no very favourable estimate of his own

purity. But in his anger at their supposed be

haviour, and in his desire to resolve his doubts

by seeing what they do1, there is no mixture, none

apparent in his language, either of malice or of

prurience. Considering who these women are, and

that among them are his nearest kinswomen and his

own mother, it would, no doubt, be monstrous that

he should find pleasure either in the suspicion itself

or in the prospect of proving it. But he finds pain2.

In the background of his thoughts there may con

ceivably lurk some baser element of curiosity, as in

every human thought and feeling base elements do.

But that he cherishes, or consciously follows, any
such impulse, he has hitherto nowhere betrayed.

Now, morally as well as mentally, he is dissolved

into a brute. The suggestion of his leader, that the

virtue of the bacchants will be to him a delightful

surprise, awakes no response : the miserable wretch

is more interested in learning just how he should

hold his thyrsus3. He pictures the worst discoveries

with chuckling anticipation4. He can cite the names
of his mother and her sisters, for the silly purpose of

1
vv. 812 ff. 2

v. 814.
3
vv- 939-942. 4

w. 957 f.
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getting a compliment upon the finish of his female

disguise, without hint of shame or apprehension'.

He is vile. And the author of this "change of

mind"

notes it with pleasure and
gratulation!*

Even

in a man, provoked by violence and blinded by a

fanatical devotion, such callous wickedness touches

the limit of what is credible or acceptable. How

would it be, if, according to the poet, this murderer

were the true object of such worship as that of the

Hymn to Holiness ?

The Dionysus of this episode, and of almost all

the play, is, like the Aphrodite of the prologue to

the Hippolytus, and like all the gods of the Euripi-

dean theatre, not a possible object of adoration. I n

most cases, as in that of Aphrodite, the obvious

answer to the question so raised, is that the deity,

the personal embodiment of a passion or a force,

being in no way required by the mechanism of the

story, will naturally be dismissed (by those who,

like the poet, so incline) as a revolting and needless

imagination. Here, in the Bacchants, the person of

the adept is the very hinge of the story. But that

he is superhuman, he never gives us any reason to

think; and now he has disproved it. Poison is a

human weapon, not superhuman, and the adept, how

ever fiendish, is no fiend in respect of his power.

Before quitting this scene, we must notice a

small but not insignificant question, respecting the

number and parts of the performers. It is not

probable that the entrance of the adept and his

1
,"T. 925 f.

J
V. 944.
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victim from the palace, and
their

departure for the

mountain, are witnessed by no one
except the women

of the Chorus. The poisoner, in forecasting his

triumph, declares his intention to make the captive

a spectacle to his own
subjects1

; and we should

expect a corresponding performance. The conver

sion of the King's servants—the fact that they are, as

a body, now convinced by the report from Cithaeron

that the stranger is supported by miraculous arms—

is necessary to the development of the situation,

since, without this, they would attempt some inter

ference. And it is but natural that, when the King,

after his private interview with his new counsellor,

sets forth, so terribly transformed, upon his fatal

journey, fascination should lead some of his awe

struck household to follow him beyond the door.

We should presume therefore that they do so, and

express by their behaviour the terror which the

adept has inspired, and which is essential, as a con

dition, to his success. The sequel makes this

certain ; for by one man at least Pentheus and his

guide are followed all the way to Cithaeron, and by
this one at least they are doubtless followed when

we see them depart from the stage. It is from

him that the Chorus, and the audience, receive the

story of the King's horrible end. His narrative
—

When we had got beyond the villages of Thebes and had

passed the river Asopus, we entered upon the bare slope of

Cithaeron, Pentheus, that is, and I, who kept with the master, and
the stranger who was to bring us to the spectacle...2—

1

vv. 854 ff. a
w. 1043 ff.
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suggests, what we may well believe, that he was the

only companion in whom fascination prevailed over

terror so far. But at the beginning the attendance

would be more numerous.

Among those who follow from the palace, one (the

future reporter) should be supposed to distinguish

himself as leader by his action, thus preparing the

audience for his presence at the catastrophe. But

this preparation, a thing important to the coherence

of the drama, has been already begun, and more

effectively, in the previous scene. There, as we

saw1, upon the conclusion of the herdsman's narrative,

a bystander, whose language marks him as a servant

of Pentheus, gives voice to his belief in the divinity
and power of Dionysus. And to the same speaker

we should assign an unappropriated verse which, at

the close of the scene, occurs between the exit of

Pentheus and the following speech of the Lydian :

Pentheus. We will go within, and I will decide as seems best.

The Lydian. As you will. In any event I am at your service

Pentheus (leading the way)". By your leave. Perhaps I shall take

arms and march, and perhaps I shall adopt your advice.

[Exit.

1 See w. 775 ff. and supra p. 93.

5
vv. 845-9

lie. av rj yap oirX t^uv tropewropai

rj toIo-i o"o«ri ireio-opai f3ovXevpao-tv.

<®epdiro>v.> ijft' 8e ^aic^as, ov Oavwv Sukrct Siicrfv.

Al yvraiius. avrjp es jioXov KaBCcrraTat.

AioVvcre, vvv o-of Ipyov ov yap el irpoo~a>.

The ms. assigns v. 847 (so placed) to Dionysus, but no one now

accepts this, the third person (»?£«, 8W«i) being unsuitable. See

the commentaries.
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(A Servant.) And he will go to the bacchanal camp, there to

pay the penalty of his life.

The Lydian. Women, he walks into the snare. Now, Dionysus,

to thy work !...

The servant speaks, as he naturally would, to his

fellow-slaves, and expresses the conviction which, as

believers in Dionysus, they doubtless share,
—that,

whatever Pentheus may say, an irresistible might

will certainly conquer and destroy him. The pre

valence of this conviction is necessary to the sequel ;

and for this reason the expression of it, in these

interjectional comments, has a dramatic value, apart

from the more mechanical function which they per

form, in presenting the speaker to our notice, and

preparing us for his part as reporter of the cata

strophe.

To the scene of his report, passing over for the

present the choric interlude which covers the time

of the event, we may now proceed. The brief

dialogue, which passes between him and the Chorus-

leader1, brings out the notable point, that the man's

submission to Dionysus has no resemblance to what

we call, and the bacchants would call, a religious

conversion of the heart. Far from sharing their

exultation, he can scarcely bear it with patience2.

To superior power, however exerted, he bows, like

the slave that he is, without protest and without

1
vv. 1024-1042.

2
vv. 1032-1040. The supposition of a loss to the text at

v. 1036 is unnecessary. It is natural that the bacchant (v. 1037)
should interrupt the man, whose meaning {v. 1036) is sufficiently
expressed.
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approval1, without moral question of any kind ; and

his natural horror at the event which he has

seen and describes is in no way affected by his

regarding it as the work of a god, and presenting
the incidents according to this persuasion.

But indeed the situation gives little scope for

colouring. In the state to which Pentheus is

reduced, it needs no miracle to accomplish his

destruction ; nor, without a determined expectation,

could any miracle be found in what occurs. The

bacchants are discovered in a glen or torrent-bed,
"

walled with rocks and overshadowed with
pines'."

The King and his conductor, approaching quietly

by a grassy glade, reach a place from which the

women are visible ; but Pentheus, complaining that

he does not see well enough to "observe their mal

practices
properly8,"

proposes to climb into a tree.

Thereupon the stranger, "with superhuman
force4,''

pulls down a pine, and having placed Pentheus

upon it, releases it so as to leave him seated. At

this moment the stranger
"

is no more to be
seen,"

and a voice
"

from the air
"

calls the bacchanals to

avenge themselves and their god. They rush to

the place, and, perceiving their victim, attempt first

to reach him with missiles from a rock opposite ;

but, finding that he is beyond their range, they assail

the tree, using
boughs as levers to the roots, and

1
vv. 1 1 50 ff.

*
w. 1051-1052

ayxos dp<f>Upijp,vov...7revKaio't awriad£ov.

*
v. 1062.

*
V. 1069.

9—2
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finally "plucking it out of the
earth."

Pentheus

comes to the ground with it, and, vainly supplicating,

is instantly torn to pieces.

Such are the facts. They are reported and, as

it were, annotated by an observer so possessed by
superstitious expectancy that even the disappearance

of the Lydian is translated into a prodigy, and

invested with the forms of a divine ascension :

For scarce was my master visible in his perch above, when the

stranger was no more to be seen, andfrom the air a voice—doubtless

the voice ofDionysus
—

cried,
"

Women, I bring you him that has

made a mock of you, and me, and of my rites. Take vengeance

on
him."

And as he spoke, between heaven and earth there rose a

wondrous blaze of
fire^

Comment, analysis, would surely be wasted upon

testimony so naive as this. The performance of the

Lydian at this moment, occurring in the circum

stances depicted, could not appear wonderful to any

rational mind ; and in view of this incident, if the

rest of the story were filled with prodigies, they
might and should be rejected without examination.

But in fact, except where the stranger is con

cerned, our informant sees no prodigy; and what he

relates concerning this awful personage is refuted,

so far as it transcends nature, by himself. When

the Lydian pulls down a pine, upon which to place

his victim, the act is described in a manner which, if

we take it for truth, is indeed stupendous :

And here it was that I saw the stranger do that thing miracu

lous. Grasping a pine's top branch sky-high, he dragged it down,
1

vv. 1076 ff.
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and down, and down to the ground, bending it round as the

moving-spring is bent, when the running circuit of a wheel is

drawn by the
lathe1

; even so did the pull of his arms bow to the

earth that mountain-branch, with more than mortal might Then,

setting Pentheus on the pine, he let the tree rear itself again,

loosing his grasp gently and with care not to fling the rider, till it

rose right up into the air, with my master seated atop2.

This is stupendous, if true,—if the tree was, as the

man would have us conceive, a great tree, erect and

firm. But, seeing who and what he is, why should

we suppose any such thing? In a place like that

which is described, upon the broken edge of a

watercourse, one may find in abundance pines of

such size and so hanging, that a man may use them

as the Lydian does this one. If he could pull it

down, it was such and so placed as to make that

possible. So would say common sense, even if the

narrator did not presently prove it. We turn to the

assault of the bacchanals, and we read—

And when they saw my master seated upon the pine, first they

tried to pelt him with battery of stones, from a rock-tower opposite

on which they mounted, and with pieces of pine-wood for javelins,

and some with their wands, which through the air they launched at

their miserable mark, yet reached him not; for the wretch, though

helpless to escape, was perched too high for their purpose. So

presently, with branches which they broke (?) from the trees and

1 For the most probable explanation of this simile, see the

description of a primitive lathe by Mr Robertson, cited in Tyrrell's

note. The exact reading however is
doubtful. I would follow the

MS., except in writing j} (for ^) in v. 1066 : literally, "it was rounded

like the bow (spring) in the engine (way) by which a wheel draws

the course of its
circuit."

The relative % refers loosely to to'£o»-.

*
w. 1063 ff.
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usedfor levers, they set them to tear up the roots1, till, as
this labour

did not bring them to their end, Agave said, "Come, Maenads,

stand about the young tree and lay grasp thereon,
that so we may

catch the mounted quarry, and he may
never tell the secrets of

the God's
dance."

So they put a many
hands to the pine, and

plucked it out of the earth. And down from his seat above came

Pentheus dashed to the ground, lamenting sore, for he saw that his

fate was near. Then, as his mother, arch-priestess of the sacrifice,

fell upon him, he dashed the coif from his hair, that she, alas !,

might know and spare him, and softly put his hand to her face,

and said, "See, mother, it is thy son2."...

In all this (be it observed) the narrator finds nothing

that calls for comment. Nor is there anything.

The picture, as presented here, is consistent and

self-explanatory. The pine has become a sapling

(plorlhos)3, a word apparently not applicable to a

tree of any great size. And small indeed the tree

must be, since Pentheus, falling with it, is not even

stunned. And it stands so, it is so precariously

attached, that the women can think of uprooting it

with
" branches,"

and, after so loosing the roots, do

actually "pluck it out of the
earth,"

—

although, as

appears in the failure of their first attack, their powers

are neither superhuman nor even remarkable. All

this is natural, credible, consistent. But how does it

It is worth note that in Prof. Murray's version this incident
is

inadvertently dropped. Upon the assumptions implied in

describing the act of the stranger (w. 1063 ff.), such a proceeding
would be unintelligible. The word given as broke (o-vyKepawovtrai)
is dubious, but does not materially affect the sense.

2
vv. 1095 ff.

v. 1 107. The pXdo-TVp.a of v. 107 1 may be the top branch,
not the whole tree, though the ambiguity is notable.
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compare with the miracle attributed to Dionysus ?

If the tree is such as these women can disroot, why
in the world, without miracle, should not the Lydian

bend it down for a moment ?

The case is transparent In the view of a person

like this slave, the mysterious and wonder-working

stranger has now acquired such a glamour, that he

cannot do anything simple. His acts are miracu

lousper se. If he ceases to be seen, he has vanished.

What his arm achieves must be more than human

strength could perform, though the same, and more,

may be done by others without exciting surprise.

The story of the death of Pentheus, in so far as it

purports to be miraculous, is self-refuted, and in

this respect agrees with the method of the author

throughout. The fact that, among such a band of

furies, the victim is literally torn to pieces, does not

impress even our reporter as in itself supernatural.

The part of Agave, taken strictly as he relates it,

exceeds perhaps, as he supposes, even the power of

madness :

Then gripping the wretch by the left arm, and planting her

foot against his side, she rent away the shoulder, by divine permis

sion doing beyond her strength}.

1
w. 1125-1128

Xa/Jowra V oJXc'vt/s apiOTtpai' x^P")

jrXcvpaum' diri/3ao-a tov Svo-Sat/iovos

ajrto-jrapa^O'
<op.or, ov^ vitb o-Bivovi,

AXX'

6 610% evpdpeuiv brt&oov xtP°"'-

The first line lacks a caesura. But note that a similar verse is used

by Aeschylus (Eum. 26) in alluding to the death of Pentheus—

Xaya) ouctjv TlevOti xarappai^as popov. One may suspect them to

be quotations from some older work.
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But it would be idle to weigh, as
matter of evidence,

the details of a description like this, which, from

the nature of the case and the situation of the

witness, must be the work rather of fantasy than

of observation. The trait is however worth notice,

as confirming, by a dexterous stroke, the impression

previously conveyed,
—that, up to this point and in

their assault upon the tree, the bacchants have not

exhibited any remarkable power. If the pine which

they
"
pluck out of the earth

"

had been such as it

is made to appear when the Lydian lowers it, the

act of Agave, compared with such a feat, should

pass for matter of course.

Such, if considered as testimony, is this story
—

part of it, all that surpasses nature, visibly untrue.

But here again, as in the report of the herdsman1,

we are to note that Euripides makes no confusion

between truth and beauty. The man's tale, in all

that relates to the stranger, is a travesty and work

of imagination, but it is none the less sublime. The

same blind awe, the same tense expectancy, which

make him a bad witness, make him an excellent

vehicle of sensation. He is possessed, materially

and grossly perhaps, but profoundly and sincerely, by
the terrible apprehension of contact with the Power

of Life and the World ; and seldom has this kind of

emotion been more thrillingly put into words :

And there he set the King,
And slowly, lest it cast him in its spring,

Let back the young and straining tree, till high

It towered again amid the towering sky;

1
vv. 677 ff., supra pp. 89 ff.
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And Pentheus in the branches ! Well, I ween,

He saw the Maenads then, and well was seen !

For scarce was he aloft, when suddenly

There was no Stranger any more with me,

But out of Heaven a Voice—oh, what voice else?—

'Twas He that called !
"

Behold, O damosels,

I bring ye him who turneth to despite

Both me and ye, and darkeneth my great Light

'Tis yours to avenge !
"

So spake he, and there came

'Twixt earth and sky a pillar of high flame.

And silence took the air, and no leaf stirred

In all the forest dell. Thou hadst not heard

In that vast silence any wild thing's cry.

And up they sprang ; but with bewildered eye,

Agaze and listening, scarce yet hearing true.

Then came the Voice again. And when they knew

Their God's clear call, old
Cadmus'

royal brood,

Up, like wild pigeons startled in a wood,

On flying feet they came1.

Here, so far as concerns the main purpose of

this essay, the story ends, though the most tragic

part of the spectacle, or the most horrible, is still to

come, in the appearance of the mad mother bearing
the head of her murdered son. Even the fanatics

1
vv. 1070 ff. (Murray). In v. 1077, «u rbv (ivov ptv ov«V

tlo-opav waprjv, the version,
" There was no Stranger any more with

me,"

perhaps suggests a disappearance seen, if we may so say, by
the narrator. The original does not. The narrator, as is implied

in v. 1076, was watching Pentheus, and simply missed the

stranger when he looked for him again. But the translation, as a

whole, is not less faithful than beautiful, and attains the highest

point (w. 1084-1085) precisely with the poet himself. No

"great
Light"

is to be found in the Greek of v. 1080; but it

leads admirably to the fancied flame of v. 1083. If Euripides

had thought of it, he might well have put it in.
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from Asia have pity for Agave1, and upon this point

their silence is even more expressive than their

speech :

Kadmus, for thee I grieve. Thy daughter's son

Hath but just doom—yet bitter doom for thee2.

Of the justice meted to the daughter they say

nothing, and what could they say? Moreover

respecting Pentheus and respecting Cadmus
—whose

conversion or submission, such as it is, they treat as

meritorious,
—their opinions are their own, and not

commended, so far as appears, by the dramatist3.

But indeed, so far as concerns Euripides and his

play, the question, whether the fates of Pentheus and

Agave, if inflicted as a divine punishment for sceptical

contumacy, would be just, is one which we need

not discuss, because, according to the play, their

fates are not so inflicted. The deity of the prologue

(if we should or may take his remarks as dramatic)
announces no such design, nor any design against

the King more definite than
"

proving upon him

and all Thebans the
divinity"

of Dionysus4. And

the
"

Dionysus
"

of the drama evidently has no such

plan, when he makes to Pentheus, unconditionally

and without any demand of religious submission,

his offer to bring the women back to their homes6.

Indeed, to do him justice, we have no warrant from

the dramatist to suppose that he would have chosen

the path of assassination, though he takes it without

1
v. 1200.

2
vv. 1327-1328 (Way).

3
As to Cadmus, see w. 1330-1362.

4
v. 47 f. 6

vv. 802 ff.
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scruple, when it appears conducive to the triumph

of his religion. The design to poison Pentheus

and betray him to the bacchants is formed, on the

spur of the moment, before our eyes', as an expe

dient to forestall the possibility of his resorting to

military force. It has not exactly the form or

aspect which one would associate with the counsels

of Providence.

However, such as it is, so, as we have seen, it

is executed. Neither the mad exultation of Agave

nor her sober laments raise directly the question,

whether her destroyer is a personage human or

superhuman. Of her laments, as the play once

contained them, a part is lost,— though whether

this is a loss to art, or even to the completeness of

Euripides, is perhaps open to doubt. The remains

of Pentheus, other than the head, are collected and

brought home by Cadmus. There is external tes

timony2

that, as the play was known and acted in

antiquity, the mother, when the body had been put

together, bewailed it in an elaborate and formal

piece of rhetoric, "taking the limbs in her hands

one after another, and expressing her sorrow in

respect of
each."

This testimony is confirmed by
our defective ms., which exhibits in one

place'

what looks like the preparation for such a speech,

and in another
place4

what may be the beginning

1
it. 810 ff., supra p. 97.

*
See text and commentaries at v. 1300 and at r. 1329.

'
V. 1 300. 'Ay. ij irav iv dpOpois crvyKfKkrjpevov koXws ;

*
v. 1329.
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of it. At one of these places it has
doubtless stood,

and, as between the two, critics have differed in

opinion. For myself, if it be legitimate, I would

gladly think that the uncertain indication of the

ms. as to the place of this speech is a sign that it

was variously placed in different texts ; from which,

if such were the fact, one might fairly conclude that

it was a recognized insertion, and not part of the

work as it was left by the author. A posthumous

production is naturally open to such additions or

variations, which are conspicuous (for example) in

the Iphigenia at Aulis. To judge the speech pro

perly, we should see it ; but I can hardly suppose

that it was dramatically appropriate, or anything

better than an unfortunate concession to the lower

sort of theatrical demand, going farther in this direc

tion than any other example in the extant works of

the poet,
—a surmise which is not disproved by the

special attention which the speech seems to have

received from rhetorical students and expositors.

It should be added however, that, in one sense, the

Bacchants was certainly finished by the author, that

is to say, he had composed the finale. The scene

or epilogue between Dionysus, Cadmus, and Agave,

which follows the god's oration ex machina, is mani

festly his, and there is nothing to suspect in the

surviving fragment of the oration itself.

That the spectacle should be adorned with such

an apparition and address—a divine epilogue answer

ing to the divine prologue—is, according to the

method of Euripides, a matter of course. In the
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injury of our copy1, the entrance of the god has been

cut away, so that the precise manner of it cannot

be ascertained :—whether, that is to say, it was so

staged as to suggest a real scene, in which the

Lydian of the drama personates the deity, or whether

frankly as an impossible and theatrical exhibition,

with a figure suspended in the air and other like

accessories. The first way, in this play, would be

conceivable, since there is a human performer capable

of the function ; but analogy decidedly favours the

other, and so does the tone of the dialogue. Dio

nysus, when we find him, is addressing Cadmus, to

whom, in the usual way and with the usual frigidity,

he is revealing the sequel of his career according to

legendary prescription :—

...Thou to a serpent shalt be changed: thy wife

Harmonia,
Ares'

child, whom thou didst wed

When man, embruted shall to a snake be changed.

Thou with thy wife shalt drive a wain of steers

Leading barbaric hordes,
Zeus'

oracle saith,

And many a city with thy countless host

Shalt sack : but when they plunder
Loxias'

shrine,

Then shall they get them bitter home-return.

Thee and Harmonia shall Ares save,

And stablish in the Blessed Land your lives.

This say I, of no mortal father born,

Dionysus, but of Zeus'.

So, very faithfully, MrWay. From Professor Murray
the god gets a richer style—"griefs and wonders in

the winding
years"..."

she whom thou didst bring
Of old to be thy bride from Heaven afar "..."a wild

1
rr. 1 3

29- 1 330.
2
v. 1330 ff. (Way 1331 ff).
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array of orient spears "..."back driven on stormy

ways and
steep,"

—and he is made to declare himself

"Son confessed of no man but of
Zeus,"

a position

for which one would not easily find support in the

scene of Euripides. Not even Cadmus1, though

doubtless a believer, makes any such acknowledg

ment to the deity of the machine, and Agave not

only treats him
"

almost with

disdain2,"

but expressly

renounces, for herself, the practice of the triumphant

religion3.

The revelations of Dionysus, regarded as an

appendix to the foregoing drama, are as futile as

they are dry. Between the world of Euripides and

that of mythology there is no possible continuity ;

and the perfunctory recital of legends, here as in

other parallel situations, has inevitably the effect of

mockery. Cadmus forsooth is to become a snake,—

the Cadmus of this tragedy ! Nor is it of any use

to tell us that he and his Harmonia—a personage

with whom the play has no concern—are to come

eventually, either as snakes or human beings, to the

Land of the Blest. The beauty of that picture, as

a tempering consolation for the horrors of Theban

story, is known to many readers in the lyrical version

of Matthew Arnold. If properly developed, and

linked to a play suitable in colour, it might well

serve, in the theatre, as a final repose for the

imagination. We may guess that before Euripides,
1 It is Cadmus who responds to Dionysus in 1344-1348, not

Agave. So the ms., and Murray in his recent text.
2 Murray. 3

v. 1387 Ba'KXats
8'

eZXXato-t p.kXoiev.
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perhaps by Aeschylus, it had been so used with

sympathy and good effect. But in the mouth of

this Dionysus, the meagre statement,

Thee and Harmonia shall Ares save,

And stablish in the Blessed Land your lives,

rings as false as the rest ; and we are not surprised,

when Cadmus, after commenting bitterly on his imme

diate prospects, dismisses the promise of Paradise

with a sneer : he is to be denied even the quiet

of the dead i1

The plain truth is that, apart from the mechanical

requirements of the Athenian theatre and a popular

audience, Dionysus, such as he appears in this

epilogue, has no interest for Euripides or his reader.

About Cadmus and Agave, and about other matters

more important, such as the future of the Bacchic

religion at Thebes and in Hellas, the drama itself

foreshows us all that we want,
—a sequel in which

there is no place for human serpents. One question

indeed we might like to put, but not to a Dionysus—

whether anywhere, at Thebes or beyond, a suitable

reward awaited the zeal of the Asiatic apostle.

The play, as we have it, concludes with the

peculiar choric
"

tag
"
—found also in the Alcestis,

Medea, Andromache, and Helena,—which describes

"

the event of this action
"

as a surprise :
"

That

which was expected comes not to pass, and for what

is not expected Heaven finds a way; and such is the

end of this As I have said elsewhere, I see

1
W. 1360 ff.

*
W. 1388 ff. woXAai poptfml k.t.X.
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no reason to suppose that this is not the genuine

work of the poet, and authentic
in each place where

we find it. It marks very well—and it was presum

ably so intended, used, and
understood—the dis

cordant, irrelevant, mythical finale, which Euripides,

for obvious reasons, almost regularly appends to his

realistic and anti-mythical plots. So understood, it

is perfectly appropriate, as we have just seen, to the

Bacchants, the finale of which, with its absurd

theophany, is not less inconsistent with the purport

of the action than that of the Andromache or the

Medea. If the tag was appended to this posthu

mous tragedy by the exhibitors or actors, we may

approve their intelligence and acquiesce in their

judgement.

In the course of this survey, we have passed

over, for the sake of clearness, certain portions of

the play, as not affecting, directly at least or materi

ally, our primary subject,
—the poet's treatment of

the supernatural. Thus of the scene in which the

apostle of Dionysus is brought before King Pentheus
as a captive, and of the choric odes for the most

part, we have taken little notice. But since these

are just the places where the preacher and sectaries

are seen to most advantage, to leave these in the

shade would be to ignore the sincerity and candour

of the dramatist, and to disturb the balance of his

work.

The balance—let us insist and observe. It is

not the way of Euripides to hold, as it were, a poetic
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court, and deliver judgement on the persons and

transactions which he exhibits. It never can be the

way of those who seek first, as he did, to show men

and the world "as they
are."

It is not true that

characters, tendencies, movements can be classed as

good and bad. On the contrary, any strong and

marked disposition of mind will be good for some

purposes and bad for others. That, just that, will

be, humanly speaking, the final sentence upon it.

So it is with the religious enthusiasts of this tragedy.

Their unscrupulous cruelty is hideous. Their faith

in divine support, however genuine, is mixed in

the leader with fraud, and, in the assistant troupe,

with an abject and mischievous credulity. But for

all that, their creed is of a high and spiritual type,

their rites are pure and their morality exalted, and

they seek the conversion of the world with disin

terested zeal and admirable courage.

Even the leader, detestable as upon the whole

he is, proves himself an ardent and brave devotee,

who, in the part of captive and martyr, confronts

the oppressor with a dignity which compels our

sympathy1. His mildness, candour, and trust in an

invisible protection contrast to great advantage with

the petulance, prejudice, and violence of the King.

Horace in a well-known passage, following probably
some Greek precedent, applies this scene as a Stoic

parable, to illustrate the serenity and independence

of the virtuous man, who, however threatened, has

always the power to diea. The comparison, though

'
?t. 453 ff-

' H°r- EPf i- » 6- 73-

V. E. IO
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legitimate enough as such, cannot and need not be

strictly pressed : we need not suppose Horace (or

his authority) so to misunderstand Euripides, as to

think that the prisoner of Pentheus, when he says

The God himself will release me, whenever I will1,

is contemplating a release by suicide. But the

parable or comparison, though loose, is not without

a bearing on the interpretation of Euripides. It

does seem to imply that, in the scene of Euripides,

the prisoner is presented for our admiration, and

that his conduct is to be regarded as virtuous. And

this, I think, is the natural impression, and seems to

be, more or less, the general impression of readers.

Penth. How is thy worship held, by night or day?

Dion. Most oft by night; 'tis a majestic thing,

The darkness.

Penth. Ha ! with women worshipping !

'Tis craft and rottenness !

Dion. By day no less

Whoso will seek may find unholiness.

Penth. Enough, thy doom is fixed—

Dion. ...What dire thing wilt thou do then?

Penth. First shear that delicate curl that dangles there.

[He beckons to the soldiers who approach Dionysus.

Dion. I have vowed it to my God ; 'tis holy hair.

[The soldiers cut off the tress.

Penth. Next yield me up thy staff!

Dion. Raise thine own hand

To take it. This is
Dionysus'

wand.

[Pentheus takes the staff.

Penth. Last, I will hold thee prisoned here.

Dion. My Lord

God will unloose me when I speak the word2-

1
V. 498 Xvo-ei p! 6 Satjacov avros, orav €y«S deXut,

2
vv. 469 ff. (Murray).
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It is natural to think, and readers do generally

think, that this angelic behaviour, this patience,

faith and courage, is conceived by the dramatist as

genuinely virtuous and admirable. But surely, to

view it so, we must suppose that the prisoner is in

danger. If he is merely playing the martyr, if his

talk of trust in God is a mockery, if he himself, as

God, commands and is ready to use such weapons

as fire and earthquake,
—what is there to admire ?

I conceive that he really is in danger, that the

King's denunciations of torture and
death1

are no

idle threats, and that, were it not for the ascendancy

which the man has acquired over the servants of

Pentheus, and strengthens by his demeanour in the

King's presence8, he might at least have lain long
in the lightless dungeon to which he is sent*. And

I find this reading of the scene not only more

interesting, but more obvious, than that which makes

the captive omnipotent and his submission a merci

less trick.

In the women of the Chorus, their character and

opinions, and the estimate of them which the play

should be taken to recommend, we have a branch of

enquiry where we feel especially our lack of external

information. Even for contemporaries, nay, even

for the poet himself, their case may have been

ambiguous. But we increase our difficulties gratui

tously, if we assume that everywhere, or anywhere,

they speak, directly and precisely, for Euripides.

1
w- 241. 356-

'
w. 434 ff, 5°4ff

'

v. 510.

10—2
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No dramatist has suffered more than he from the

practice, never legitimate and always perilous, of

construing dramatic language in this inartistic and

arbitrary way. It is true that the Greek Chorus,

being in some respects an adjunct to the drama rather

than part of it, could be used as a mouth-piece more

easily and less improperly than ordinary personages

of the action. But it is not true of Euripides, that

he was in the habit of identifying himself with

the Chorus in particular ; and I think it perfectly

clear, that he does not mean to be represented,

generally or at all, by the Chorus of the Bacchants.

Their part throughout, including the choric odes, is

strictly relevant to the drama, and there is nowhere

any sign that they speak otherwise than properly for

themselves. A large portion of their sentiments,
—

for example, their exultation, both
before1

and after

wards2, over the horrible fate of Pentheus—is plainly

not shared by the dramatist. This being so, we

have no reason anywhere to hear his voice in what

they are made to say. If they are consistent with

themselves, if their feelings, doctrines, acts are

natural or conceivable as a whole, the dramatist, as

such, is quit of any further responsibility.

Nor again are we bound, or entitled, to seek any

precise harmony between the Chorus and other per

sonages in the play, not even those who may be

counted, more or less, as upon their side. Their

quality is different even from that of the master

whom they serve. Moral elevation ismoremarked in
1
vv. 977-996.

2
vv. 1153-1164.
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them than in him1,—perhaps a distinction of sex ; and

he, perhaps as a man, is of a more ruthless temper.

We cannot saywhether they, unprompted, would have

devised or executed his crimes against Pentheus, or

whether he would share their pity for the mother.

Much less, and almost nothing, have they in common

with Cadmus or Teiresias. Of the chasm—it is

more than a rift—which divides them from the

prophet, we have already spoken2. Between what

they preach as the religion of Dionysus, and what

Teiresias receives, there is hardly any resemblance

beyond the name.

It is this last point especially which should be

remembered, in considering the connexion and

bearing of the Hymn to Holiness*. This ode imme

diately follows the scene between Pentheus and

Teiresias, upon which, in the natural course, the

Chorus must be supposed to comment. If we realize

the dubious and embarrassing position in which the

missionaries are placed by the declaration of the

prophet, we shall not be surprised that their com

ment is in part obscure. It is equally impossible

that they should reject his support of their cause

and that they should pass without question his

astonishing
glosses upon their doctrine. They pru

dently do not name him, and direct open censure

only against Pentheus. But Teiresias is not less

in their thoughts, and much of what they say is

designed for him, either by way of agreement or of

dissent.

1
7T. 370 ff.

'
Supra pp. 48 ff.

*
vv. 370 ff-
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It is to meet the views of Apollo's prophet that

they here dwell twice upon a topic which elsewhere

they hardly touch, and plainly do not regard as vital

to their religion,
—the connexion of their God with

the vine, the grape, and the gift of wine1.
Teiresias

makes this fundamental, and uses it, after his fashion,

to couple Dionysus with Demeter, Goddess of the

Earth and giver of food2. The Chorus, who other

wise ignore his harmonistic combinations, support

him on this point to the extent—it is little enough

—of praising
"

Him who amid wreaths and good

cheer rules the happy hour, to whom belongs the

dance inspired, the sound of laughter and pipe, and

rest from care, when the grape-juice comes at the

feast of gods, and merry men ivy-wreathed win

sleep from the mantling
bowl,"

and again,
"

the Son

of Zeus, who, though glad to make merry, yet loveth

Peace, Peace that giveth store and children fair.

Equally to rich and to less he grants delight of wine

that bringeth no
pain3."

Between these passages,

and immediately before the latter, stands the

emphatic reference to Macedonia, as the best

seat for the true religion, which we have noted

1
vv. 378 ff., 417 ff. See supra p. 42.

2
vv. 274 ff.

3
VV. 417 ff. 6 8aip.u>v 6 Ai6s irais

Xaipei p.ev OaXiaiariv,
<piXei

8'

oXfioSoTeipav Ei-

pr/vav, Kovporp6cf>ov 8eav.

to-a S Is re rbv oXj3iov

rov re xetpora
Scok'

exuv

olvov repij/Lv dXvTrov.
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before1. We remark that the women, if they praise

the cup, are firm for temperance,—no quarrelling, no

waste, no luxury. In this doubtless they speak as

women, and also perhaps as admirers of Macedonia.

That name does not indeed suggest temperance ; but

the drunken Macedonian of history is generally a

man of high rank. The force which, when the Bac

chants was written, Macedonia was soon to put forth,

was never drawn from a people of sots ; and whatever

the sobriety of the men, the women, we may pre

sume, did their best to maintain and strengthen it.

It is to
"men"

(dvSpdcri.2) that, in the first passage,

they assign the bowl ; nor is it clear that by
"
men

"

they mean both sexes. In the repeated sarcasms of

Pentheus"
the worshippers of Dionysus have good

reason to avoid the least appearance of a lax rule in

such matters for the woman.

To Teiresias again, and to his uncongenial

theology, the Chorus allude, when they deprecate
"

that wisdom (to crofyov) which is no wisdom, nor

fit for the thoughts of a
man4."

In a short life, they

say, "he that pursues the great may miss the
near,"

which is madness and mischievous. And to the same

vein they return in the conclusion, when they com

mend "the wisdom of keeping the heart and mind

from men superfluous
"

(trepia-croZv (pwriov), men who

exceed the mark. "What is held and used by the

many, the humbler that, say they, is enough for

1
p. 29.

a
v. 385.

'
VV- 22 1 ff, 260 ff.

*

f,?'- 395 ff T° <T0<t>°v 8 ov oroipea K.T.X.
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them1. All this is irrelevant to the present issue

between the preachers and Pentheus, whose crude

notions of order and sense are as far as possible

from excessive speculation. It is aimed obliquely

at what is repugnant to them in the attitude of the

prophet, at his ingenious conciliations of new and

old, at his evasive subtleties and rational mythology,

at the policy of a hierarchical tradition, to which all

faiths are fundamentally indifferent, at the philosophy
which disdains to fight against a doctrine when you

can so easily explain it away ! To a vital faith,
plain hostility is less disagreeable than this. And

best of all, say the women, is the simplicity of com

mon folk, who are not too proud to believe what

they can use.

How far Euripides, in his own mind, was ready

to go with such religion, we have no means to

determine, nor is it necessary for the appreciation

of his play. Negatively, as against Delphi, such

religion would probably please him well enough.

He saw, at all events in Macedonia if never before,
its beauties, its powers of spiritual energy, lovely
imagination, passionate zeal. He saw also its moral

and intellectual dangers, its hunger for miracle, its

ferocious and sanctified hate. He saw these things

and excellently painted them ; and as a dramatist

he is committed no further.

We cannot pass from this ode without touching,

by way of curiosity, on the question whether, in the

1
vv. 427 ff. o-o<pav

8"

direxeiv k.t.X. Note here the coincidence,
in the word Qutwv, with the language of v. 401.
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second strophe1, the women should be understood

to express a special affection for the seats of the

worship of Aphrodite
—Cyprus, Paphos, and (accord

ing to one explanation2) the Egyptian Delta with its

famous temple at Memphis. If they do, why do

they, and how is it proper to the situation ? Nothing
of the sort occurs elsewhere, either in this ode or in

the play. It is characteristic of their zealotry, that

they show no care for any gods or rites but their

own. And of all deities in the Pantheon, Aphro

dite, one would suppose, is the last whose patronage,

at this moment, they would desire to claim. That

their worship is in fact paid to the goddess of sex, is

the very charge which Pentheus repeatedly alleges as

the ground of his
severities8

; and this is the sole

connexion in which her name is found. Why then

should the women, who are repudiating this charge,

wish themselves at Paphos, and in what honest

sense could the wish be understood ? It is no

explanation to say that with the worship of Aphro

dite that of Dionysus was sometimes associated, as

it also mixed, truly or nominally, with most forms of

pagan polytheism. These women show no taste

for such alliances, and this is the very alliance

which they have here most reason to renounce or to

conceal. Do they intend a defiance to the King's

accusation, and mean that, even at Paphos, their

religion would be practised with purity ? They do

1
vv. 402 ff.

2 See Tyrrell ad loc, with whom so far I agree. See infra

p. 156.
'
"'• ^5> 459. etc.
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not so explain themselves ; and moreover, since they

are alone1, the defiance could have
little point. Is it

a self-betrayal, an inadvertent confession of weak

ness ? In the situation, this is hardly conceivable.

From every point of view, such language seems

inappropriate and incomprehensible.

And further, they proceed in the next sentences

to declare for
"Pieria"

(Macedonia) as the chosen

home of their cult, and this distinctively, exclusively :

"thither,"

they say, "thither would they be led, there

may the bacchant duly celebrate her
rites."

To

preface this by a cry of yearning for Paphos and

Memphis appears something worse than irrele

vant.

Some years ago I suggested, as an escape from

these difficulties, that the sentences expressing affec

tion for Aphroditemight be understood, with the help
of inverted commas, as attributed by the women to

the "mad men
ill-advised,"

of whom they have just

before spoken, so that, for themselves, they would

be rejecting, not adopting, the sentiment. Several

critics2, while admitting the difficulty, have demurred

to this solution, and I must admit that it is

artificial and unsatisfactory. But the difficulty,

and the need of a solution, I feel more strongly

than ever.

And it should at all events be observed, that the

1 Though the exit of Pentheus at v. 369 is not indicated, nor
his re-entrance at v. 434, to keep him on the scene seems ex

tremely unsuitable. See especially the reference to him in v. 373.

2 E.g. Professor Norwood in The Riddle of the Bacchae.
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accepted reading, which gives the sense
"

O, to be

in Cyprus !
"

(iKoipav ttotX Kvirpov), is not traditional

but conjectural. The mss. give

iKOtpav ttotl ray KvVpov,

vaxrov tSs 'A^poSiVas, . . .

but this no one accepts. It is unmetrical and un-

grammatical. The common remedy of omitting
rav1

is facile, but has no other merit. For grammar it is

not even sufficient, nor does it well account for the

tradition. And considering further that it produces

no satisfactory meaning, surely upon the whole it is

not entertainable.

The context, the whole position, demands, I

think, that the speakers should disclaim any desire

for Paphos ; and the only question open is whether

and how this meaning can be recovered from the

confessedly false tradition. Now there is some

reason to think that the name
"

Cyprus
"

comes from

an annotator, not from the poet. To the description

"the isle of
Aphrodite"

(rav vdcrov rets 'A^/DoSiVas),

the addition of the name is, for poetry, needless and

somewhat flat. Omitting it, we are left with

iKOipav ttoti Tai>

vao-ov t£s 'A^>poSiTas,

which, though not acceptable, does perhaps suggest

an acceptable correction :

LKOipav
—ti av rav [Kfacpov]

facroi'
Tas 'A<£po8iTas,

01 6eX4l<f>pov(% vep\ov-

rat OvaTOiaiv EpwTts

1 Elmsley.
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IIcupov,
dv1 ff eKaTOorop.01

fiapfldpov irorap.ov poai

KapTri^ovoTiv avop./3poi;

ov

8'

d KaXXio-Tevop.eva

Hiepia /w.ovo-«os I8pa,

o-ep-va kXitiis 'OXvpvTrov,
Ixeio-'

aye p.e, Bpd/iie, Bpdpxc, k.t.X.

"
I would seek—Ah, why should I seek the isle of Aphrodite,

where in Paphos dwell the Loves that make weak the hearts of

men, or why that isle2, which the strange river with its countless

mouths makes fertile without rain? Nay, where in Pieria rises

majestic Olympus, noblest seat of song, thither would I be led "...

Here, from the first, the main thought is
"

O, to

be in the land of true religion (Macedonia) !
"
—itcoi-

p-qv tt/v Hieplav. Revolted both by the hardness of

Pentheus and by the coldness of Teiresias, the

women long to be with the simple folk of the North.

But, recalling the accusations of the
King3

and the

dubious exculpation of the prophet4, remembering

that Pentheus has asserted, and Teiresias not denied,

an affinity in practice between the rites of Dionysus

and those of Aphrodite, they are seized with anger,

and burst into a disclaimer which is the more effec

tive because it suspends and deflects the course of

the period. But this irregularity, unless explained

by punctuation, might easily defeat the reader ; and

ikoimantittotantan, written so, might well be remodelled

into the ikoimanttotitan which we find. Of course this

cannot be demonstrated, and, were I printing the

1

Retaining in v. 421 lo-a
8"

Is, the reading of the mss. This

however is a separate question.

2
av re (vdcrov). The Delta (?). s

vv. 225, 236.
4
w. 314 ff.
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text, I should merely mark the tradition as faulty.

But the modern vulgate—iKoCpav irorl Kvvpov— I

find inexplicable. Enough however, and perhaps

too much, of a question which we may be content

to leave unanswered.

The enthusiasm of the Chorus for Macedonia

finds expression again in the next ode', where indeed

they seem to imply that the religious destiny of the

country was marked (like that of Parnassus accord

ing to Aeschylus2) by the most ancient names of its

geography. For we can hardly doubt that when

they speak of the river Lydias as
"
FatherV'

they

have in mind their own Lydian origin ; and, in view

of this, we should find a like import in the sentence

before, which declares that their God "shall pass

the Axios to bring (afei) the whirling women of his
dances."

It is not likely that Euripides invented these

expositions, which for him would have little attraction

or meaning. He adopted them rather from what he

was told in the country itself.

Except the Hymn to Holiness—where a certain

obscurity is produced by the necessity of caution

in criticism of Teiresias—the choric odes are clear

in drift and, for the most part, even in detail. The

finest, and the most dreadful, is that which fills the

time while "the work of
Dionysus"

is being done

upon the body and mind of King Pentheus4. It is a

1
ff. 565 ff.

9 See Eum. n with my note there.

•
j'. 571. The arrangement of this passage, which is adopted

by Murray from Wilamowitz, seems the best

'
77'. 862 ff.

dp'

e'r iravvi'Xi'ois k.t.X.
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passionate outpouring of hope and trust, punctuated

with a terrible refrain of victorious exultation, which

reminds us of passages in the Psalms. Indeed the

whole piece, though remote from us in form, in

substance resembles exactly the most familiar types

of religious composition :—the rescued believer

compared to a fawn that has escaped from the snare

into happy pastures1,
—the strength of Heaven slow

but sure2,
—the air of simplicity

("
How little it costs

to believe !"3) combined with a staggering confidence

(dissent is
"madness,"

and belief is obedience to

"the law"4),—the world a sea and the church a

haven5,—all is in the typical strain of popular faith,

the quintessence of its strength and beauty. That

all this exalted feeling is devoted, for the moment,

to the praise of a perfidious assassination,
—this too

belongs to the type. Doubtless the Te Deum for

the massacre of St Bartholomew was sung with

ardour, and the prayers which accompanied the

slaying of Sharp were more than commonly

fervent.

From a dramatic point of view, in distinction of

character and essential relation to the plot, the

Chorus in the Bacchants is an uncommonly successful

attempt to naturalize this accidental and precarious

form of art. There is real cause for their presence,

and true propriety in the expression of their feelings

by dance and responsive song. There remains

indeed a note of conventional fiction in the im-

1
vv. 866 ff.

2
vv. 882 ff.

3
vv. 893 ff.

4
vv. 887, 891.

5
vv. 902 ff.
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munity with which, in spite of threats1, these loud

and voluble disturbers of the peace must, from

theatrical necessity, be permitted to exercise their

freedom in the teeth of the imperious oppressor.

But this is a trifle compared with the objections to

which the average Chorus is liable. Served as he is,

Pentheus finds it more than enough to deal with the

principal, and the case of the subordinates may well

be supposed to stand over.

We have now touched summarily, but for the

present purpose sufficiently, upon those parts of the

play which do not directly concern our question, and,

returning to that, may draw to a conclusion. Com

paring the Bacchants with other extant works of

Euripides, what we should find new in it is neither

the tone and method of the play, nor the opinions,

so far as any opinions are implied, of the author.

The range of imagination, the pitch of the characters,

are the same as elsewhere, realistic, limited by ob

servation and experience. The conventional forms

of Athenian tragedy are used exactly as he had used

them before. What is new and unique, not only in

Euripides, but in the classical literature, as we

possess it, of ancient Hellas, is the thing, the human

phenomenon, observed and depicted, which is, in

one word, faith, or a faith,—religion as we mostly

now conceive it, exclusive in belief and universal

in claim, enthusiastic, intolerant, and eager to con

quer the world. To us the phenomenon has long
been familiar ; but we gather from the play that in

1
w. 5 1 1 ff
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Hellas it was hardly to be found, or at all events

that Euripides, when he went out of Hellas, saw for

the first time its genuine traits.

What he reports of it, if translated into mere

prose, would seem to be this. It is a spirit which

appeals chiefly to simple folk ; it is more congenial

to women than to men, though a man possessed by
it may gain, especially over and

through women, an

almost unlimited influence. It is rapidly infectious.

It is highly dangerous to political and hierarchical

authority, thrives by repression, and, if intemperately

handled, may convulse and even destroy society ; but

by temporizing, compromise, and the appearance of

concession it may be weakened, absorbed, and even

entirely dissipated. Though likely to breed disorder,
it is not, in its essence, unfavourable to virtue, but,

on the contrary, elevates and stimulates it. Of certain

virtues it is especially productive, as of courage, both

to suffer and to act. It bestows upon the faithful an

exquisite happiness, a supreme sense of harmony and

joy, so that, in comparison with it, all things seem

light and of no importance. It is credulous, rich in

imagination, and averse from control,
—indifferent

therefore or hostile to science and to rational specu

lation, but open to fraud and easily roused to frenzy.

Its love is ardent, its hatred furious,—a hatred which

can obliterate all other feelings, and, in regard to

an enemy of the faith, can even extinguish every

sentiment of honour and humanity.

And we may agree that he has seen far and

said well.



NOTES ON THE BACCHANTS.

I add here remarks on a few passages which

I have not had occasion to touch.

v. 506 ovk dUrff on £j)s, 6pps, ooris ci.

This verse, though immensely emended, seems to

me quite sound. Literally,
"

Thou know'st not what

thy life is, nor seest, nor what thou
art."

In English

this is awkward, because nor...nor, having no con

nexion, embarrass the ear. But in Greek, where

the forms are different (ovSe.
..ovre)

and cannot be

connected, no such objection arises : ovcY 6p£s relates

to ovk olcrOa, but oari? el to on £579. I n smoother

sequence the sentence would be ovk 6lo-6a ovSe 6/>£s

on £$? ooris el. The slight disturbance

seems natural to an angry speaker.

JT. 66l ff.

Ayy. tjku) K.iOaipwv <kXi7T(i)V, lv ov7tot«...

[XoikJJs xioVos dveurav (vayeis /JoXail]
lit. ijKtis 8t volav irpoo-Ti^cis o-KOvhr)v Xo'you;

"

Versum fictum ad aposiopesin tegendam censet

Verrall : cf. /. T. 253
"

(Murray, ad loc). Compare

Bacch. 1027 f. cos ae cnevd^oj, SouXos ittv pev,

o/xai?. [xprjO'Tolo't. SovXois £vp<f>opd to. Oeo-iroTu>v~\,

where, as all agree, a verse from the Medea has

been imported to fill up a construction
(aXX'

o/iws)

which is really complete, though some reader did

not understand it. And so also in other places.
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"

I come from Cithaeron where never...do the snow-

showers
cease!'

Were this true (though Euripides

and all Athenians must have known that it was not),

it would be irrelevant here. The story, which is

laid in summer, has nothing to do with snow. The

genuine verse, if any there was, is lost. The sense

required is shown by the question of Pentheus :

"And what is the news which you make so
urgent?"

The man must have shown or implied urgency, as

thus: "I come from Cithaeron, where never...were

such things seen before as I have to tell !
"

But

why then suppose any loss ? Wild and breathless,
the herdsman would naturally finish his sentence by
gesture, throwing up his hands, or the like. For

want of efficient punctuation and stage-directions, this

baffled an ancient editor, who borrowed from some

where a verse (really referring, as wemay suppose, to

Cithaeron, and describing some particular occasion

in winter) to fill the supposed gap. The borrower

may be responsible for the unusual metre (dvelo-av

X«.oVos Dindorf), though we need not think so. I

find this a clear and interesting specimen of a pro

cess which, in our copies, has doubtless gone farther

than we can trace it. If the Medea had been lost,
who would have suspected Bacch. 1028 ?

w. 753-757

...CTecrTreo-owai rravr avto re xai /carco

8ie<pepov -qpTratflv p.ev ex Sopuav reKva,

birdcra
8'

err (op.ois eOeaav ou 8eo-/J.<j>v viro

irpocreixer hrurrev es pAXav irt'Sov,

ov xaXftos, ov o-t'Sijpos.
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See
Sandys'

note : cnrocra, as he suggests, includes

the re/cva, and we need not suppose the text de

fective. The full form would be rjpira^ov pev eK

Sopojv reKva, rjpna^ov 8e Kal aXka, Kal
in'

wpots

edeo~av'

onocra

8'

edeaav, ov he&p&v viro The

compression of this, by leap from point to point, is

surely not surprising, but proper to a wildly excited

narrator. By
"

not bronze, not iron
"

is meant that

even heavy things of metal, utensils, weapons, etc.,

were so snatched up and carried. This also, with

deference to those who feel difficulty, I find natural

and simple.

n—2



THE FIRST HOMER1.

The discussion of Homer flows on, a noble

stream, broadening and deepening with the accession

of tributaries from prehistoric archaeology and other

sources. We admire the spectacle, but are not

without apprehension that the volume may obliterate

the channel, and that, like Father Thames in The

Critic, the river may need a reminder to keep
"between his

banks."

In general, the very last thing that we get from

disputants on either side is an exact construction

and estimation of what, truly or falsely, is recorded

about the history of Homer. The tradition, such as

it is, is hardly ever even correctly represented. The

most punctilious of scholars (Grote, for example) are

in this matter not to be trusted. It is the internal

evidence which, on both sides, furnishes the main

artillery ; the tradition, when it gets a turn, is treated

with little respect, and, what is less justifiable, is

construed with little attention.

It is not surprising if, in these conditions, we

make little progress towards agreement. Internal

1 Reprinted (by permission), with modifications, from The

Quarterly Review of July, 1908.
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evidence about the history of a book, if not controlled

by record, is liable to infinitely elastic interpretation.

From a given phenomenon, such as a discrepancy in

the narrative or an inconsistency ofmanners, different

conclusions will be drawn with equal legitimacy,

according to the circumstances of the time at which

we know, or may suppose, the composition to have

been executed. If these circumstances may be

placed anywhere in the course of some three or four

centuries at least, about which we know almost

nothing except that they were a time of profound

changes—and this is, in effect, the licence which we

are apt to assume in discussing the problem of

Homer,—how can we expect that we shall produce

any mutual impression ? But, before we accept these

conditions of debate, we should exhaust, by the most

scrupulous construction, the possibilities of such

external testimony as may exist. We cannot but

think that the ancient tradition about the origin of

Homer suffers unfairly from certain prepossessions,

which all would disclaim, but which are more easily

disclaimed than abandoned.

For us modern readers it is scarcely possible,

whatever we may say and however we may try, not

to take the name
"
Homer"

as meaning,prima facie

and presumptively, a book consisting of the Iliad

and the Odyssey as we possess them, or the author

of such a book. Nothing else of importance bearing
that name has been extant since the revival of

learning; and of the far larger mass which originally

bore it, and which, if we believe what we are told,
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was extant long after the Christian era, nothing of

importance, except the Iliad and Odyssey, was

accepted as
"Homer"

in the learned ages of

antiquity
—that is to say, from about 300 B.C.—or,

after that date, was commonly read or even studied.

It is natural therefore, plausible, and inevitable, that

we should not only use
" Homer"

as a compendious

expression for these two poems, but, if we raise the

question of authorship and origin, should put it to

ourselves in the form
"
What was the origin of the

Iliad, or of the OdysseyV\ assuming these as the

starting-point for discussion.

Nevertheless we must not so begin if we would

study the tradition fairly. If we do, we practically

forestall some of the most important conclusions

which we have to verify. As a matter of record,

and apart from inference or hypothesis, this
"Homer"

of ours, comprising the two poems in their extant

form, appears as an artificial product of scholarship,

the result of a critical process ; and the validity of

this process is precisely one of the principal things

which we have to consider. Nor must we presume,

before proof, that the Iliad or the Odyssey, meaning
the poems as we have them, had either of them an

independent beginning at all. Upon the record,

they first appear neither as constituting Homer nor

as independent, but as parts of Homer. Whether,

and in what shape, they existed before, is matter for

inference and investigation, but cannot be investi

gated to much purpose if we begin by assuming an

answer.
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The history of
"Homer"

as a definite book, with

a fixed extent and content, begins, upon tradition, in

the middle or latter part of the sixth century B.C.,

and at Athens. Then and there, but not before, nor

at that time elsewhere, we have testimony to the

existence of a definite book or collection commonly

entitled "the Poetry of
Homer."

Possibly it bore

also, as we shall see, another and a better title, but

this one it certainly bore. That it had a definite

extent and content is proved by the fact that it was

the subject, like our Bible, of official sanction and

enactment. There were precise orders about the

recitation and study of it, a thing impossible unless

the book or corpus was itself determined.

Of any earlier
" Homer"

existing in these con

ditions, or any conditions of fixity, we know nothing

from testimony ; and what we do know about

political and literary conditions generally is alto

gether against the presumption of such a fixture. It

depends, not upon the use of writing
—a matter

which in some stages of this discussion has played

too large a part—but upon the practice of reading.

It is by readers, and the recognition of readers, that

fixed and definite books are protected. We shall

not here prove, but it will hardly be disputed, that a

body of readers existed nowhere in Greece before

the sixth century. At that time, and in one par

ticular State, the nucleus or foundation of such a

body was formed, by a revolution in the method of

education not less momentous than any movement

in history. The formation or collection of
"Homer"
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is said—and we believe it—to have been a part or

instrument of this movement. The book, or perhaps

we should rather say, the library, was adopted, and

(we are told) was arranged, as the material of

improved education at Athens.

The movement itself, the novel development of

education, and its immeasurable importance, would

be known by inference, even if it were not recorded.

The whole history of Athens and of Hellas is but

the sequel and effect of it. The amazing and

unprecedented success of the democratic experiment,

in itself no novelty, which was made at Athens in

the last years of the sixth century, is explicable by

nothing else than a sudden and incomparable

increase in the diffusion of intelligence and intel

lectual culture. Literature tells the same story, upon

which it is needless to insist. It would be absurd,

of course, to suppose a high standard of acquirement,

or to think that in the sixth century, or in the fifth,

Athens was, in the later and modern sense, a place

of learning. But all things are measured by com

parison. The population which embraced and

realized the democratic conception of Cleisthenes,

and achieved, as a people, in every department of

life, the triumphs which Athens achieved between

the birth of ^Eschylus and the death of Euripides,

however far from erudition, had plainly an immense

superiority of mind in comparison with their pre

decessors and contemporaries.

This lead, with all its consequences, the

Athenians themselves, looking back upon their
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great age from the less advantageous position of

the fourth century B.C., ascribed wholly to the better

education which, by the efforts and encouragement

of their successive governments, they adopted and

established in the sixth. Such is the language of

the statesman Lycurgus, in an eloquent passage of

his extant speech (§§ 102-107). He treats it not as

matter of theory, but of notoriety, that the whole

Athenian triumph, the repulse of the Persians,

Marathon and Salamis, the Athenian hegemony and

the Athenian empire, had a principal cause in the

studies which, in the previous generation, they as a

people had adopted and espoused. It all came, he

says in the plainest terms, from their familiarity with

certain literature, to wit, "the Poetry of
Homer.''

Nor is there reason to doubt that, under proper

interpretation, this view was as completely true as

any such simplification of history can be. The

success of Athens had many contributory causes or

occasions ; but the main cause clearly was that, in an

age when not even the elements of literary education

were yet diffused among any of the peoples with

whom Athens had to contend, those elements at

least, by energetic public efforts, were diffused in

Attica. Before the close of the sixth century the

Athenians were, what as yet no other people was,

generally familiarized with at least one great book,

and had the advantage of this mental stimulus.

We should remark, indeed, that it is not upon

the mental stimulus that the Athenian statesman

himself insists, but rather upon the moral instruction
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which the Athenians derived from their studies. It

was by familiarity, he says, with the patriotic senti

ments to be found in the Poetry of Homer that

the Athenians became eminent in patriotism ; and

similarly, we are doubtless to assume, in other

virtues there exemplified or inculcated. But, though

we need not deny this moral effect, and may well

suppose that, upon the whole, Homer was in this

way a means of elevation to a people starting from

the general level of Greece in the time of Pisistratus,

it is nevertheless, we think, plain, that, in insisting

exclusively upon this side of the matter, Lycurgus,

and the Athenian public opinion to which he appeals,

overlooked much, perhaps most, of the truth. The

mental advantage, immense when it was a singular

privilege, of being generally trained in the compre

hension and exposition of some good literature, had

surely more to do with making the Athenians into

the leaders of Hellas, than the fact that more men

there than in the other cities could repeat the lines

in which Hector commends the sacrifice of self to

country. A not dissimilar question arises upon the

effects of the Protestant movement and the conse

quent diffusion of training in the Bible. Apart from

the moral lessons, this education enlarged the class

of readers, who discussed their reading, and who

thus became better thinkers and more competent

generally in all the business of life. The example of

Scotland is notorious. And similar, we may suppose,

mutatis mutandis, was the effect of the Athenian

book, simply as a book, widely taught in Athens at
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a time when as yet no such teaching was common

elsewhere.

By Lycurgus this whole educational movement,

and the adoption of Homer as the basis of it, is

attributed to the Athenians as a people, without

distinction of persons or of any particular authority.

By others (the testimonies are familiar and we need

not cite them) the movement, and the operations

on the book
"Homer"

connected with it, are at

tributed, now to one, now to another of the persons

powerful at Athens in the age when the thing was

done— to the sons of Pisistratus, especially
Hip-

parchus, to Pisistratus himself, and even to Solon.

There is no need to reject or suspect any of these

ascriptions, which have presumably the same measure

of truth as the connecting of the Reformation now

with one and now with another of the princes or

statesmen of the sixteenth century. Hipparchus in

particular is described (by no late or contemptible

author, but by an Athenian whose work could be

attributed to Plato) as extraordinarily and almost

fanatically active in the diffusion of intellectual

culture (Hipparchus, p. 228 b). That the movement

was zealously supported by authority may safely be

assumed from its rapid success ; and that we know

little or nothing of the methods, probably very

simple, is no reason for doubting the fact of official

activity. And as to the making or collection of the

educational book,
"

the Poetry of
Homer,"

it cannot

possibly have been completed, as we shall see, in

any very short time, and may well have extended
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over the forty or fifty years (say 570-520 B.C.), which

would include all the names traditionally associated

with it.

By both the above-mentioned witnesses, and

elsewhere, stress is laid upon one particular ordinance

respecting the national book or literature, namely,

that it should be regularly and publicly recited at the

great festival of the Panathenaea, celebrated in every

fourth year. The emphasis laid upon this, as a

proof of respect, is very proper ; but we should

observe, as having an important bearing upon the

question, what was the nature and content of the

collection, that neither in those places nor (we

believe) anywhere is it suggested that this occasional

recitation was the principal use or design to which

the books were applied. The practical effect of such

performances could hardly be anything ; and we

should attribute nonsense to Lycurgus, if we sup

posed him to ascribe the greatness of Athens to the

fact that an Athenian might hear Homer for a few

hours, upon perhaps some ten or a dozen occasions

in the course of his life. But this is not said or

suggested. In Lycurgus, the whole context, and in

particular the comparison which he makes between

the Athenian use of Homer and the instruction of

the Spartans, shows that by the
"

hearing
"

of

Homer he means the habitual hearing, by all in the

course of education, and by many subsequently in

recitation and reading aloud. He speaks of

"
hearers

"

where we should say
" readers,"

because

instruction and literary communication generally, in
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the times of which he speaks, was mainly oral. In

the Platonic treatise, and what is there said about

Hipparchus, the reference to education, and to

Homer as an instrument for that purpose, is

explicit.

From this Athenian Homer of the sixth century

our extant Homer is unquestionably derived, and

probably with little or no other change than common

accidents of transcription. Directly or indirectly,

the Athenian texts, diffused from Athens as the

source and ruler of learning—until, as was said, all

Greece, as Athens first, had been "educated by
Homer"

—were the principal, and, it would seem,

the only important factors in forming the texts which

we read to-day.

What then was the determinate book or collec

tion, which at Athens, in the sixth century, was

called
"

the Poetry of Homer
"

? That it consisted

of the Iliad and Odyssey, or that these poems had in

it any distinctive mark, there is, so far as we know,

no evidence whatever. There is some direct

evidence, and much indirect, for the opinion (no

new one, though not established) that the Athenian

"

Poetry of
Homer"

was substantially identical with

what is otherwise known as the
"
Cyclus,"

the

"Circle"

or
"
Round"

—either with the whole of it

or with some part. This was a sort of history, in

epic verse, beginning with the beginning of the

world, and carried down through the heroic age of

the Theban and the Trojan wars until the end of

the latter and the return of the Greeks. It is known
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to us mainly by a partial abstract, dating probably

from the fifth century a.d., when it is said to have

been still extant. It was at all events extant and

notorious, though little read, in the flourishing ages

of ancient learning. It is described as a narrative

continuous from beginning to end. The Iliad ^ac\

the Odyssey, such apparently as we possess them,

were parts of the story, standing in their proper

places. The exact dimensions of the whole are

uncertain, but were certainly vast, much larger than

the two extant poems put together. We are

positively
told1

that the whole, the
"Circle"

as such,

was regarded as the work of Homer by "the
ancients,"

a statement which can mean nothing but

that it was so regarded in the sixth century ; for

before that time there was no history of literature or

established opinion about such matters, and for all

later times we have proof that part, and most, of the

"Circle"

was not generally accepted as
"Homer."

Moreover, in the sixth century, when the legends

were still regarded as matter of fact, the compilation

of such a poetical history, if there were material for

it, would command interest, whereas in later times it

would have been futile and out of date. In short,

unless the Athenian Homer of the sixth century

was the
" Cycle,"

we cannot conceive how the Cycle

came into existence, or was preserved, or got, as it

did, the name of
" Homer."

1 Suidas. The statement, like every part of the tradition

about Homer, has been explained away, but, as we think,

without reason.
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Further, this supposition at once explains and

accords with the tradition, that the Athenians of that

age not merely adopted or compiled, but
"arranged'

their collection. This detail does not appear in

the authorities chronologically nearest. Neither

Lycurgus, for instance, nor the Platonic " Hip-

parchus
"

says so ; they speak merely of adoption

and collection. But their language in no way ex

cludes an arrangement or redaction, as alleged by
others, principally by Cicero in the first century B.C.,

and by Pausanias in the second century a.d. These

statements, that Pisistratus arranged the poetry of

Homer, have been treated by some, in the modern

controversy, with a kind and degree of scepticism

which, if applied impartially, would make astonishing

holes in ancient history, chiefly because they have

been supposed (quite unnecessarily and erroneously,

as we hold) to apply directly and specially to the

Iliad and Odyssey, and, if accepted, to prejudice the

question how those two poems were composed. But

the statements relate to "the or "poetry of

Homer,"

by which, if they are well-founded and

descend from the sixth century, must be meant what

was then so accounted and called. We see no

reason to doubt (though the wildest expedients

have been adopted in order to avoid the con

clusion) that they do descend from the natural source,

the Athenian antiquaries of the fourth and third

centuries, who were in touch, by a solid train of

literary tradition, with the time of the alleged

arrangement.
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In some sense, indeed, in order to be made, the

Cycle must have existed earlier, since it is never

said that the Athenians actually composed their

Homer. But the situation and the operation are

not hard to conceive in a natural way. We can

readily understand and explain them up to, or rather

down from, a certain point. The material was

poetry, in the conventional epic style, which had

been composed, and hitherto diffused, by professional

reciters or story-tellers, principally, it would seem,

in Ionic Asia. The subjects were taken from a

common stock of popular and more or less har

monious legend. If we assume the creation of some

specially successful and authoritative poem
—an Iliad

or a Thebaid—embodying a part of the story, the

production of other poems closely related to it,

prefaces, continuations, and supplementary incidents,
would be the natural course of things in the circum

stances, the natural effect of a double desire in the

story-tellers to give their audiences something novel

yet easily intelligible. Such a process, given the

assumed nucleus or nuclei, would produce a mass of

poems tending to constitute, though not actually

constituting, such a history as the Cycle was. If

they were collected, it would not be difficult, by

selection, some correction, adaptation, and a little

composing of connexions and completions, to make

up a total having as much consistency (far from

perfect) as the Cycle seems to have had. But, for

the actual production of the history, the arrangement

or redaction would be an indispensable factor. It
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could not actually come into existence as a complete

thing, and much less could it be preserved, under

conditions conceivable (to say nothing of evidence)
in the seventh century or earlier. The Athenian

educational movement supplied, it appears, what was

requisite for the production, and the public sanction

of Athens what was requisite for the preservation.

All this process, however, assumes, as a starting-

point, the authoritative and stimulating nucleus or

nuclei ; it assumes, for the Trojan part of the Cycle,
the existence first of something like an Iliad and

something like an Odyssey. Assuredly neither of

these poems, such as they now are, could be pro

duced, by such operations as are attributed or

attributable to Pisistratus, out of pieces having
originally no other connexion than a general agree

ment in the story and a similar conventional style.

In both, the artistic unity, the ruling conception, is

far too strong for this. But, let us once more

observe, the Greek authorities do not say, though

they are frequently discussed and criticized as if they

did, that Pisistratus "arranged the
Iliad"

or "the

Odvsscy."

The thing arranged, and in a sense con

structed, by the Athenians was
"

the Poetry of

Homer,"

by which we at all events understand the

"Cycle,"

and, with this understanding, have no

difficulty in accepting the tradition. It is perfectly

consistent with the tradition to suppose that the

Iliad was adopted, as a part or a chapter in the

Cycle, exactly as it previously existed and was

originally created by a single author. Whether this
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was so, or was not, must be determined not by the

tradition, but by the internal evidence of the poem.

But, before we turn to this, let us say a word or

two more, first of the Cycle and its title or titles, and

then of the critical process which evolved from it the

later and modern conception of
"Homer"

as con

sisting of the Iliad and the Odyssey. The poetry

out of which the Cycle was made seems to have

been generally recited and circulated, all of it, as

anonymous. In the absence of libraries, histories,

biographies, and scholarship, it is likely that the

audiences of the reciters were little interested in the

question of authorship. If any name was given,

Homer, author probably of some determinant

nucleus, an Iliad or Thebaid, had the credit of all.

The collection, therefore, as a whole, bore his name,

at all events in popular parlance, as
"
the Poetry of

Homer."

But we must not presume that the col

lectors either believed in the single authorship of

the collection, or even warranted the name.

For anything that appears to the contrary, the

appellation

"cycle"

or
"circle"

may be as old as the

thing ; and, though this is not generally supposed,

we think it probable, for this reason. The attempts

to explain the name
"circle"

from the content or

form of the work appear to us altogether unsatis

factory. A thing is not
"circular"

because it is

large, or full, or compact, compendious, complete.

Such applications of the name are cited, but can be

explained only by false analogy, from resemblance,

in the points noted, to something which was called
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"circle"

for some better and proper reason. Such

a reason, for the Athenian collection, exists, not in

the book itself, but in the purposes for which it was

used and intended. It was to be taught and to be

studied as a course of reading ; and the course, we

presume, when finished, was to be begun again. It

was "the
circle"

in which study was to revolve.

And similarly perhaps with the recitation at the

Panathenaea. More than one of our authorities, in

mentioning this, specifies that the recitation was "by

way of
resumption,"

one recitation beginning where

the last ended. This detail, otherwise unimportant,

is essential if the ordinance originally referred to the

Cycle, of which only a small part could possibly be

given upon a single occasion. Here also the pro

ceeding was to be "circular"; successive parts were

to be taken, until all had been taken, and then da capo.

Such, we suppose, may have been the original design.

But neither these uses of the Cycle, nor the

ascription to Homer, could long survive the effects,

infinitely greater than can have been foreseen, of the

educational movement The literature, which, under

the new stimulus, was produced at Athens in a single

century, was alone sufficient to exclude from general

notice, by competition, so vast a body of antique

story. And criticism, even the most rudimentary,

as soon as it existed, must demur to the attribution

of all to a single authorship. In Herodotus, about

a centurv after Hipparchus, we find that the cutting

down has already gone far. The allusions of Hero

dotus to the subject are just what we might expect
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them to be, if, prima facie and apart from criticism,

" Homer"

was the Cycle. He gives, just incident

ally, a reason why the
"
Cypria"

(part of the Trojan

story in the Cycle) should not be reckoned as

Homer's—namely, a disagreement with the Iliad.

Why it might be, he does not think necessary to

specify. He speaks as if it was in
" Homer,"

as

" Titus
Andronicus"

or
"

Henry
VI."

is in "Shake

Already, for Herodotus, the Thebaid itself

(or part of it) is doubtful
" Homer"

; and, in short,

we are well on the way to the point at which common

opinion stopped—that the Iliad and Odyssey only,

or almost only, are
" Homer."

It is noticeable that

Herodotus pretends to no external information about

authorship ; and it is, to say the least, doubtful

whether any trustworthy discoveries of that kind

were made later. No such supposition is needed to

explain the result. The Iliad and the Odyssey were

left to Homer because they were the best parts of

his putative work. No more was left to him, because

this was quite enough to assign to one man. Rejec

tion went no further (though some wished to go

further and divide the two poems) because the two

together did not seem clearly too much.

The next step, as might be expected, was to

distribute the rejected mass among supposed authors.

This we need not and cannot here follow out. The

attributions are extremely suspicious, for reasons

which have often been stated. The very names of

the alleged poets are not mentioned, none of them,

we believe, in any extant work of the fifth century,
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when the poetry afterwards assigned to them was

still popular. This may be explicable, but it is odd.

The assignations vary, and were never generally

established. We are probably best advised if we

follow the more cautious critics of antiquity, and

treat as anonymous all parts of the Cycle which we

do not choose to call
" Homer."

Such, in very brief and summary statement, is

the tradition as we understand it. And now to the

main question. When the Cycle was collected,

arranged, and made up, what, if anything, was done

to the Iliad, or to the Odyssey} Possibly nothing,

or nothing of importance. So say the "defenders

of unity'; and the tradition proves nothing to the

contrary. If we hold otherwise, as most at present

do, it is because the poems, both of them, or at all

events the Iliad, exhibit a profusion of peculiarities

for which, as we think, nothing will fairly account

except an artificial and rather violent process de

signed to accommodate them, as parts, to such a

quasi-historical compilation as the Cycle was.

We take an instance from the Iliad, a familiar

instance, though we shall state it partly in our own

way. The Greeks, for want of Achilles, are defeated

and driven to their ships, to which the Trojans are

actually beginning to set fire. At this crisis Patroclus

persuades Achilles to let him lead the Myrmidons to

the rescue. The scene is a turning-point in the

story, and the narration of it vivid and unforgettable.

We proceed. Patroclus, after some triumphs, is

slain, and the armour of Achilles, which he wore, is
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lost. To replace it, Thetis obtains new
armour from

Hephsestus, to whom, in making her request, she

naturally recounts the loss and the cause of it, the

sending forth of Patroclus by Achilles {Iliad, xviii.

446). But to our surprise she relates this, not as we

were shown it before, but with utterly different

circumstances. According to her, the Greeks were

beleaguered, and so hard pressed that they could not

go out or sally from their camp. Thereupon certain

elders approached Achilles with entreaties and gifts.

He refused to give aid himself, but armed Patroclus

and sent him with a strong force to the war. The

two accounts are manifestly not discrepant merely,

but absolutely different in conception. Both are

clear ; both give effective situations ; on the one side

the extreme crisis of firing the ships, the entreaty of

Patroclus, and the sudden rush to the rescue ; on

the other side the beleaguerment and the solemn

embassy. In either way the thing might well

happen, but by no possibility in both at once.

Now, if the "Making of the
Armour"

was

designed as a sequel to the
"

Sending of Patroclus
"

—as of course it was if our Iliadwas shaped as we

have it by one author—why do they not agree ? It

is surely idle to plead negligence or a lapse of

memory. Lapses are common, but not of this

magnitude or kind. Why should the narrator forget

completely a scene which no reader can forget, a

principal moment in his story? Why should he

reconstruct it ? What put into his head the new

scene and the impossible embassy ? Nor can it be
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a case of interpolation. The second account is no

loose or inaccurate or garbled version of the first, but

a complete and self-consistent reconstruction, with

new circumstances and a different purpose. Nor

does it help at all merely to make a distinction of

authors, and assign the
"

Making of the
Armour"

to

a new hand. If the new hand meant his work for a

continuation of the other's, he would have told the

previous incident as he found it. He would be even

less likely to reconstruct the scene than the original

narrator, because more conscious of his obligations

as a continuator.

Twist the matter as we may, the obvious and

natural supposition is, that the
"

Making of the

Armour"

was composed by some one who had

before him, or rather behind him, the "Sending of

Patroclus
"

described as he describes it. The

"Making of the
Armour"

should be part of an Iliad

in which the
"

Sending of Patroclus
"

was told

according to the
"embassy-version"

(so to name it),

and not, as in the extant book, according to the

"
fire-version."

And the question is, here and

repeatedly elsewhere, when, by whom, and above

all why, was a compound made, which takes the

"

Sending
"

from one version and the
"

Making of

the

Armour"

from another, and combines them

without reconciling.

Another example, recurring throughout the work,

is the ever-changing aspect of the Greek camp, now

not fortified, or fortified at most with a ditch, now

with a rampart hastily run up in consequence of the
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defection of Achilles, and now again with a wall so

solid as to rival that of Troy
—the three pictures

not successive and connected by explanation, but

assumed and dropped and reassumed with tacit

indifference. Neither for one composer nor for a

plurality of composers is such treatment natural or

(to us) explicable, if the composer or composers were

free to design, and actuated only by the motives of

an artist.

The more conscious we are of the unity of the

work and the dominance of one general conception,

and the more we are convinced that all parts of the

actual story (with perhaps some trifling exceptions)

must have been designed as parts of a story closely

similar, the more puzzling is their imperfect adapta

tion. Who was the composer, and what can have

been his motives, who took these freedoms with his

materials, and took no more ?

Now the alleged Athenian collection and arrange

ment of Homer afford an answer, so suitable to

the internal evidence that, if we had not such a

tradition, we must have invented it. That is to say,

we can, quite probably, suppose the Athenian

redactors to find this part of the Cycle—the Iliad—

in such a condition or conditions that, in their situa

tion and with their purposes, they would make of it

what we have.

Take the case of the double
"

Sending of

Patroclus."

Be it supposed that (never mind when,

in the tenth century B.C., or the thirteenth, if any

one pleases) Homer composed the Iliad with what
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we called the
"

fire-version
"

of this incident, the

version of it which is first narrated in our book.

Let us call this Iliad A. Might it not presently
occur to a reciter-poet, stimulated by the example,

that the
"

embassy-version
"

would also be a good

one, giving a different opportunity ? But the

"

embassy-version
"

requires a fortified camp, in

which the Greeks are beleaguered and unable to

sally, but otherwise act at leisure. Accordingly our

second composer (B) fortifies the camp, which (we

will suppose) A did not, and remodels accordingly

those scenes of the story where the camp is actually

assailed. Also (suppose for simplicity), this same B

invents the "Making of the
Armour,"

and, of course,

there narrates the "Sending of
Patroclus"

according

to his own version, with the embassy. Subject to these

changes, he adopts A bodily, as why should he not ?

Now suppose (we simplify the case, intending

merely to show the general nature of the process

assumed) that these Iliads A and B, verbally iden

tical for the most part, but totally different in the

"

embassy-version
"

and certain connected episodes,

come both, from different quarters, into the hands of

the Athenian collectors. What should they have

done with them, and (a different question) what

were they likely to do ?
"

Keep both as they
are,"

we should now say, and so would have said Cicero,

or Aristarchus, or Aristotle—any one in the ages of

erudition.
"

Both are mere fictions, and each good

in its
way."

But in the sixth century the stories

could not possibly be so estimated. This view was
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to be afterwards evolved, by Thucydides and others,

products of the movement which the collectors were

initiating. To the sixth century, the Trojan war,

heroes, gods and all, was a reality, which the

Homeric poems more or less exactly represented.

Probably, before the collection, no one was clearly

conscious of the divergences. And what the collec

tors made and wanted was a book to be learnt, to

be the basis of national instruction, a history com

piled from the epics, with the Iliad as a part of it.

What then more natural and proper than to combine

the versions in a harmony, supposed to represent

the truth, or the nearest approximation to it obtain

able in the circumstances ?

Upon these principles, between two totally in

compatible versions of the same incident, you must

choose. For the
"

Sending of Patroclus
"

we take

the version of A, the
" fire- discarding

that of B, the
"embassy."

But this would be no

reason for discarding the
"

Making of the
Armour,"

an episode ofmany hundred lines, which, as a whole,

is equally compatible with either version of the

" Sending."

It goes in therefore as we find it; and

by an oversight, such as is sure to occur in con

structions of this kind, and does occur in harmonies

far more skilful and elaborate than could be com

manded by Pisistratus, it is allowed to carry with it

the half-dozen lines (xviii. 446-452) in which the

"embassy-version"

of the
"Sending"

is summarily

related by Thetis.

Further, if we turn to the
"

Sending
"

itself
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(xvi. 1 12 foil.), we see that, though based mainly on

the conception (A) that the resistance of Achilles

is overcome by the firing of the ships, it contains

passages which are not easily attributed to a poet

possessed by that conception. Let the reader peruse

what passes, or is related, in our Iliad between the

moment, when Achilles descries the fire, and the

outrush of Patroclus and his men (xvi. 130-256),

especially the incident of the cup, libation, and

prayer (ib. 220 foil.), and consider whether this is

the way in which the thing would naturally be

imagined, upon the supposition that the ships are

now burning. All is fine poetry, but is it all proper

to the situation ? Does it not ignore the urgent and

desperate crisis, and assume, on the contrary, that

there is no need for haste ? But according to Thetis

and her
"
embassy-version,"

there was no need for

haste. We suspect therefore strongly, that here

also, along with the version of A, we have elements,

as much as seemed possible, incorporated by a

harmonist from the version of B.

From B, or a closely related version, comes also,

we
ma>-

naturally suppose. Book ix., the embassy to

Achilles, the difficulties of which, within itself, and in

relation to the rest of the work, are well known and

generally admitted.
It lacks connexion, it seems to

be forgotten, and there are other doubts. More

over, though this is not so generally admitted, we

ourselves agree with those (for instance, Dr Leaf1)

1

See, in his edition of the Iliad, the Introduction to Book ix.,

and the notes to ix. 168 foil., and elsewhere.
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who say that the book itself exhibits imperfect har

mony. We have sometimes two ambassadors, but

also an ill-connected third (Phcenix) who, it would

certainly seem, did not originally figure here. All

this is the more perplexing because both the general

conception and the parts (if they would but fit) are

magnificent. But whence and why did Phcenix

come in ? To this question we have not seen any

satisfactory answer. We would suggest that he is

one of the elders who, according to Thetis, went

as ambassadors to Achilles and procured the send

ing of Patroclus. The version B, or some version

closely related, contained two embassies, one (that

which forms the bulk of Book ix.) to which Achilles

conceded nothing, and a second, comprising Phcenix,

to which, as related by Thetis, he granted the send

ing of Patroclus. The first could be adopted in the

harmony without offence, and accordingly was ; the

second was plainly inadmissible ; but, upon the

common principles of harmonists, some of it, as

much as seemed possible—the presence and speeches

of Phoenix—was amalgamated with the first, "though

not without leaving clear traces of the
joints."

We cannot here work this out, nor do we

pretend that it could be worked out to any precise

distribution of A and B and other letters. But upon

some such hypothesis we can account to ourselves

for the actual relations between Books ix., xvi., xviii.

of the Iliad ; and we cannot account for them upon

any hypothesis which does not somewhere import

a harmonist—no poet, but the compiler of a history.
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To this operation we should attribute, not exclu

sively but mainly, those peculiarities in which, as it

seems to us and to many, the two epics, or at all

events the Iliad, are unique. We cannot here illus

trate the matter any further. But this, we think, is

the cause, for instance, of the strange fluctuation

between different conceptions of the scene (the

Greek camp). Manifestly this discrepancy, if pre

sent in the contributory sources, could not be eli

minated without thorough and bold recomposition,

which was not (as we apprehend) within the design,

or perhaps the powers, of the harmonists. And

above all, to this cause we assign that characteristic

of the Iliad which, though some can ignore it, we

cannot ignore. The main design is masterly, the

parts are almost all admirable—yet they do not fit.

Repeatedly the thread seems to break, the track to

be lost ; and we arrive, after some wandering, at a

stage of progress already reached before. Such is

the natural, the inevitable effect of a harmony.

And (to repeat this essential point) if it is asked

why the harmony should have been attempted, and

why it was possible, we reply,
"

Because the contri

butory versions were, each with each, to a large

extent, not only concordant in matter, but verbally
identical."

Therefore they could be united ; and

the historic impulse, natural though mistaken, gave

the motive for such a combination.

It cannot be proved that the harmonizing was

the work of the Athenians, or connected with the

redaction of the Cycle. It may conceivably have
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taken place elsewhere and earlier. Only this seems

a gratuitous supposition. We have no tradition

suggesting it. The required conditions of purpose

and mental attitude are not, we think, so likely to

have existed anywhere or at any time as in the city

and age of Pisistratus.

Whoever made the harmony, he or they had

doubtless not the least intention to suppress or

replace the versions, or any expectation of this effect.

They made such an Iliad as they wanted for a new

purpose, presuming, if they considered the matter,

that others would circulate as before. How could it

be foreseen that in no long time the new education

would make an altered world, would create a polity

and society never before imagined ? That Athens

would for ages rule the teaching and supply the

books of all civilized peoples, as in some degree she

does to this day? That in a few generations the

"rhapsode,"

the reciter of Homer, would be an

extinct profession, and epic poetry, all but a small

reserve, a drug in the market ? In the events

which happened, the Athenian Homer of course

obliterated and extinguished whatever competitors

existed. Nor indeed do we suppose that it had

much to compete with. Respecting the diffusion

and influence of Homer before the Athenian

movement, much more is sometimes asserted or

assumed than the evidence warrants. But of this

we cannot here speak. We suppose, and we think

it natural, that when, some centuries later, text-

criticism arose, all sources for Homer, except those
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directly or derivatively Athenian, had long dis

appeared.

The silence of the ancient text-critics respecting

the Athenian operation, or rather the fact that appa

rently they did not use the tradition as a ground for

analysis, and anticipate the modern treatment of the

Homeric question, has been taken by some as dis

proving the operation, or indicating that it cannot

have been important. We do not see this. It is

quite likely that the Alexandrian scholars, knowing
what we do about that operation, knew little or

nothing more. They seem to have assumed that

the Athenian Iliad, their Iliad, was substantially the

work of one author, descending, in the manner of

transmission familiar to themselves, from a remote

prehistoric antiquity. If they so assumed without

warrant, they only did what has been done by many

moderns far more experienced than they in research

and criticism.

With respect to the Odyssey, we admit of course

that the traces in it of a harmonist, if any, are far

fewer and less convincing than those in the Iliad.

Were it not for the Iliad, they would hardly have

been suspected. Nevertheless, the analysts of the

Odyssey do seem to have proved that, at least in

some places, the treatment ofmaterials is harmonistic.

There are some mere patches, notably in the "Slaying

of the
Suitors"

and the exchange there of the bow

for the spear. As to a common authorship for Iliad

and Odyssey, or rather for an Iliad and an Odyssey,

that is a matter beyond the scope of this article.
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Now it will be seen, and we would specially

insist, that the question we have been considering,

whether the actual state of the epics, or either of

them, is partly the result of a harmony, has no

necessary bearing whatever on many of the issues

which students of Homer debate. It is on this

point especially, we think, that controversy tends

to confusion and prejudice. A harmonistic theory
of the Iliad implies nothing whatever, per se, as to

the date and origin of the supposed components, or

the value of any part, or of the whole, as evidence

upon customs, culture, and other such topics. If it

were ever so completely proved that our book was

made in the sixth century B.C. by a mechanical, or

partly mechanical, amalgamation of versions, all the

versions, and every substantial part, might none the

less be as ancient and as nearly contemporaneous as

we please to suppose. We ourselves think it pro

bable (so far as, in conditions almostwholly unknown,

one thing can be more probable than another) that

the components of the Iliad do mainly belong to

a time more narrowly limited than some analysts

would suggest, and that what we called the variant

"versions,"

those that lasted and determined the

eventual product, all followed at no great distance

upon that of Homer, the original designer. At all

events this may be so ; and the question between

unitarian and harmonist ought not to be affected, as

it frequently is, by arguments or theories about date.
For example, the different views about the Homeric

armour, and whether it represents a reality or a
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conventional confusion, are all of them consistent

with a harmonistic theory respecting the genesis of

the existing text.

Indeed there is no inconsistency, in strict theory,
between the view that our text is a harmony and

the view that all parts of it, all the materials, are by
one author. And in the circumstances, such as we

should imagine them, of poetic composition in the

age of Homer, it is quite possible that some variant

versions, or variant episodes, of the story were actually

composed by the original designer. To attribute

to one hand so much variation of treatment, as the

existing combination seems to require, would be a

rather violent conjecture ; nor do we see the need of

it, or the difficulty of supposing a few successors

to the designer, perhaps nearly contemporaneous,

who, stimulated by his example and using the same

conventional style, could achieve as near a resem

blance to his manner as, for our part, we find

between different portions of the Iliad.

Nor again is our view inconsistent with what is

called, or should properly be called,
"expansion"

of

the original story, that is to say, the insertion of

episodes, freely composed by poets, which really

were intended to fit without discrepancy into the

original frame. We do not, for the present purpose,

either assert or deny such expansion ; still less do

we assume that expansion, if such there was, ex

tended over a long period. What we say is that,

expansion or no expansion, the extant Iliad, at all

events, exhibits the phenomena of a harmony, the

v. e. 13
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quasi-historical combination of versions partly in

compatible and not designed for union. Whether

the versions were narrowly or widely separated in

time of origin is a distinct enquiry. And the nearer

they were, and the more concordant therefore in

natural and conventional colour, the easier and

the more tempting would be the operation of the

harmonist. For this reason, and for others, we

doubt, as we said before, whether the development

of versions, or of those versions which lasted and

contributed to the final result, can have been

distributed over so long a time as some would

assume.

The proof of the harmonistic operation depends

of course on the number of
"sutures"

—plain breaks

in the context, and discrepancies such as no free

composer could be tempted to make or to pass.

However plain these may be, we cannot expect, as a

rule, to determine precisely what the harmonist has

done, and what was the scope of the material which

he has not preserved. Of this we can have a

glimpse, only if in any case the rebelliousness of the

materials, or the maladroitness or timidity of the

operator, has led him to include matter absolutely

irrelevant to his composition and explicable only

by what he has omitted. Considering the literary

inexperience, which we may or must attribute to

harmonists of the sixth century b.c. or earlier,

instances even of so gross a handling may be ex

pected to occur, as in fact they do. One such

instance we propose to investigate in the following
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essay, to which this will serve as an introduction,

explaining our point of view.

As we have spoken with more respect than is

common of what some would call
"

the Pisistratean
legend,"

we will repeat that there is no necessary

connexion between the demonstrable dislocations of

our Iliad and the hypothesis that the Athenians

were wholly or mainly responsible for them. Con

tempt for the Athenian tradition is fortified, un

fortunately, by the authority of many excellent

scholars ; but the texts, as we have said, are not

treated fairly. It would be much if the defenders of

unity, and controversialists generally, would perceive

that there is room within the record for them all.

If it could be shown that the internal evidence of

the Iliad favours the hypothesis of single authorship,

there is nothing against it in Cicero and Pausanias.

For anything they say, or the rest say, Pisistratus

may have done nothing to the Iliad, separately and

as such, except to purchase and have copied a ms.

dating from the days of the original poet. Only,

we say, somebody must have done to the Iliad what

no one is so likely to have done as the Athenians

of the sixth century. We think, indeed, that some

operations have been assigned to that epoch, which

go beyond the likelihood. We do not suppose that

any considerable modification of the text was made

in the interest of Athens or her princes. The

"sycophant of
Pisistratus,"

as the Athenian operator

has been derisively called, is, we rather think, a

fictitious personage. But the tradition is not
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responsible for him. Indeed the tradition, fairly

read, has no essential concern with the personal

action of Pisistratus. If his name be displeasing
(though we respect it), let us say, with Lycurgus,

that the Athenians conceived and carried out the

profoundly important
educational movement, in con

nexion with which—as others say, who may well

have known—they arranged, as well as collected,

their
"

Poetry of
Homer."

That they did things

with it altogether novel and, in the circumstances,

stupendously effective, is proved by all history to

this day. Having new purposes, they may naturally

have made a new book. We believe them to have

made in good faith a quasi-historical harmony of

certain ancient poems, which were in such condition,

and so related, as to invite the operation. If, new to

the business, and taking the first stumbling steps

towards the foundation of European learning,, they

did some mischief which we could have taught them

to avoid, it is due mainly to them and their Homer

that we have any learning at all. It is possible to

feel a mild resentment when one reads of
"

the Pisis

tratean
legend."

We should ourselves as soon speak

of the
"legend"

that the authorized version of the

Bible was a product of the Protestant Reformation.

However we have no quarrel with any one, and

we expect no immediate agreement. It has been

said by some that there is a reaction coming against

expansionists, harmonists, and all such. It may be

so. But the sutures of the Iliad are there, and will

be seen whenever men look.



THE MUTINY OF IDOMENEUS.

A LOST BIT OF HOMER.

The origin and composition of the Iliad passes

with some for a problem too indeterminate to yield

any results. Granting (they say) that the existing

book has features not commonly found, more dis

crepancies in the story and a less straightforward

progress, there is no evidence, properly so called,

to show how these features were produced. A

single authorship (unitarian view), development by
successive hands (expansionist view), the artificial

combination of divergent versions (harmonist view)

—all these hypotheses, with various modifications,

are equally possible ; and the choice, resting in the

last resort upon purely subjective impressions, is no

profitable matter for debate.

To those who are of this mind—now perhaps a

minority among students—the following pages are

not addressed. In my opinion, the harmonist view,

not excluding but not demanding
"expansion,"

has

been proved over and over again1; and I cannot

suppose that I shall move in this direction those

1 For a summary statement of it, see the preceding essay.
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who remain immoveable after studying
(for example)

the commentary of Dr Leaf. But to those who are

satisfied that the harmonist view contains at all

events some part of the truth, I would submit an

illustration of the process supposed, which may be

found interesting and perhaps suggestive.

No portion of the Iliadexhibits the natural effects

of the harmonistic process more strongly, perhaps

none so much, as that portion which lies between

the retreat of the Greeks to their camp and the

consent of Achilles to lend them the aid of his men

under the delegated command of Patroclus (Books

xu—xv). The reason for this, upon the principles

here assumed, is obvious. Among the divergences of

incident, introduced by the fancy of poets, or a poet1,

rehandling the common theme, one of the most

important was the fortification of the camp by a wall,
a condition profoundly modifying the course of the

narrative. Which version, with the wall or without

it, was the older, may not be now ascertainable, and

may at all events be left indeterminate without

prejudice to the assertion, that the extant story

sometimes assumes and sometimes ignores such a

fortification, and therefore (since no narrator, com

posing with natural freedom, could plan a story

ambiguous in such a particular) must have been

produced by combining artificially a version or

versions, in which the wall existed, with another or

others, in which it did not. The motive for such a

combination was the only possible motive for a

1 On this point see preceding essay, p. 193.
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harmony, the motive which has produced other

harmonies, such as those, once popular, of the Four

Gospels. The harmonists, accepting all the stories

as representing, each partially and imperfectly, an

underlying truth and common basis of historical fact,

endeavoured to reproduce this truth by the method—

still common in popular criticism, and expelled but

recently, if it has been completely expelled, from the

procedure of the learned—of putting together so

much of all versions as could be united without

sheer contradiction. In the case of Homer, we

know of one occasion upon which such a process

may naturally have been used,
—the collection and

arrangement of Homer by the Athenians of the

sixth century B.C.

Now at the end of the existing Book xi, the

story of the Iliad has reached a point at which,

between wall and no zvall, the embarrassments of

the harmonist must culminate. The Greeks have

been beaten to their camp ; and presently, at the end

of Book xv and beginning of xvi, their ships upon

the shore are to be fired by the pursuing Trojans.

Between, if anywhere, must come a taking (or

takings) of the wall, and a fight in the walled en

closure. Yet if these were to find a place within a

frame not meant to embrace them, distension and

confusion were inevitable. And in fact both disten

sion and confusion are visible and enormous. The

huge and erratic combat here inserted must be sup

posed, according to the existing narrative, to be

covered in time by an incident (the errand of
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Patroclus1) grossly
incommensurate even in its

actual and extended form. So much for the disten

sion. And the confusion is also plain. Even an

inobservant reader, a reader for pleasure, in passing

through this part of the poem, will become aware of

its impediments in a general way. He will some

times, not seldom, be unsure of the line on which

he is supposed to be moving, unable to say where

he is, what precisely is happening and what may be

expected next. The experiment is not very often

tried ; for in truth, to read the Iliad continuously

is less common, especially after the first reading,

than might conventionally be assumed. To fix

upon definite points or grounds of objection requires

of course not mere reading but examination. The

results, the decisive results, of such examination

have been often stated. The narrative abounds

with dislocations, signs of patching and forced con

nexion, not the less certain because for the most

part the breaches are not violent, the points of

juncture not always conspicuous and sometimes not

precisely determinable.

That is to be expected. In tacking together

two or more narratives actually parallel, that is

to say, treating with variations the same stage of

a common story, there could be no necessity or

temptation, generally speaking, to make very violent

connexions. What could not come in, except

on such terms, would naturally be omitted. But

it is to be expected, unless the harmonist were more

1
xi 6u ff., xv 390 ff., xvi 1 ff.
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expert than the harmonists of the Iliad can possi

bly have been, that sometimes the breaks, sutures,

mechanical connexions, will deserve the name of

violent. Sooner or later the harmonist will grasp at

more than, upon his principles, he can properly

hold, and will bring in an episode, or a portion of

it, which admits of no attachment even plausible to

the ear, with the result that, after the juncture, the

narrative will be, for some space, unintelligible.

Our present concern is with a juncture of this kind,

a violent juncture, and its consequence, a piece of

narrative unexplained and unintelligible. What I

propose to show is the cause of the phenomenon,

and why the harmonist has here made a connexion

manifestly not justifiable or plausible. It was

because he was compelled, by the nature and rela

tion of his materials, to begin a new extract, a large

extract which he was unwilling to discard, so as to

include in it the termination of a certain episode, for

which, as a whole, the harmony afforded no place.

From certain passages of the extract, irrelevant and

meaningless in the existing connexion, we can

divine the general course of the episode suppressed ;

and we may confirm our conjecture by reference to

other parts of the Iliad, which are obscured by

corresponding suppressions, and by corresponding

restorations can be made clear.

The case shall be stated as briefly as possible,

and without elaborate argument. The merits of

such a case, if it has any, must lie in its appearing,

upon statement, fairly obvious. The facts alleged
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in support should be seen to meet together, so to

speak, of their own accord. Moreover, as to the

facts themselves, the separate items of the construc

tion, proof is already accessible. The observations

upon discrepancies and difficulties in the existing

story, which are here used, have, in general, all been

made and often repeated by students, from the

authors of the Greek commentaries downwards,

who did not suspect any connexion between them1.

This at least is in our favour. We take, as they

are given, points fixed and recognized, and have only

to add that they lie, if we may use such a metaphor,

upon a certain symmetrical curve.

The dislocation, from which we start, is found in

Book xiii, at the place (v. 206) where the story

recurs to the person of Idomeneus, King of the

Cretans. It marks the entrance of that hero upon

the well-defined battle-scene in which he, with

his squire Meriones, plays the chief part,
—the

Aristeia of Idomeneus, as it is called. The scene

extends back from this point to v. 136, and forward

through the greater part of the book. It is free in

the main from interior difficulties, but exhibits traits,

such as the participation of chariots, which are sur

prising, to say the least, when the action is supposed,

1 To Dr Leaf's commentary, in particular, I should be under

stood to refer for all observations upon the text, which do not

involve explicitly the supposition of a suppressed episode. In

general, I follow him closely, though I do not repeat this on

each occasion, nor notice shades of difference which are of no

importance to our present subject.
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as its place in our Iliad requires, to be passing in

such space as could be included within the limit of a

wall and of a populous camp or rather military city.

To this peculiar situation the scene makes no allu

sion, so that, but for its place in the Iliad, all might

and naturally would be supposed to pass in open

ground. That will be worth notice hereafter, though

it is not the point on which we are first to fix our

attention. Within itself, the narrative is simple,

except a passage or series of passages extending

from the first appearance of Idomeneus until he and

Meriones go forth together to the battle (vv. 206-

294). All this, in its present connexion, is irrelevant

and unintelligible.

Before we consider it, let us recall the character

and relation of the personages. Idomeneus, King
of the Cretans, is one of the first figures in Homer,

and his special distinction is Meriones. No other

prince has a personal attendant so high in rank and

in prowess—a man of equal birth, his own nephew,

and a warrior equal to the best, attached to him as

servant and follower. Homeric princes have some

times special and familiar companions, such as

Patroclus is to Achilles; they have household officers

with certain functions, heralds, cupbearers and so

forth, of various degree down to mere slaves ; and

they have attendants. But they have not, as a

rule, attendants comparable in quality to Meriones.

Agamemnon himself has none such. Meriones, as

a person, is a match for any; he can himself, on

occasion, sit in council with the greatest ; he is no
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dependant of the King, but neither is he simply his

friend ; he attends him though his equal. To us,

who have kept with regard to royalty the spirit of

the feudal ages, such a relation is not surprising.

But it is remarkable in the Iliad; and it not only

marks the Cretan prince, whose personal merits are

great, with a high note of dignity, but also sets in a

strong light the connexion between the pair.

And now, returning to the Aristeia, let us fix

the situation in our minds, both as it affects the

combatants generally and with reference to Idome

neus in particular. The Greeks have been defeated,

first in the plain (Book xi), and then at the wall,

which has been carried by the Trojans (Book xn).

Idomeneus is prominent, as he usually is, in both

combats (xi 501, xn 117). Amid wild confusion,

the beaten defenders of the wall have been rallied

for a stand within the camp by the aid of the god

Poseidon1. The fight has recommenced, but of

Idomeneus we have not yet heard. And
here3

the

narrative proceeds thus :

So he (Poseidon) set forth to go by the huts and the ships of

the Achaians, to spur on the Danaans, and sorrows was he con

triving for the Trojans.

Then Idomeneus, spearman renowned, met him on his way

from his comrade that had but newly returned to him out of the

battle, wounded on the knee with the sharp bronze. Him his

comrades carried forth, and Idomeneus gave charge to the

leeches, and so went on to his hut, for he still was eager to

face the war.

1
xm 1-135.

*
ib. 208.
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Then the mighty Shaker of the earth addressed him, in the

voice of Thoas, son of Andraimon,...1: "Idomeneus, thou

counsellor of the Cretans, say, whither have thy threats fared,

wherewith the sons of the Achaians threatened the
Trojans?"

Then Idomeneus, leader of the Cretans, answered him again :
"

O

Thoas, now is there no man to blame, that I wot of, for we are

all skilled in war. Neither is there any man that spiritless fear

holds aloof, nor any that gives place to cowardice, and shuns the

cruel war, nay, but even thus, methinks, must it have seemed good

to almighty Kronion, even that the Achaians should perish name

less here, far away from Argos. But, Thoas, seeing that of old

thou wert staunch, and dost spur on another man, wheresoever

thou mayst see any give ground, therefore slacken not now, but

call aloud on every
warrior."

Then Poseidon, the Shaker of the

earth, answered him again: "Idomeneus, never may that man go

forth out of Troy-land, but here may he be the sport of dogs, who

this day is wilfully slack in battle. Nay, come, take thy weapons

and away: herein we must play the man together, if any avail

there may be, though we are no more than two. Ay, and very

cowards get courage from company, but we twain know well how

to battle even with the
brave."

Therewith the god went back again into the strife of men,

but Idomeneus, so soon as he came to his well-builded hut,put

on his fair armour about his body, and grasped two spears, and

set forth like the lightning....

And Meriones, his good squire, met him, while he was still

near his hut—he (Meriones) was going to fetch him a spear of

bronze'
—and mighty Idomeneus spoke to him: "Meriones, son

of Molos, fleet of foot, dearest of my company, wherefore hast

thou come hither and left the war and the strife? Art thou

wounded at all, and vexed by a dart's point, or dost thou come

with a message for me concerning aught ? Verily I myself have

no desire to sit in the huts but to
fight."

1 A description of Thoas.

* From his own quarters. See xiu 168 oio-d/icvo? 86pv pajcpbv

o oi kXio-itjjh XiXtnrro, where we also learn that he had broken his

spear in fighting.
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Then wise Meriones answered him again, saying: "Idome

neus, thou counsellor of the mail-clad Cretans, I am going to

fetch me a spear, if perchance thou hast one left in the huts, for

that which before I carried I have shivered in casting at the

shield of proud
Deiphobos."

Then Idomeneus, leader of the Cretans, answered him again:

"Spears, if thou wilt, thou shalt find one, ay and twenty, standing

in the hut, against the shining side walls, spears of the Trojans

whereof I have spoiled their slain. Yea, it is not my mood to

stand aloof from the foe when I war; wherefore I have spears,

and bossy shields, and helms, and corselets of splendid
sheen."

Then wise Meriones answered him again : "Yea, and in mine

own hut and my black ship are many spoils of the Trojans, but

not
ready1

to my hand. Nay, for methinks neither am I forget

ful of valour; but stand forth among the foremost to face glorious

war, whensoever ariseth the strife of battle. Any other, me

thinks, of the mail-clad Achaians should sooner forget my prowess,

but thou art he that knoweth
it."

Then Idomeneus, leader of the Cretans, answered him again :

"
I know what a man of valour thou art, wherefore shouldst thou

tell me thereof? (Here follows a long and eloquent eulogy of
Meriones'

courage : in no strait would Idomeneus desire a better

comrade.) But come, no more let us talk thus, like children,

loitering here, lest any man be vehemently wroth, but go thou to

the hut, and take thee a mighty
spear."

Thus he spake, and Meriones, the peer of swift Ares, quickly
took a spear of bronze from the hut, and went forth after

Idomeneus, with high thoughts of battle2.

Now, as far as I am aware, there is not any one,

and perhaps there never has been since the begin

ning of Homeric studies, who maintains that this

passage, as it stands, is satisfactory as a composition

Better
"near,"

o-xeSdV. The point is that the quarters of

Meriones are distant, not close by, like those of Idomeneus.
2
xm 208-294. Translation of A. Lang (slightly modified).
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intended for this place. Nor can it be made so by
correction. From first to last, in every part as in

the whole conception, it presumes some totally dif

ferent state of affairs. Each paragraph, and almost

every clause, raises some new and unanswerable

question. Why has Idomeneus disarmed, just

when the wall has been carried, the triumphant

Trojans are pouring through the camp, the Greeks

rallying for a last resistance, and he (we are told)
"is minded still to fight"? Why then has he dis

armed ? How is such a thing even conceivable ?

And if explicable, why is it not explained ? Win-

is it not even stated as a fact ? What rele

vance, in the given situation, has the language of

Thoas (Poseidon)? Why does he reflect upon the

behaviour of Idomeneus not as senseless and incom

prehensible (which it is), but as disloyal (which, so

far as we are shown, it is not)? And what, above

all, are we to make of the dialogue between Idome

neus and Meriones ? The two are inseparable

companions, bound together not only as lord and

liegeman, master and servant, but by the strongest

affection. Meriones has urgent, instant need for

a spear. The quarters of Idomeneus, which we

should presume to be also those of Meriones, are

close by. Why does the squire not take thence

what he wants as a matter of course ? Why must

he go to his own quarters (v. 16S), which, without

explanation, we are to suppose distant ? Why,

upon meeting Idomeneus, does he change his mind ?

Are we to suppose that he is thus reminded of his
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lord's existence ? If the loan of a
spear must, or

could at such a moment, be matter
of request, why

should Meriones frame the requestwith ceremonious

formality ? Why should Idomeneus pick offence

out of an expression
("
if you have a spear left") in

which no malice is apparent? Why is Meriones

equally sensitive ? Boast and counter-boast, retort,

reproach, and apology,—what is it all about?

Confronted with such a mass of riddles as this,

we have no right to attempt either justification or

mending. All is wrong, all out of place, not this

line or that speech in particular, but the whole.

Nor can we reach more tenable ground by attri

buting the passage, as an original composition, to a

harmonist, the maker of a patchwork, desiring to

make a link between materials not designed for

combination. We do not see how such a purpose,

any more than that of a free composer, could require

or naturally lead to the creation of these difficulties.

A harmonist may be, and should be supposed, not

less rational than a poet, or any other man. Why,

to fill a place, should he compose what does not fill

it ? What reason had he to assume that Idomeneus

could here be found without his armour ? Or that

Meriones lived apart from him? Or that the friends,

in such a situation, could talk as they are made to

do? Why he, more than Homer, or than ourselves?

If any real explanation and solution is to be

found, it must start with this proposition : the

passage, in its original connexion, was natural and

intelligible. Nor is there any difficulty in so sup-
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posing. The passage, as we have seen, is part of

an episode—the battle-piece known as the Aristeia

of Idomeneus
—which was not made for its present

place in our Iliad. The whole episode is no fight

within the wall, as our Iliad makes it. It is a fight

in open ground, taken from a variant version of the

story, and put here (in the extant Iliad) because, for

some reason, no better place could be found for it.

So far, in substance if not in words, all will agree

who are likely to pay attention to this essay. If

then, within this episode, we find included a passage

which (1) is not intelligible, and (2) commences with

a breach of continuity, what should we infer ?

First, that the story or version, from which the

episode is taken, comprised facts, precedent to the

episode, which made our passage intelligible ; and

that, since these facts do not appear in our Iliad, they
were excluded as not compatible with other versions

which, in this respect, were preferred. And secondly,

that part of these facts, or some reference to them,

stood, in the original composition, immediately
before the enigmatic passage, which owes the

abruptness of its commencement, and its obscurity

generally, to the necessary suppression of this

relerence.

The questions which thus arise are these.

(1) What are the precedent facts to which the

enigmatic passage points, or, in other words, in

what conditions would it be intelligible? (2) Why
were these facts rejected, when the episode was

taken into the frame of our Iliads And (3), since

v. n. 14
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the explanatory facts were rejected, why was the

enigmatic passage nevertheless retained ? Now it

is only too likely that these questions may be un

answerable. A harmony of versions, when the

versions are lost, will present many such questions

(and the Iliad does) to which, however sure we may
be that there was an answer, no definite answer can

now be given. But on the other hand, in a par

ticular case, the true answer, or part of it, may be

discoverable ; and our chance of discovery is mani

festly the greater, in proportion to the bulk of the

incompatible matter which the harmonizer, by the

straits of his task, has been compelled to admit. The

more glaring the difficulty, the more we may hope to

solve it. And the present case is in this respect

uncommonly promising.

What then (our first question) are the conditions,

in which the unintelligible passage would be intellig
ible? This is no matter for argument. No answer

can have any value, which is not obvious. But

when the passage is studied from this point of view,

some things do seem obvious.

First and chiefly, before this scene could occur,

there must have been a quarrel, and a complete

breach, between Idomeneus and Meriones. Meri

ones for some reason has actually renounced the

service and company of his lord, has left their

common quarters, and moved to another and a dis

tant part of the encampment. Hence, when he

wants a spear, however urgently, he must go for it

to that distant place. He will not go, he does not
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think of going, to the lodge of Idomeneus, though

that actually lies in his way.

But again, he there meets Idomeneus, who asks

his errand. Thereupon he instantly changes his

mind, and proposes to furnish himself, if permitted,

from the quarters of the King. Why this change ?

What has he discovered ? What has happened ?

This only, that Idomeneus (whom we first find at

his quarters and without his armour, though a battle

is actually raging) has put on his arms, is visibly on

his way to the battle, and declares his purpose

"

not to sit in his tent, but to
fight."

This intention

then on the part of Idomeneus is a new thing, a

surprise to Meriones ; and it elicits from Meriones

an instant move towards the resumption of their

habitual relations. Therefore the breach of those

relations was due to what is now changed,
—the wilful

absence of Idomeneus from his service as one of the

Greek army.

What we see, in the dialogue here passing

between the two, is a hasty repair of the breach.

Pointless and meaningless, unless the quarrel and

the ground of it be presupposed, the scene, upon

these conditions, becomes simple, vivid, and drama

tic. The two men, loving each other heartily, have

p.irted and broken off intercourse, because Meriones

would not follow his leader in a mutinous abstention

from the field. The King, having come to a better

mind, desires and expects to get his liegeman back ;

and naturally, being the offender and the superior,

would fain achieve this by simply ignoring what has

14—2
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passed. "What brings you from the fight, friend
?"

he

asks, as if nothing were amiss. "King of the
Cretans,"

answers Meriones, surprised but eager to be satisfied,

"I am going... to fetch me a spear from your lodge,

if there is still one there (for
me)."

It is an accept

ance and offer of peace. But the King's uneasy

conscience suspects an insinuation: "Spears! There

are scores at my hut, my spoils from the enemy!

/ am not such a shirker, but that spears may be found

there, and all other weapons in
plenty!"

Wounded

by the unmerited rebuff, the squire begins in the

same tone : "Nor am I without spoils of my own,

and lying at my quarters,—which indeed are not

near. I too am no coward, but one that, when

called to battle, am ever found in the front of it !
"

It is bitterly spoken, and with cause; but here, in

spite, of the provocation, the old affection prevails :

"And
if,"

continues Meriones, "there is one man in

all the army, who should not have forgotten what I

am, who knows what I am,
—it is you !

"

Even the

pride of Idomeneus is not proof against this, and he

breaks into warm protestation : "Indeed and indeed

I do know it. The bravest of men you are, and

the best of comrades you are ; none so much to

be trusted, let the peril be what it will. In ambush

none so
steady,...,"

and so on and so on, with rising

enthusiasm, till he is sure that all is well; then:

"But let us be children no more ; fetch you a spear,

and follow me to the fight !
"

Such is the substance of the scene; which surely
is unmistakable as a scene of reconciliation, produced
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by the return of Idomeneus to the field after a time

of wilful abstention. He has been following for a

while the pernicious example of Achilles, and

punishing the fault of Agamemnon at the expense

of the common cause. Like Achilles too, he has

held out personally even after permitting his men to

serve ; for they are fighting, and he not armed, at

the point where our mutilated passage begins. But

he has already resolved to join them, moved perhaps

partly by the wounding of a dear friend, the "com

rade"

who is mentioned in our
text1

and must have

been named in the context originally preceding but

now suppressed. With this purpose he is about to

arm, when he is accosted by Thoas (Poseidon).

Here we note, as fitting the situation so conceived,

and as confirming what we have already deduced,

the insulting tone of Thoas, and the meek and

evasive answer which Idomeneus makes to his

rebuke :
"

So far as / am aware, no one is now at

fault3,"
—in effect a confession of past delinquency,

though like most men, he prefers to accuse Heaven

rather than himself. His chief and very intelligible

desire is that Thoas will carry his exhortations some

where else*. But Thoas does not depart, for all

that, without a denunciation of
"

the man that wil

fully neglects to
fight5,"

which surely no prince or

man could hear with patience and without reply,

unless he were both conscious and repentant.

1
xni. 211.

*
ib. 222.

' ib. 225 ff.

' it: 228 ff. ' ib. 232 ff.
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But further,—and this is a point of great signifi

cance,
—it is implied by the passage, if we consider

it carefully, that the inaction of Idomeneus, his

refusal of duty, has been something more than the

affair of a moment. It is not enough to suppose

that, in a fit of petulance or weariness, he has quitted

the fight now in progress. We might perhaps,
—

supposing the battle-field not very near—account in

this way for his disarming, and for his behaviour to

Thoas, but not for the estrangement of Meriones.

The attendant prince has changed his quarters,

and removed from the encampment of the master

to a distant place. This he cannot have done in

the midst of a battle ; he could scarcely even know,

in such circumstances, that the retirement of his

master was deliberate. The King's revolt from duty
has been followed by a quarrel between the friends,

and this by a formal separation, for all which we

must suppose occasion and time. Nor (we may be

sure) was it here, in the midst of the battle-scene,
that all these facts were related by the composer of

it. They must have been related somewhere, but

not here, in that version of the whole story or of this

episode to which the battle-scene properly belonged.

Now it is obviously possible, and even probable,

that this version has been used by the harmonists,
the framers of the existing Iliad, elsewhere, and

that this battle-scene, the Aristeia of Idomeneus, is

not the only matter, peculiar to the version, which,

more or less successfully, they have incorporated in

their collection. And in any such matter there may
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remain traces of the same incident, the mutiny of

Idomeneus, which has left traces so deep in the

Aristeia. Of course, since the incident was not

admitted into our Iliad (why not, we shall see here

after), references to it will have been suppressed, so

far as possible. But traces not only may remain,

but almost certainly will, if in fact such references

were originally comprised within any piece which

has been taken from the version into the harmony.

From a composition designed for continuity it is,

generally speaking, impossible to make any con

siderable excisions without leaving signs of the

process, or so that the resultant residue shall seem

altogether complete and satisfactory.

What we now propose to show is that the version

or story in question, the same which contributed the

Aristeia of Idomeneus, contained also Book x of our

Iliad (the Doloncia) ; that in the earlier part of that

Book the narrative is notoriously faulty, unsatis

factory, and imperfect; and that this imperfection is

due to the excision there of what was originally and

properly the principal theme of the narrative,
—the

beginning of our suppressed episode, the beginning
of the mutiny of Idomeneus. Here again we shall

build upon observations established and even ancient.

It will surprise no student of Homer, that ele

ments, foreign to the main scheme of our Iliad,

should be sought and found in Book x. The Book

is visibly extraneous ; that is a commonplace of

criticism. But within itself it is, for the most part,

singularlycompact,continuous, and free from suspicion
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of flaw. That is indeed a chiefpart of its peculiarity.

All of it belongs plainly to one and the same design ;

and there is scarcely another Book or equal portion

of the poem, concerning which we can confidently

say the same. But though all belongs to one design,

that does not prove that the text, in its present

form, contains all which the designer gave. The

absence of insertions does not disprove omission.

It is true that on this side also the Doloneia,

in one sense,may defy attack. The Doloneia proper,

the portion of Book x which narrates the expedition

of Diomede and Odysseus, the capture of the spy

Dolon, and its consequence, the disaster of Rhesus,

is in completeness, as in continuity, unexceptionable.

These qualities, merely for themselves, would not in

most compositions be noticeable. To pursue clearly

and steadily a definite purpose is not in itself a

distinction among story-tellers. They achieve it

generally, the worse as well as the better. But in

the stream of our Iliad, so smooth a reach is rare.

All are aware of it, and it is a principal factor in

theories about this particular Book.

But, as students and readers are also aware, the

description is not applicable, without reserve, to the

Book as a whole. From the moment when the

nocturnal enterprise becomes the subject of debate,
as soon as Agamemnon and his counsellors are

brought to their meeting-place beyond the dyke, all

is well. But the preliminaries, the steps taken to

get the council thither, are not so well. They are
spun out, that is to say, they raise expectations
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which the sequel does not satisfy. The council in

the plain, regarded merely as a preface to the story

of Dolon, impresses us as a device (to apply the

formula of Aristotle) "possible indeed, but not

necessary or probable"; and the impression is

strengthened by the elaborated business of the

summoning. Consequently the descriptive details,

though appropriate, stand out in disproportionate

relief. Critics of all shades are agreed in taxing

the author of the Doloneia with these defects.

Let us however say at once, with the utmost

clearness and emphasis,
—for mistake would expose

our method of criticism to just reprehension,—that

there is nothing here, in the conduct of the story,

which would by itself justify us in suspecting the

solidity of the composition. A bit of spinning out

is no astonishing phenomenon ; and to argue that,

because the assembling of the council in the plain is

somewhat unnatural, superfluous, and over-elaborate,

the narrative is therefore likely to have been garbled,
would be absurd. Only, in such a field as the Iliad,

any irregularity becomes a point for enquiry. In

ground which is known to contain ruins, the least

mound is a place to be probed.

And first, before we probe, let us look at the shape

of the mound, or, in plain words, let us summarize

this episode, the council in the plain, as it stands.

We are here of course at a stage in the story of

Achilles preceding that of Book xm. The Greek

camp is still intact ; but the Greeks, in consequence

of the defection of Achilles, have already sustained
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such reverses that Agamemnon, the cause of that

calamity, is discredited and almost
desperate. Wild

to try something, he is yet so conscious of impaired

authority, that he dares not give an order upon his

own responsibility. It is night, but he cannot sleep.

The Trojans, eager for the morrow, have en

camped outside their city, and he can see their fires

from his tent ;
—for the Doloneia, like the Aristeia

of Idomeneus, is one of those episodes of the Iliad.

which takes no account of a Greek wall. At last

he decides to consult Nestor, in the hope of some

helpful suggestion. But while he is dressing, arrives

Menelaus, equally anxious and already up, who

suggests the sending out of a spy, though he adds

a significant doubt whether his brother will get any

one to undertake such a service. Agamemnon

replies that, in their appalling situation, assuredly

they both want all the advice they can get. "Go

now,"

he continues1,

Run swiftly by the ships, and summon
Aias2

and Idomeneus.

I will betake me to noble Nestor, and bid him arise, if perchance

he will be fain to go to the chosen band of sentinels and

lay on them his command. For to him above others would they

listen, since his own
son5 is chief among the sentinels, he and

the squire of Idomeneus, even Meriones, for to them above all

we entrusted this charge.

Then Menelaus of the loud war-cry answered him: "How

meanest thou this word wherewith thou dost command and

exhort me ? Am I to abide there with them, waiting till thou

comest, or run back again to thee, when I have well delivered to

them thy
commandment?"

1
x 53.

a i.e. the greater Aias. s

Thrasymedes.
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Then the King of men, Agamemnon, answered him again :

"There do thou abide, lest we miss each other as we go, for many

are the paths through the
camp."

Having further impressed on Menelaus that,

in delivering his message and "bidding the men

awake,"

he must be punctiliously courteous and even

deferential, he dismisses him, ev eirweiAas. Refer

ring to this order later, in conversation with Nestor',

Agamemnon says that he expects to find Menelaus,

and those to whom he was sent, at the place without

the camp, where the sentinels are posted,
"

for there

I bade them
assemble."

We will assume therefore

(for the moment) that the order is so meant and

understood.

Agamemnon then proceeds to the quarters of

Nestor, rouses him, and proposes that they together

should visit and inspect the guards, who (he says)

may probably be negligent. Nestor consents, but

desires to be accompanied by others, in fact by all the

chief leaders, Diomede and Odysseus, Aias the less

and Meges, Aias the greater and Idomeneus. Aga

memnon informs him that the last two are summoned

already and will be found with Menelaus at the guard-

post. Nestor, accompanied by Agamemnon, rouses

in succession Odysseus and Diomede. The latter,

protesting with friendly vehemence against the old

man's activity, is sent to summon the remaining pair,

Aias the less and Meges, whom he brings to Nestor a.

'

w. 126-127.

* To Nestor, as we must understand, not to the post of the

guards, for nothing is said to l'iomede about the guards or the

intention to visit them (vv. 159-179).
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At this
point1

the scene is transferred to the

guard-post, where we are to suppose both parties,

that of Menelaus and that of Agamemnon (or rather

of Nestor), to have arrived. The council then add

to their number the two captains of the guard,

Thrasymedes and Meriones, and, so augmented, go

beyond the dyke to deliberate. Nestor, still taking
the lead, proposes that some one should make a

nocturnal expedition, to ascertain the intentions of

the enemy. After a pause, Diomede offers, and

asks for a companion, whom, readiness being now

general, he is permitted to choose. He chooses

Odysseus ; and the pair are equipped and set forth2.

Now it needs no microscope to discover, why
this scene of complicated preparation is viewed by
critics and readers, as the fact is, with no favourable

eye ; why holes are picked in it, with and also without

much reason, and there is a general disposition to

convict the composer of little faults. We feel that

we do not want the thing, because, in plain truth,

it comes to nothing. The purport of the scene, con

sidered in itself, is clear, and vividly clear. It

exhibits the conscious and perilous weakness of

authority, in an army brought to the verge of ruin

not merely by the error, but by the gross offence and

misbehaviour, of the commander. The best mili

tary machine might in such a case get out of gear ;

and the Greek host, a confederacy of clans and

chiefs, is no such machine. It is not indeed yet

broken. The sentinels, though distrusted, are found

1
v. 180.

*

v. 272.
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to be doing their utmost'. The chiefs, as persons,

are prompt, tireless, and courageous. But—no man

ventures to give an order ; that is the sum of the

situation. The commander-in-chief is demoralized

and self-effaced. To get advice and direction, from

Nestor, from Idomeneus or Aias, from somebody,
—

that is his one hope. It has come to this, he says

bitterly, that he and his brother, if they ha\e a

request to make, must carry it themselves, and be

content, even then, to recommend it by address and

humility1. A dangerous service is likely to be

refused8. Even exhortation is a delicate matter,

demanding the choice of an acceptable agent'.

Having got Nestor, Agamemnon gets behind him

and acts no more6, except
—a poor exception—when,

by a transparent hint, he excludes Menelaus and

himself from the list ofpossible comrades, which is left

to the choice of Diomede". Even Nestor will not

command, nor advise, nor even inspect, without the

concurrence of
supporters7

; and the chiefs, when as

sembled, demand nothing of anybody but themselves.

It is all natural enough, well imagined, and well

drawn. But, as a factor in the story, it does not

satisfy, for this reason, that nothing comes of it all.

On the expedition which follows, all these fears and

precautions have no effect. If Menelaus, the origi-

1
vv. 98 ff., 1S1 ff. w. 67 ff.

"

vv. 3S ff. *
vv. 57 ff.

'
See the proceedings at the guard-post and in council,

rr. 190 ff.

9
ft'.

-'34
ff.

7
vv. 108 ff.
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nator of the plan1, had simply
proposed it to Diomede

or Ulysses, or any fit agent, the result, so far as

appears, would have been the same. Now to the

possibility of the proceedings, as
matter of fact, that

is no objection. Useless machinery is in real action

common enough, and nothing commoner than ex

pectations and apprehensions, which in the sequel

are neither fulfilled nor contradicted, but just drop.

But not so in a story, where the whole bargain,

as between narrator and auditor, is to show and per

ceive connexion. Here, if it is laboriously impressed

upon us, that a certain person or persons have lost

authority, something, we are bound to suppose, will

be seen to come of that loss. If the royal brothers

fear to be disobeyed, some one, we suppose, will

prove disobedient. Our cue is to suppose so. And

if nothing comes, if all are obedient, we are thrown

out, and seem, as it were, to be cheated. For this

reason the council in the plain is unsatisfactory, a

clear mistake in machinery.

But before we dismiss it as such, we should

make sure that we read it right, and that the mean

ing of the designer was unquestionably what we

have assumed. Now in this direction we cannot

look far without finding reason for doubt, and more

than doubt. Agamemnon (we have said) conducts

a party to the guard-post, where Menelaus brings

others to meet him by his command. This command

is an indispensable link in the chain. But that link

is not to be found. No such command is in fact

1
v. 37.
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given by Agamemnon or received by Menelaus.

Here is what Agamemnon says1:

Need of counsel have I and thou, royal Menelaus.. ..But go

now, run swiftly by the ships, and summon Aias and Idomeneus.

I will betake me to noble Nestor, and bid him arise, if perchance

he will be fain to go to the post of chosen sentinels, and direct

them. Him they are likeliest to obey, since his own son is chief

among them, he and the squire of Idomeneus, Meriones ; for to

them specially we gave the charge.

Now here is a simple question. Would my

reader write this, or could any one write it, to signify

a command from Agamemnon, that Menelaus shall

bring Aias and Idomeneus to meet Agamemnon at

the guard-post ? There is not a word of
an)-

such

matter. Nestor, if he will, is to visit the guard-post.

But that any one else is going there, or is to go,

Agamemnon or Menelaus, Idomeneus or Aias, there

is surely not a syllable to say or show. The words

are perfectly clear, so far as they go, and signify

that, when Agamemnon has done with Nestor (whom

he proposes to send to the guards), he wishes to have

an interview (for counsel) with Aias and Idomeneus,

whom Menelaus is to summon for that purpose.

'

"•• 43-59

XP«"> /SovXrjs ipi Kai ere, &iorp€<t>is <o Mtv«Xat, . . .

dXX'

181 vw Aiavra «ai lSoptvija KaXeo-o-ov

plpt^a 8iwv irapa. i-rjas. iyai o «Vi Nc'oropa oior

elpt, koi oTpvvtta arartj/tevai, ai k iOeXyo-iv

iXduv «'? xjtvXdjtutv lepbv tcAos firirciAac
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iridotaro'

roio yap vi 19
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And so Menelaus understands, as appears by his

question, "Am I to stay there with them, waiting

till thou comest ? ", to which Agamemnon replies

"Wait there, lest we miss each By there

is of course meant the place to which Menelaus is

sent, the quarters (which lie together2) of Aias and

Idomeneus3. Shall they await Agamemnon there, or

shall Menelaus return to Agamemnon, wherever he

then may be, and leave the others to follow and find

him ? Agamemnon has left this alternative open, so

that the question is necessary; and his decision,
that they shall wait for him there, is best in the

circumstances for the reason given. All is clear

and natural. But if Agamemnon has appointed the

guard-post as a rendes-vous, and Menelaus so under

stands, what is the sense of his question ?

When therefore presently we find Agamemnon

furnished with a couplet,which says, or at least ismeant

to say4, that he has ordered Menelaus (with Aias

and Idomeneus) to assemble at the guard-post, what

does that prove ? He has not given any such order;

he has said nothing from which such an order is or

possibly could be extracted. On referring to what

he has said, we may indeed perceive, that, by scrutiny
and inference—by putting together (i) the mention

1
vv. 60-66. 2

v. 113.

3 See Leaf's note. He remarks truly that this is what we should

naturally understand, though the sequel (vv. 126-127) assumes

otherwise.

4 On the strange syntax of vv. 126-127, see the commentaries

there, and remarks hereafter.
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of Idomeneus as one of those whom Agamemnon

wishes to meet, and (2) the remark that Nestor, as
father of Thrasymedes, one of the captains of the

guards, will have influence over them, and (3) the
mention of "Meriones, squire of

Idomeneus,"

as cap

tain of the guards together with Thrasymedes—one

may reach this conclusion : that Idomeneus, through

Meriones, might have influence with the guards, and

that some such thought might be (though there is

nothing to show that it is) in the mind ofAgamemnon.

But that this obscure and remote suggestion of a con

ceivable motive for sending Idomeneus to the guard-

post is Agamemnon's way of telling Menelaus to

bring there Idomeneus and also Aias, and that this

command is what the composer of the passage really

meant to signify,
—that is impossible to believe. No

one ever wrote so, and no one could. The com

poser meant something quite different, and has

made his meaning perfectly clear : Menelaus is to

go to the quarters of Idomeneus and Aias, summon

them, and wait there with them for Agamemnon.

What then, once more, does the subsequent

couplet
prove1 ? What can it prove, but that the story

has been garbled and distorted by the author of the

couplet ? The author of the couplet, by implication,

has put a false and impossible meaning upon the

speech to which it refers. The misinterpretation

suits, and is plainly devised to suit, the conception

that the whole story tends merely and directly to the

1
11: 126-127.

V. E I5
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assembling of a council at the
guard-post. The

misinterpretation is a device, presumably
the least

violent that could be found, for forcing the story,

or portions of it, into this frame, when the true

purport of the speech, and the course of things,

evidently quite different, which the speech really

contemplates, had become, for some reason, inad

missible. And it is but fair to suppose that, in its

original form, as designed, the story responded better

than it now does to the expectation which it raises,

and showed some effect as resulting from the dis

integration of authority in the Greek army, and

in particular from the discredit and impotence of

Agamemnon.

The natural effect, the effect which we should

expect, is a mutiny. Some one will do what the royal

brothers fear ; some one will refuse obedience. And so

in the original version it was, as we are going to prove.

The relation has been excised, but must have been

given in connexion with the unfinished errands of

Menelaus and Diomede. Nestor, Odysseus, Dio

mede, are all compliant, as we are told in ample detail1.

But here there is an abrupt change of style. The

success of Diomede, who is sent for Aias the less and

Meges, is recorded in a single
verse2

;
"
he went his

way and he brought
them."

And of Menelaus, when

Agamemnon has sent him to the quarters of Aias

(the Telamonian) and Idomeneus3, we hear nothing
more till he is found among the council in the plain4,

1
vv. 73-178.

s
v. 179.

3
»■ 72-

*
v. 230.
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—an elliptic method of narration (let us note in

passing) which, even if the connecting movements

were really foreshown and accounted for, is not in

the epic manner, nor suitable to the apprehension of

auditors. Among these four then, whose answers

we do not hear, Aias the greater, Aias the less,

Idomeneus, and Meges, we must look for those who

refused ; and the sequel shows us which they were.

It is no easy thing, as we have remarked before, to

trim a story with complete success into a shape for

which it was not composed. Subcrunt vestigia. We

actually have, not in form but in effect, a list of those

present at the council,
—a passage which makes it

unlikely that Meges was there, and certain that

Idomeneus was not.

Nestor has asked for a scout, and, after a pause,

Diomede, breaking the ice, has volunteered to go,

if he may have a companion.

So spoke lie, and they were fain, right many, to go with

Diomede. Fain were the two Aiantes, comrades of
Ares'

com

pany, and fain was Meriones, and right fain the son of Nestor,

and the son of Atreus, Menelaus, spearman renowned, yea and

the hardy Odysseus was willing to steal into the throng of

Troj.ms, for always daring was his heart within him1.

In short every one, the lead once given, is eager

to redeem his hesitation ; from gallant men we could

expect nothing less. And in fact every one present

is named. Even Agamemnon, though scarcely to

be thought of for such a service, here puts in a

remark3, which, though the practical effect is to

1
vv. 227-232.

*
iv. 234 ff.

'5—2
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withdraw Menelaus, seems to include among the

available not only his brother but himself. But

of Meges and Idomeneus—nothing.

Now as to Meges, we might suppose inadver

tence. Though a king with voice in council, he is

not a very conspicuous personage. But Idomeneus

has hardly a superior, either in rank or in personal

qualities. How should he be forgotten, when

Meriones, his satellite, is remembered and named ?

And in truth the presence of Meriones itself goes

far to prove, in the circumstances, the absence of

Idomeneus. Meriones is no ordinary associate of

the councillor-kings, nor naturally could be : he is

young, and he is subordinate, not an independent

voice. In this very Book, when counsel is at a

premium, neither Agamemnon nor Nestor proposes

to consult Meriones. And if his chief were present,

he is the last person whose advice could be wanted.

But when the kings arrive at the guard-post, they

take with them two supernumeraries, Meriones and

his brother-captain Thrasymedes1. In our text, no

reason is given for this irregular proceeding ; but

there was one, as we now can see. The kings, as

a council, are short of two, because Idomeneus and

Meges have refused. The captains of the guard

are the readiest substitutes, and Meriones, if willing,

specially appropriate as, in some sort, a representative

of the absent Cretan.

All fits and converges to the conclusion, that on

this occasion Meges and Idomeneus (severally and

1
v. 196.
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independently so far as we see) refuse their service.

The occasion is probable. Waked in the dead of

night, for no definite purpose, and at the call of a

commander justly detested, men better disciplined

than the Greek princes might rebel. Of
Meges'

insubordination there seems to be, in our Iliad, no

further trace, and we may suppose that it was tran

sient, ending perhaps as well as beginning with the

refusal to disturb himself, which he must have

conveyed through Diomede. If this were so, if he

returned to duty in the morning, there could not be

(as we shall presently see) any further note of his

conduct in the existing narrative. His part was

presumably thrown in, after the manner of skilful

story-tellers, to lend colour, by likeness and unlike-

ness, to the principal matter, the revolt of Idomeneus.

This, as we know, was a grave affair. From the

termination of it (still extant1) we have seen that

his anger survived the night, and more than the

night, and kept him for some time out of the field.

The suppressed matter, the bulk of the story, we

cannot reconstitute with precision. But one thing

we may note with interest and satisfaction, that

there was an encounter between Idomeneus and

Agamemnon, in which the King of men must have

heard truths ; for in figuring the movements of the

night, we must of course follow the real sense of the

order given to Menelaus, and not that preposte

rously put upon it by the extant version1. Menelaus

1

xm 210-294. See above.

9
x 53-66, 126-127. See above.
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goes to the quarters of Aias and Idomeneus, wakes

them, and waits there, as arranged, forAgamemnon,

who presently follows1. All is thus laid in train for

the explosion. The temper of Agamemnon we see.

His savage mortification, his accusations of heaven

and earth (v. 15), have no affinity to repentance;

even in preaching politeness to his brother, he shows

how much he loathes and resents the necessity for

such behaviour (vv. 67-71). That Idomeneus, his

equal and scarcely less proud, would be, in the cir-

1 What were the intermediate movements of Agamemnon in

the original story, we cannot say, nor does it matter. The present

text makes him change his first plan, and speak as if he meant

to accompany Nestor to the guard-post (v. 97, 126-127); and it

implies, without definitely asserting, that he does so. The

plurals o-<j>eas (140), dXdo-Oe (141) and avrov's (149) must include

Agamemnon, who must therefore accompany Nestor at least so

far as the quarters of Odysseus. Here we lose sight of him till

he is found (v. 233) at the council. It is not impossible that, in

the original also, Agamemnon followed Nestor to the guard-post,

before proceeding to the quarters of Idomeneus as arranged with

Menelaus (vv. 53-66). But this is not what, from that arrange

ment, we should expect; and even the present text is hardly
consistent with the supposition. The singular /J17 (Nestor) in

v. 136 is surprising, if such a companion as Agamemnon is to be

included ; and it is strange that, in the interviews with Odysseus

and Diomede {vv. 137-176), such a person as Agamemnon should

be present yet never noticed. It is perhaps more probable that

Agamemnon really parted from Nestor either at Nestor's quarters

or (at the furthest) at those of Odysseus, and that the present

suggestion is due (as certainly are w. 126-127) to the trimming of

the reviser. However this question is of no importance. At some

point, in the original story, Agamemnon left Nestor, and went to

the quarters of Idomeneus and Aias, where they, and Menelaus,
awaited him.
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cumstances, neither gracious nor patient, we can well

imagine ; and the rest would follow of itself.

We have seen already, from the termination of

the episode, that Meriones preferred the common

cause to the quarrel of his chief1. The beginning
agrees ; for Meriones attends the council, although,

upon the arrival of Agamemnon and his party at the

guard-post, the breach with Idomeneus must have

been patent and declared. And seeing how far the

chief carried his quarrel, we cannot wonder that it

led, as we saw, to a complete rupture between him

and his servant. The scene of this rupture has of

course disappeared ; but one interesting incident of

it is recoverable from a surviving allusion.

Since, in the examination of this, we shall insist

upon a linguistic detail of that sort which some,

who claim to defend Homer, are apt to depreciate as

microscopic, we will take occasion to remark that,

in the present enquiry as a whole, it is not to our

case, but to that of the defence, that the term

" if a reproach, will apply. We rely

upon observations large, obvious, and prepared for

us from the beginning of criticism. It is to support

the coherence of the existing narrative that the

microscope must be used, and abused, in order to

discover, in part of the composition, a meaning

which is not there". But it is a good instrument

nevertheless, and a necessary. The harmonistic pro

cess, as it leaves big traces, leaves also some less

1
xiii 240 ff. See above.

J
See above on x 53-66.
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big. Upon one of them we are now to turn the

glass.

Let us go back to the end of our episode, to the

reconciliation between Idomeneus and Meriones in

Book xm. Meriones, we remember, has broken

his spear in the fight ; he is going for another to his

own distant quarters, when, at those of Idomeneus,

the king, armed for battle, meets him and asks his

errand. Upon this the squire, changing his mind,

replies :

Idomeneus, bearer of counsel for the mailed Cretans, I am

going to fetch me a spear from your lodge, if there is still a spear

left there ; for we broke the spear which I carried before, casting at

the shield of proud Deiphobus1.

"
We

broke,"
—

why we ? The plural jars the ear in

English, and in the Greek is worse, because of the

singular participle (KaTed£apev.../3ak(ov) which must

be taken with it in spite of the intervening singular.

We know of course that in some languages the first

person plural may be used when the speaker is

not referring to any individual except himself, as for

dignity, or as a mark of function (we of authorship),

or for other like purposes of which the shades do

not here concern us. And in some styles, as in

Latin for example and occasionally in Attic tragedy,

this is carried far, so that such a plural may be

1
xm 255

'lo~op.evev, Kpijrav /3ovXr]<p6pe ^a\Ko^iT<ovo)i',

epxop.ai, el rC roi eyx°s ^vl xXuriga't XeXenrrat,
oicroptevos-

to vv yap Karea£a/j.ev, o wplv exeo~KOV>

acnrioa Arfi<f>6/3oto fiaXiav vireprjvopeovroi.
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hardly distinguishable from a singular. But in no

style will be easily found such a we as this of Me

riones, gratuitous, misleading, and simply wrong.

Moreover, to the Greek of Homer plurals of this

class, even in proper conditions, are almost, if not

absolutely, unknown1. lie and our are in Homer

plurals proper. With reluctance therefore, and under

protest, do scholars assume, as our text requires,

that we broke here means / broke. What it outfit

to mean, the only thing which in Homer it properly

can mean, is that the spear was broken by Meriones

and Idomeneus.

And this it did mean, according to the intention

of the composer, now concealed from us by the

addition of a verse3, which, at the expense of a

solecism, identifies the spear with that which Meri

ones has just broken in battle. Nor hitherto have

we known of any occasion on which the breaking of a

spear by the two friends can have occurred. But it

did occur, as surely ought now to be plain, at the

rupture of their friendship, when Meriones renounced

the service of his mutinous lord, and quitted their

quarters for a distant place. The breaking of a

spear was a symbol, probably a customary symbol,

of such a renunciation. Till then, the spears of

Meriones, with all that was his, were kept of course

in the common stock. Upon the quarrel, a spear of

his was solemnly broken, in sign that, as the angry

1 In the examples here cited, evidently without faith, by Leaf,

a true plural sense is always admissible, and sometimes necessary.

a
V. 258, do-rri'oa A»jc<^o/3oio jidXuiv vwepip-opeovToi.
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men then meant, the
breach was final and the bond

on both sides dissolved. Whether the weapon was

broken literally between them, or by one of them

for both, the act was mutual, and is properly

described by the plural,
—"we broke the spear,

which I carried

before."

When therefore Meriones says, "I am going to

fetch me a spear from your quarters, if there is one

still left there; for we broke the spear which I

carried

before"

he means that he is ready to be

reconciled and return to his allegiance, if (for in the

surprise of the moment he is not sure), if that is

really open to him, though Idomeneus has not

actually said so1. The words "for we broke my
spear"

do not refer to "I am as the text now

assumes, nor do they merely convey the information

that he seeks a spear because he is without one.

They refer to the doubt
"

if there is a spear still left

in your
quarters,"

and, taken so, they signify what

is in his mind,
—"if, which from what passed between

us I must doubt, there is still a place for me in your

service."

The ambiguity of expression, natural to

an uncertain state of feeling, is devised, very skil

fully, as an opportunity for the misconstruction put

upon it by the conscious and suspicious Idomeneus2.

And the mishap of Meriones in the battle3, whereby

he comes to want a weapon, is of course also

arranged expressly for the purpose of this dramatic

turn.

1 See xm 249-253.
"
vv. 259 ff., see above.

3
w. 159 ff.
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The history and state of the text here are pecu

liarly interesting. They give us a glimpse of the

linguistic habits native to the harmonist. He, and

his public, must have been familiar with loose uses of

the first person plural. This trait is not Homeric, nor

is it characteristic of Greek. But it was familiar to

the ancient habits of Attic, as we still see in tragedy.

Further, it is instructive to note that the text, as the

harmonist left it, is so plainly unsatisfactory that it

has barely escaped further mutilation. The forma

lity of the address,
"

Idomeneus, counsel-bearer of

the mail-clad
Cretans,"

is grotesquely unsuitable to

the situation as supposed in our Iliad, and it makes

one verse. Hence, as far back as we can trace, there

have been votes for omitting this verse1. But in

the true situation such an address was proper, not

only because the man is not sure how he stands

with his master, but because it touches precisely,

after the manner of Greek invocations, the thoughts

which are passing through his mind. The counsel-

bearer (/3ov\r)<f>6pe) glances at the beginning of the

quarrel, when Idomeneus refused his duty as coun

cillor, which devolved upon Meriones. And mail-

clad marks the new and essential fact, that the

prince, like his subjects, is now in arms.

We may add then, to our relics of the suppressed

episode, the fact that, when Meriones renounced

Idomeneus, the rupture between them was signified

by the breaking of a spear. And with this we reach

the limit of what, so far as I see, is ascertainable,

1
?'. 255 is absent in many mss.
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and have completed such answer as can now be

given to our original question,
—What are the pre

sumptions which would make intelligible the end of

the episode, the reconciliation-scene of
Book xm ?

We were next to ask, why this episode^ the

mutiny of Idomeneus, was excluded from the frame

of our Iliad. The answer is obvious and simple.

The episode was incompatible with other versions,

which, in this part of the story, the framers of the

Iliad were compelled by their scheme to prefer.

The mutiny of Idomeneus occurred, as the place

and purport of our Book x show, before the crisis

of the story, the driving of the Greeks to their ships1.

The conclusion of the episode, the battle comprising

the Aristeia of Idomeneus, was part of the crisis

itself, as presented in that version ; and Idomeneus

was there represented as inactive during the earlier

part of the day's fight2. But in the version which

furnishes the main outline of the Iliad, the version

which some Homeric scholars distinguish as "the

Achilleis"

and regard as the original, there was no

room for this inactivity. Idomeneus was active and

conspicuous in the battle of that morning, as we see

in our Book xi3. And this was confirmed by that

version, or those, which equipped the camp with a

wall. (The
"Achilleis"

recognized perhaps no

fortification at all ; the mutiny-version, so to call it,

has a dyke but no more4.) When the Trojans

1 How long before,'we cannot exactly say. The allusions of

Book xm seem to require a lapse of at least one day.
2
xm 210 ff. See above. 3

xi 501.
4
See Book x.
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carried the wall, Idomeneus was active in the de

fence1. Now in Book xi the story of the critical

day is carried up to the very last point to which the

taking of the wall, if it is to come in, can be deferred,
— indeed rather beyond that point. To the taking

therefore, and the fights within the wall, we here

proceed2, discarding necessarily the abstention of

Idomeneus, and therefore the whole of his mutiny.

It is likely that this necessity was rather agree

able than otherwise to the makers of the harmony, if

(as we have every reason to think) they were those

who collected and arranged the Athenian Homer of

the sixth century. The purpose of that collection

was educational, and in Athens at all events,

even at a much later date, Homer was popularly

esteemed as an instructor in war, useful in forming
the minds and morals of warriors. For this purpose,

self-will and insubordination (it might be thought)

were quite sufficiently represented in the story by
the case of Achilles. We need not suppose, and

I do not, that the harmonists, believing the revolt

of Idomeneus to be true, suppressed it on moral

grounds. As historians, which in their way and

according to their powers they were, they had

reason, upon a balance of authorities, to think it

apocryphal. But the belief was probably welcome.

Nevertheless, the episode, as a development

of the plot, was well-imagined. It is likely that

Achilles would not lack imitators, and the spread of

disloyalty was an effective addition to the discomfi-

1
xn 1 17.

3 Book xn and the bulk of xm, xiv, xv.
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ture of Agamemnon and his army. And the author,

whether Homer or another1, was a great artist.

The
reconciliation2

is a masterly bit of drama, and

there is more of the same kind, as well as other

merits, in Book x. The loss of the episode is

among the most regrettable of the sacrifices which

can be traced in the harmony.

We proceed to our third and last question.

Since the mutiny was suppressed, why were the

extant allusions retained ? The answer is again

simple. Because they were inseparable from other

matter, which the harmonist had neither reason nor

desire to suppress. The Doloneia proper, the night-

adventure of Diomede and Odysseus, is in no way

discredited, as matter of fact, by the rejection of the

mutiny, and it is highly interesting. But, as an

extract, when and how was the night-adventure to

begin ? A glance over the early part of Book x

will show that to this question there were but two

possible answers. Either the actual beginning (that

of Book x) must be taken, or a new preface to the

expedition must be composed. The latter way was

neither warranted by the principles of a harmony,

nor suitable perhaps to the capacity of the harmo

nists. So they took the other, and retained so much

of the introductory part as their plan would admit,

excising all mention of the revolt, and trimming the

remainder, as best they might, into a mere preface

1 We have remarked, in the preceding essay, that variant

versions do not necessarily presume difference of hands.
2
xm 240-294.
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for the expedition. The omissions here must be

very large, not less perhaps than the bulk retained.

The errand of Diomede is cut off (after v. 178), to

suppress the refusal of Meges. And at v. 180,

where the existing story leaps abruptly to the guard-

post, a huge cut has swept away the whole errand

of Menelaus : his coming to the quarters of Aias and

Idomeneus, their reception of him, the arrival of

Agamemnon, the quarrel of the kings and mutiny

of the Cretan ; the report of this disaster, by the

royal brothers and Aias, to Nestor at the guard-post;

the behaviour of Meriones at this crisis, and the

arrangements leading to the council. This is the

least extent of the excisions, which may of course be

greater. But of insertion, on the other hand, there is,

as in a harmony there should be, the bare minimum,

and indeed less. The indispensable requirement

for joining the ends was to get Menelaus (and his

supposed companions) to the guard-post ; he must

be ordered to bring them there. This, as we saw, is

effected, with discreet audacity, by a couplet in which

Agamemnon tells Nestor (what is simply not true)

that he has given such an order :
"

But let us be going ;

and them shall we find before the gates, among the

sentinels, for that is where I bade them assemble
"

:

dXX'

"optv Kiivovi Si Kix>]0-6pe8a irpo irvXauiv

«Y
<pvXaKto-o- ' Iva yap o-<f>w iwi<f>pao^>v Tjyepe8co~8ai .

1
x 126-127, where see commentaries. It will be observed

that the couplet is not only unnecessary to the context, but inter

rupts it. Nestor (v. 129) replies to what precedes the couplet

(vr: 120-125), including perhaps a verse or two in the sense of

vr: 67-71. This would explain ovtu>s in v. 129.
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Even this couplet, we may suspect, is rather a mosaic

than an original composition. The extraordinary

syntax of the last clause (Iva) is just what might

be produced by the misapplication of a fragment.

Similarly, at the great cut, one verse replaces the

errand of Diomede to Aias and Meges, and the next

transports all parties, with judicious vagueness of

designation, to the guard-post :

"And he (Diomede) went his way, and roused the others from

their place, and brought them
"
:

fir)
8'

JeVat, tovs
8'

evOev avaomjo-as dyev tjpws1-

followed by
"
Now when they had come among the assembled

sentinels..."

ol ore Si; <pvXdiceo-o-iv ev dypop.evourw ep-ixOev...*

This last (as has been noted by those who

certainly had no notion of making evidence for

me) is borrowed from in 209,

dXX'

ore S77 Tpweo-o-w ev dypop.evoioTiv epuxOev,

and the borrowing is not happy, for the description
"assembled"

is proper in the original place, but

here improper and insignificant. V. 1 95 too, 'Apyeiav

fiao-Lkijes, oo~oi KeKXtjaTo fiovkrjv, is not from the

author. But a few such verses are the sole composi

tion, if such they can be called, inserted in this

place by the revisers.

1
v. 179.

2
v. 180, where see Leaf's note. In v. 181 note ovSe p.ev,

which, in the present connexion of the verse, is surely incorrect

It looks as if the reviser really meant v. 180 for an independent

sentence, using ore Stf for in due course, presently,—as in v. 127 Iva

is practically made to mean there.
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It is an interesting point to remark, that the

remodeller, not the original composer, is responsible

for the strange device, often noted with blame, of

summoning a council for consultation outside the

camp. In the original story, the assembly there

was not planned by any one, but arose from a

series of accidents. Agamemnon sends Nestor to

visit and stimulate the guards; Nestor insists on

being supported by others, whom he summons for

the purpose; meanwhile Agamemnon's own busi

ness, the consultation of Aias and Idomeneus at their

quarters, ends in a quarrel and an ignominious

failure. Nothing is left to him then but to join

Nestor and his party, bringing with him Menelaus

and the obedient Aias. That is a very different

thing (far more natural and intelligible) from a

deliberate arrangement to hold a council at the

guard-post. This the remodeller devised, as the

only way to retain this part of the story and yet

to suppress all the incidents for the sake of which it

was originally contrived.

The result is a narrative in which plainly some

thing is amiss, though the nature of the defect could

not have been suspected, had not the other end of

the story been preserved in Book xm. Here the

same causes have worked, but in conditions less

favourable to the product. It was natural, in the

story of the revolt, that the repentant mutineer

should redeem his fault by signal exertions. Hence

the Aristeia of Idomeneus.
This indeed, as a battle-

piece, may conceivably have existed before the

v. e. 16
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composition of the mutiny-episode, and have been

adopted by the author of that episode. We shall

so believe, if we think, with some, that the language

of Book x marks an authorship distinct from

any other part of the
Iliad. But this question we

may leave untouched. The exertions of Idomeneus,

the Aristeia, might in point of fact have occurred

without the mutiny, and, so far, were admissible to

the harmonistic collection. There was not indeed

in it any proper place for the piece. It is not really

possible, as attentive readers have long ago observed,
that the Aristeia of Idomeneus should take place in

the camp. But a harmonist cannot afford to main

tain a high standard of possibility. And, to say the

truth, the distension of the framework, in this part

of the Iliad, is so enormous, that the importation of

a fight or two is a trifle. If all the fighting at and

within the wall was to be intercalated within the

errand of Patroclus1, it made little difference, in

respect of harmony, if the Aristeia were intercalated

in the intercalation, as accordingly it was. But

there was this difficulty. The effect of the scene

depends wholly upon the entrance of Idomeneus in

the midst of the battle. That is the very purpose

of it. The result of transferring it to a narrative,

which did not recognize Idomeneus as absent, was

inevitably what we see,—a cut, deep and conspicuous,
at the point where we enter on the business of

bringing Idomeneus back2.

1 See above p. 200. 2
xm 206.
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Whether the operation might have been per

formed more artistically, we cannot judge. It has

in fact been performed with scarcely a pretence of

art, and so that what follows the cut, to the extent

of near 100 verses', is all more or less unintelligible.

How this came about, we may still in part at least

discern. The return of Idomeneus contained a

scene, in which he was rebuked and exhorted by
Poseidon2. Now according to the narrative of the

fight within the wall, it was Poseidon who, when

the wall was lost, reanimated the resistance of the

Greeks3. Here was a possible link of connexion ;

which however could not be used, unless in the

return of Idomeneus were included his interview

with Poseidon. And although the ensuing dialogue

with
Meriones'

has, in the present connexion, no

point or even meaning, it is yet inseparable both from

the sequel and from an earlier passage of the episode8,

so that, if dropped, it must have been replaced

by an original composition upon similar lines. In

short, the problem here attempted by the harmonist

—to retain the Aristeia and efface all trace of the

mutiny
—was insoluble ; nor need we suppose him

unaware that his product was not flawless. By

straining a point, he enriched his collection with the

Aristeia, expecting doubtless that auditors, at the

Panathenaea and elsewhere, would be carried over

the rocky places by the volume and force of the

stream.

1
xm 206-294.

'

xm 210-238.

4
xm 239-294.

*
xm 155-168.

16—2
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And in this expectation, as the experience of

ages has proved, the harmonist was abundantly

justified. None will deny this, or is in the least

concerned to deny it. Nor on the other hand will

any prudent man deny, what was observed as soon as

there was any one to make such observations,
—that

the return of Idomeneus in Book xin of our Iliad

was never composed, as it stands, for the place in

which we find it. But with this observation we

enter at once upon a track which will carry us far.

I have endeavoured to show where it leads.



RHYME AND REASON

IN THE DIALOGUE OF ATTIC TRAGEDY.

"

Do you
know,"

says the drunken Heracles of

the Alcestis, when he lectures on the duty of cheer

fulness the poor serving-man who mourns for his

mistress, "do you know the conditions of mortality ?

Doubtless not ; how should you ? Now listen to

me. Death is the debt of all mankind, and never a

mortal hath assurance that he will live through the

coming morrow. For the term of fate is dark, and

the way of it not to be taught or comprehended by
skill. Having then listened to this lesson of mine,

cheer up, and
drink..."

etc., etc.

rd Ovr/rd oTSas rfv e\ei <f>vo-tv;

olpai piv
oiT-

irodtv ydp; ipov.

fiporois airaa-i Kardavelv o^ctX«rai

kovk iart Ovrjrwv oorw tforioroTai

rijv avpiov piXXovouv ci
/Juoo-CTai-

to rrji rvxV'' f^P d<f>avis ol
irpofjrjo-

«tat,

K&trr ov o'dtaicrbv dXio-K€Tai...rcxvT]-

ravr ovv aKowra? xai pa8u>v ipov irdpa,

tvifapaive o-avrov, iriK*1.

1 Ale. 780 ff. Why aXio-Kerai is marked, will appear when we

return to this passage in conclusion.
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Listen to me, says the drunken Heracles, and

Having listened to me, says he. But it is of no use.

Clatter as he may, we do not hear him with our

ears. The habit of silent reading has made us

slow to catch the sound of what is written. And

moreover, used to language and poetry constructed

on principles not merely different from the Greek

but diametrically opposed, our attention, even if

given to the sound, brings us no natural and instinc

tive report. To logic, rhetoric, pathos, we are alive ;

and upon these heads the tragic poets are criticized

minutely; but as to noise, we will not notice it, not

even if we are bidden and bidden again. Commen

taries on the Alcestis, scrupulous about othermatters,

pass in silence this jabber of Heracles, though it is a

phenomenon more startling, in Euripides, than any

vagary of syntax, and strongly illuminates the charac

ter of the personage and the tone of the scene,

The five verses, to which Euripides invites the

attention of our ears, are elaborately rhymed, that

is to say, they are ugly, offensive, and comic.

Of rhyme as we conceive it, and as our language

admits it, rhyme as a harmonious decoration and

pleasing method ofemphasis, Greek is by its structure

hardly capable. Assonance, if used in Greek, must

fall chiefly upon mere formative elements, inflexions,

suffixes, etc. ; and nothing could be more futile than

to throw a metrical stress upon the fact that an ad

jective agrees with its noun, or that two adjacent

clauses are both in the same tense. But indifference

to rhyme, in verse built on the Greek principle of
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strict musical measure, is a thing impossible. The

repetition of the same sound at regular intervals, if

the sound have any considerable volume or the

repetition any considerable extent, must be percep

tible ; and it must either please or displease. In

Greek the effect was necessarily uncouth, and rhyme

therefore, generally speaking, was of service only to

the artist in grotesque. To him it was invaluable.

Aristophanes revels in it, and gets from it many

of his broadest effects. Such for example is the

description, in the Acharnians1, of the clamour and

bustle over the despatch of a naval expedition. This

is how the grumbler vents his spleen :

771/

8'

av 77 7rdXis TrXc'a

dopv/iuv o-Tpartuiriov irepl rpn)pdp\ov /3ot/s,

pio-8ov Si&opivov, TlaXXaSiuiv xPt"ro,'Hl'v"'vi

orods OTfi>axovo~r]<;, (jltlwv pfrpovplvav,

do-Kwv, rpoTrtoTTjpttti', Kaooi", ajrou^i^viov,

CKopoSaii', iXauli; Kpoppvwv iv Siktvois,

OTt<$)dvu>v, TpixiScov, avXrjrptSiov, inrumiav,

to vtwpiov

8'

ail Konriutv 7rXaTov(i<vo>v,

TrXmr i//o<pou'iT<oi', 8a\apiu>v TpoTrovpivuv,

avXiPir KfXtvo-Tujr, viyXdpuv, crvptypara v.

THIT <!(<} OTt a r copaTe.

And to the like tune, with single and double asso

nance, goes another grumble over the unpunctuality

of the Assembly':

Ktir rirciSar u> povo<;,

artiui, Ki^ijva, o-KopSivuipai, fl-ep8o|iai,

iiropw, ypd<j>u), irapariXXopai, Xoyi'£o)iai,

an-o/3X«Vu»>'

t? rbv dypoi; elpip-r]'; epiv,

o-TvyuJi' pit- do-rv, rbv
8*

ipbv &i}pj}v iroBuv,

1
vv. 545 ff.

2 Acharn. 29.
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and so on. This again describes a student, whose

studies are made impossible by the vermin of a dirty
school1:

diroXXvpai SeiAatos-
eK tov o-KipiroSos

oaKvovcrl e^tpirovTes ot YLopivOtm ,

Kal ras irXevpds SapBdvrova-iv

Kal rrjv v/vxVv emrivoiMriv

Kal rovs opxtlS *$e\Kova-iv

Kal rbv irpioKrov Biopvrrovviv

(cot p. aTroXovariv.

It is needless to accumulate examples, for almost

any scene of Aristophanes will supply
illustrations3

of the ugly effect produced, in a language like

Greek, by metre which hammers upon the termina

tions, an effect generally reserved, even in comedy,

for situations, emotions, expressions peculiarly dis

agreeable and unpleasant. For that purpose, an

assonance of more than one syllable is the more

easily made effective ; but even the single rhyme is

treated as offensive, whenever it becomes noticeable.

An amusing passage in the Knights*, representing
a contest of loudness between the demagogue Cleon

and his enemies the Chorus, depends chiefly for its

point upon the symmetrical combination of double

and single rhymes. The bawling-match developes

into a sort of hideous stanza, in which the two

1
Clouds 709. *

Kopets, bugs.
8 Ach. 30 foil., 180, 199, 356, 547 foil., 595 foil., 878 foil.,

1003 foil.; Knights 81, in, 269-276, 372 foil., 1154 foil.,
1377 foil.; Clouds 64, 77, 126 foil., 494 foil., 710 foil., 1428,

1456, 1504.

4
266 foil.
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parties roar -at and -ei at one another till the stronger

wins :

KAEON. (vvfiriKturff vpxis; cy<o 8', cupSpct, Si vpds nnrrofiai

Sri Xiyeiv yvwptjv tpuXXov <os Sucaiov tv 7roXfi

urro.i'at pvrjpiiov vpMV io-riv avSpeias \dpiy.

XOP02. a>s 0 dXa^iav, «5s Si pdo-0Xr)f cTS<s or virtp^iToi

uxriripei yipovras f]pd% KaKKo/JoAiKCvtTai;

aXA tap ravr-Q ye viko, tovttjI irfirXT^rai,

iji<

8'

vjtockXi'i^j ye Stvpi, to oxcXof Kvprj^do-ti.

KA. <« 7rdXi? xai 8^//, oiW Orjpiiov yaarpt^opai..

XO. «ai KeKpayas, ujawip act T»/V irdXii' «caTao-rp«<pfi.

KA. iyoi o-« tjj /Jo?j TavTj; yt vp&ra Tp«'i//o(iau

XO. cai/ p.€i<
toVSc1

cucaf tjj /3otj, n?V«XXos ft.
—

■qv

S'

avaiStia yrapiX&g o"', ijpiTtpos 6 Trupa/iovs.

When comedy and satire used rhyme in such a

spirit and for such a purpose as this, the composers of

dignified drama could have but one rule about it,—to

shun it like a poison. And such is in fact the general

practice in tragic dialogue, where rhyme, perceptible

rhyme, is rare almost to non-existence. Between our

three extant poets there is no substantial difference

about this. Of a single syllable indeed they are habit

ually not observant. A single repetition of -ov or -at,

or even of -tou or -rai, could hardly attract attention,
unless attention were specially called to it3. And

though it would not be true to say that such asso

nance, a final assonance of one syllable, was never

used in tragedy with purpose, yet pairs of this kind

occur not seldom, and sometimes more than a pair,

where evidently the composer is unaware of the fact

or indifferent. But perceptible rhyme is taboo; and

1 The sausage-seller, as rival demagogue.

5
As in Soph. Track. 787 ; see below, p. 251.
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since the assonance of more than one syllable is

likely to be perceptible, it is avoided. Aeschylus

and Sophocles give about 2-3 such assonances in

a play, Euripides not much more ; and these are

limited to a single repetition, a single pair of verses.

Beyond this, in the way of rhyme, the tragic poets,

so long as they mean to be tragic, will not go.

Now the mere rarity of the thing, proving dislike

and scruple, would suggest that, when it does occur,

it is calculated for some purpose ; and inspection

soon makes this certain. The fact that Medea,

distinguished in this (I think) from all other speakers

in tragedy, thrice closes a speech upon a couplet

with double assonance1, would alone show that Euri

pides could use such assonance with intention, and

therefore probably does so use it, when he admits it

at all. But as to the nature of the purpose, an

English reader, who has not examined the facts, is

likely to be mistaken. It is natural for us to take

such a final couplet, if we observe it, as a sort of

decorative and harmonious close, like those of the

Elizabethan dramatists. But this conception is the

reverse of the Euripidean ; violence, roughness, dis

harmony are the qualities which Euripides attributed

to such an assonance, and the rhymes of Medea are

not a chord but a scream.

All the double
rhymes2

in the dialogue of tragedy,

if we ignore a few cases possibly negligent, are

'
Med. 314, 408, 757.

2
I do not count as rhyme the repetition of the same word

(e.g. Eur. Med. 925). The effect of this is quite different from

mere assonance.
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accounted for by the principle, that the sound, to

Athenians, was harsh, sharp, and unmusical—a

wound to the ear.

We will notice first some places—from the

nature of the case not many
—where the disagree

able quality of the sound expressly illustrates the

context. Thus Odysseus, when he complains that

the horrid noise of the agonized Philoctetes made

decent life impossible for his comrades in camp,

explains himself to the ear by an assonance :

ot ovre Xoifirj'i r/puv, ovt( Svparmv

iraprjv cici^Xois rrpoo-diytiv, a'XX a'yplats

del 7rav arpaToVtSoi' $uo~<pi;/x(ais,

fiouiv,
o-revafctav1

.

One can well believe, and the practice of Sophocles

tends to show, that the sound of -icus was not

such as a delicate versifier would care to press upon

his auditor's attention. That here it is done with

purpose, becomes certain, when we find an approach

to the same effect, an assonance of one syllable,

in the
Trachiniae"

: when the cliffs echo to the

screams of the tortured Heracles, the verses echo

too :

lo-naTO ydp iri&ovSe Kal pcrdpo-ios,

fiou>v, Ivfaov aptfii

8'

eVrv7rovi'
ircrpai,

AoKptZv opt lot irpuves Eu/8ot'us t axpai.

For the like reason Admetus rhymes3, when he

insists that the repast of his visitor Heracles shall

1 Soph. Phil. 8.
3
v. 786.

'
Alcest. 548.
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not be disturbed by the lugubrious sounds of a

funeral from another part of the house :

eV Se KX-go-are

6vpa<; p.eo-avXovs' ov nperrti 6owa>p.lv6vs

xXveiv arevaypMV ovSi Av7reicr0ai £ivovs.

So also in the Phoenissae1, when the narrator, who

reports the victory of Thebes and the death of her

princes, breaks out at the close into a reverberating

wail, that "glorious should thus be

mingled with "grievous
lamentation,"

—

7ro\et

h"

oyuivcs ol p.ev evrvx^o-raroi

«|ej8r/o-av, 01 Be Svotv^co-totoi,—

the hearers, thrilled by the sound and catching sight

at the same moment of the procession which brings

home the slain, exclaim that "the lamentation is

now not audible only but visible
"

:

ovk els afcoas eri Svo-rvx^a

8<u/J,aros r/Kef irapa yap Xtvo-o-eiv

irrtapara vexpcdv.

Similar in principle, but different according to the

character and the occasion, is the rhyme of the

disgusted Polyphemus2, who finds his enslaved satyrs

dancing, and roars out his commands to stop their

noise and get to work :

Tt i o«X' AioVwros rdSe,

ov KporaXa x&Xkov rv/i/iraviav r apotyjiara.

■JTcSs ftot dvrpa veoyova /3Xao-rqp.ara;...

and so on. And for the like reason probably the

Persian in Aeschylus3, when he relates how the sea-

1
v. 1478.

2
Cyclops 204.

s
Pers. 309.
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washed corpses at Salamis, as they go to and fro,
" butt against the strength of the victorious

rocks,"

enhances the horror by a clash which seems to echo

the dunt :

01
8'

ap<j>l vrjcrov rrjv weXeioSpippova

viKuspevoi Kvpiaaov urxvpdv ^6<5va'.

Instances of this kind, where a harsh sound is

directly associated with the rhyming verse, are

necessarily few ; but they show the principle, and

account for almost all other applications of it. The

great majority fall into two classes. First, hard

ness or harshness, as a moral quality, is associated

naturally with hard and unpleasant sound, and there

fore in Greek tragedy is repeatedly illustrated by
rhyme. Stubbornness, insult, arrogance, defiance,

so speak and are so described. Secondly, mere

violence of feeling, the extremity of distress or other

emotion, is permitted to produce this disorder of

speech, but only under certain remarkable restrictions :

the application of rhyme, in this looser way, is mainly

confined to the speech of women, and the exceptions

serve only to bring out the principle of the rule.

Of the first class, a simple and compendious

specimen is found in that scene of the Prometluus,

in which the stubborn will of the hero meets and

defies that of his persecutor represented by Hermes.

Prometheus strikes the note :

^XiSu!; xXtS<u»ras <L&€ tow Ipovs i-yoj

IxOpoix: iSoipc ko.1 o~i S iv tov'tois X<y".

' There is evidence, as we shall see, that a difference of tonic

accent did not save an assonance from objection.
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Hermes enforces his warning in the same way:

Trpbs ravra
/3ovXev-

o>s

6S'

ov ireirXafrvivos

6 ko'/xitos, dXXd Kal Xiav elprjaivos.

And finally the Chorus, who would fain save Prome

theus from himself, repeat the counsel of Hermes

with the same minatory emphasis :

iqpw p-iv 'Eppvijs ovk aKaipa cfaaiverai

Xeyeiv dvutye ydp ae rrjv av8aSla.v

p.e6evr ipevvdv rrjv ao<prjv evfiovXlav1.

Sophocles gives the like tone to each of the

arrogant and tyrannical brother-kings of the Aias,

both to Menelaus,

Kal p-rj SoKwp.ev Spuwres av r}S<if.t6a

ovk dvririo-eiv au0is av Xvrr<i\i.e9a,

and to Agamemnon,

ei rovs SiKrj viKu>vra<s eij<i>6r]0-bp.ev

Kal toiis oirurOev es to irpoo-8ev a£o|iev.

And Teucer, thus provoked, barbs his insulting
defiance of them with the same sharp note :

clvtos 8e pvqrpbs e£e<pvi Kp?jo-o-7;s, e<f> y

Xa/3div eiraKTOv 6 (pnwas irarrjp

i<pfJKev tXXois Ix^vo-iv Sia<f>8opav.

toiovtos <5v oveiSi'^cis OTropdv2;

Euripides gives it twice to Theseus transported by
rage beyond the control of reason and overbearing

the remonstrance of his innocent son3, and twice to

the Pentheus of the
Bacchae4,

in his reckless and

1
P. V. 972, 1030, 1037 (see 1034-5).

2 Aias 1085, 1248, 1295.

s
Hipp. 917, 937.

4
w. 459, 642.
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obstinate wrath against the preacher of the
new-

religion. Peleus comes very near to an assonance,

when he scolds Menelaus in the
Andromache1

,
and

Menelaus, goading him to fury, drives home his

retort with a final couplet8:

yjv
8"

6£v0vpfi<t, crdi piv rj yX<oo-o-aXy(a

peifcutv, ipoi rte KfpSos rj Trpopr)8(a.

King Agamemnon in Aeschylus opens with a

couplet the haughty and unfeeling speech which so

fitly precedes his fall',

irpwrov pi.v Apyos Kat 8eovt; <y^cj>p£o\ps

SlKT] Trpoaifwiiv, T(Jl'5 ipo\ p.«TaiT<OV5

voo-tov, . . .

offensive alike to sentiment and ear. In the Euri-

pidean Orestes, both the criminal pair, both
Electra'

and her brother', give vent in this way to the

passions by which they are destroyed ; and their

fierceness finds an echo in the furious partizan

who relates their condemnation to death*. The

Sophoclean Aias means to assume the tone of

softness and submission, when he says,

dwav8'

b paKpbs Kdvapi8pr)TOS \ptiio?

0L€t T a6rj\a Kai tpavtvra
Kpvirrtrai-

kovk io-r aeXirrov oiSiv, aXicrK«Toi

\u! Scuos opKOS \al 7r«piO"K«Xei9 4>pei «'.

But the harsh sounds warn us that the
"

hard mind
"

is there. And so in the Oedipus at Colonus, when

1
v. 010.

2
v. 689.

3
Agam. 810.

*
v- 55-

*
v- S67.

8
:■; : 928, 945.

7
Ai. 646.
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Polynices would propitiate his father by the appear

ance of humility, his speech bewrays him :

Tt o-iyas;

(fxovr/o-ov, <3 irarep, ie p.rj p. a7rooTpa<pgs.

avrapeifiei ovhev; dXX dripdo-as

Triplets avavSos, a pvyvieis (ppda-as1;

Close to the surface here is the temper which

belongs to the man by name and nature, and which

presently breaks out again when he speaks of his

brother's usurpation2. We are prepared to see such

a speaker repel the pleading of his sister, and rush,

self-condemned, to his fate. Harshness, intentional

or involuntary, the harshness and hardness of pride,

defiance, or anger, is the common note of these

speakers and of others3.

Similar, and indeed scarcely distinguishable, are

those cases (we have cited one already4), in which

extravagance of this kind, though not itself expressed

by assonance, is noted and condemned by assonant,

and therefore offensive, comment on the part of

the observer,
—an unpleasant echo. We have a

simple case in the Phoenissae*, where Eteocles, the

brother and counterpart of Polynices, is vainly

admonished not to despise a formidable invader.

The headstrong youth replies with contempt, and

promises soon to carry the war into the

country. "So I
hope,"

says the monitor, "but I see

1 O.C. 1271. 2 ib. 1294.

a
Aesch. Suppl. 946, Eur. Ale. 63 1, 771, Iph. A. 954, Andr. 435,

Hec. 326.

4 Aesch. P. V. 1037. "
v. 718.
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many difficulties"; and he clinches the reproof by a
rhyme :

ET. 8dpo-€f rdx avru>v ireSiov ip.irXrjo-<o <f>6vov.

KP. OeXoip. av cLXAa rovff 6p<3 iroXAov 7r<Svov.

Similarly the Chorus of the
Agamemnon"

mark

and condemn the fury of Clytaemnestra against

Cassandra,

KA. ov fir)v irXeio aTipacrOTJaopai.

XO. iyio S', i-TTOiKTeipm yap, ov tivpuxrofiai,—

and so also the prudent worshipper of Aphrodite

rebukes the presumption of Hippolytus,

III. ou8<(9 dpio-Kei vvkti davpAorbs 8t&v.

©E. ripdio-iv, w iral, Saipoviuv \prjtrdai
xptmv2

And the old friend of Admetus betrays similar

irritation in protesting against the futile attempts

of the king to explain and justify his behaviour in

the reception of Heracles :

AA. ...auTos

8'

dpi'o-Tov tov8« rvyxdvio £ci>ov,

Srav irep "Apyovs Sitpiav cX8u> x#4va.

XO. iriSs ovv (Kpirrrre1; rbv rrapovra Saipova,
<f>i\ov /xoXovtos aVSpds, a!s avTOS Xeyeis';

1
V. 1068.

a Eur. Hipp. 106. This identical rhyme (0c<3», XP(^V) occurs

in two other places (Aesch. Supp. 502, Eur. Heraclidae 587), a

strong indication that in all three places it is intentional. The

others are noticed below.

8 Alcestis 559. In this class we should include Bacch. 951,

where the bacchant rhymes in his mocking protest against the

mad vaunts of Pentheus. The case is somewhat different, as here

both rhymes belong to the speech of the protester ; but the reason

of the cacophony is essentially the same.

v. k. 17
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In all these the point lies in the
offensive sound of

the echo.

This use of rhyme, the
offensive use, is the only

one which in the dialogue of tragedy is generally

admitted, admitted for all speakers without dis

tinction. All kinds of persons speak in verses with

final assonance, when their speech is meant to hurt,

or plainly has that effect. But a different and

special treatment is applied to the emotions of

women. In the case of women, but generally

speaking in their case only, mere distress, mere

agitation, if sufficiently violent, is held by the poets

to be appropriately marked by such assonance. The

fact is certain, and proved by a list of examples from

every part of our collection. They are so simple,

that it will suffice to quote a few, and to indicate

the remainder by reference.

Queen Atossa, scared by her dream, and flying
for advice to her councillors, concludes her appeal

with a couplet :—

srpos rd8', o>s ovrws ixovrmv rwvSe, o-vp./$ovXoi Xoyov

rovoe p.oi yevecrOe, TTepaai, yrjpaXea
Trio-TanLara-

iravra yap Ta KeSv iv ip.iv io-ri p.01 fiovXevfLara. .

Nor does the distressful repetition fail to strike the

auditors ; for they answer, "Be assured, O Queen,

that, so far as we had the power, thou should'st not

bid us twice.
"

The wail ofAtossa for the disaster of Salamis is

1

Pers. 170.
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rhymed to an extent hardly known in tragedy proper,
rhymed almost on a

system1

:

Z o-rvyvi Saipov, <us tyevcras <j>pcv&v

Hepcraf iriKpav Si 7rais epos ripuipiav

kXuvuiv 'A8r)v<j>v rpipe, kovk
aTrrjpKtTtv2

ovs irpoo-Be MapaOtov fiapfidpHtv dwioXto-tv

oiv AvTiiroiva irals fyuta rrpd£eiv Sok&v

too"6V8« irXrjOos TntpuaTiov iireo-iraa-tv.

In such a sequence as this, even the single rhymes

on -o>v would not be lost.

So also the horror of the gentle Danaid, divided

between duty to father and husband, is reflected in

the assonance of

plav Si jrat'8(i>v ipepot diX^ei rb pi)

KTiivai £wevvov, drrap.fiXvv8r) <r tTat.

yviaprjv, Svotv Si Odrtpov /3ovXr}a,trai

kXviiv dVaXicis paXXov ij p.iai<f>ovos ,

So also speak in extreme distress the women of

Sophocles :

tyi'WKa yap Sr) <pu>Tos r)irarT\\Livi\

Kal r!j<; 7raXaias xaP'T0S «K|8</JXT||Wvt].

olpoi, ti Spacru), reKVOv*;

and the women of Euripides :

Kal vvv <pcpovo~d o"oi veovs r)K<o Xoyovs,

<po'j3tf> piv, el tis 8to-7roT<3r alo-8rjo-erai,

oiKTif Si Tip
cru>- Stifd yap jSovXcvcrai

Mevc'Xaos i<! o-e irais t*°.

1 Pers. 472.

'

airrjPKto-e(v), Cod. Med., is right The later mss. change it to

AmjpKto-av, to suit the plural ovV But the slaughter of Marathon,

regarded as a quantity, is not a plural idea.

'

P. V 865.
* Ai. 807.

s

Andr. 60.

17
—2
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The agony of Eurydice1,

vrrria Se KXivopai

8cib-ao-a irpbs Sp\u>aun »cairo7rXijo-o"o|iai,

and of Deianira2, the furious agony of Phaedra3,

the frantic
entreaties4

and loathing
insinuations"

of

Hecuba, all raise the same sharp note. Megara so

cries in
despair"

to her lost Heracles,

o-ol toS', "HpdicAeis, X^yw

6vr]o-Kei Trarrjp o-os Kal reKv, 5XXvp.ai 8 l-yci,

and again at the sight of her husband, in a revulsion

of such joy as is not distinguishable from pain,

eoriv ov yfjs vepOev £icnjKovo(i.cv,

el ptj y oveipov ev <ftdei ri Xcvcro"o|»,6vs.

And the Sophoclean Deianira in similar circum

stances does exactly the same7. The Euripidean

Electra so expresses the horror of expectation with

which she watches the approach of her doomed

mother8. Macaria so expresses the passion of a

martyr9. The maid in the Alcestis so weeps over

the sacrifice of her mistress10. The assonant verses

1 Antig. 1 188.

2 Trach. 907
—

914; note that the narrator is also a woman.
3

Hipp. 727. ' Hec. 289. 6 ib. 825.

6 Heracles 491, 516.
7 Trach. 232.

8 Eur. Electra 965. The value of the assonance here makes it

probable that nothing is lost (as some have supposed) between this

verse and the next. There is merely a pause. See Murray's text.
9
Heraclidae 587.

10 Ale. 161. See also Iph. A. 1443, Helena 786. Helena

1387 would prima facie be included here, but will be considered

separately. None of these (I think) are negligent.
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which in the
Bacchae1

describe how the possessed

women tear live animals to pieces—

aXXat Ac SapdXas Si«f>6p<tw o-irapdypaa-iv

eTSes
8'

dp rj rj Sixr/Xov ipfio.tr iv

pirrroptv dV<i> re Kal «a™. ...

reflect perhaps the fierceness of the bacchants rather

than the horror of the narrator.

But it is the passions of Medea, fierce, hard, and

intensely feminine, which find in this form most

conspicuous expression. Not only has she four

couplets to her name", a list hardly to be matched,

but three of these are so placed, at the close of a

speech or scene, that they cannot but catch the ear.

The purpose manifestly is, little as our habits of

language would suggest it, to stamp the temper of

Medea as something almost exceeding, in violence

and discord, the limits of harmonious representation.

Precisely why the tragic poets of Athens thus

habitually assigned this little note of sharpness and

disharmony to feminine emotion, is a question which,

at this wide interval of time, space, and manners, we

can hardly with prudence pretend to answer. But

neither do I find the fact surprising. It seems to me

consistent with Attic views both of women and of art

- To masculine speakers, assonant verses, as a sign

merely of violent emotion, are very rarely permitted,

and the exceptions are significant. Assonant verses

were, on Attic principles, something harsh, inhar

monious, improper. Male speakers rhyme when

1
v. 739.

' Med. 256, 314, 408, 757.
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they wilfully transgress harmony, women in all

kinds of painful or violent emotion, apparently

because (in the Attic view) they were, in such

circumstances, always liable to transgress harmony.

And the few males who imitate them are those from

whom, in their state or position, control could not

be expected. It is not surprising that a man should

so speak, when he has but just recovered from a fit

of homicidal mania, and his half-sane mind is tottering
on the verge of another

collapse1

;

<pep ',
dXX'

es aXXrjv Srj rev bpprjo-10 rroXiv

VTropXeirtop.eff a>s €yv(DO-p.evoi,

yAcoo"o-?7S 7riKpots Kevrpoicri
KXrjSovxovaevoi-

'

oix ovtos 6 Aids, os t£kv eKreivev rrore

Sdpjxprd —

Nor is it surprising, though instructive, to observe

that this same Heracles utters the like note in an

earlier scene2,

aXX ei bp^aprelr, <3 reicv, h S6piovs rrarpi-

KaXXioves rap cmtoSoi tojv €^d8<ov

Trapeunv vp.lv dXXd Odpo-os lo-^eTt

/cat vapar oo-o-mv p.r)Ker e£aviere.—

a scene in which his violent behaviour foreshows

and almost anticipates the approaching outbreak of

his disorder3.

Two decrepit men, in both of whom the effort

to surpass the strength and capacity of nature is

carried up to, if not over, the verge of the ridiculous',

betray by assonance that, in pain, their feelings are

Heracles 1286, and ib. 1362. 2
Heracles 622.

3
See Four Plays ofEuripides, pp. 156 ff.

4
See Heraclidae 680—747, Bacch. 170—369.
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not under masculine control. In the Cadmus of the

Bacchae this is made especially conspicuous ; for he

enters with a couplet, when he brings from the

mountain the mangled remains of his grandson1:

iireo-Be poi cptpoirts dOXiov (36.poi

Tleidtw;, irrto-Oe, irpooiroXoi, Sopiay irdpos.

The effect is much the same as when later, in a

scene of lamentation, an assonant couplet is divided

between the old man and a woman2. For the like

reason doubtless the aged Iolaus of the Heraclidac

twice rhymes at a critical and agitating moment,

once in his first appeal to the protection of Athens,

and again when the self-devoted Macaria offers to

die for the
family8

:

aur^vvopai

Tots crdis Xoyoio-i, tjj rvxy 8 a'Xyvvo(ioi.

A couplet is divided between Orestes and

Pylades, when, arriving at the Tauric temple, they

first discover, from its
blood)-

decorations, the

hideous peril of their plan to plunder
it4

:

OP. ...dXXd irplv Oaveiv, veciis C7ri

<f>evyiiiptv, rjirep

Sevp'

ii'avoToXrjo-a\nv .

11Y. tftevyttv piv ovk avtKrov. oi'tV ctaj^a)icv . . .

i aov 8 aVaXXaYyOTf Kpv\jtwpev Se/ias...

If this is not negligent—and it is not likely to be—

it marks the sharpness of a fear that is almost beyond

control.

Slaves and other servants, both male and female,

under great excitement use assonance in several

1
Batch, in 6.

*
Batch. 1361. But this may be negligent.

' Heraclidac 92, 541.
' Iph. T. 102.
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places1, as we should expect. Control and propriety

are not expected of them. We may wonder rather

that the Nurse in the Choephori does not rhyme ;

but her part is so short as to give little opportunity.

One speaker, I must say, shows a tendency in

this direction, for which I cannot account,
—the

young temple-minister Ion, who rhymes no less

than four times, and upon occasions which, judged

by the general practice, are inadequate2. The repe

tition seems to forbid the supposition of negligence,

and so does the fact that two of the rhymes are

made upon the same word (KeKTrjpevos), as if the

later situation had in some way recalled the former.

But I have found no explanation which satisfies me ;

and negligence is of course conceivable.

Exceptional also, but showing clearly with what

consciousness and care these assonances were dis

posed by the Athenian artists, is the fact that

Sophocles twice introduces one at the critical point

of a narrative. The breaking out of the fiery poison

in the robe sent by Deianira to Heracles (the shirt

of Nessus) is related thus :

Kai TrpdSra p.ev Sct'Aaios IXeia <f>pevl

/cocr/xu) re ^atpaiv Kal oroXjJ
KarrjvxtT0'

o7T0>s Si o-ep.vmv opyttov eSaiero

<pXb£ alp.arrjpd KaVo irtetpas Spvds,
iSpcus dvyei xpam Kal irpoo-irTVo-o-erai

irXevpalo-iv apriKoXXos, toore tektovos,

Xtiw airav kot dpOpov*.

1 Agam. 31, 511, Antig. 272, Ion 1106 (entrance couplet),

Med. 4, 46, 72. Some of these may be negligent.
2
Ion 322, 430, 590, 641.

s
Trach. 763.
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The rhyme here one would naturally take to be

involuntary and negligent ; but it certainly is not,

for in the relation of the death of Oedipus at

Colonus, the mysterious disappearance of the trans

lated hero is heralded by the same artifice of

sound1,
—two instances, be it remembered, out of

a score in all the plays of Sophocles together. The

precise effect intended we can hardly define or

appreciate ; but it must be some sort of prick to

the ear. Euripides too uses the same device in

relating how the bride of Jason was devoured by
the poisoned robes of Medea2, a parallel so close to

the passage from the Trachiniae, that we may count

it among the traces of Euripidean influence in that

play.

There is one passage of Aeschylus, which,

though not exhibiting any perfect assonance, can

not be omitted here, being from our point of view

most remarkable, and in tragedy perhaps unique.

If there is any feeling, to the expression of which

a trick of sound, essentially disagreeable, should

seem appropriate, it is perplexity and indecision.

The condition is irritating, both to feel and to see ;

and it is not dignified. The comic stage loves to

exhibit it ; and, as we might expect, on the comic

stage of Athens it had all the advantage, or dis

advantage, of rhyme. Strepsiades in the Clouds,

1 O. C. 1647.

3 Med. 1 1 84. This point is in favour of the variant reading

r)yeiptTo. Note that the assonant syllables (-ero) are the same as

in Soph. Trach. I.e.
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when, deserted by his son, he debates the question

of submitting himself to the
discipline of the sophists,

rhymes almost without pause for seven lines on end,

in six lines out of the seven :

aXX eyi) p.evroi ireo-utv ye Keio-opai,

ev£dp.evo<; roto-w deols SiSa^ojiai

avros paSlZfov « to (ppovrio-rrjpiov.
—

ircos ovv yipmv <3v KaTriXtjo-piav Kai ppaovs

Xoywv aKpijiwv o-^ii/SaXdpvovs p-aOrjo-opai;
—

irryreov. ri ravr eyu>v o"Tpayyevo|iai,
dXX'

oixi kotttq) rr)v Ovpav ; irai, iratSCov1.

The effect is incompatible with dignity, and in

tragedy I have found no parallel. But the King of

Argos in the Aeschylean Suppliants, in pondering

on a painful choice, comes nearer to the tones of

Strepsiades than might be
expected2

:

Kal yXtSao-a ro^evo-aaa pi) rd Kaipia, ...

yevoiro ptvOov p.v6os av 6eXKTqpioss...

dXyeivd 6vp.ov Kapra Kivr/rrjpia...—

ojtws 8 op.aipov alpa pvrj yevrjaerai

Set Kapra Oveiv Kal ireo-eiv xPr)'rTVPla

Oeoiai iroXXois iroXXd, Trr)povij<s d/07.—

rj Kapra veiicovs ey<o irapolxopai.

We may observe that, in such a passage, it is

needless to rectify any irregularities of construc

tion. The syntax is proper to the sound, and

not more surprising. An Aeschylean speaker, who

thus chimes in his verses, may well break his

sentences too. There is indeed no perfect and

sequent assonance ; but there is something very

1
Clouds 126, cf. ib. 494 foil., etc.

2
v. 446.

3

OeXKn/jpCoii Cod. Med., perhaps rightly.
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near a quadruple assonance on three syllables,

-aipia, -r)pio<;, -rjpia, and again -r/pia. I can find

no other such example, and venture to doubt

whether Aeschylus, when he composed the Oreslea,
would have cared to tread so close upon the confines

of comedy. A touch, but far lighter, of the same

quality is given by Sophocles to the hesitation of

Philoctetes, whether to go or not go with Neopto-

lemus to
Troy1

:

oipot, Tt opacrco; 7rajs amtrrrjo-ui Xoyois

tois T0S8', cis tJVovs d>v ipol rtaprjveaev ;
—

aXX tlxadut Srjr; etra 7rtos 6 Svo-popot

€S <£a>s Ta8 €p^«s ctp-t; Tip irpoo-rjyopo%;...

The Oedipus Tyrannus presents a singular

couplet2. Creon, reporting the command of the

I )elphic Apollo to discover the murderer of Laius,

and being asked by Oedipus, where and how this

can possibly be done, replies thus :

ev rjjS i(f>ao-Ke yjj-

to 8« ^7jto«(1€vov

AXiutoi', iK<)>€vyti Si Ta/i«Xov|icvov.

That this assonance is conscious, one cannot doubt ;

but it seems to be quite abnormal. Rudeness is not

to be suspected. The speaker, a man, is not even

excited, and such emotion as he has is rather

pleasurable. The sentence, "What is sought, may

be caught, but what is neglected, has the

air of a saw, and possibly in this quarter lies the

explanation of the form. Rhyme, whether liked or

disliked, aids the memory. It may be observed

that Apollo in the Eumenides, when he addresses the

1 Phil. 1350.
*

v. 110.
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Areopagus in his oracular capacity, more than once

delivers his principles in the form of single-rhymed

couplets, for instance :

rreSas p-iv dv Xvo-eiev «ra aicos

Kal Kapra iroXXrj /tij^avf/
Xvnjpios*

aVSpos

8"

eireiSdv aip. avao-Traoig kov is,

aVa^ oWdvros ovKer eo~r avacrTacrts1.

It is conceivable that such forms were oracular,

which would explain the rhyme of Creon. But

if this were so, we might expect more evidence of

it ; and we should rather suppose reference to a

popular saying, or citation from some older poet,

who was not in this matter so sensitive as our

three. Some explanation there must be ; for such

an assonance in such a place, however it may sound

to an English ear, is in Sophocles almost portentous.

The Cyclops, as a satyric drama, might well

exhibit a comic licence in rhyme, as it does other

such licences of language and metre. And there is

in fact a slight difference, not of quantity but of

quality. The slave-god Silenus, when he sees the

Greek voyagers approaching the home of his can

nibal master, utters his compassion and dismay in

semi-comic
tones2

:

opco irpos a/CTais vaos EXXaSos cncacpos,

KC07nys r avaKTas $vv o-rparqXdrr) rivl

o-reixovra<i e<s
too"

dvrpov, dpcpl
S'

av^e'cri

revx7! 4>epovo-i Kevd, /Jopas Kexprjp.tvoi,

Kpwaro-ovs
8'

vSpj/Xovs. <3 raXairrmpoi £lvoi,

1
Eum. 645 ; see also ib. 658.

2
Cycl. 85.
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tivk iror elo-iv; ovk wracrt Seoir6ri\v

EtoXvc^xov olos io-riv, d£evov crriyi\v

Trjvb"1

ipftefHorts, icat KvicXunriai' yvddov

rrjv dvSpofSpwra oWtv^cSs d(f>iypivoi.

And at the end of the play Odysseus defies the

Cyclops with a strong rhyme :

xaxcus yap dv tpoCav ye 8i€7rvpti>cd|iT|v,

11 prj
<t iraiptov <f>ovov £rt|t<opijo-d|iT|v2.

This, as intentionally offensive, would be permitted

even in tragedy, and is clearly proper to a personage

who condescends to such language as KXdetv cr avorya,

"
Go to the deuce !

" '

To sum up then our review,
—final assonance

upon more than one syllable, in the dialogue of

tragedy, is plainly limited in general by principles,

and employed as an artifice. But it may neverthe

less be in some places attributable to negligence,

just as in English a composer careful of his rhymes

will, once in a way, give us a weak or a bad one.

In Aeschylus, as a fact, I do not find any clear

negligence4. In the Suppliants there is indeed an

1
Or perhaps rr)v (Bothe), an archaic equivalent for the

regular r^vSt. It is not unlikely that a satyr, at such a moment,

might archaize. And it is to be considered, whether we should

change KvKXawriav yvdOov to the archaic yvd$ov KvicXcmrojv, which

would keep up the rhyme on -t;v.

2
v. 694. Si€7rvp<i>o-ap.cv Fix, but the middle voice ('brought

to pass the conflagration of Troy ') should be kept.
'
v. 701.

4 Cho. 117
— 118 is scarcely within the general limits, but as

both the speakers are women, and the situation tense, the ex

ception is not striking.
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odd instance : the Argive king is about to conduct

Danaus to the city, leaving the Chorus
(Danaus'

daughters) in a place which he supposes to be safe :

crm'x<HT dv, aVSpes, says he to his attendants,

ev yap 6 Revo's Xeyei,

■qyeiarSe ySco/novs acrTiKOUS, tfecSv ISpas-

Kal £vpf$oXovo-iv ov iroXvo-rop.eiv xpt&v

vavTTjv ayovTas ecpecrTiov t5c-wv.

XO. tovtci) p.iv et7ras, Kal rerayp.evos kioi.

iyili Si 7rcos Sp<3, irov c9pacros vip.eis
epol;1

Why both King and Chorus should rhyme, is not

clear to me ; but, if we have observed the practice

of the poet, we shall not easily suppose such a

quatrain to be unintentional. That the alarmed

women should have a couplet is natural, but that

of the king I must leave to the ingenuity of the

reader.

Both in Sophocles and in Euripides there are

a few assonances which we may well suppose neg

ligent, not merely as having no visible reason, but

because they occur in places where negligence might

naturally be expected. When Sophocles brings on

a deus ex machina, one is not surprised to find a

certain negligence in the oration :

eyco 8 'Ao-KXrjTr ibv

■nravo-rrjpa rrepif/oy crijs voo-ov irpos "IXiov2.

The very nature of such a personage invites to

hasty and perfunctory execution, evidence of which,

in one way or another, appears in almost every such

1
vv. 500 ff. 2

Phil. 1437.
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composition of Euripides. In Euripides the pro

logue and epilogue to the Bacchae1, and the
Electro*

in both prologue and epilogue, exhibit rhymes without

reason, and for which no reason need be sought. It

is natural in such appendages to be careless*. I am

not sure of the purpose, or that there is a purpose,

in Troades 1 127, and still less in Electra 371 :

r)8r) yap ttSov dvSpa ytvvalov warpbi

to prjSiv ovra, XP7l°"ra & iK kclk<2v reieva,

Xipjov r iv dVSpos irXovcriov tf>povrjp.aTi,

yvotpr/v Si p.eydXrjv iv ■trevrtri ctw/uoti.

Possibly Orestes here, like Creon in the Oedipus

Tyrannus*, may be repeating a popular saw. But

the assonance is less conspicuous than that in

Sophocles ; it may be merely negligent ; and other

such there may be, which I have not observed or

have wrongly explained, but not, I will venture to

say, sufficient in number to affect our judgement.

A few cases may be noted, which, for one reason

or another, must be excluded from the reckoning.

In the Heracles, v. mo rhymes to v. 1 1 1 1 ; but it

appears, on considering the action of the scene, that

these verses are separated by a long interval of

silence, and the assonance therefore not noticeable.

Two fragmentary verses, describing locks of hair

offered by Orestes to his native river and to the

grave of his father, have been placed in the prologue

'
vv. 15, 1354-

a
w. 20, 1285.

" Compare the anapaests at the end of the Trathiniae, in which

not the least fault is the assonance. They are poor, but it is by

no means certain that they are not by Sophocles.
*

v. no; see above pp. 267, 268.
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of the Choephori1. Each ends in -rripiov, and, if

contiguous, they would make a triple assonance;

but there is no proof that they were

The Suppliants of Euripides will be found, in

almost any investigation of tragic or Euripidean

practice, to provide a surprise ; and it does so here.

In the body of the play I have not noted one double

assonance2; but the speech of Athena, the goddess

ex machina, ends with an assonant couplet. She is

promising to the Argives vengeance for the defeat

of Adrastus by Thebes, and foretelling the success

of the Epigoni :

TriKpol yap avrois r/^er eKre8pap,p.evoi

o-Kvp.voi XeovTiav, ttoXcos eKTrop8r}ropes.

[kovk Icttiv dXXcos,
"Eicyovoi3 8'

av 'EXXaSa

KXrj&evres coSas vo-repoun
Orjo-ere-

rolov arpdrevpa o~vv 6em 7ropev<r«T£.]

The assonance is conspicuous and apparently in

tentional, but it is unusual ; and seeing that the

author also gives an unusual title to the Epigoni,
one may suspect the three last verses to have

been added by another hand. An audience fairly
acquainted with Greek legend would not need

them ; but the plays of Euripides came to be per

formed before audiences not so acquainted. In

Troades 437
—

438, dubious rhyme adds a note of

suspicion to a passage which is justly suspected,

1
vv. 6, 7.

2
eSe^ajo—jjo-tftro (393-4) is not perfect, nor irdXtv—irdXw

(1208—9).

3 So the mss. (v. 1224).
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and indeed cannot be correct as it stands1. Such

also are the lines which describe how Orestes in

his madness took the voices of animals for cries of

the Furies :

•naprjv 8 opav

ov ravra pop<f>rj<; cr^p^a/, rjXXdjxo-ero

cpcVoyyas re p6o-\(jiv Kal kiviZv vXdypara,

+as 'Epivvs Uvai pipyjpara*.

Here nothing is certain but that the last verse is

erroneous. The true remedy, I believe, is simply

to omit it : r)XXdo-creTO, he converted (misinterpreted),

requires no explanation, though some one might

think that it did3.

I have reserved for separate consideration two

examples of double assonance in the Helen of Euri

pides, not because either is difficult to justify, but

because the passages in which they occur deserve

special attention for the light which they throw on

the character and purpose of that strange play.

The heroine, it will be remembered, is there

pursued by the unwelcome addresses of her host

and protector, Theoclymenus, King of Egypt. Her

husband Menelaus having arrived secretly, she ar

ranges with him to deceive Theoclymenus, by pre

tending that she has discovered herself to be now a

widow and is therefore ready to accept his proposal,

so that he shall provide her and her true spouse

1 See commentaries ad loc.
'

Iph. T. 291.

8 Iph. A. 809—810 is hardly worth notice. No one will

suppose that Euripides left this speech as we read it.

v. k. 18
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with a ship, in which they will escape to Greece.

For this plot she requires the connivence and fidelity
of the Chorus, a band of Greek women captured and

enslaved, to whom she holds out hopes, very unsub

stantial, of their ultimate deliverance from captivity,

and appeals in the following
terms1

:

dXX'

eKirepd yap SutpAriav 6 tovs efiovs

ydp.ovs iroipvovs ev xeP°^v *X£tv 8okcov,

o-iyrfreov
p-oi-

Kal ae wpocnroiov|ie8a.

tJVow, Kpareiv re o-roparos, i)v 8vv<i)|i£9a...

o-iaOevres avrol Kal ere crvcrcrc3crai ttotc.

The situation and language present, like all this

part of the Helen, a close and even verbal resem

blance to the Iphigenia in Taurica, a resemblance

which must be designed to recall the earlier play

to the minds of the spectators.

I have given
elsewhere2

my reasons for thinking
that the Helen is not a serious drama, and that the

relation of the play to the Iphigenia in particular is

that of a travesty or parody, in which unreal dangers

and futile expedients are humorously substituted for

the genuine perils and escapes of a tragedy.

Now in the use of assonance by Helen, in her

rhyme upon the syllables -peda, there is nothing

remarkable. If Iphigenia had so spoken in the like

situation, as a woman addressing women in poignant

and painful emotion, the touch would have been per

fectly accordant with tragic use. But the remarkable

thing is this, that in the words of Helen the note of

1
»• i3»5-

2

Essay on the Helen in Pour Plays ofEuripides.
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pain and distress is put into a sentence so framed that

it must provoke laughter.
"

I must now be
silent,"

she says,
"

and I would enlist you also as loyal

helpers, and would have us control our lips, if we

can...perhaps effect your escape hereafter as a sequel

to our Now surely in no language, native

and familiar to the composer and to the intended

audience, could a playwright frame such a sentence

with the expectation that it would be heard with

gravity. A ruinous misunderstanding is not only

risked, but courted. A pause after the words
"

if we

can
"

is not only admissible but suggested by the

versification. Yet if the least pause were made,

even by accident, the audience must laugh. That

women cannot hold their tongues or keep a secret

is a proposition perhaps untrue, but familiar to the

comedy of all ages. No man using his native

language, to say nothing of Euripides, could write

such words, much less recite them, without becoming
aware of their perilous ambiguity. The sentence

is eventually finished so as to save appearances, but

should anyone titter at rjv hvvd>pe6a—and what else

could be expected ?—the belated rescue of the mean

ing would serve only to raise another laugh. In such

a composer as Euripides the thing must in fairness

be regarded as intentionally ridiculous ; and the note

of emotion given by the assonance must be intended,

and would certainly serve, to signalize and sharpen

the jest.

Still more significant is a passage, uncommonly

assonant, which occurs in the subsequent narrative

iS— 2
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of the escape. To appreciate it, we must recall the

plot. The pretext upon which Helen and Menelaus

obtain the loan of a ship is the alleged necessity of

performing at sea, and at some distance from the

shore, a funeral rite for Menelaus, who (they say)

has been drowned. This fiction succeeds, because,

strange to say, not only the enamoured king of

Egypt, but all his servants, accept and promote it

with enthusiasm. It requires, among other things,

that the Greek crew of Menelaus, who have escaped

with him from their shipwreck, and are lurking on

the shore, shall be admitted to the
"funeral-ship."

This is effected thus : the king is induced without

difficulty to say that his ship and seamen, for the

purpose of the funeral, are to be absolutely under

the command of the Greek stranger (Menelaus).

When the Greek crew, some fifty in number, appear,

and are politely invited by Menelaus to take part in

the rite, the Egyptians, though dissatisfied, admit

them, on the ground (as the reporter maintains)

that they could not infringe the royal order to obey

the foreigner ! In the same spirit of misapplied

subservience they choose for the funeral-ship a new

ship in the Egyptian fleet ; and moreover, for no

reason whatever, they actually supply it with sails,

although, according to the purpose alleged, the vessel

is merely to be rowed out a mile or so and rowed

back again ! It should, I think, be unnecessary to

insist, that such a story, in a respectable and reason

able author, cannot be serious, but is essentially

humorous and comical.
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Now this aspect of the affair is especially to be

remembered when we come to the equipment of the

vessel. "On arriving at your enclosed
docks,"

says

the narrator to King Theoclymenus,
"

we launched a

ship of Sidon, one new to the sea, having oars and

benches to the number of fifty
"

—the number, as it

happened, for which Menelaus could supply Greek

hands.
"

And from this to that the work went on,

some planting the mast, some putting in the oars

with blade and handle, and white sails too...for

a future day, or dropping into place the rudder and

rudder-bands. In the midst of all this (for which, it

appears, they were in watch) a company of Greeks,

the sailors who had been with Menelaus, came to

the shore, dressed as they had escaped from ship

wreck, comely fellows though sordid of These

"

notwithstanding theii suspicious upon

the invitation of Menelaus are taken on board, and

presently seize the ship'.

als

8'

rjXOopev o-<I>v 7r«pi)8oXov vempiwv

2iSo>i'iai< vavv irpwroirXovv Ka8tiXKopev,

£vycoi' re TrfvrrJKOVTa KaperpiZv pirpa

ixovcrav ipyov
8'

ipyov i£r>ptif$tTO •

b pi\-

yap iotov, o Si TrXarrjv
icacn'craTO2

Tapcrdc re Xtlpt< ^tv'Ka
6'

IcrTi"...eis eyr/*3,

rrrjSaXta re £evyXaio~i TrapaKa8i*ro.

Kiii'

T(pSe pox8f tout apa cr«o7rov p. « v o i

"EXXjjvcs uf8pcs Mci'cAfw £vyc'fiiropoi

Trpoo~rjX8ov dicrats, vavcpfldpots rjo-$r)y.ivo\.

wirrXoioiv, crctScis
pit'

avxpr/pol

8'

bpav...

1 Helena 1530 ff. 2
icaoYoraTo Barnes, perhaps rightly.

1
«is tv r)v ms., tlpir r)v Boeckh, alii alia.
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The prevalent assonance is remarkable, but has

here a purpose sufficiently plain. The verse, like

the topic, is noisy, and imitates in a mild way the

rattle of Aristophanes, when he describes the fitting
out of a fleet1. Whether Euripides would have

admitted such an effect into poetry meant to be

dignified, we may question ; but it is proper enough

to the Helen and to this story. And observing this,

we have a larger range for interpreting the words

presented to us in the unintelligible form of \ev<d

ff
Io-t"

ets ev r)v. The vocabulary of tragedy does not

offer any probable reading, but comedy offers one

obvious and exactly suitable. To supply the galley

with sails is, as we noted above, an absurd act on

the part of the Egyptians. The situation, and the

pretended purpose of Menelaus, are such that he

could not even ask for sails without betraying his

fraud. Yet sails are put in, apparently without the

asking, and even
"
white

"

sails, that is to say, fresh,

new, and fit for the long voyage which the Greeks

have really in view. It is the acme of that wilful

blindness, that voluntary subservience to deception,

which is displayed by the barbarians throughout this

business of the escape, and which converts the

description into a mere parody of romance, a piece of

comic humour. And to make the point clear, the

narrator is allowed to drop for a moment into plain

jest. He is made actually to say (with a wink, as

we might suppose) that the gratuitous sails are
"
for

1
Acharn. 545 ff., cited above p. 247.
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a future day
"
—for the time when they would be

wanted, and are presently used ; and he says it in

the vulgar tongue, the language not of tragedy, but

of comedy.

Such, and so defined, is the use of final assonance

in the iambic verse of the three tragic poets. The

examples above discussed, including all which I have

observed, except that of Heracles in the Alcestis,

support what we advanced, that one repetition of a

disyllabic (or, much more rarely, of a trisyllable) is

the limit which the poets will not exceed. Even

the recurrence of the assonance in a neighbouring

line', so that the same disyllable, or nearly the same,

appears as a termination thrice in four lines, is of

extreme rarity ; and three such, actually contiguous,

are, I believe, nowhere to be found. And now let

us listen again, as Euripides bids us, to the Heracles

of the Alcestis (780) :

tu 8vrrra irpdypar oTSas rjv ?x€t cpv'criv ;

dtpai ph' ov*

Tr68fv yap; aXX epov.

/JpoTois dVao-t KarSaveiv d<*»eiX«Tai,

kovk io~ri 8vr)Tu>v ootis (^erricrr aTai,

rrjv avpiov piXXovcrav ei
/3ii»<r(Tai'

to tt?s TVXV* t^P a</>ai'ts ot wpo/$ri<rtTai,

Kao-r ov SiSaKTov dXi'o-(C€Tai...Tc'x»TJ.

TavT ovy a'ltovcras icai pa8u>v ipov irdpa,

«v«ppati< o-avrov, irlve, . . .

First, we have here, in effect, four repetitions of

assonance. Secondly, this effect is designed ; for

1
See for example Persae 474, Antig. 1188, Medea 1182,

Helena 1533.
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although the run of the sentence might, if we suppose

the writer to be very careless, bring in o<f>e'ikeTai,

jSkoo-ctcu and Trpofirjo-erai, the introduction of
eiritrra-

tcu, which completes the sequence, would be perverse,

if it had not a purpose. Thirdly, the bad effect of

the rhyme is capped by the equally bad effect of

prematurely dropping it. Ugly as it is, after four

repetitions we come to expect that it will continue

until we reach some natural close. And in the fifth

line, the last of the five specially commended to our

hearing, the expected -erat does appear, but appears

too soon, in the fifth foot, so that Te^vrf, which

follows it and completes the verse, has the air of an

afterthought. It sounds as if the speaker really

meant to say

Kao-r ov rexvy SiSaKrbv dXicrKerat,

which would bring his favourite termination to the

right place. Having dropped the word rexyy by
accident, he has to put it in at the end. And there

is reason to think that this is so, that Heracles is

quoting, or rather misquoting, from poetry, and

that his memory fails him. For if not, what do we

make of this ?—

"Ta Ovr/rd rrpdypar oTSas ^v exei
cpvcriv;''

oip.ai p.ev
ov-

rroOev yap;

"
Know you the nature of mortality ?

"

No, I suppose. How should you?

What is it that the slave cannot be expected to

know ? That people die ? The suggestion seems

too stupid for drunkenness itself. What Heracles
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means is that the ignorant menial is not provided

with such apposite and philosophic reflexions, as

will occur to an educated person, acquainted with

literature, like himself. The verse

to. 8vr)ra irpdypar oI8as rfv c^ei <i>vo-iv ;

shows by its language (oTSas, for the normal olaOa),

that either (as is more probable) it is actually cited

from an Ionic poet, or (which is practically the same

thing) it is meant by Euripides to sound as if it

were. We may suspect then that the common

places which follow—

/JpoTois dVacri KaTC?av«ir ocpttXrrai,

OVK IITTL 8vT)TU)V OCTTtS C£C7TlCTTaTat

T7/r avpiov piXXovo-av €i /JioJcrcrai,

to t»Js tv^t/s yap a'cpavis ol rrpo/3rjo-€Tai

KacTT ov rixvr)
8i8a«Toi'

aXtCTKCTat,

were also familiar maxims of the copy-book. To

popular saws the form of rhyme seems appropriate,

and we have noted examples elsewhere1. But com

bined like this, they make a torture to the ear,

especially since Heracles, who, we are told, has been

cheering his solitary repast with
"

howls

is doubtless careful to enforce his wisdom by bawling
the verses, and particularly the rhymes, at the top

of his voice. Even comedy will hardly supply a

more extravagant example of this kind. It would

be received, by an audience trained upon Euripides

or Sophocles, with laughter and disgust, and is enough

1
See above pp. 267, 271.

*
v. 760.
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in itself to deprive the scene
and the personage of

all pretence to dignity.

Euripides, says a Greek commentator, "errs in

making the demi-god moralize when he is drunk

and would be apt rather to ridicule such reflexions

in : ovk evXdyws tov rjpoya eio"rjyaye <]>iXoo~o-

fyovvTa. ev ptOyi, ov eSei Kal dWov <f>i\oo'o<j>ovvTo^

8ia.Trat£eu>. Unfortunate Euripides!

Most readers, however, will not find it surprising

that a drunken man should try to be impressive and

succeed only in being ridiculous. But I must leave

it to those who think that the Heracles of theAlcestis

is meant for a hero, a personage above the common

level, to account for the fact that he is here made

guilty of an offence in tone which apes, if it does

not rival, the Aristophanic performances of Di-

caeopolis and Strepsiades. And those again who

believe that, according to the conception and purpose

of Euripides, the demi-god, after this exhibition of

his quality, goes forth to an encounter with Death,

from whom he victoriously rescues the soul and body
of a self-devoted heroine,—these also have here

something to consider. It is for them to say how,

in that case, we should estimate the taste of the poet,

or of the Attic audiences, who, seeing, as they must

have seen, this trait and many other such in the

story, nevertheless continued to suppose that Euri

pides meant to depict in it the circumstances of a

resurrection.



REMAINS OF PHRYNICHUS IN

THE PERSIANS OF AESCHYLUS.

"According to Glaucus On thePlots of
Aeschylus,"

says the Greek prefatory note to the Persians, "this

play was composed upon the model of the Phoenissae

of Phrynichus. He alleges, inter alia, the beginning
of the Phoenissae,

( )f those who long ago from Persia marched,

These are...

Only in Phrynichus it is a eunuch who begins by

announcing the defeat of Xerxes, and prepares

certain thrones for the assessors of the sovereignty,

whereas here the opening is spoken by a Chorus of

Elders. The scene of the play is at the tomb of

Darius, and the theme is as follows : Xerxes made

an expedition against Hellas [with a great power,

bringing with him cavalry without number and ships

one thousand two hundred and seven, or fourteen]1,
and after being defeated by land at Plataea and by
sea at Salamis, fled through Thessaly and passed

over into
Asia."

This statement is in both parts remarkable

among the notes of this kind which are preserved to

1 These clauses are not in the principal ms.
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us : the first part for interest and precision, the latter

part, the summary of the Persians, for a degree of

falsity which, with every allowance for ignorance

and inattention, cannot easily be explained.

The Persians was exhibited in 472 B.C., seven

years after Plataea and eight after Salamis. It

followed therefore close upon the exhibition of the

Phoenissae of Phrynichus, which is assigned to the

year 476. The relation between the two plays was

evidently close and peculiar, going far beyond a mere

similarity of subject. What sort of resemblance is

meant by the expression "composed on the model of

the
Phoenissae"

(Ik t5>v $>owlcto-5>v TTapaireTroirjadai),

appears from the example cited. The commence

ment of Phrynichus,

Td8'

io-rl Ilepcrcov tc3v rrdXai {iefirjKOTiov...,

is verbally paraphrased by that of Aeschylus,

TaSe p.ev Ilepcrcov tcov oi^o/xtvcov
,

and the general resemblance of the openings was so

close that a difference ofspeakers ismarked asanotice-

able exception. It is further implied, that this was

but one among other such parallels1. Aeschylus

then, it is plain, not only followed Phrynichus on

this occasion in the choice of a theme, but used his

play by way of pattern and material, and, far from

disguising this debt (which indeed in the circum

stances would be impossible), was at pains to make

it conspicuous.

1
eKTiOrjo-t. 8c k»1 ri)v dp^v...Note Kal, "inter

alia."
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Now the Persians, as I propose to show, exhibits

certain phenomena which, without this information,

would be puzzling, but in the light of it are intelli

gible and instructive. It contains some passages

which, as appears from internal evidence, cannot be

the pure and original work of Aeschylus, but must

come, in the main, from some other hand. Further

there is, in the structure of the play and the relation

of the story to historical fact, a certain difficulty and

inconsistency, such as would arise from the adaptation

of material not perfectly suitable to the plan ; and this

difficulty, upon examination, is found to inhere pre

cisely in those passages which are marked by internal

evidence as of foreign origin. The prefatory note

illuminates and accounts for this state of things, and

indicates, as a near and natural source for the foreign

elements, the work of Phrynichus which was used as

a basis. Considering that we have elsewhere scarcely
a verse of tragedy from any predecessor or contem

porary of Aeschylus, the specimens of Phrynichus,

which may thus be disengaged, are of some interest.

Conversely, the extant play throws light upon

the latter part of the prefatory note, and invests it

with an interest which otherwise it would not merit.

As a summary of the Persians, it is strangely and

perversely erroneous. The writer states, clearly

and explicitly, that, in
"

the
play,"

by which evidently
he means the play of Aeschylus, the battles of

Salamis and Plataea are combined together as con

stituting the defeat of Xerxes, who, after this event

or these events, retreats and repasses into Asia. But
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according to fact, and also according to the Persians,

the return of Xerxes intervened between the battle

of Salamis and that of Plataea, which was fought,

after his return, by the army which he left in Greece.

In the Aeschylean play, which represents the arrival

of Xerxes at his palace, the event of Salamis is

narrated, but that of Plataea is still future, and is

the subject only of forecast and
prophecy1. In these

circumstances we are moved to wonder how the

framer of the prefatory note in its present form,

who may have been ignorant or inattentive but had

no motive for falsehood, was led to make a statement

which is false not only to history but to Aeschylus.

The explanation I believe to be this. In the play

of Phrynichus, as appears from portions of it em

bodied by Aeschylus, the historical facts really were

thrown into such a perspective as the note suggests.

The campaign under Mardonius, and the battle of

Plataea, were slurred over, sunk and embraced in one

defeat and retreat of Xerxes. This is not the plan of

the Persians, but it was the plan of the Phoenissae ;

and to the Phoenissae we should refer the statement

in the note respecting "the theme of the
play,"

although, in the course of transference from the

original authority to our extant writer, this truth has

been mistaken and misrepresented.

First then, we are to show that the Persians

comprises passages which were not originally com

posed by Aeschylus.
1
vv. 780—820. (The numbers are those of Dindorf's Poetae

Scenici, but I do not adopt his changes of the text.)
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The principal of these passages is the narrative

of the Persian retreat. It is in two portions. The

first (Persians 465
—

47 1) is attached without pause to

the story of the defeat at Salamis and its conclusion

in the massacre of Psyttaleia :

"

And Xerxes cried aloud to see the depth of the

woe ; for he had a seat commanding view of all

the host, upon a lofty hill near the main sea. He

tore his robes and shrilly wailed, and sending an

order quick to the armament on land,
sped1

them in

disordered flight. Such is the lamentable misfortune

which thou must add to what went
before."

Here the narrative is interrupted by a lament

from Queen Atossa, after which, and in reply to

a question on her part, it continues thus (v. 480) :

"And the remnant of the ships, under their

captains, took hasty flight, in no order, as the wind

might carry them. The rest of the host mean

while was perishing, partly in Boeotia, where some

were lost in struggling for the spring water in their

thirst, while we others, our breath all gasped away,

passed on into Phocis, and into the land of Doris,

and the bay of Malis, where Spercheus waters the

plain with kindly draught ; and next the Achaean

soil received us, and the towns of Thessaly, scanted

as we were of food. There most died of thirst

and of hunger, for there were both together. So

we came into Magnesia and the country of the

Macedonians, to the stream of Axius, the marshes

1 Or "rushed
away"

(i-qo-i). The ambiguity is perhaps not

insignificant. See hereafter.
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and reeds of Bolbe, and the mountain of Pangaeus

in the land of Edonis. Here in a night God made

cold beyond the season, and froze all the river of

holy Strymon. He that never believed in gods

before, then offered supplication, with reverence to

earth and sky. Then, after many an invocation

done, the host passed over the ice-bound stream.

But only those of us, who set forth before the rays

of the Power in heaven were cast abroad, had the

hap to escape. For the sun's bright orb, blazing
with light, loosed asunder the stream in the midst

with heat of flame ; and they fell one upon another ;

and happy was the man who soonest cut off the

breath of his life. Those that were left and found

deliverance, having traversed Thrace with pain and

sore labour, came safely, some few, to the land of

their homes. Wherefore the Persian state may

bewail the loss of our country's dearest manhood.

These things are true, though my tale has omitted

much of the woe which high Heaven hath hurled

upon
Persia."

465 Hiep^rjs 8 dv<dp.n>£ev xaictov opcov
/8d#os-

eSpav yap ei^e tovtos evayrj o-rparov,

vi/n/Xov ox@ov ayxi TreXaycas
dXos-

piffas 8e irtVXovs Kava/cco/cvcras Xiyv,
wetfa 7rapayyetXas acpap crrparevp-ari,

470 aK00-p.11) £vv <f>vyjj. rotdvSe crot

7rpos rrj irdpoiOe o-vp.<j>opav irdpa erreveiv.

480 vacov Se rayol tcov XeXeip.p.evmv otjSijv

ovpov ovk cvkoct/aov aipovrai <jjvyrjv

CTTpaTOS
8'

d Xowos ev re Boicotcov x@ovl

SuoXXvO', oi p.ev dp.<pl Kprjvalov ydvos
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Siv/rj irovovvres, 01
8'

vrf do-8paros xevol

485 SifKTrtpuipev cs re <Pu>Keu>v x@°va

Kal

AcopcS'

alav, MijXui re koXttov, ov

"S,rrepxeuK apSn rreSiov tipevti
irorw-

Kuvrevdev rjpas yrjs 'A^atSos 7rc'8ov

Kai ©ccrcraXcGV jrdXcis vVccr7rai'icrp;o'0vs

490 /?opas iSi$avr • iv8a Sr) TrXeurroi 6dvov

Slusr) T€ \ip<2 -r • dpiporepa yap rjv rdSe.

yiayvr/riKrjv Si ydiav cs re MaK*8oV<DV

X<i>pav
d<piKop.to-8'

,
'A£iov irbpov,

Bo'Xy3i;s
8'

eXuov SovaKa, Udyyatdv opos,

495
HScoyiS'

alav"
vvktI

8'

iv ravrrj t?«os

Xeipdiv acopov uipoc, irnyvvo-iv Si rrav

pii8pov ayvov %rpvp6voi. 0eov<; Si tis

to 7rpiy vopifcutv ovSapov ijv^«to

XiTalcri, yaiav ovpavbv re irpoo-KWuiv.

500 cVct Si TroXXa #€OkXvtcoV e7ravcraT0

crrpaTos, Tepci Kpvo"TaXXo7n7ya Sid rropov

X<ua"Tis piv rjpiav, rrplv CKeSao-Srjvai 8eov

aKTiVas, <ippr)8rj, crfcrcocrp.cVos Kvpel.

<f>Xeyu>v yap avyais Xapirpbi; rjXiov kvkXos

505 pto-ov rropov SirjKt, Stppaivwv cpXoye

rriirTov
8'

cV AXXiJXoicriv •

r]VTVxfi 8< roi

ootis Ta^'crTa a7rippr)£ev f3iov.

ocrot 8« Xoi7rot kotv^ov cru)Tj)pias,

®prJKr)v »repdcraiTes px>'yis rroXXcp irdvco,

510 ^/covo-iv iiccpvydcTcs, ov iroXAot TIV€S,

i<f> tcrTiov^ov yatav cos orcvtiv 7rdXtv

IlcpcrcoV, irot'ovcrai' <f>i\rdTr)v rjffrjv p(c5oi'ds.

TavT tar
dXrjdij'

7roXXa 8 cxXeiirco Xeycov

KaKiZy a Ilt'perais eyKaTfo-Krppev t9tds.

That these passages have been touched by
Aeschylus is possible, and certainly cannot be dis

proved ; but that they are his pure and original

composition, we are not free to suppose.

v. !■:. 19
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The principal, or most patent, ground for sus

picion is that of metre, respecting which we may

say, not less truly than briefly, that these passages

violate every fundamental rule and practice of

Aeschylean versification. The prosody, the rules of

quantity, are those of Aeschylus, but in everything

else upon which the effect of verse depends, this

writer exemplifies what the way of Aeschylus is not.

First, as to word-division. The familiar rule, in

all the three tragic poets, is that every verse, with

exceptions so rare as to be negligible in the general

effect, must have word-division in one at least of two

places :

rjp£ev p.kv, co Secriroiva, | rov irdvTOS Ka/cov

tpavets dXdcrrciip j rj xaxos Sai/icov iroOev.

The exceptions are not only extremely rare, but

subject to various reservations, of which we will

here notice only two. Firstly, some of the irregular

lines (and this is a point specially interesting to us

here) have the appearance of quotation from older

poetry, for instance :

ei7rov 8e Kal irpiv, ovk dvev 8rjp.ov rdSe

irpd^aip. av, oiSe irep Kparwv, p.r) Kai wore

eirrr) Xecos, ei ttov ti /*•>/ rotov tv^oi,
'
eTrr/XvSa? rip.&v drrioXeo-a'S

irdXiv1.'

It is obvious to suspect that the last verse may be

proverbial, a quotation2. Secondly, in the majority
1 Aesch. Supp. 398. The reading p.r) rdiov is doubtful, but

possibly correct, "something other (than was
calculated)."

2

See also Aesch. Eum. 26, and Eur. Suppl. 303, the first

a professed reminiscence (see the context), the second likely
to be a popular locution.
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of such lines the missing word-division is actually

marked in some way, however slightly, as it is in

that just cited by the separation of the preposition in

a7r-oj\ecras. All this, though the statistics are slightly

different for the three poets respectively, is true for

Aeschylus as well as his successors, including as

Aeschylean (for the moment) all instances in the

Persians not comprised in the story of the flight.

But this story, in both the component passages,

obeys an opposite rule, proper enough in itself, but

incompatible with that established by Aeschylus,—

that divisionless lines (as we will call them) are a

normal and desirable variation of the rhythm. In

forty-two verses there are six without
division1

; and

if in some a particular design may be supposed, in

others2

it cannot. In four of the
six*

the regular

divisions have not the slightest mark, and in three

of
them4 (a thing equally remarkable in Aeschylus)

not any foot is divided between two words. There

is also a line of that rare type in which normal

division is represented only by an elision,

ywpai' d<f>iKopeo-8a, | cV Afiov rropov6.

In short, the neglect, or rather avoidance, of

division is treated by this writer as a thing habitual

and commonplace, a regular variation. This point

is justly pressed by Paley, who assigns to "another

hand
"

the first of our two passages and a portion

1
-•<•'. 465, 469, 489, 501, 503,

509.

2
w. 4S9, 501.

'
w. 465. 469, 5°3> S°9-

4
if. 465, 4<>9. 5°9-

'
v- 493-

19—2
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(vv. 488 ff.) of the second, but calls them "inter

and leaves us to suppose that they were

substituted for some different passage or passages,

which (ex hypothesi) must have originally occupied

the same place and function. The difficulty, or

rather impossibility, of saying by whom and with

what motive the work, as left by Aeschylus, can

have been so handled, is, I suppose, the reason why

the criticism of Paley has not been much regarded.

All his remarks here deserve careful attention.

Equally unlike Aeschylus is the method of

punctuation. In Aeschylus the stops, especially

the stronger stops, are found (1) regularly at the

verse-end or at one of the normal word-divisions,

(2) not unfrequently, as a variation, after the first

foot or in the middle of the second1, (3) rarely any

where else. But these forty-two lines have two

strong stops after the fourth foot2, a liberal in

fusion of minor varieties, and above all, one stop

which Aeschylus, so far as I can discover, never

exhibits, and which is indeed inconsistent with the

regular movement of his verse :

Kal

Ampi'S*

atav, MijXia re koXwov, | ov

2wepx£t°s apSet ireStov evp.evei 7rorcp.

Irregular also is the resolution of long syllables

(>-"-' for -), types of which, rare in Aeschylus, are

here not rare3. The effect of all this is to give the

1 Persae 391, 409.

2
vv. 470, 497. In all the rest of the play I find but two

other such, w. 180, 454.

3
vv. 491, 492, 501.
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verse a movement widely different from any other

part of the play, or any passage of Aeschylus else

where.

Now if this peculiarity of rhythm stood alone, we

might perhaps suppose it an artifice, designed to

represent by the disorder of the sound the confusion

of the disorderly flight. Whether this, as an artistic

motive, would be adequate, and whether a composer

could if he would, or would if he could, thus change

in a moment his principles of metre, are questions

which we may set aside. For the peculiarity of

rhythm does not stand alone. We have to ask why

the composer, at the same moment, should adopt a

different notion of poetry, an imagination different

in species and order. And why another language ?

And why, above all, should he assume for these

few minutes a conception of the story discrepant

from the rest of his work, and likely, as he else

where admits, to give a false impression of his

meaning ?

First then, the style, the quality of imagination,

is not that of Aeschylus. I do not say that it is

inferior ; it is in its own way powerful and impressive ;

but Aeschylean it is not.

The style of Aeschylus, especially in descriptive

passages, is signally bold and picturesque in imagery,

full of decoration, richly adorned with phrases and

points not copied from the object or the fact, but

superadded to it for the sake of dignity. Let us

take specimens only from the narrative of the battle,

the narrative which immediately precedes this story
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of the flight. The straits of Salamis are "sea-

sounding,"

IkttXovs t/>vXdcrcreiv Kal 7rdpous aXippoOows,

not for the sake of fact, but because to call them

so heightens the tone. The sunlight
" dies

"

(t^eyyos

r)\Cov KartyOiTo) ; the Persian officers are
"

masters

of arms
"

(oVXtw ejncrraTTj?) ; day comes
"

with white

steeds
"

(Xeu/coVwXos ypepa), and
"
fair-bright to the

eye"

(evfcyyrjs IBelv); the trumpet "blazes
over"

the

Greek quarters (iravr eKeiv inetpXeyev) ; the Persian

cheer is like the talk of the waves (Uepo~iSos yXoicrcnjs

podos); the massacre of the drowning is "like the

spearing of tunny-fish
"

(ware Ovwovs) ; night has a
" darkened

eye"

(KeXaivrjs vvktos oppa); the island of

Psyttaleia is "the haunt of dancing
Pan"

(17V <f>iX6xo-

pos Udv epfiareveC). These are but specimens of a

habit which every reader ofAeschylus will recognize

as characteristic, and which anyAeschylean narrative,

such as that of the beacons in the Agamemnon, or

the wanderings of Io in the Prometheus, will illustrate

copiously. But where does this habit appear in our

forty-two lines ? The vocabulary of the writer is

doubtless decorative : he uses many words (such as

KpvcrTakXoTTrjg) which could not appear in prose,
—and

some, as we shall see, which are scarcely natural to

the dialogue of Aeschylus. But in thought he is not

decorative ; he is precise, realistic, a man who writes

with his eye on the object. In all the forty-two lines

there is not, so far as I can perceive, a single touch

which is not literal matter of fact, or at least so
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intended, unless we class as such the title of Power

(deo%) bestowed on the sun1, but this too, as the

context shows, is meant literally. By merely alter

ing words, by changing ydvos to vBcop, deoKXvrwv to

evxopevos, and so on, sentence after sentence might

be turned into prose. But try this experiment on the

beacons or the storm in the Agamemnon, or on the

battle of Salamis in this play. And again, the style

of Aeschylus is full of metaphors, repevos aWepos,

pevpa cnpaTOv, KaK&v rreXayos, o~vp<f>opd
avrio-q-

Kovo-a, (ppd^avres o7rXots 8e)xas2; of adjectives purely

ornamental, evrjperpos, evcf>eyyrj<; (rjpepa), ev\fiv)(0v

(Opdcros), xakKocrTopa (ep/3oXa), tu^aX/cos*, of figures

purely imaginative, such as olpojyr) KaTelxev dka,

"wailing took possession of the
sea4.''

But our writer

has nothing of the kind ; for a poet, a forcible poet,

a descriptive poet, he is remarkably bare and plain.

In the whole piece there is scarcely a superfluous

word, and absolutely nothing in the way of decora

tive imagination, unless it be imaginative to speak

of woe as deep or drink as kindly'. The freezing of

the Strymon, as a natural or miraculous phenomenon,

may be incredible ; but for the writer evidently it

is a fact, and he describes it simply as fact, giving
in plain terms exactly what he supposes to have

happened, without any excursion of thought or

fancy whatsoever. His conceptions and colouring

are those of a historian, and with Aeschylus he has

1
v. 502.

* Persae 365, 412, 433> 436> 45^-

*
ib. 376, 3S7, 394, 415, 457-

*

»'*• 426.

•
vv. 465, 4S7.
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nothing in common except the vocabulary common

to verse.

In the mere vocabulary and grammar there

is little or nothing which might not come from

Aeschylus. But this we should expect if the piece

were by a contemporary. Average pieces of Euri

pides and Sophocleswill show no decisive discrepancy
of this kind. A little divergence there is, not in itself

noticeable, but significant in the whole estimate. On

the one hand, the diction of our writer is all drawn

from the common fund of poetry. There are no

words of original stamp, such as one might suppose

never to have been so used before or again, words like

SiewrXoos (in the sense sailing to and fro) or too-ovt-

dpidpos (so many in number)1, a species of which

Aeschylus is prolific. But on the other hand, the

common stock of poetry is employed in our passage

with less discrimination of quality than we generally

find in Aeschylus. The eighty lines describing the first

part of the battle2, while they do present the highly
characteristic compounds just cited, do not present any

word which we might not naturally expect in the dia

logue of tragedy, any word which one would naturally

rank as lyrical3. But dcpap, quickly, is such a word;

ayXl> crvchjv, and poyis', though warranted orwarrant

able, are on the border-line ; so is peedpov, instead of

peWpov. Not one of them, nor all together, would

deserve remark in a passage otherwise normal ; but

1
vv. 382, 432.

3
vv. 353—432.

8

Kve<pas is perhaps an exception, but it has authority.
4
v. 509, if we can trust the ms.
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if it is thought that the proportion is not more

than might be expected, let an experiment be made

on any equal piece of Aeschylean dialogue taken at

random. My own conclusion, after experiments, is

that our writer, in respect of vocabulary, is less in

ventive than Aeschylus, and a little less punctilious

in choice. He seeks variety by the use of rare

material, Aeschylus rather by original combination

of common material1.

But about all such points, and about the range

of variation which may be expected in the same

author, individual judgements will differ. Metrical

and linguistic evidence alone, though it may favour

an opinion upon authorship, can seldom constitute a

proof. What clinches the argument here, and does,

in my judgement, complete a proof against the author

ship of Aeschylus, is the discrepancy of substance

and statement between this passage and the play as

a whole.

This story of the flight is in some things reticent

and ambiguous, notably so as to the personal move

ments of Xerxes, but in one thing it is perfectly

clear. It purports, beyond possibility of question, to

account for the whole Persian armament, both naval

and military. The narrator professes indeed to be

summary, and to have "omitted many disasters2";

but this remark only strengthens the impression that

his relation covers the whole of what is foreshown

1
Sou further Paley, who notes several peculiarities not remark-

ablo singly, but collectively significant.

*
r. 5 '.3.
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in the first announcement—
" The host of Asia is

utterly
destroyed,"

trr/jaro? 7ra? oXcoXe
fiapfidpav1

—

the final loss and annihilation, as a belligerent force,

of the entire expedition. The disastrous retreat

which he describes is expressly attributed to the

whole armamentwith the exception only of the ships';

nor is there anywhere the least suggestion that the

generality of this term is subject to any further

abridgement. No one could suppose, and the com

poser certainly does not conceive, that the stronger,

if not larger, portion of the Persian army may still

be left in Greece, to expect a second campaign in

the following year. Yet this was the situation at

the time supposed, both in fact and according to the

play of Aeschylus.

Nor has this inconsistency escaped the notice

of Aeschylus himself. The subsequent dialogue

between the ghost of Darius and the Persian coun

cillors has been curiously framed so as to diminish

the objection as far as possible3. The councillors

look forward to revenge. "We shall
send,"

they

say, "a picked force, light and easily
moved."

" Nay,"

says the prophetic spirit,
"

not even that

army, which now remains in Greece, shall find

safe
return.""

What mean you ?
"

exclaims the

respondent in natural surprise. "Does not the whole

armament ofAsia pass from Europe over the Strait

of Helle ?
" "

Few out of the many, if we may trust

1
v. 255.

3
VV. 480 ff. vacov Tayot,...<TTpaTos 6 Xo«rds.

3
VV. 795 ff.
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answers Darius, and proceeds to reveal

the future disaster of Plataea :

XO. 7rcus elVas; ov yap irdv o-Tpdrevpa /3apf3dpwv

7repci tov "EXXr/s rropOpav Evpwrrr)t drro;

AA. iravpoi ye rroXXuv, tl ti rrunevo-ai 8«2v

Xpi) 6<o-<f>aTOiu-i.

The question, it will be observed, is ambiguous,

and more distinctly so in Greek than in English.

The tense—Do they not pass ? ov rrepa ;
—

may

refer either to present time or future—Are they not

passing? or Are Ihey not destined to pass?—and

according as it is construed will imply or not imply
that the speaker now hears for the first time of an

army left in Greece. Prima facie, it would bear

the present sense, but Darius takes and answers

the question as referring to the future. Clearly
this ambiguity is deliberate : the composer is steer

ing with some care round a difficulty created by the

original narrative of the flight.

But why was the difficulty created, or permitted

to exist ? Doubtless it is dramatically proper and

necessary that the episode of Plataea should be

reserved entire for the revelation of the ghost ; and

for mere omission this would sufficiently account.

We should not expect, according to the plan of the

Persians, that the narrative of Salamis would lay any
stress upon possible developments of the enterprise,

or perhaps even point to them at all. But neither

could we expect that the author, having in mind

the event of the year 479, and intending to make

use of it, should, of his own motion and without
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prompting, compose a narrative which, upon the

face of it, excludes the possibility of such an
event,—

and this although his audience knew the facts. For

'what conceivable purpose should he thus mislead

them as to the scope of his work and its relation

to history ? That the story is not reconcilable

with history is indeed in itself a thing of little or

no significance. A poet, even in matter of history,

may suppose almost anything that he pleases. What

is significant is the inconsistency with the Persians,
that is to say, with Aeschylus. Paley has perhaps

impaired the force of his striking observations by

combining or confounding these different objections.

If the narrative agreed with the Persians, we might

dismiss with small concern difficulties based upon the

actual practice of the Empire in the transmission

of despatches. These things Athenian poets and

audiences could ignore. But it is another thing to

find Aeschylus cutting away the foundation of his

own scenes.

In my opinion, this discrepancy of substance,

taken with the suspicious details of workmanship,

compels the inference that the narrative of the flight

is imported into the play of Aeschylus from some

other source ; and the adoption of it must be due to

Aeschylus himself, since for subsequent interpolation

of this kind there could be no motive or opportunity.

The source, and the motive for adoption, we could

not guess, were it not for the evidence of the

preface, that the play was a confessed imitation of

the Phoenissae. This being so, it was natural that
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some of the original work, if any adaptable piece

could be found, should be actually embodied and

retained, as an acknowledgment and compliment

to the originator. Of plagiarism, we should remark,

there could be no question. The fact that Aeschylus

followed the lead of Phrynichus was palpable, and,

considering the close proximity of time, one might

even suppose that he did so with consent. At all

events he did it without disguise ; and therefore,

the nearer he could keep to the track, and the more

he could adopt of the model, the better and the less

invidious would be his relation to the predecessor.

The Phoenissae, we must remember, was not a

failure, but a success. Fifty years later, the lyrics

in it were still remembered and repeated with

affection'. The design of Aeschylus, as appears

by the conspicuous borrowing noted in the preface,

was not to obliterate the preceding work, but to

put beside it a parallel though dependent work, in

his own different and probably much more dramatic

manner. To avoid the appearance of hostility was

the part of prudence, to say nothing of taste ; and

for this purpose nothing could be more effective than

to include some considerable adaptations.

Now there is no difficulty in conceiving a play,

to which the narrative of the flight, as given in the

Persians, would be strictly appropriate, a play in

which the naval victory at Salamis, the Athenian

victory, was treated as practically final, and the sequel,

Plataea and all, was dismissed summarily in a vague

1 Aristoph. Hasps 219 f.
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outline of rout. Such a plan might well be adopted

by an Athenian composer—provided that he kept

to it—even when the sequel and whole event were

actually known. And moreover it is possible that

Phrynichus, when he planned the Phoenissae, was

without this knowledge. It may have been written,

or shaped, as early as the autumn of 480 B.C., before

it was known or could be known that the Persians

had resolved to try their fortunes again, and when

the Greeks doubtless hoped, and perhaps believed,
that the whole land-force would forthwith retreat,

as it does in our story of the flight.

At all events there are indications that the

Phoenissae, whenever written, presented the story

in this light. First the title, proving that the

Chorus were
"
Women of

Phoenicia,"

shows that

the destruction of the navy, in which their country

men served, was the principal subject of the piece.

The Phoenicians had nothing to do with Plataea.

And secondly, as we noted above, the preface to

the Persians describes such a play, a play showing

how Xerxes, defeated by land and sea, fled by way

of Thessaly and the Hellespont into Asia. The

compiler of the preface appears to think that the

play so described is the Persians. I should be the

last to insist on the virtues of these prefaces, in

which valuable information is mixed with all sorts

of error. But so prodigious and gratuitous a false

hood seems to demand explanation, and will obtain

it, if we attribute the description to the play of

Phrynichus, and suppose it to be derived, but with
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misapplication, from the book On the Plots of

Aeschylus, in which the two plays were compared.

Why Aeschylus, if desirous to adopt some con

spicuous passage from his predecessor, chose this

one, is easily guessed. It is precisely at this point

that the rough style of the insertion (for the style

is rough) is most effective in contrast with his own

stateliness. The juncture, though it is not perfectly

artistic, and though it involves some disturbance of

the Aeschylean plan, is telling at the moment, and

would readily be accepted under the circumstances

of the composition.

The seam, in the ms. text, is a little more

distinctly visible than in some modern editions.

The narrator of the flight pauses after mentioning

the order of Xerxes for the retreat of the land-force,

and resumes his story in answer to a question from

Atossa as to the fate of the fleet. But he begins his

reply irregularly with an And:

vauiv 8« Tayoi riov XeXeipplvwv o~v8r)v

This St was of course long
ago1

changed to ye, but

the correction cannot be allowed as certain, in view

of the fact that another 8e, not normal and not thus

corrigible, appears in another place, where the very

words of Aeschylus suggest that he is arranging

material not quite obedient to his purpose.
" Now

go
back,"

says Atossa to the narrator, when he has

given the roll of the captains slain at Salamis, "Go

1

Robortello, but see on the contrary Hermann, Paley and

others. A y«, though intelligible, is not pleasing.
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back, and tell me this. Andwhat was the number

of the Greek ships, that they dared to contend with

the Persian armament ?
"

drap cppdcrov pvoi tovt avaorpei/'as TraXtv

wo'trov 8c irXrjOos rpi vedtv 'EXXijvi'Scov ;

The conjunction here is admissible, but it is not

usual2. After tovto, this, one would expect simply

vocrov trXfjOos; Nor is it hypercritical to ask why

Atossa should speak of "going
back,"

as if the

present question came out of its place. There is

no earlier point in the dialogue at which it should

or might more naturally have been asked. But all

is accounted for if the composer is following and

remodelling a known text, the track of which he

has quitted and here re-enters. Just such slight

irregularities, as are these two conjunctions, might

be looked for in a work produced, however skilfully,

by such a method. If the verse

Troaov Se irXrjOos rjv vecov 'EXXiyviSajv;

comes from Phrynichus, it presumably required, in

its original context, the copula which, in the present

context, is only possible.

It is noticeable, and has been often noticed3, that,

in the answer to this question about the numbers

of the contending fleets, Aeschylus insists on his

accuracy in regard to the Persians, and appears

to be correcting somebody4. The mere existence

of discrepant statements would hardly account for

1
vv. 333 ff.

8
See examples cited by Paley after Peile.

3

Paley, ad loc.
*

v. 341 Kal yap dlSa.
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this not very graceful attitude in a poet. But it

is excusable, perhaps necessary, if Aeschylus here

varies, upon an important point, from a poet whose

work he uses and professes to follow. Among all

competitors for the honour of the observation

Phrynichus should certainly be preferred.

The next question of Atossa, which calls for and

produces the narrative of Salamis, suggests by its

language one of several doubts which we cannot

settle.
"

How did the clash of the ships begin ?

Tell me. Was it the Greeks who attacked first,

or was it my son, contemptuously confident in

Tii'€S Karrjp£av, rroripov "EXX^^es, tia^s,

y Trats c/aos, rrXrj8ti Karav^cras rcwi';

In the last verse the normal word-division (in Kar-

au^T/o-os) is not regularly, but only slightly, marked.

Of course this may signify nothing. The licence,.

as a licence and rarity, is Aeschylean, and may or

may not be here due to adaptation or imitation of

Phrynichus. But the Phoenissae must have contained

a story of
Salamis—

very different in style, we may

be sun-, from that of the Persians—and a similar

question leading up to it. If the ttcus e/xos, my son,

were attributable to the predecessor, we should have

to suppose that he too had an Atossa. There is

no evidence (so far as I can perceive) either for or

against the supposition. And generally, the extent

and limits of borrowing or imitation are beyond our

discovery. There is however one passage where

V. E. 20
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such influence is probable, because it exhibits that

discrepant view of the story and situation, which

belonged to the work of Phrynichus. It is the first

general announcement of the disaster :

<u yrj<i drrdo-q% 'AcrtaSos iroXicpvaTa,

co Ileptris ata Kal 7roXvs 7rXovrov Xip.r/v,

cos iv p.id TrXrryf} Kare<j>Oaprai 7roXvs

oX^3os, to Ilepo-cov 8 av6oi ot^eTai ireorov.

mp.01, KaKov pev rrp&rov ayyeXXctv
Kaxa-

o/xtos

8"

dvdyKT) irav dvarrrv^ai iravo<i,

Tlepo-ai-
o-rparb<s yap iras oXcoXt ySap/Sapcov1.

The last words,
"

Our whole armament is
lost,"

though inconsistent with the situation in the Persians,

placed in time between the campaign of Xerxes

and that of Mardonius, would of course not in them

selves afford ground for suspecting an alien influence.

They would pass for the exaggeration of grief. But

in the actual circumstances of the composition, they

are more probably due to adaptation ; and to the

same source therefore, to adaptation or imitation of

Phrynichus, we should probably assign the irregular,

though expressive, phrase :

cos iv pid rrXr/yrj Kar-e<j>0apTai 7roXus

oX/Jos.

But neither is the passage pure Phrynichus, if we

estimate that poet from the story of the flight. The

phrases wide haven of wealth and Persia's fallen

flower exhibit precisely that note of Aeschylus in

which the
"

Flight
"

is signally deficient. Thus, as a

1
vv. 249 ff.
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whole, the passage confirms that impression of the

relation between the two poets, which is suggested

by the specimen cited in the preface :—the Persians

was in part and to some extent a rifacimento of the

Phoenissae, following it actually in words and phrases ;

but even in these parts the material was worked

over, and converted into something essentially differ

ent. Large portions of the play, and the most im

portant, such as the dream of Atossa, the narrative

of Salamis and Psyttaleia, and the whole part of

Darius, are doubtless Aeschylus pure and simple.

And, in general, the relics of the predecessor

are probably confined to words, phrases, and other

tessellae,—everywhere but in the story of the flight.

Here, I think, we have certainly more, some forty
lines of Phrynichus, which Aeschylus may have

touched indeed, but cannot have altered much, or

they would not be so bare, as they are, of all that is

characteristic of his hand. Small as it is, the speci

men serves to illustrate what Aristophanes means

when he speaks of the "solemn
phrase"

of tragedy

as the original product of Aeschylus1; it serves to

show how very much, which extant tragedy makes

us conceive as fundamental, was so established by
Aeschylus first and singly. Phrynichus, a contem

porary, had a widely different notion of the way to

write iambic verse ; and, if these fragments are near

his average, he was far indeed from pomp and from

majesty. The work is fine in its own way, very

' Frogs 1005 f.
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fine, as we should expect it to be, if it comes from

Phrynichus. The author of

Hep£r/s
8'

dvcop,co£ev Ka/ccov opcov /8at9os,

and of

wtirTOv

8'

iir dXXijXoicriv •
ijvtv^ci Si rot

oottk Ta^icrTa rrvevp. arreppr)£ev (iiov,

had great gifts, both of thought and speech. But

they were different from those of Aeschylus ; nor

did he comply with some of the technical rules,

which Aeschylus imposed both on himself and his

successors.



THE LADY OF COS.

A STUDY IN THE SOURCES OF HERODOTUS*.

Tiik purpose of this essay is to prove, in two

cases of special interest, the truth of a proposition

which, taken generally, is not likely to be disputed :

that Herodotus depended, for some part of his many
statements and anecdotes of which the source is not

obvious, upon the evidence of public monuments.

That he was a diligent visitor of the places where

such monuments were collected is as plain, in all

parts of his work, as that he was not an explorer

of archives, not even of such modest repositories as

certainly existed and were accessible in his time.

Explicit reference to the monuments, and professed

quotation, we should not expect from him ; it would

be inconsistent with the tone and manner of his

narrative. But for all that, it may be possible in

some instances to trace his proceedings and even to

recover his texts, as we may see from the parallel

case of the treatment which he applies to literature.

1 Reprinted (by permission) from the Classical Pevieiu, Vol.

xvn (1903).
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To quote poetry for decorative
purposes formally

and openly, after the fashion of Cicero and Plutarch

and generally of all writers
accustomed to libraries,

is not the practice of Herodotus nor suitable to his

colouring. Yet not only is it visible that, in the

treatment of topics which are akin to popular poetry,

he is profoundly influenced by it both in thought and

style ; but not unfrequently it will be seen, upon closer

inspection, that his imitations are, in all but form,

quotations, the poetical material being reproduced

so exactly that we can with ease reverse the com

poser's process and restore the metre which he has

turned into prose. For example, when he writes

(8- 3)-

dvTi/Sdvrcov Si tcov o-vp,pdx<w, eiKov ol 'AOrjvdioi, peya rreizoir]p.evoi

irepieivai rrpt EXXaSa, icat yvdvrcs, el o-Tao-idcrovo-i 7T£pl rrj<s rjyepovirjs,
cos a7roXeerai rj EXXds, dpt%. voevVres- ordcris yap ep.<f>vXos voXepov

op.ocj>poveovTOS roo-ovrio /caKiov icrri, ocrco 7rdXep.os elpr/vrjs,

the change of style and vocabulary in the final

sentence does not escape the ear, and the conjecture

is obvious that this change is due to the imitation of

a proverb in verse. But the truth is, that the very
words of the gnomic poet are before us :

.... dp#a voevvres"

eip-qvr)^ yap ocru> 7ro'Xep.os, [TOO-crcp8e] KaKiov

e/icpvXos rroXepov ordcris eoriv 6//.o<£povcovTos.

Two entire hexameters has the historian consciously
or unconsciously reproduced without the change of

a syllable, except the necessary translation of

Too-o-wSe into the corresponding prose-form too-ovtw.
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Nor is it only gnomic poetry proper which furnishes

material for such treatment. The maxims of Attic

tragedy are also susceptible of it. Thus in that

banquet at Thebes (9. 16), which is perhaps the

most tragic in feeling of all incidents in the history,

the Persian guest is made to express his useless

foreknowledge of disaster in these terms :

(etve, o ri 8(i yeviarOai Ik tov Oeov, dp.rjxavov dirorpe<liax dvOpiomo •

ov8i yap iricrra Xeyovcri iOiXei rrei0eo-8ai ovSti's. Tavra Si Ilcptrfoiv

trv^voi imarrdptvoi irropeOa dvayxalrj ivStSep-evou ixSioTrj Si 6ovvtj
io-rl Ttov iv dv6p<oiroio-i avrr], iroXXa <f>poviovra p/^Scvos Kpareeiv.

Here those words which belong only to the special

occasion, the sentence Tavra 8e...ev&e8epevoi, are

genuine prose, original prose, which, like other such

composition, cannot be converted into metre of any

sort without changing the substance. But the

general maxims, with which the speech begins and

ends, are not such prose, as the very sound and

feeling of them betrays. The second is a transcript

of two verses from tragedy :

68vvr)
8*

^v av6pamoio-iv ix6io-rrj [7rcX«]
avrri, <j>povovvra iroXAa p.rjSevb'S Kparelv.

The 7re'Xet, characteristic of the proverbial style in

tragedy, Herodotus could not borrow, but must

translate ; nor could he dispense, like the poet, with

the article rav. But so far as he possibly could,

he borrows the very words, not shunning even the

palpably poetical turn of the phrase <f>povovvra rroXXd.

Having seen this, we may fairly suspect that the

preceding maxim also imitates poetry not only in
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tone (this is plain) but in words; and the suspicion

is confirmed, as the reader may ascertain, by the

facility with which the sentence will run into hexa

meters.

Now such remarks, in themselves merely curiousj

point the way to possible observations of higher

interest. Literature in whatever shape, dramas,

tales, moralities, was not the only kind of metrical

composition with which our historiographer was

familiar, nor the most nearly related to his purpose.

The sacred places of Hellas were already full of

monuments, interesting to the enquirer and ex

plained not unfrequently by inscriptions in metre.

What we now see is this : that where Herodotus

made use of such, as we may presume that he

occasionally did, there is a likelihood, from his

habits of composition, that we may learn from his

work more than he designed to tell us. We may

expect that a narrator, whose taste and memory

prompted him to verbal fidelity in the adapting of

mere decorations, will deal sometimes not less

faithfully with verses which furnished the very

foundation of his story. If so, he will supply us

with an instrument of no small importance, especi

ally in our dearth of such instruments, for criticising
and estimating his method.

In his account of the battle of Plataea there is

one incident, which, both in the character of the

facts and in the manner of telling, presents a remark

able contrast to the rest of the narrative. For the

most part, indeed everywhere else, that account is
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merely such as from the means open to Herodotus

we might expect it to be : it includes nothing, and

pretends to no exactness, which may not fairly be

accounted for by popular tradition. For example,

while Herodotus claims to have, as he well might

have, a clear and tolerably complete knowledge of

the military movements on the Greek side, those on

the Persian side are left vague and obscure. The

story is made less intelligible, but more authentic,

by a defect corresponding to the natural limits of

his information. In few places is there any minute

ness of detail, and in these, for the most part, only

with regard to incidents which, like the parading

of the corpse of Masistius or the mutiny of

Amompharetus, must or might be widely known,

and might therefore naturally be learnt by that sort

of enquiry which, in reference to transactions within

memory, Herodotus seems to profess. One incident,

and one only, is otherwise related, related with a

fulness of detail such as could be really warranted only

in an eye-witness ; and this is the more remarkable,

inasmuch as the particular fact is of such a nature,

that at first sight we cannot easily imagine any

probable way in which the details could be preserved.

When the H.irbarians had been laid low by the Hellenes at

1'I.Uaea, there approached to them a woman, the concubine of

Pharandates the son of Teaspis a Persian, coming of her own will

from the enemy, who, when she perceived that the Persians had

been destroyed and that the Hellenes were the victors, descended

from her carriage and came up to the Lacedemonians while they

were yet among the slaughter. She had adorned herself with

many ornaments of gold, and her attendants likewise, and had
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put on the fairest robe she had. And when she perceived that

the director of all things there was
" Pausanias,"

being before well

acquainted with his name and birth, which she had heard often,

she knew him for who he was, and taking hold of his knees she

said thus :
"
O king of Sparta, deliver me thy suppliant from the

slavery of the captive : for thou hast also done me service hitherto

in destroying these, who have regard neither for demigod nor yet

for god. I am a native of Cos, the daughter of Hegetorides son

of Antagoras ; and the Persian took me by force in Cos and kept

me a
prisoner."

He made answer thus: "Woman, be of good

courage, both for that thou art a suppliant, and for that perchance

thou speakest true, and art the daughter of Hegetorides the Coan,
who is happily my best friend of all that dwell in those

parts."

Having thus spoken, for the time he gave her in charge to those

Ephors who were present, and afterwards sent her away to Aegina,
whither she herself desired to go1.

If we compare this story with the context, we

must be sensible of the contrast above indicated,

and shall see reason for asking why, of this par

ticular scene, concerning people of no importance

and not elsewhere mentioned, Herodotus claims

to be far more exactly informed than of anything

else which passed upon the Plataean field. No

other scene is presented with anything like this

completeness of persons and properties : chariot,

jewels, dress, attendants, ephors. That Herodotus

thought himself at liberty to invent all this, no one,

who will study at length his account of the battle

and sequel, will easily suppose. From what witness

then did he derive it ? Not from any witness, but

from a document, a document of which part, but a

part only, was in writing and is reproduced by the

1
9. 76; translation of G. C. Macaulay, slightly modified.
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historian with the utmost exactness compatible with

his manner of using it. The speech of the rescued

lady to Pausanias has been copied closely and care

fully, word after word, from a version in five hexa

meters. Here is the
original1

:

*0 /SacrtXtv %TTdprryi, Xvaal p iKeriv [8opiX7prTOv]
8ovXocrvv>;s. ov yap es oi^jo-as diroXtcrtras,

TOVS OVX [»JpcuW?] OV 0ewV 07TIV [ovTll"'] I^OVTOS.

Kcj»7
8'

elpl yevos, 6vydrr)p HyirropiSao

'AvTaydpao ■

/3irj 8e Xa/3i)v KcJ p dx** ° THpo~ij<:.

And here is the transcript of Herodotus :

*fi j3ao-iXev %TrdpTr]5, Xvo-ai pe rr)v ueeTiv alxpaXwrov SovXocrvVrjs "

crii ydp Kal i<s roSt covi/cras TOvcrSt a7roXfcras, tovs ovre Saipoi'inv ovre

dediv oiriv i^ovras. elpl Si yeVos piv Kiir/, dvydrr/p Si 'Hyr/ropiSeio

rov 'AvTaydpeco. y3i'jj Si pe Xa/J<oV iv Kco el^t 6 Iltpo-iys.

It appears that oo/aiXr/irrou, the only word not

admissible in prose, has been translated (as ireXei to

io-rC in the before-cited fragment of tragedy) into

the precisely equivalent alxp-aXwrov, a translation

which also has the desirable effect of obliterating

the close of a hexameter. With the same purpose

ovriva is dropped ; in the other three verses the

effect is accomplished, or rather accomplishes itself,

by the mere substitution of the Herodotean forms

for the epic. The epic locative Kw in the last verse

1 The words in brackets are inferred from the text of Hero

dotus, but not found in it. In v. 3 tovs ovre Saipovw (Herodotus)
points prima facie to tovs ov Saipoviiav. But it is doubtful whether,

even for metrical convenience, Satpdviov could be used at this date

(circ. 475 B.C.): jjpcoW was suggested to me by Sir R. C. Jebb.

Possible also are dvri6eu>v and r}px6ea>v: see L. and Sc. s. w.
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becomes of course iv Kw ; some less common term

(yjpcos ?) is replaced by the
normal haipcav ; the article

(ttjvv. i, tov v. 5) is inserted where prose requires

it and verse rejects ; and a few additional conjunc

tions (/ecu, re, re, piv, 8e), natural to common speech,

complete the disguise sufficiently. We notice how

ever that the disguise is not quite perfect ; for, as in

the tragic proverb the poetical phrase <f>povwv troXXd,

so here the poetical combination ai^aXcoTos
Sou-

Xocrvvrj remains to a careful ear perceptible, though

the narrator doubtless felt, and with reason, that in

a scene of so much passion and pathos it would not

offend. We may notice also, as a justification, if

any were needed, for the historian's fidelity, that

even this change of a word, necessary though it is,

slightly obscures the connexion of the whole as

framed by the original composer; for hopi-XiqiTTov

points forward to Xa/Swv in the final verse, which

the substituted alxpdXcaTov does not.

Now upon observing this, we might at first

suspect that the whole story is taken from an

original in verse, a thing in itself by no means

inconceivable or even improbable. But such is not

the fact ; for this speech is the only portion sus

ceptible of such re-translation, a thing not otherwise

to be naturally explained but by supposing that this,

and this only, is a translation. We may try the

experiment upon the preceding sentence—

opcocra Si Trdvra £K£iva SieirovTa Ilavo-avijyv, wporepov re to owopta

i^etno-rap.evrj koX rrjv rrdrprjv, coore 7roXXdicis aKOVo-aca, lyvco re tov

IIavo"aviijv /cai Xafiop.evr) tcov yovvaTcov eXeye rdSe—
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where a very brief inspection will prove that restora

tion of metre is impracticable. Even the reply of

Pausanias, which might well be expected to follow

the model, if model there were, exhibits such hope

less material as this—6s ipol £elvo<; paXicrra rvyxdvet.

iojv tcjv rrepl Keivov<; rows Yw/aovs olK-qpevcov. The

speech of the lady therefore, and nothing more,

Herodotus had before him in hexameter verse ; but

this he derived from a source so authentic that he

thought fit to preserve it textually.

Now the problem so presented, at first sight

puzzling, becomes, I think, not difficult of solution,

when we note that the narrative, full as it is, contains

nothing which would not be given by a picture of

the principal situation, a picture in the Greek style :

the lady upon her knees before the
"
king,"

Persian

corpses upon the ground (one of them named,

<^apavhdrrj<i TedoTrios). two maids on the one side

balancing two ephors on the other (these also

identified by their costume or by lettering), and the

chariot for a background. Such a representation,

drawn or in bas-relief, with an inscription explain

ing its purport, the heroine of the story seems to

have dedicated, in gratitude for her escape, at some

temple in Aegina. Hence the historian is able to

say that to Aegina she was sent ; and we see that

this is just all that he can tell of her subsequent ad

ventures,
—except indeed that Aegina was

"

whither

she wanted to not an extravagant inference

from the fact that thither she went. That the

declarations of her speech, as inscribed, were the
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cause of
Pausanias'

clemency is also a fair inference

from the mention of them ; and Herodotus accord

ingly expresses this in his usual manner, by a speech

assigned to the king, which acknowledges the name of

Hegetorides as one which especially appeals to him.

As to this name, however, the historian has

followed a construction of the document which,

were it not for his authority, would be disputable.

He assumes that, in the verse, 'RyrjTopiSao 'Avra-

yopao is the genitive of 'Hyr]TopC8rj<s 'Avrayopao
"

Hegetorides, son of
Antagoras,"

as of course it

might be ; and perhaps he knew of such a
"

Hege
torides"

otherwise. But he gives no sign of such

knowledge ; and, as an interpretation of the docu

ment, I should certainly have otherwise preferred

"Antagoras, son of
Hegetor,"

taking
"Hegetorides"

as a patronymic. Nor, as it is, should I absolutely

discard this interpretation, although, or perhaps

because, it would curiously illuminate the king's

acquaintance with the name of his " best of
friends."

That he commended the lady to the ephors is more

certain ; it would appear in the picture from his

attitude. That Pharandates was the Persian captor

Herodotus deduced, and properly, from the other

wise irrelevant assignment of that name to one of

the corpses ; and the place, Plataea, was indicated

sufficiently by the name of the king. The rich

attire of the suppliants was visible upon them, the
"gold"

no doubt actually gilded; and we may go

with Herodotus in supposing, all things considered,

that it was their best. Nor need we object to his
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prudent and highly characteristic intimation, through

the mouth of Pausanias, that the lady's account of

herself may have been more pathetic than true ;

Pausanias preferred the charitable assumption,
—

el

Br) rrpbs tovtco Tvy^dvet? dXrjdea \eyovo~a.

At this same Aeginetan sanctuary, we may

observe, Herodotus probably also learnt, from some

pious cicerone commenting on a monument, the

edifying story of the noble Aeginetan Lampon,

which almost immediately follows (9. 78). It

savours strongly of the preacher, and recalls the

manner of Delphi.

The other example, which I would allege as

exhibiting the use of a verse-inscription, is closely

similar. The description of the events which im

mediately followed the battle of Salamis, otherwise

natural and probable, is interrupted (8. 114) by an

astounding statement. The Spartans (we are told),

receiving at this moment a command from Delphi

"

to demand of Xerxes satisfaction for the slaying of

Leonidas, and to accept whatever the king should

actually despatched a herald with the commis

sion, who, taking
"

the quickest overtook the

retreating monarch "in
Thessaly"

before he had

parted from Mardonius, and delivered his message

in the presence of both ; whereupon Xerxes, point

ing to Mardonius, said that
"

here was the man who

should give such satisfaction on the part of the

Persians as the Lacedaemonians ought to receive
"

— which in due course and to the glory of Apollo

Mardonius did at Plataea.
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The historical value of this anecdote is scarcely

worth discussion. It has every mark of the apocry

phal, improbabilities moral and physical, amounting

almost to the impossible, vagueness and uncertainty

in all the circumstances. Assuredly if any Greek

had at this time bearded the Great King, and re

turned to report the interview, it would not have

been forgotten who was the hero and where was the

scene of this transcendent experience. What may

be worth enquiry is the nature of the evidence upon

which Herodotus, who about oracles in particular

expressly claims to be reasonably though not

obstinately critical, accepted a statement, the ob

jections to which he did not overlook1.

We have some light upon this question when we

observe, that, while the rest of the anecdote was

composed freely, so far as appears, by Herodotus,

the speech of the herald, like that of the lady
from Cos, was not so composed, but translated

from verse:

co ySacriXev Mi^Scov, KaKeSaipjovioi re <f>ovoio

alrovo-iv o~e 8i«as Sirdpnjs arro

6'

"Hpa»cXeiSai,
'EXXa'8a pvopevdv crcpiv oti Kreiva% fiao-iXrja.

The prose of Herodotus runs thus :—

co /JacnXev Mi;8cov, AaKeSaip-ovioi re ue Kal 'HpaicXeiSai 01 arro

'S,Trdprr)<s alreovo-i cpdvov Sixas, oti crcpecov tov |8acriXea a7reKT£ivas

pvoptevov ri)v 'EXXdSa.

1 Note the simple but significant suggestion that the herald

took "the quickest
way.''

One might wonder what way, at the

moment, this was. It is uncertain whether Xerxes was then in

Thessaly at all.
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As in the former example, so also here, the

document is followed word for word. The posses

sive-dative (o-<f>Lv, in v. 3) might perhaps have been

retained without offence ; but with the prosaic

arrangement and emphasis, the genitive o-<j>ea>v,

answering to MrjSatv, is more natural. The other

changes are merely those inevitable for prose.

Here again therefore we have to do, not with a

narrative in verse, but with a fragment of a narra

tive, such a fragment as could hardly exist except

as an inscription, as an explanatory appendage to

a reciprocally illustrative work of art. From this

work itself, the painted or sculptured group, comes

the principal scene, Xerxes answering the herald by

"pointing to Mardonius
"

; and the story comes from

the religious custodians of the monument, the

Delphians or whoever they were. But we may now

divine how and by what stages this story grew and

came to be accepted. It is open and natural to

be supposed, that the authors of the work neither

asserted nor intended it to represent an actual event.

It was a symbol, legitimate and appropriate, of the

truth that Plataea was the Spartan's revenge for

Thermopylae. But when the exhibitors, for obvious

reasons, preferred to regard and explain it as his

torical, it seemed, to a mind perfectly honest but not

sufficiently
versed in the sifting of such testimony,

to be an independent witness of the truth. It pro

duced upon Herodotus the sort of effect which, upon

persons not accustomed to analysis, is now produced

when something, which they are not unwilling to

believe, is actually shown to them in print.



THE DEATH OF CYRSILUS,

ALIAS LYCIDES.

A PROBLEM IN AUTHORITIES.

Few events so remote as the year 479 B.C., and

perhaps none relating to the fate of an ordinary

person, are so well known to us and so fully attested,

as the vengeance taken by the Athenians on the

unfortunate councillor, who ventured to recommend

for consideration the proposal of Mardonius,—that

Athens, upon favourable terms for herself, should

make peace with the King of Persia and abandon

the common cause of the Greek nation. We possess

three notices of the story, two summary and one

more full, which have, all of them, high pretensions

to authenticity. Of the two summaries, one at least

is derived directly from an official document almost

contemporary with the event itself. The fuller

account is not indeed thus warranted, and may be

supposed rather to depend on oral relation ; but our

narrator must have had and used the opportunity of

consulting eye-witnesses. All three accounts may

be combined without difficulty, and, except in one

unimportant detail, they exhibit no discrepancy.
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The outline of the story is this. The Persian

proposal was laid before the Athenian Council by
an envoy sent from Athens, which was then in

the hands of the enemy, to the island of Salamis.

Here the Athenians, or so many of them as had

ventured to return to their homes upon the retreat

of Xerxes in the year before, had again taken

refuge, when Mardonius, after wintering in Boeotia,

had re-occupied the desolate city. One councillor,

apparently alone, moved that the terms offered

should be referred to the Assembly. By the

exasperated patriotism of his colleagues this advice

was regarded as treacherous and corrupt ; and such

was their indignation, that, upon the rising of the

Council, they and others joined in stoning him to

death. The Athenian women, upon hearing what

had occurred, were seized with a like fury, rushed

to the man's house, and killed in the same manner

his wife and his children. These proceedings

became the subject of a decree (psephistna). The

text of this document is not preserved, nor its

purpose specified ; but since it is cited as approving
what was done, we can hardly be wrong in sup

posing that it was designed to put a legal face upon

the matter, and to prevent the perilous consequences

likely to arise out of acts which, however popular,

were in law nothing better than murders.

In all these facts our three authorities, Herodotus

(9. 4), Lycurgus (contra Leocratem 122), and Demos

thenes (de corona 204), so far as they go, concur,—

Demosthenes not less than the others, as shall
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presently be shown. The decree is mentioned by
Lycurgus only, who cites it, though the quotation,

as usual, is omitted in our copies of his speech. He

describes the decree as
"

concerning
"

or
"

relating

to the man who came to his end in Salamis
"

(7rerjl

tov iv ~%aXaplvi TeXevTrjcravros;),
—a phrase which

could not naturally be used of a sentence to death,

but only of an enactment
"concerning"

the death,

that is to say, relating to it expost facto. With this

agree the allusion of Demosthenes, which implies1,

and the story of Herodotus, which asserts, that the

man and his family were not regularly executed, but

lynched. Doubtless therefore this is the meaning

-of Lycurgus also, though in saying that
"

the

Council
"

stoned the man, and that before doing
so they

"

took off their
wreaths,"

he colours the act

with certain touches of solemnity. The participa

tion of persons from the Council, as individuals, is

affirmed by Herodotus ; the colours of Lycurgus

come probably from the decree, which, if designed,

as we must suppose, to give a retrospective sanction,

naturally put upon what had been done the most

plausible construction which it would bear. The

act of the women, the killing of the wife and the

children, cannot possibly have been legalized

a priori; and it is plain, upon all three accounts,

that the killing of the man, however the decree may
have coloured it, was also a mere act of popular

vengeance and equally without formal justification.

1

By including the action of the women, which cannot have

been legal.
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We may doubt indeed, though we need not here

discuss, whether at this date any Athenian court

would have deliberately awarded, for a lawful ex

pression of opinion, a species of punishment which

an Athenian poet, only twenty years later, classes

with impalement and other tortures, as a barbarity
fit only for fiends1. However that may be, our

authorities agree in showing that upon this occasion

there was no legal award.

It is extremely important to note, for reasons

which will presently appear, that Demosthenes,
though he does not mention the decree and has no

need to do so, cannot reasonably or fairly be sup

posed ignorant of it. The allusions of both orators

are so introduced as to convey the impression that

in their time the case, and the public pronouncement

on it, as examples of the fervency of Athenian

patriotism, were notorious and celebrated. And

when we consider what were the character, vocation

and pursuits of Demosthenes, it is beyond belief

that he was not acquainted, and perfectly familiar,

with a document so remarkable and in all respects

so interesting to him as this. We may presume

then, and must necessarily presume, that the account

of the affair, which he gives in the most famous and

finished of his compositions, is consistent, so far as

it goes, with the authoritative record. In the case

of Herodotus there is of course no such presumption.

He was neither lawyer nor consulter of archives;

1
Aesch. Eum. 189. It seems, however, to have been a poss

ible punishment ; see Macan on Herod. I.e.
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and although the decree, being no part of the story

as a story, would not perhaps have interested him

much if he had heard of it, we may suppose more

probably that he never did. Nevertheless, as to the

main and material facts, his graphic narrative agrees

with those of his more learned successors. His

conception of the event is just that which we might

have formed by combining the data of Lycurgus

and Demosthenes, and discarding their flourishes.

One addition he makes, though it cannot be called

a discrepancy. He tells us, at the close of the

terrible tale, what neither of the orators chooses to

comprise in his encomiastic allusion,
—that the crowd

of enraged women pelted to death not only the wife

of the delinquent, but also his children : Kara pev eXev-

crav avrov tt)v yvvatKa, Kara. Se rd reKva. Lycurgus

refers to the man only, Demosthenes only to the

adults. Their motives for such limitation are ob

vious ; and their reticences afford no reason to

doubt, that the recital of the decree, if we had it,
would be found to confirm the completeness and

candour of the historian.

In one detail only, and that not affecting the

substance of the narrative, Herodotus disagrees with

those who had access to the official document ; and

here he must have been misinformed. The name

of the offender, according to Demosthenes, who had

for it the testimony of the psephisma, was Cyrsilus

(KvpcriXos). Herodotus gives it as Lycides (Av/a'Sijs).

Whether his variation may be accounted for, we

will consider presently. But if it cannot, if it is a
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mere error, there is nothing in it to raise difficulty
or suspicion. In things of no significance, the best

oral tradition will be inaccurate ; and in this case

the personality of the victim was apparently of

no significance. It is not alleged that, apart from

his fate, he had any importance, nor does the story

imply it. In Lycurgus he is actually
anonymous—

6 ev Xakaplvu Te\evTrjo~a<;. That Herodotus should

have picked up a wrong name is not surprising and

hardly worth notice.

Let us repeat then, and firmly remember, that

this instructive incident, in its substance and essen

tial features, is absolutely certain. It must have

happened when, where, and as these authorities

assert. Evidence so authentic and concordant

would outweigh much improbability. But there is

no improbability. The Athenians of Salamis and

Plataea were incomparably the most civilised people

of the time. But they were not more civilised, or

more safe from excesses of passion, than the

Hollanders of the seventeenth century, who, in

a crisis not dissimilar, tore in pieces the innocent

and illustrious De Witt.

Where then, it will be asked, is the problem ?

Why, in editions of Herodotus or the de corona, is

the story treated as a puzzle ? Why are there

histories in which it is canvassed as dubious, or

even altogether omitted ? The cause is typical, and,

as such, worthy of attention.

In the de qfficiis of Cicero (3. 11, § 48) the

anecdote is cited as follows: "The Athenians,
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being unable to withstand the Persian invader,

determined to abandon their city, putting their

wives and children in Troezen, and themselves on

board the fleet, which was to defend at sea the

liberties of Greece ; and they stoned to death one

Cyrsilus, who advised that they should remain in

Athens and should admit
Xerxes."

Now between

this version and that of the Greek authors no con

ciliation is possible. Cicero has changed almost

every circumstance,
—the date, the place, the position

of the Athenians at the time. Above all, he changes

the essential matter, the proposal of Cyrsilus and the

connexion of his conduct with his fate. According
to Cicero, the proposal was, that in the year 480,

and before the battle of Salamis, the Athenians

should submit wholly and unconditionally to the

King of Persia. Nothing is said of any offer to

them from Xerxes, nor indeed would it be credible

that, before Salamis, any offer was made. Athens

and Attica, with their population, were to be sur

rendered to the King and the army then under his

command,
—a surrender which would have ex

tinguished the Athenian state as a factor in resist

ance, so that the naval force of Hellas would have

been practically annihilated, and, as Cicero plainly
and necessarily supposes, no sea-defence whatever

could have been made. How such a submission

could have been "

advantageous (utile)
"

for Athens,
is not apparent ; but certainly it would have been,
in the highest degree,

"dishonourable."

Moreover

(a point more vital yet) we are told that by Cyrsilus
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this submission was positively approved and recom

mended. But in Herodotus the Athenian councillor

is not so committed. Mardonius offers, in con

sideration of a separate peace, to respect the

independence of Athens, and to give her what

territory she chooses to ask (Herod. 8. 140, 9. 4).

The offer is made to "the
Council,"

and the proposal

of the councillor is simply that it should be referred

to the Assembly. To treat this as a proof of treason

was a mere extravagance, a frenzy of popular en

thusiasm ; and Herodotus expressly allows that the

conduct of the councillor may have been honest.

But the Ciceronian proposal, that Athens should

accept slavery without striking a blow, without

reward, and with every reason to expect the severest

treatment, would have gone near to prove treason

(if not rather insanity), and the execution of the

proposer might well have followed in course of law,

as Cicero would let us think that it did.

But the disagreement of Cicero with the Greek

authorities would of course not suffice to impeach

them, or to throw upon them any shadow of doubt.

It would be enough to say that his statement,

improbable upon the face of it, is proved by history
to be altogether erroneous. We need not even ask

how he came by his mistake. He is mistaken, and

there we might leave him. Why then, we have still

to ask, have the Greek authorities been treated as

dubious ?

Because it is said, and repeated in book after

book, that, on the essential point of date, Cicero is
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supported by Demosthenes : that Demosthenes also

puts the affair of Cyrsilus before the battle of

Salamis, and represents the offers, which Cyrsilus

wished to accept or to consider, as having been

made by Xerxes during his march upon Athens

in the year 480.

Now if this were so, we should have a problem

indeed, and a problem hopeless of any satisfactory

solution. Both Herodotus and Demosthenes, for

different reasons, are in this matter authorities of

the greatest weight. Yet to accept both, if in sub

stance they differ, and to suppose that an incident

so remarkable was repeated, with no other variation

than the name of the principal victim, in two suc

cessive years, is an escape not worth discussion.

The logical and practical conclusion would be that,

for the most interesting part of Greek history, we

have no trustworthy witnesses at all.

But we are in no such position. It is not true

that the blunders of Cicero are supported by
Demosthenes. It is true that they can be read

into Demosthenes. But that is an injury to the

orator, who says nothing which is not consistent

with the truth as it appears in the other Greek

testimonies.

Demosthenes says (de corona 204) that the

Athenians had the endurance (vtrepeivav) to abandon

their country and city, and take to their ships, rather

than do what the Persians required of them ; and he

adds, in proof of their resolution and stubbornness,

that
"

they elected Themistocles, the adviser of this
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course, for their strategos, and stoned to death

Cyrsilus, who suggested
compliance."

Now if this

were our only account of the matter, and if we knew

nothing about the history of the time, we might

doubtless suppose that these two facts, the advice of

Themistocles and the suggestion of Cyrsilus, were

contemporaneous, and therefore that the act of

Cyrsilus as well as that of Themistocles took place

in the year 480, when Themistocles was elected

strategos.

But why should we so suppose, since it was not

the truth, and since not only Demosthenes, but

many or most of his audience and readers, must

have known that it was not the truth ? Demos

thenes does not say so. The abandonment of

Attica and Athens extended (in effect) from the

summer of 480 to the autumn of 479, from before

the battle of Salamis until after the battle of Plataea.

Demosthenes here speaks of it, quite correctly, as

one single course or action, disregarding, as in such

a retrospect is natural, whatever precarious and

temporary re-occupation may have occurred in the

winter between. The facts which he subjoins are

given as illustrations of the resolution with which

this painful policy was adopted and pursued. The

election of Themistocles marks the deliberate adop

tion of it ; the treatment of Cyrsilus displays the

passionate adhesion to it in spite of bitter experience.

To suppose the two facts contemporaneous is not

only unnecessary to the purpose of the orator, but

unsuitable ; since the two together would then only
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show the high spirit of the Athenians before the

trial, and not their perseverance in enduring it.

Nor is Demosthenes incorrect or inaccurate

when, in a passage preceding (§ 202), he says that

the offers, by which Athens was tempted to abandon

the cause of Hellas, came "from the King of
Persia"

(tiapa tov liepo-cov /3<xcriXea>s). He does not thereby

say or suggest that they were made by Xerxes

during his personal campaign in the year 480. The

offers of Mardonius in the following winter and

spring, the offers recommended for consideration by

Cyrsilus, were made on behalf of the King, by his

express sanction and command (Herod. 8. 140, and

by reference 9. 4), and indeed would not otherwise

have been worth attention. The terms offered are

described by Demosthenes as they are by Herodotus;
he translates Herodotus, we may say, into language

of his own1. There is no reason therefore to doubt,

that it is to the offers made by Xerxes through

Mardonius, the only offers ever made, that Demos

thenes refers ; and he speaks truly when he says

that, rather than accept them, the Athenians (for

the second time) abandoned their country.

But though the statements of Demosthenes are

true, they are ambiguous, and would easily be

misunderstood by a reader having no external in

formation. Probably they misled Cicero, or the

intermediary person, if there was one, by whom

Herod. 8. 140 tovto p.iv ttjv yijv crcpi diro'Sos, tovto §£ dXXr]V

Trpos ravrrj eXio-dmv airoi, ijfvTiva av efo'Xcocri. Demosth. de cor. 202

on fZovXerai Xa^ovo-rj (rtf iroXei) Kal rd eavT^s ex0"°"2?-
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Cicero was misled. For this ambiguity, as for any,

two different causes may be suggested. It might

be thought intentional. Demosthenes, we might

suppose, was willing to hint what he dares not

assert, namely, that Athens, though she received

no offers from Persia before the battle of Salamis,

might then or at any time have obtained advantages

at the expense of Hellas, if she had chosen to ask

for them. But there is an alternative supposition,

more candid and more reasonable,
—that the ambi

guity, unperceived by Demosthenes, was possible to

him just because the facts were notorious, and

because the false construction, the construction of

Cicero, was not thinkable. It never occurred to

Demosthenes as imaginable (and why should it have

occurred ?), that Xerxes, before receiving any check,

would have consented to favour, or even to spare,

the state which was the chief object of his ven

geance. Unfortunately Cicero was capable of this

conception ; and Cicero, by a natural consequence,

has misled others, who, but for him, would have done

Demosthenes the justice of taking his words, as

they may be taken, consistently with the facts of

history.

But when we have made this observation, the

historical problem disappears. The date given by
Cicero for the stoning of Cyrsilus is a blunder, a mis

reading of
the de corona. Demosthenes, Lycurgus,

and Herodotus all give, or admit, the true date,

after Salamis and in the year of Plataea ; and they

agree in all other respects, except that Herodotus
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gives the name of the victim not as Cyrsilus (which

it was) but as Lycides.

It remains only to consider, whether the name

Lycides is, as it well may be, a mere error, or

whether it admits of explanation. Is it not possibly

a patronymic ? There was such a name as Lycus

(Av/cos). May not AvkiStjs represent 6 Avkov ? We

cannot, of course, suppose that Herodotus so under

stood it, since he does not use patronymics, and in

any case would not prefer such a description to

the true name. But if it were, in this sense,

applicable to Cyrsilus, it may well have been used

for its significance (wolfling) by those who stoned

him for treachery. It is even possible, in that age of

omens, that this ill-sounding appellation contributed

to his horrible fate. Herodotus himself (7. 180)

makes a like conjecture about one Leon (lion), who

was killed by the Persians as a sacrificial victim,

possibly, as the historian supposes, because of the

name. His conjecture, whatever it may prove about

the Persians, is significant as to the feelings of a

Greek. If thus explained, the use of the appellation

by Herodotus would be not so much an error as

a misapprehension. But upon this we need not

speculate. In any case the misnomer, corrected

(from the documentary evidence) by Demosthenes,
is no reason for questioning the narrative of

Herodotus, or for raising any doubts respecting an

incident unimpeachably certified.



CHRIST BEFORE HEROD1.

Luke xxiii i— 16.

The part played in the proceedings of the Passion

by Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee, is one of

those incidents which are peculiar to the third

Gospel of the canonical four. The narrative has

been vigorously assailed by modern criticism. Some

have declared it destitute of any foundation. And

even in the more conservative historians we find

assumptions and concessions, respecting the purport

of the story as intended by the Evangelist, which, if

valid, create difficulties and doubts. The purpose

of this essay is to suggest, with the submission due

from one having no special competence in the

subject, that the case against the narrative is itself

entirely mistaken, and rests, so far as it has any

basis at all, upon a traditional misapprehension and

misinterpretation of the statement impeached.

The present position of the question, as it appears

from the sceptical side, will be seen in a full quota

tion translated from the commentary of Loisy. My

1 Reprinted (by permission) from the Journal of Theological

Studies, Vol. x p. 321.
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investigation of the matter, as a case in some ways

typical and important, was conceived in the course

of studying his two
elaborate and interesting volumes

on the Synoptic Gospels. Criticism, he says1, has

seen in this episode

a legendary fiction accepted, or even invented, by Luke. The

latter hypothesis must be rejected as improbable, since everywhere

else the evangelist depends upon written documents. He found

the mention of Herod in one of the gospels which he knew and

used. But did this document deserve complete confidence?

May not its data have been somewhat modified by Luke for the

purpose of inclusion in his narrative? It has been remarked

that, not having mentioned the silence of Jesus before Pilate, he

has put this touch into the appearance before Herod; that the

accusation of the priests seems to be imported from the same

source ; and that the soldiers of Herod and the
"

splendid
robe2"

similarly take the place and part of the Roman soldiers, who, in

the first two Gospels, and in the fourth, array the Saviour in a

robe of purple. The
"
splendid robe

"
of Luke need not be

white8, and if it be, the purple may have been discarded by the

evangelist as an object not possible for the mockery of a king.

On the other hand, the story of Luke has long prepared us for

the intervention of Herod. We are informed first that the tetrarch

desired to see Jesus4, and again later6, that he designed to put

him to death, and that upon this occasion the Pharisees who gave

warning of the design were requested by Jesus to tell Herod that,

for the death of a prophet, the only possible place was Jerusalem.

All this, in the conception of the evangelist, is connected with

the incident now before us. But the train of events he probably

did not make ; he found it ready-made in a document or

documents, containing notes of the relation between Jesus and

Antipas. A passage in the Acts6, a prayer of the disciples in

1 Les E\vangiles Synoptiques 11 638.
s

robe brillante.

3 Some Latin versions render the adjective by albus.

*

ix 7.
6
xiii 31.

6 iv 27.
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which Herod is expressly noted as a participant in the condemna

tion of the Saviour, is inspired by the same source or derived

from the same tradition. In that passage is mentioned a

prophecy, which was in the mind of the author when he describes

in his Gospel the parts taken, in the story of the Passion, by the
Jewish priests and people, by Pilate, and by Herod :

"

Why did

the nations rage and the peoples imagine vain things? The

kings of the earth assembled, and the rulers were gathered

together, against the Lord and against his Christ1."
This text

from the Psalms may have had some influence in shaping the

Gospel-narrative, but has not affected it very much, and certainly
cannot have created it

It was supposed by Renan, that Luke was acquainted with

a document, "in which the death of Jesus was by mistake

attributed to
Herod,"

and that,
"
in order not to lose this datum

totally,"

he "pieced the two traditions
together."

A pure mistake

it could not be, but there is room for mistake with design. The

apocryphal Gospel of Peter gives a glimpse of the way in which

legend enlarged the part of Herod in the Passion, and thus

improved upon the lead of the Synoptic Gospels in shifting the

responsibility from Pilate; but the part of the procurator could

not conceivably be suppressed. The document, upon which

Luke has drawn for information about the attitude of Herod

towards Jesus, cannot, so far as concerns Herod's part in the

Passion, be that which was used by Mark. It was a source

resembling the Gospel of Peter, possibly a former edition of this

Gospel, and parallel to Mark and to Matthew. In it, all the

main points of the trial by Pilate were transferred to Herod, so as

to let it appear that the tetrarch gave the sentence and directed

the execution. So free a treatment of history the framer of our

third Gospel could not admit; but he has summarized that

version in a scene, which, so far as it goes, serves to exhibit the

innocence of Jesus and the goodwill of Pilate, and to throw upon

the Jewish king and his soldiers the odium of the mockery really

enacted at the residence of the Roman governor....The purpose

of clearing Pilate explains why, in the original document, his

1 Ps. ii i, 2.

v. e. 22
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place was in a manner filled by Herod, and the substitution may

be, to some extent, an echo of the original data respecting the

measures which Antipas was disposed to take against the preach

ing of Jesus in Galilee.

Now it will be seen at once that the key-stone of

this criticism, the base, hinge, handle, sum of it, is

the resemblance, between the trial by Pilate and

the trial (so called) by Herod, in the remarkable

particular of the mockery. Were it not for this, the

suggestion that the two scenes are suspiciously

parallel, and the inference that one may be an

invention which imitates the other, would never

have occurred to any reasonable mind. Except in

this, the resemblance, so far as it exists, is the

natural and even necessary result of the circum

stances. The accused, who made but little answer

to the examination of Pilate, made none to the

questions of Herod. We may well suppose so.

The accusers were in both places the same persons

or some of them. Of course they would be. But

the repetition of the mockery is a different

matter. The derisive play or performance of the

Roman soldiers after the condemnation, whatever

its nature or occasion, is an exceptional and irregular

incident, a thing which, though in no way improbable,
could by no means be presumed from the circum

stances. And if, as all seem to understand, and as

we must understand from the description of the

interview with Herod as now interpreted,—if it is

alleged by the author of the third Gospel that the

tragic farce of the legionaries was previously
re-
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hearsed, as it were, by the Jewish prince; that at

an earlier and totally different stage in the proceed

ings Herod anticipated the Roman performance

both in idea and in detail ; that he also fixed upon

the title "King of the
Jews"

as a topic for

sport, and expressed his parody by a symbolic

investiture, and above all, as if to eke out the lack

of resemblance in his own person, actually incited or

encouraged his soldiers to assist in the exhibition ;
—

if that is the allegation of Luke, it is certainly sur

prising. And when it is added, that of the four

canonical narratives, that of Luke, the only one

which notices the act of Herod, is also the only one

which does not notice the act of the legionaries, the

suspicion of a transference, repetition, or mistake of

some kind cannot with prudence be rejected, and,

if admitted, may, or even must, extend to the whole

source, in the use of which the third Gospel is here

peculiar. It would be easy to show that such doubts

have had their legitimate effect upon minds as

remote as possible from prejudice against the

canonical witnesses.

It is therefore of some interest to enquire, what

precisely is the extent of resemblance between the

behaviour of Herod Antipas, as described by

St Luke, and that of the Roman soldiers as

described by the rest. We may, perhaps, find that

in fact there is no resemblance, and that the

contrary assumption, though ancient, wide-spread,

and readily explained, is none the less certainly

wrong.
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To approach the subject properly, we must first

review what is said or suggested by the first three

Gospels, and especially by the third—the fourth has

nothing relevant—respecting the attitude or senti

ments of the tetrarch towards the movement in his

little dominion, which has given him such an un

enviable celebrity. In this respect already, there is

a noticeable difference between the original docu

ments and the common colouring of accounts which

are intended to reflect them. The "hostility of

Antipas,"

"the designs of
Antipas,"

"the danger

from
Antipas,"

are phrases easily found, as one may

say, anywhere except in the Evangelists. Nor is

this surprising. The tetrarch of Galilee, by all

accounts, was a bad, weak man, whose poor appear

ance in history would be unnoticed, were it not that,

during certain obscure occurrences, soldiers, who

swore by his head, must have stared in the streets

of Chorazin and Capernaum, of Nazareth and of

Nain. He shares the horror of a name, which,

wherever the Bible stories are told, has perhaps of

all names the most detestable sound to the ears

of the simple and tender. The
"Herod"

of infantile

imagination, the legendary
" Herod,"

compiled from

the criminal record of the whole family, is a creature

scarcely human. It is rather a sort of ogre, who

massacres the babes of Bethlehem, to whose table

the head of John Baptist is brought in a charger,

who stretches forth his hands to vex certain of the

Church, who kills James, the brother of John, with

the sword, who, "because he saw it pleased the
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Jews,"

proceeds further to take Peter also, and

whose proper and exquisitely hideous end is to be

eaten of worms and give up the ghost. It may not

be altogether easy, even for the learned and critical,

to disengage from this genial confusion, and to

weigh strictly upon evidence, the question whether,

in a particular case and relation, the wickedness of

an individual Herod was of a specified quality,
—

whether the sentiments of Antipas, respecting the

Preacher of the Kingdom, are, or should be, defined

as hostile sentiments. They are not so described in

the Gospels. The first two can scarcely be said to

throw any light on his feelings ; the third is ex

plicit about them, and excludes the supposition of

hostility.

If we depended only on St Mark and St Matthew,

we should hardly regard the tetrarch as having any

connexion, except indirectly and remotely, with the

figure and story of Christ. In those narratives he

is connected rather with the Baptist, and upon the

death of the Baptist disappears from the scene.

We are told indeed with some emphasis, that when,

by the preaching and works of the Twelve, the

name of their Master was brought to the ears of

"

the
king,"

then, among various popular opinions

about him, the one which commended itself to

Herod was this,—that the new prophet must be in

some sense a resuscitation of the former :
"

it is

John, whom I beheaded ; he is risen from the

dead1."

The notice seems to promise a sequel, but

1 Mark vi 16 (cf. Matt xiv 1).
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there is none. This silence however is significant

and expressive. It forbids us to attribute to the

ruler of Galilee or his government any overt act of

hostility to the movement ; of which surely, had it

occurred, the tradition must have preserved some

trace. It forbids even the supposition of anything

properly called a design ; for to imagine this would

be to raise gratuitously the question why the design

was not executed, and who or what it was that

protected from the sovereign the humble objects of

his machination. It is clear that, so far as Christian

tradition remembered, Antipas, during the activity

of the Founder, neither did nor devised against him

anything at all. Of the prince's mere disposition

and feelings, so long as this was the case, people in

the rank of the disciples could scarcely know any

thing ; nor do they pretend to know. If we were

to admit, as literally and precisely correct, the state

ment about Herod's opinion which is quoted above,

what sentiments should we properly infer from it ?

How would a king esteem, and how would he be

likely to treat, the resuscitated embodiment of a

person whom he had reluctantly put to death ? It

seems impossible to say, and the Evangelists give

us no guidance. Only, inasmuch as they here take

occasion to relate the story of Herodias and her

daughter, of which the plain purport is, that in

persecuting the Baptist Herod acted against his

own feelings and will ; that it was the women of

his family who forced him to imprison, and tricked

him into beheading, a man whom he personally
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regarded with interest and a certain awe; we

should perhaps suppose, if anything, that upon

this view he would be rather disinclined than

inclined to molest another John who gave no

provocation.

For by the successor no provocation was given ;

and this again is a point in which the silence of the

Gospels is significant for our purpose. On one

occasion only, and that private, are any words,

referring to the tetrarch personally, attributed to

the Saviour. The passage is from Luke1, and will

be considered presently. On another occasion1, also

private, the habitual warning against the religious

leaders of the time, against the
"

leaven
"

or spirit

of the Pharisees, is coupled with a warning against

"

the leaven of
Herod,"

the mixture of Jewish

practices and foreign culture, of which the family
were representative. And elsewhere in private dis

courses an oblique reference may be discovered or

suspected. But in the preaching not a word is

reported reflecting even remotely upon the ruler

of Galilee or his administration. On political topics

the Preacher, so far as appears, was invariably
silent ; and indeed it is obvious that, apart from

any consideration of danger, no other course would

have been consistent with the essential novelty of

the teaching, the non-political colour which was put

by the Teacher upon the announcement of "the

Kingdom of
God."

At the very end of his career,

his enemies are still trying, and trying in vain, to

1
xiii 31.

* Mark viii 15.
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extract from him a condemnation or repudiation of

the secular authorities1.

This last affair, concerning the test-question of

the tribute-money, is one of the few places in which

the Gospels bring upon the scene the persons or

class who are described as
"

the
Herodians."

The

impulse of the attack comes from the religious

adversaries, "the
Pharisees,"

but
"Herodians"

are

for this occasion joined with them. And similarly

in Galilee, when the religious leaders become

definitely hostile to the new teaching, and design

to get rid of the Teacher, they endeavour, apparently

with some success, to draw in supporters of the

tetrarch : they take counsel on the subject with

"the
Herodians2."

It is manifest that, for persons

destitute of official protectors or patrons, this situ

ation, however small the number, and however

limited the powers, of those moving or disposed

to move against them, was in itself dangerous.

There was from this time danger in Galilee ; and

we may legitimately use the fact to explain whatever

it will explain—the interval of privacy in the teach

ing, the journey in the direction of Tyre, and the

like. But when we come to the question with

which we are here concerned, how nearly these

"Herodians"

were connected with Herod, and

whether what is said about them implies anything

about him, the answer must be purely negative. In

a recent book by a specialist in this history, the
1
Mark xii 13, Matt, xxii 15, Luke xx 20.

2
Mark iii 6.
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Pharisees who take counsel with the Herodians

are described in modern terms as
"

complaining to

the
police1."

The expression is probably adequate.

For the less high in rank we place the persons

concerned, the more natural is the apparent fact,

that their acts, if they acted, and their measures, if

they took any, had no visible result, and that, during
all the months, or perhaps years, of the Galilean

ministry, neither Master nor disciples were on any

recorded occasion arrested, molested, or even pro

hibited, by command or in the name of the public

authority. When the most is made that can be

made of "the
Herodians,"

it remains possible and

not unlikely that, from Herod and those about him,

from the government, the Christian movement, as

a matter of politics, had received no consideration

at all. And we shall see that this, or something like

it, is assumed and implied by St Luke, when he

describes the action and behaviour of the tetrarch

on the day of the Passion.

If, going beyond the record, we ask what is

presumable, we shall be as far as ever from the

conclusion, that Antipas, from the necessity of his

position as ruler of Jewish subjects, must have

regarded the Messiah with hostility. The assump

tion is not uncommon, but it seems to overlook an

important and essential part of the facts. If the

expectation of a Messiah and of a theocratic state

had been now first created, if the announcement of

1
Burkitt, The Gospel History and its Transmission, p. 91. See

the whole context and chapter.
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"the
Kingdom"

had been, as such, new, then in

deed it would of course have been dangerous and

detestable to a ruler in possession. But since the

expectation and the political danger of it already

existed, why should such a ruler be alarmed or

displeased by the doctrine that
"
the Kingdom

"

was

not to be realized by force ? Surely nothing is

more certain than that such was the doctrine of

Christ, and that, so far as the new teaching bore

upon politics, precisely here lay its novelty, and the

distinction, for example, between Christ and the

Baptist. The effect of this doctrine, if accepted,

was surely to eliminate the existing danger ; and if

all the Jewish subjects of the tetrarch could have

been instantly converted to the principles of the

Sermon on the Mount, his position would have

been, so far, not less but much more secure.

Undoubtedly the new Messiah proclaimed, like the

predecessor, that "the kingdom of heaven was at

hand"

and that in some way, but without rebellion,

without violence, without ordinary means, it was in

some form to appear and be established forthwith.

But, without entering into subtleties of interpreta

tion, which were certainly not in the view of

Antipas, we may surely think that, in a statesman

of Greek education and Roman experience, this

prophecy, merely as such, would excite feelings

quite different from alarm. When we add that,

according to the Gospels, the Messianic claim, during
the Galilean ministry, had been, so far as possible,

concealed, and that in Galilee, so far as we are told,
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no demonstration had occurred, upon which it was

even possible to put a political colour, it will appear

that, if we are to speculate, the indifference of the

Galilean government and sovereign, as politicians,

should be supposed rather an indifferent goodwill.

And now let us consider precisely the statements

of the third Gospel. These are, after all, our only

authority for the expectations which the author

means us to bring to the interview which he only

describes. When we have noted, but without

pressing, the indications that the source or sources

special to him, as compared with Mark and Matthew,

were connected in some way with the person or

household of Herod1, let us next observe that, when

he uses the same sources as the other two, he omits,

if he had before him, even the slight traces, which

they exhibit, of collision between the Christian

movement and the party or principles of the prince.

The "leaven of
Herod"

and "the
Herodians"

dis

appear, when passages, which in the other versions

contain such mention, are almost identically repro

duced". We may perhaps, without affirming any

thing upon this evidence, infer safely that it was not

in the design of the author to prepare us for enmity

on the part of Herod against Christ, since he has

neglected what, for this purpose, lay to his hand.

Over the relations between Antipas and the

Baptist he passes summarily, but without changing

materially the data of Mark. In the description of

'
Luke viii 3 (cf. xxiii 49).

*
Luke xii 1 (Mark viii 15), Luke xx 20 (Mark xii 13).
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the Baptist's ministry, his imprisonment is mentioned

by a brief anticipatory note1, with the addition that

the rebukes, by which it was provoked, referred not

only to the connexion with Herodias, but to the

"many other evil things which Herod had
done.'

His immorality is common ground and unquestion

able. The death of John is not related at all, but

is assumed in describing how Herod regarded the

successor2. Here St Luke modifies the common

tradition significantly. Upon the variety of popular

opinions—that in the new preacher and worker of

miracles "John was
resuscitated,"

or "Elijah had
appeared,"

or "one of the ancient prophets had
arisen"

—Herod remained in doubt:
"'John,'

he

said,
'

I myself beheaded ; but who is this, of whom

such things are reported to
met'

And he was

desirous to see
him."

The correction, by which the

supposed resuscitation of the Baptist is no longer

represented as credible to the tetrarch, points to

better knowledge of him, or at least a more likely
conception. What the narrator asserts positively,

and all that he asserts, is that the report of the new

performances, and especially of the remarkable

cures3, excited the prince's curiosity, so that he

wished to see the Physician, to whom, and to whose

pupils, such things were attributed. To this care

fully limited proposition the Evangelist recurs in the
final scene. To keep in his track, we must ignore

what he ignores, and hold by the statement, as the

1

Luke iii 18. 2
Luke ix 7.

3
See the context.
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whole of what we are to assume about Herod, that

he was curious about Jesus, especially as a per

former of miracles, and therefore desirous to see

him.

Between this and the interview, St Luke has but

one reference to Herod. The passage is peculiar

to his Gospel, and must be read in the author's own

light. It occurs among the mass of anecdotes,

remarks, and discourses which the Evangelist puts

together, without pretence to definite sequence or

chronology, in connexion with the last journey to

Jerusalem1.

Just at this
time2

came some Pharisees, saying to him,
"

Depart and go hence, for Herod desires to kill
thee."

And he

said to them,
"
Go and tell

this8 fox : Behold, I cast out devils

and accomplish healings to-day and to-morrow, and the third day

I am perfected. Only I must journey on to-day and to-morrow

and the day after, for it cannot be that a prophet should perish

out of Jerusalem. O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the

prophets, and stonest them that are sent to thee, how often did I

desire to gather thy children, even as a hen gathers her brood

under her wings, and ye would not. Behold, your house is to be

left unto you desolate. Verily, I say to you, ye shall not see me

till the time be when ye shall say, 'Blessed is he that cometh in

the name of the
Lord.' "

The reader will consider, whether there is here

anything relevant to our enquiry. The main point

1 Luke xiii 31 ff. For a full discussion see Loisy, Evangiles

Synoptiuties, ii 125.
2 iv avrjj rn

rjpipa (or dpa). But the context (see ib. 22) does

not give any place or time, and we must take the phrase loosely.

"

ravrrj, not (as in A. V.)
"
that

fox."

See further the note at

the end of this essay.
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is plainly the imminence of the end, the foreseen

imminence of the only possible end. The warning
of the Pharisees, mentioned for the sake of the

answer, implies what the author has told us before,
that Herod was a bad man, to whom an evil purpose

might be attributed. And so much the answer

confirms. But that more is meant, that we are to

infer anything positively about the tetrarch, seems

impossible, since everything material to such an

inference is undetermined. With what purpose and

in what spirit the warning is given, whether it is

true, whether authorized, whether believed,—all is

uncertain. We have still therefore, as the sum of

what the narrator has told us of Herod's mind, the

statement, that he was curious about the reported

performances, and desirous to see the performer.

Coming then, with this preparation, to the final

scenes at Jerusalem, we read in Luke that, after the

night-arrest, the prisoner is detained at the house of

the high priest till morning, when a meeting of the

Sanhedrin is held there. From his replies to ques

tions touching his Messianic and superhuman claims,

they conclude that, from their point of view and

on grounds of religion, "no further
testimony"

is

needed to justify their next proceeding1, which is to

go in a body to Pilate, the Roman governor or

procurator of Judaea, and prefer at a public audience

an accusation of political treason.
"

We found this

man perverting the nation, and forbidding to give

tribute to Caesar, saying that he himself is Christ

1
Luke xxiii.
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a
King."

Pilate, after an examination, declares that

no crime is made out. The report of the interroga

tory is extremely concise, and does not signify the

topics or the ground of conclusion ; but from the

reference in the accusation to the payment of tribute,

a point upon which, as we have been expressly told1,

the enemies of the defendant had recently tried,

and failed, to obtain from him a declaration suitable

to their purpose, we must understand that, so far,
the case has rested upon what has happened in

Jerusalem since the triumphal entry. The pro

curator decides, as he well might, that these

proceedings, as described in the Gospel, do not

support the charge of rebellion against the Empire.

The accusers however persist, and try to

strengthen their case by a new statement':
"

He

stirreth up the people, teaching throughout all

Judaea", beginning from Galilee unto this
place."

The emergence of Galilee, as the place where the

alleged agitation had commenced, draws from Pilate

the question, whether the man is a Galilean. "And

on learning that he was from the dominion of Herod,

he sent him up to Herod4, who was himself also at

Jerusalem in these
days."

The last words probably

1
Luke xx 20.

1 irrio-xyov XeyoiT€s in v. 5 seems to be so meant.

3

Used, as the eontext shows, loosely for the Jewish parts of

Palestine.

4
tViyi'Ovs on in ttjs (£ovo"ias HpcoSov terra', dverrtptpev avrbv

irpos 'HpcoSjji'. The preposition in diirrcpujev, for which we have

no exact equivalent, seems to signify merely that the sending to

the tetrarch was a means of
"

referring
"

the question to him.
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mean what we should at all events suppose, that the

occasion of the tetrarch's visit was the Passover.

Now it is of the first importance, for conceiving

and interpreting rightly the scene which follows, to

fix precisely the motive and legal nature of the

procurator's reference, and the part which, by this

reference, the tetrarch is invited to take. It is

common to assume, expressly or tacitly, that Herod

is invoked as a judge. The Authorized Version

itself betrays this tendency, by putting upon the

clause "he was from the
dominion1

of
Herod,"

that

is to say, from the territory of which Herod was

ruler, the narrower and more limited sense "he

belonged unto Herod's
jurisdiction,"

which suggests

the personal relation of ruler and subject, and a

judicial competence in Herod, grounded upon this

relation. Similar language pervades modern descrip
tions generally. M. Loisy, to take the nearest

instance, speaks of the tetrarch's "office as a

judge."

The "trial before
Herod,"

the "judgement

of
Herod,"

and the like, are phrases in common

use. And the same conception underlies the view,

too familiar and too often repeated to need illustra

tion, that the reference to Herod is an exhibition of

Pilate's weakness, and that Pilate's purpose in it is

to diminish or shift his own responsibility for a

judgement. But how can this possibly be ? How

should the procurator be able, or imagine himself

able, to give the tetrarch of Galilee jurisdiction in

Jerusalem ? And why should so unreasonable an

1

Literally, power, i^ovo-ia.
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explanation be sought for a step which, upon the

facts as presented by the Evangelist, was surely
not only justifiable but necessary ? The accusation,

when it assumes that form, which the narrative

represents, quite naturally, as a second form, an

expansion and reinforcement of the original charge,

becomes this : that the occurrences in Jerusalem,

which Pilate had already declared to be no proof

of sedition, were only part of a course of seditious

preaching, an insurrectionary movement originated

in Galilee. Moreover, according to the story pre

sented by St Luke, which, whether it be complete

or defective, we must here take for granted, the

procurator would learn upon enquiry, that of the

teaching and career, which were alleged to be

seditious, not only the beginning, but almost the

whole, had taken place in the territory of the

tetrarch.

But this charge, the charge in this amended

form, was such that, in justice to the parties and

the public interest, no judgement could be given

upon it without consulting the government of

Galilee, whose knowledge or whose ignorance must

be materia] and almost decisive. We may well

suppose indeed that precisely lor this reason the

Sanhedrin or their representatives did not at first

take this line of attack, but tried to make out their

case upon what had passed within or about Jeru

salem. Upon the second charge, the charge as

amended, they could hardly expect to procure a

conviction without the assistance of the tetrarch ;

V. K. -^3
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and on this, as the sequel shows, they could not

count. But whatever their motives, when they did

take this line, the course for the procurator was

obvious,
—to obtain a report or information from

Galilee, to ascertain whether or not the Galilean

authorities concurred in the accusation. And if no

Galilean authority had been immediately accessi

ble, the case, it would seem, must necessarily have

stood over for enquiry. In the actual circumstances,

the tetrarch himself, being in the city and lodged

perhaps in the very building, was the obvious and

indispensable informant. And since a person of his

rank and independence could not be summoned, the

proper and only way was that which the procurator

took, to address an enquiry to the prince, sending of

course with it the prisoner and some supporters of

the accusation, so that Herod, before answering,

might examine them if he thought fit.

Therefore, in figuring the scene at Herod's

residence, we have to remember that it is no public

or prepared audience. Nor is it a trial. Repre

sentations in art, which show the prince in robes,

and surrounded by the pomp of a tribunal, guards,

apparitors, and so forth, betray an error which,

though mainly arising from a misinterpretation

presently to be considered, owes something probably

to mistake at the point now before us. The tetrarch

at Jerusalem was a private person, and the visit

which he receives, as related in the Gospel, implies

nothing inconsistent with this fact. What sort of

state he kept in the city as a visitor, is, I suppose,
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not ascertainable ; but in whatever condition he

habitually spent a private morning, in that he would

be found. The party sent from the procurator's

court would be small and inconspicuous, and would

most probably go by private communications,
—

circumstances, we may note in passing, which ex

plain why the incident was unknown to the tradition

represented by Mark : we may well suppose that, of

the spectators at Pilate's tribunal, few were aware

for what purpose the hearing was suspended and the

prisoner withdrawn. Of those who went, fewer still,

and the fewest possible, would be admitted to the

prince's presence
—the prisoner, one of his guards,

the messenger of Pilate, two or three of the

Sanhedrin1, some six persons, let us say, altogether.

Of Herod's attendants the story, as we shall see,

says nothing. We may assume perhaps that he

would not choose to receive the party alone ; and

indeed the servants in waiting are the most probable

source of the information which Luke has repro

duced. But they would be few—two perhaps, a

secretary and a page
—and naturally not military, or

at all events not in arms. The apartments and

access, whether or not connected internally with

the praetorium itself, would doubtless, in such a city

1 The words of Luke, in describing the accusers before Herod

((.; dpxitpiU Kal o! ypappart'is,
"
the chief priests and the scribes "),

would imply, if pressed, that two of the three classes of the

Sanhedrin were represented, and each by more than one person.

But to press the words thus would be unsuitable to the style.

Nothing is meant but that some of the Sanhedrin were there, that

the accusers were represented.

23— 2
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and time, be well guarded ; but a prince does not

sit with his guards. The whole scene, including in

all something under a
dozen persons, must be figured

as purely domestic ; and it is in this atmosphere

only that the interview
described in the Gospel finds

a fit and natural setting.

Since we propose now to show, first, that this

narrative is simple, harmonious, and adapted to the

context, so long as we do not import the supposed

mockery of the prisoner ; and further that, with

this importation, it becomes absurd, inconsistent, and

inexplicable either as a reality or as an invention ;

and finally that for the mockery, as now supposed,

or indeed for any mockery at all, the author

offers no warrant ; it will be convenient first to

consider the passage as it would run, if the words,

in which the mockery is now discovered, were

omitted1.

1 'O 8e 'HpcoSijs iScov tov 'Irjo-ovv exdpr) Xiav rjv yap i£ iKaviav

Xpovwv BeXiDv ISeiv airbv Sta to aicovctv nepl avrov
•

Kal r)Xiri£e n

o-qp.eiov ISeiv vrr avrov yi.v6p.evov. imjpurra 8e airbv ev Xoyois i#cavots#

avros Si oiSev arreKpivaro avrm. elo-rnKeurav Si 01 ap^tepecs icai 01

ypap.parei'i evrovcos KaTiryopovVres avTov. e£ov8evqo-ali 8i airbv 0

HpcuSijs . . . dverrep-if/ev avrbv tco IIiXaTa). eyeVovTO 8e cpt'Xot o re

'TTpwSrj^ Kal 6 IIiXcitos iv airy ry r]p.epa p.er dXXrjXmv rcpovtnjpxov

yap ev ex^pa ovtcs irpos cavrovs.

IltXaTos Sc, OTryKaXecra/xevos Toiis dpxiepeis Kal tovs apvoiras /cat

rov Xaov, eiire 7rpos avTovs, Upoo-r/veyKare p.01 rbv dvOpwrrov rovrov cos

arroo-Tpefpovra rbv Xaov Kal ISov, eyco, iviomov vp.<Sv ai/a/cpcvas, oiSiv

evpov iv tco av8pioirio rovrto alriov, coV Karrryopelre Kar
avrov-

oiSe
HpcoSr/s- dveTrepuj/a yap vp.ds irpos avroV icac tSov, oiSev diiov

oavarov io-rl ■n-errpayp.evov
avT<3-

jraiSevcras ovv avrbv diroXvo-w.

Luke xxiii 8—16.
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And when Herod saw Jesus, he was exceeding glad : for he

was desirous to see him of a long season, because he had heard

many things of him : and he hoped to have seen some miracle

done by him. And he questioned him at much length, but he

gave him no answer. And there stood the chief priests and the

scribes, accusing him with all their might But Herod thought

him of no importance,...and sent him back to Pilate. And at

this time Pilate and Herod were made friends, for before they

had been at enmity with one another. And Pilate, when he had

called together the chief priests and the rulers and the people,

said to them, You have brought this man to me, as one that

perverts the people1, with the result
that2

I, having examined him

before you, have found in this man no ground for the accusation

which you make against him. No, nor yet Herod; for I sent

you to hims; and it appears that nothing deserving of death has

been done by him. I will therefore give him a lesson, and let

him go.

In brief, Herod, by his reply to the enquiry,

disowned the capital charge altogether. The narra

tive, which here as everywhere follows the external

aspect of the proceedings and not the technical

machinery, notes the tenor of the reply only when

it becomes public by the declaration of the pro

curator. The documents, script and rescript, are

not mentioned, any more than presently the sentence

of Pilate will be recorded in technical form4: we are

to suppose the necessary correspondence.
Respect-

1
rbv Xaov, the Jewish subjects.

2 Such is the effect of iSov in both places. The Biblical style

(" behold ") hardly gives, in this passage, a true reflexion of the

original.

s On the doubtful reading here, which does not affect the

present question, see note at the end of this essay.

*
V. 25 tov Sc 'lijtrovv irapiSatKe tco 8eXr)p.aTi avrwv.
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ing the precise limits assigned to Herod's disclaimer,

there is room for doubt. If it were exactly reflected

by the words "nothing deserving of death has been

done by
him,"

it would admit or suggest that the

prisoner might deserve the
"lesson"

which Pilate

next proposes to inflict. But upon the whole story,

and in consideration of what we shall observe here

after, we should not construe the words in this way.

The limitation "deserving of
death"

comes from

Pilate, and refers only to the question arising, for

him, upon the rejection of the capital charge. The

contribution of the tetrarch is concluded in the

"

No, nor yet
Herod."

In Galilee, as in Jerusalem,

the defendant, so far as was known, had committed

no act of sedition. With, this negative the legitimate

function of the tetrarch was exhausted ; and that

he exceeded his function, to the prejudice of the

accused, is most improbable, when we see how the

accusers were received.

For in the foregoing scene, nothing is more

apparent than the absence of all co-operation, sym

pathy, or touch, between the tetrarch and the

Sanhedrin. The mere fact that he gives them no

assistance is remarkable, and should be found

strange by those who assume
"

the hostility of

Antipas,"

and suppose the Christian movement to

have been regarded with fear, malevolence, or

suspicion by the government of Galilee. What

then prevented the unscrupulous Herod from using

the weapon put into his hand, and crushing the

agitator by simply informing Pilate that he was
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a dangerous person ? But the Evangelist is in no

such difficulty, having alleged nothing contrary to

what he alleges here,—that Herod contemned the

defendant, "thinking him insignificant,

or more exactly, "a
cipher,""nothing,"

that is to

say, politically nothing, of no account for the purpose

of the accusation, not appreciable as a disturber of

the peace. This supposed, the capital charge was

ridiculous. Herod so opined, and reported accord

ingly to the procurator.

But further we see, and it is a chief trait in the

scene, that the prince, notwithstanding his nominal

religion, behaved on this occasion to the reverend

and learned councillors, who waited on him, with a

negligence and nonchalance which cannot have been

without malice. His delight in the appearance of

the Galilean, whom, as a celebrated wonder-worker,

he had long been desirous to meet, and his hopes of

a performance, pre-occupied him, it appears, com

pletely. Upon this topic (so the connexion implies)
he pressed the famous Magician with an interroga

tory not at all abridged by an absolute lack of

response, or by the invectives of the impatient

delators. "And the chief priests and the scribes

stood there, accusing him with all their
might1."

Eventually, when their turn comes, they are dis

missed with a contempt which, though pointed at

1

Literally
"

at full
strain,"

or
"
full

pitch,"

tvroVois combining

both suggestions. English does not seem to afford any compact

equivalent. Vehemently, energetically, etc., are near, but miss the

note of sarcasm.
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the prisoner, glances inevitably upon those who

would represent him as formidable. Anything more

offensive to clerical magistrates than the whole

performance one cannot conceive. And to the

original observer and reporter—who, though in the

service of Herod, may be supposed, since his report

reached the disciples, not partial either to the prince

or to the visitors—to him at least it seemed, that

the mortification was designed. For it is added,

without relevance to the story of the defendant,
that there ensued a truce and alliance between

Herod and Pilate ; Herod, for some reason, such

as in the political tangle of Judaea is easily con

ceivable, was at this moment well pleased to

disoblige and snub the Sanhedrin, and to range

himself with their adversary, the Roman governor.

So at all events he did, both by his behaviour and

by his report. In all this, his part is perfectly

consequent.

But now let us try the effect of inserting, with

the current interpretation, the words of "the

mockery
"

:

And the chief priests and the scribes stood and vehemently

accused him. And Herod with his men of war set him at nought

and mocked him, and arrayed him in a gorgeous robe, and sent him

again to Pilate1.

Herod, that is to say, before dismissing the

defendant, indulged himself and his military suite

1
itjovOevrjo-as 8i avrbv 6 'HpcoSijs o~vv tois o-rparevp.ao'iv avrov

«ai ipvai^ai, TrepifiaXtHv avrbv ia6r]ra Xap.irpdv, dverrep.tj/ev airbv

TCO IIlXaTCO.
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with the amusement of flouting such a
"

King of

the
Jews,"

and improved the jest by robing him

suitably
—and disrobing him, doubtless, like the

Roman soldiers afterwards, when the farce was

done.

Now as to the mere probability of such a per

formance by a prince, we will not say much. It

may be differently estimated. There have been

princes capable of behaving so, royal bullies and

players of pranks, reckless alike of the victim

and of their own dignity,—Caligula, for instance,

and Henry III of France, and perhaps, in certain

moods, our own Richard II. We are to suppose

that Antipas was a specimen of this peculiar class,

a tyrannical buffoon. The fact wants proof; but

let us suppose it. Even then, even in a Caligula,

we should expect a method in madness, the pursuit,

however extravagant and indecent, of some idea,

the choice and hold of an object. But Herod,

according to the representation, was incapable even

of this. He was discharging "the King of the

Jews,"

dismissing him as innocent. He was about

to inform the procurator that he found no fault in

the man. Whatever his motive, honesty, pride, or

malice against the prosecutors, that was the line

which he took. And then, as part of this proceed

ing, as an incident in the acquittal, he gets up a

charade
—for the robe at least must be fetched—

which means, if anything, that the charge is true,

and that the defendant is guilty of the pretensions

for which he is mocked. Herod discharges the
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accused, but treats him first as the executioners did

after sentence. The thing seems senseless and, on

the face of it, incredible.

But if the mockery makes difficulty for those

who would conceive the scene as a reality, still

greater, and every way desperate, is the embarrass

ment of those who would explain the whole story,

including this incident, as an invention. The theory
of sceptical criticism, upon the evangelical narratives

of the Trial and the Passion, is in general, as we

saw at the beginning, this : that Christian tradition

tended to exculpate the officials of the Roman

Empire by transferring the odium of their acts to

the detested Jews. Thus the tetrarch, a Jew, was

made to take, or to share, the responsibility of the

procurator as judge. A Jewish trial was devised to

replace the Roman. And the third Gospel, which

inserts the trial and mockery by Herod, betrays, it

is said, this purpose, by omitting the Roman

mockery, which was recorded in the source common

to Luke and Mark.

This last point however (let us note in passing)
depends plainly upon the assumption that, according
to Luke, the Roman mockery did not happen, was
not a fact. If he had a motive for omitting the

incident, though it was a fact, the argument from

the omission collapses. And such a motive he

exhibits. It is he who, at the moment of the

crucifixion, records the prayer, so sacred and so

pathetic that it will hardly bear quotation in debate,
for the executioners who

"
know not what they

do."
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It is surely conceivable that such a narrator should

pass over in silence the brutal sport of the legion

aries, as he passes in silence the scourging which

they inflicted, not because these things did not

happen or because he wishes so to suggest—for the

scourging was an incident of the sentence, and, if

not denied, would be supposed as of course,—but

because he thought, with some reason, that there

was no moral interest in actors hardly more

responsible for their parts than the reeds, rods,

nails, and the cross.

But however this may be, and though we were

to grant that the Herodean mockery, according to

Luke, replaces the Roman, suppressed as non

factum, it is still impossible, as the critics have

perceived and acknowledged, to account on these

lines for his version of the Herodean episode as

a whole1.

For it is obvious that, to relieve Pilate, Herod

must condemn, whereas, according to St Luke, he

acquits, thus increasing and not diminishing the

culpability of the procurator, in giving sentence

contrary not only to his own opinion but also to

that of his referee. Accordingly we discover a new

motive for the fiction : the episode was imported in

order that the innocence of the accused might be

certified by two judges instead of one. But here

again we stumble upon the mockery, which, as we

1 See here the citation from M. Loisy, supra p. 336, noting

the successive stages of the theory, for which the author gives full

references.
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saw and as all see, clashes with the acquittal, and

goes far to annul its effect. So in fine we have,

from M. Loisy, a third and composite theory. First

some one, not Luke, is to invent a Herodean trial,

condemnation, and mockery, parallel to the Roman,

by way of counterpoise to Roman responsibility.

The evangelist accepts the trial, but, to get the

advantage of Herod's testimony, changes the con

demnation to an acquittal, but yet again retains the

mockery, because this compensates for that of the

legionaries, which, out of tenderness for Romans,

he will suppress. To shun the opposing rocks we

run (so it seems) upon both. The method and

performance of Luke are surely on this showing

utterly incomprehensible. The truth is that the

procedure of Herod as now supposed, by which the

defendant is first flouted as a usurper of royalty

and then absolved of rebellion, is incoherent. Take

it as fact or as fiction, and turn it however we

will, we shall not explain what does not agree with

itself.

To eliminate the acquittal is impossible : the

"No, nor yet Herod
"

is as clear as words can be.

Error of interpretation must be found, if anywhere,

in the verse :

And Herod with his men of war set him at nought, and

mocked him, and arrayed him in a gorgeous robe, and sent

him again to Pilate1.

1
eiov6evrjo-a'; Si airbv b 'HpcoSj/s crw tois o-rparevpjao-w avrov

Kai ip-rrai^ai TrepifiaXtav airbv io-Orjra Xap,rrpav dveTTep,\\rev airbv tco

mXdYco : Trans. A. V.
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Here there is at any rate one term which, as

a translation, is artificial and unsatisfactory. Herod's
"

men of
war,"

that is to say, the soldiers present (as

this version assumes) at the interview, and partners

in the mockery, appear in the original as his

strateumata, his
"troops,"

or rather
"forces."

But

if such is the author's meaning, his choice of a word

is amazing. The irony of M. Loisy, "We must

not ask how the tetrarch should have armies in
Jerusalem,"

touches the objection truly, but ignores

the chief part. It is quite true that a corps of

guards, such as might accompany the prince on

such a journey, should not be described as a

slratcuma, and still less by the plural strateumata.

We are not, of course, to demand precision from

the author in military matters any more than in

judicial. We are not surprised when, in his Acts

of the Apostles, the garrison of Jerusalem appears

as the stratenma or
"

force
"

of .its commander

Claudius Lysias, both in the narrative and in the

commander's report to his superior'. The term,

whether technically correct or not, is intelligible and

natural. And we will go so far as to suppose,

though it does not follow, that a body of guards,

if assembled and acting under the prince's command,

might, by the same author, be called his straleuma,

or conceivably, by a stretch of magnificence; his

strateumata. But here the author is speaking, as

the interpretation assumes, of soldiers in waiting,

1 Acts xxiii IO ticc'Xtvcff to o-rpdrevpa *aTa/8av dp7racrat avrov ix

piaov avrcor, and tb. 27.
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companions or personal servants, who are found

with their master in the room or place where he

receives unexpectedly a civil deputation. Such

persons, if such there were, would be indicated as

stratiotai,
"soldiers."

To call them strateumata,
"forces,"

is a mere abuse of language, unnatural,

and not easily to be imagined.

Nor, even if properly described, would they fit

their place in the narrative.
"

Herod, with his

soldiers,
contemned"

the prisoner. But what sort

of co-operation is this ? The word
marked1

describes

a feeling or judgement of the mind ; it means literally
"
to make nothing

of,"

to regard as a cipher, and so

to despise or contemn. And the tense used signifies

that Herod came to, took, this contemptuous view

or opinion. The impropriety of saying, that he

formed his opinion with the help of his guards, is

veiled in the Authorized Version, which, to suit the

prevalent idea, adopts the dexterous modification

"
set him at

nought,"

thus suggesting and preparing

us to expect some action or performance. Of this

in the original word there is no trace.

But if, dismissing all preconceptions, we take

the phrase as it is, and write
"

Herod, with his

forces, contemned
him,"

or, more exactly,
"

Herod,
with his forces, thought nothing of

him,"

there is

surely, so far, no difficulty. The English means

that to a sovereign supported by military power the
prisoner seemed an insignificant adversary ; having
troops at his back, he contemned such a person in

i^ovBevr/o-a's.
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the character, imputed by the accusers, of a dangerous
rebel and claimant to the throne. And the Greek

may and should mean the same. It may perhaps

be implied, that the strength of the prince was in

some way represented by the state or attendance

with which he, or his apartment, was surrounded.

But the words do not say so, and at all events it is

not the point.

To this it is next added that
"

he jested upon

him
"

or
"thereupon1."

Here again we must care

fully observe, that the original word, though it would

admit the explanation supposed to be given by the

sequel, and might signify a mockery by performance,
a mockery in action, neither contains any such

notion in itself, nor even can be so understood, if

interpreted, as is natural, by what precedes.
"

Herod,

with his forces, thought nothing of (the prisoner),

and jested
thereupon3."

The jest is explained by
the words "with his

forces,"

—a connexion more

apparent in the original, from the order of the

words3, than it can be made in the order of English.

The suggestion that the prisoner was a rebel, with

pretensions to Herod's throne, was received with a

sneer :
"

I and my forces are not afraid of
him,"

or

the like,—a form of speech, let us note, in which

1
Kal iprrai£as.

8 iprral$a<; (avr<S). Though the pronoun supplied is doubtless

masculine, the translation
"
thereupon

"
is more correct than

"upon
him,''

because the context marks that it is as an adversary

of Herod and his fines that the person is derided.

"*

Because crvv tois
crTpaTev'p.acro' avrov is brought close to

iprraiia';.
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the rhetorical amplification strateumata (plural) is

natural. And the jest, let us note also, might be

so delivered that the sting of it
would be all for the

accusers ; and so, from the drift of the whole

anecdote, we should understand. The
"
priests and

who would signalize a danger to the

military establishment of Galilee, are told in effect

to mind their own affairs.

So far, then, there is no hint of personal affront

to the defendant. It remains to consider the act of

robing. Here, from the structure of Greek and its

habit of accumulating participles, there
is a doubt as

to the grouping and connexion of words. Part for

part, the passage runs thus :

But Herod with his forces contemning him and jesting (there-)
upon putting on him fine apparel sent him back to Pilate.

Grammar admits equally the connexion ofputting

either with jesting or with sent. Which is meant ?

With the current conception of the scene, presup

posing the hostility of Herod to the prisoner and

the co-operation of the "men of
war,"

we should

decide for the connexion with jesting, as apparently
all interpreters, more or less definitely, now do. And

it would then be possible, and preferable, to hold that,

in spite of the order of words, the robing, or rather

having robed, precedes the mockery, or is included

within it. The translation ofM. Loisy, for
example1

—

Et Herode, l'ayant traite avec mepris et tourne en derision

avec ses soldats, apres lui avoir fait mettre une robe brillante, le

renvoya a Pilate—

1 Les livang. Syn. n 636.
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inclines this way ; and our Authorized Version,
though likewise ambiguous, is so understood and

doubtless so intended. But the contrary, a dis

junction of the robing from the jest, and a connexion

only with the dismissal, is indicated not only by the

order but by the balance of the period1. If then

the robing is derisive, this colour must be found

wholly in the act and the description of it.

Now that the words do not necessarily convey

this is certain. They are not even the obvious

words for such a purpose. The derision must turn

upon the
"

royalty
"

of the prisoner, upon his claim

ing the title of
"
king."

And since in this scene, in

the interview with Herod, that title has not been

mentioned at all, and it has been mentioned but

once before, we should expect here, for the supposed

purpose, some reminder of it, some such phrase as

"royal But that is not said. What is

said, the exact shade of the words, is not quite easy

to fix. The term apparel (not necessarily a single

robe) suggests certainly something not common.

Indeed that is just all that it does suggest. The

original (esthes) is a word for clothing which, by
a certain poetical colour, escapes the note of

commonness, but which must be defined according
to the occasion. The robes of Herod Agrippa at

1
«'£ov0<njcras 8e avrbv 6 'HpciS?^ crvv Tots orrpaTtvpiao-iv avrov

Kai iprrai£a<;, rrtpifiaXuiv avrbv io-$rjra Xaprrpbv aiirrepvsev avTov tco

IliXaTo). There is nothing in the rhythm to suggest a comma

after Xaprrpdv.

* io-8r)ra ^aviXiKrjv, Acts xii 2 1 .

V. E. 24
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his last audience are called esthes, with the addition

of the epithet royal1. At the sepulchre it is in

raiment (plural), which "shines like
lightning,"

that

the
"

two men
"

appear to the seekers of the body2.

Clothing merely as such is not esthes, and there is

perhaps a shade of dignity in the word used for

"putting
on3."

But "arrayed him in a gorgeous
robe"

(A.V.) is not exact either in the substantive or the

epithet, and shows, like the whole verse, the deflect

ing influence of the prevalent assumption.
"

Fine
apparel,"

"splendid
apparel,"

seems about right;

the
epithet4

here adds little, if anything, to the

denotation of esthes. However, the clothing is rich ;

and apparently, though it would be brought by a

servant, the prince himself puts it on. That is what

is said, and there is no reason to gloss it5. On the

whole then clearly the act is a mark of honour.

But why should we suppose it ironical ? It is

now so supposed, because we take for granted that

Herod is hostile to the defendant, and because

otherwise there is no part for the "men of
war."

But since there are no such performers, and since

Herod declares in favour of the defendant, why

should he not dismiss him with honour ?

There is every reason, from Herod's point of

view, why he should. It is the proper outcome of

1
eo-Brjra (iaonXiKrjv, Acts xii 21.

2 Luke XXIV 4 ecrdrjo-eo-iv atTTpanroverais.

8
irepi/JaXcuV. See Luke xii 27.

4

Xaparpdv, a common metaphor in such connexion.

6
As in "

apres lui avoirfait
mettre,"

Loisy.
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the situation and the proceedings. Herod, from the

first and throughout, according to the story, exhibits

an eager interest in the Galilean thus brought into

his presence, because of the reports about his extra

ordinary powers and performances. That he overacts

this sentiment, for the discomfiture of the accusing

magistrates, seems to be suggested, but not at all

that the feeling is feigned. The reports, as they
appear in the Gospel, must have excited interest,

and a certain respect, in any one not prepossessed

on the other side ; and Herod was no fanatic either

of religion or (as far as we know) of philosophy.

The opinions and feelings, which he brings to the

interview, he retains to the end. The refusal of

the magician to respond to his advances, though it

could not please, must stimulate his curiosity, and

might naturally increase his respect. He "was

hoping to see some miracle done by
him,"

and, on

parting with him, he hopes so still. Backed by his

opinion, Pilate will dismiss the ridiculous charge of

sedition. The wizard will then be at liberty, and

able, if willing, to satisfy the royal desire. In this

expectation, Herod, before parting with him, bestows

on him a royal gift and mark of favour. The form

of it, a rich and valuable costume, is familiar in

oriental practice, and such as the garb of the prisoner,

after the outrages of the night, might suggest as

acceptable. The act of investiture is conceived in the

spirit, however different in the circumstances, of that

commanded by Ahasuerus for Mordecai. If it is a

little extravagant (and this seems to be meant), that

24—2
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is in keeping with Herod's attitude throughout. He

overacts his respect at the departure, as he does his

interest at the arrival, with an eye to the prosecu

tors and a certain pleasure in disagreeing with them.

And he does his best to publish his disagreement,

by the changed appearance which the defendant will

present on his return to the praetorium. But the

compliment, after all, is royal, and itself signifies

the prince's political
"contempt."

Only a conscious

superior could take such a liberty. That he accom

panied the gift with a jest, and a jest upon the

"

royalty
"

of the recipient, is conceivable, but would

be hardly congruous ; and at all events it is neither

said nor suggested.

The whole passage will run somewhat thus :

Herod, when he saw the
celebrated1

Jesus, was delighted

above measure. For he had been wishing to see him a long

while, because he had been hearing much about him. He was

hoping too to see some feat performed by him. And he persisted

in questioning him at some length, though the
Master2

made him

no answer. And there stood the chief priests and the scribes,

accusing him with all their might. But Herod
"
with his forces

"

thought him not important and jested thereupon, and, having
clothed him with fine apparel, sent him back to Pilate. And that

very day Pilate and Herod were made friends, having before been

at enmity with one another.

1
top '1170-ovv. In Greek such as that of the Gospels, this shade

of expression is often not significant; but the phrasing of this

anecdote, for some reason, is more delicate than that even of

Luke is usually. The article therefore should, I think, be pressed.
2
Or perhaps merely "the

other,"

but I think avro's has the

more specific sense. It indicates partly Herod's conception, partly

that, quite different but analogous, of the reporter.
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But if this interpretation be correct, evidently

the alleged resemblance and parallelism between

this scene and the mockery by the Roman soldiers,

as related in the other Gospels, is nothing. In

language the only noticeable points of contact are

that the verb to jest or
mock1

appears, but with a

different connexion and meaning, in Mark and

Matthew, and that, in John, the soldiers
clothe''

their

prisoner. There is a robing here and a robing

there. But in substance and spirit there is neither

likeness nor opposition. There is simply no analogy

at all. Circumstances, actors, things said and done,

the meaning of them,—all are different ; and it is

not even conceivable that the story of Luke should

be an equivalent or compensation for the other.

To complete the consideration of the subject as

presented by M. Loisy, a word must be said about

the allusion to Herod's part in the Passion, which

we read in the Acts of the Apostles, and also about

that part as it appears in the Gospel of Peter. In

the
Acts' "

Herod and Pontius Pilate with nations

and peoples of Israel
"

are conjoined as acting

against the Messiah. The passage, part of a prayer,

may possibly not have been composed by the author

of the Acts ; but since he gives it without remark,

it should be, in his view, not inconsistent with what

he has related of Herod in his Gospel. Nor is it

inconsistent, even if the action of Herod, mainly

favourable to the defendant upon any interpretation,

was, as it is here interpreted, in purpose favourable

1 ipital£,eiv.
2
rrepiipaXov.

' iv 27.
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altogether. Herod stands in the Gospel, as he is

joined in the allusion, with Pilate, favourable too,

and is also contributory to the
result. His behaviour,

though not ill-meant, is inconsiderate and unworthy

of his position. His innocent subject is threatened

by formidable enemies. He declares indeed in

favour of the accused, but does it, from personal

and irrelevant motives, in such a way as to exasperate

the accusers, and then leaves the affair to its course.

He may well be placed, without discrimination,

among those who accomplished what was "deter

mined before to be
done1."

On the other hand, it does not appear that his

part, as described in the third Gospel, resembles at

all, in fact, colour, or tendency, what is alleged in

the recently discovered fragment of the Gospel of

Peter. It may be true (the enquiry does not here

concern us) that this document contains some
peculiar

and authentic traditions. But in the political and

judicial aspects of the matter, where our third Gospel

is solid, the other seems to ignore the very elements

of the situation. A writer who apparently conceives

"the
Jews,"

the tetrarch of Galilee, and the procura

tor of Judaea, as acting together in a joint council

or tribunal, where, when Pilate has retired,
" Herod

the
King"

takes the lead and awards execution2,

1 Acts iv 28. See further remarks at p. 386.

2
The fragment begins just here, but such is the representation :

tcov Se 'lovSacW ovSels evaj/aro Tots xe'Pas> oiSe 'HpcoSijs ovc^ cts tcov

Kpirav
avTov-

Kal pi) fiovX-qOevrtav vtyao-Oai avecn-q IleiXaTos. Kal

rore KeXevei "HpcoSi/s 6 /JacriXevs rrapaXrjp.fpdrJvai rbv Kvpiov k.t.X.
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whatever were his motives and his sources of infor

mation, in these affairs is neither guided by our third
Gospel nor admissible for the interpretation of it.

If his object was "to minimize the sin of the

Procurator by laying the chief guilt at the door of

Herod, the representative of the
Jews1,"

it was one

which, as we have seen, cannot possibly have affected

St Luke, whose story has the contrary effect.

It is possible, that is to say, not irrational or

illogical, to suppose the story, as given by St Luke,
to have been invented for the sake of the acquittal,

and in order to confirm the favourable opinion of

Pilate by that of Herod. The interpretation here

given removes an obstacle to this supposition, by

showing that Herod's acquittal is not qualified,

according to St Luke, by any such performance as

the mockery. But of course in any history, any

allegation not irrelevant must have a conceivable

motive, and must be, so far, explicable as an inven

tion. That, in itself, is no ground for suspicion, and

in the present case we do not find any other.

The gift of Herod, the
" fine has a

consequence in the story, not indeed important, but

worth attention, because the fact, though stated in

the third Gospel only, illustrates an incident common

to all. The clothes of a person executed were the

perquisite of the executioners. Now upon this occa

sion, the partition of the clothes among the soldiers,

who carried out the sentence, was made with more

'

Swete, note to the Gospel of Peter, I.e.—Is it not however

possible, that these absurdities are due to mere ignorance ?
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care and attracted more attention from the spectators

than we should naturally expect, if it were not for

the special circumstance of Herod's donation. The

narrative of Mark in particular throws this detail

into picturesque relief : the dividers cast lots
"

what

every man should
take."

To suggest, as some do,

that this may be supposed an invention, because

others1, but not the original narrator, regard it as the

fulfilment of a prophecy, is surely not legitimate.

But if the pitiable booty, which the soldiers divide,

had been such as from the general circumstances of the

case we should have imagined,—common clothes,

not costly, which had sustained the soil and violence

of all that passes between the "small upper
room"

and "the place of a Skull
"

; we might wonder, while

accepting the fact, that
"

what every man should

take"

was a matter worth arbitrament, and that, in

such a scene, so rapid and colourless a transaction

was perceived and remembered. If the pieces could

differ in value, then, being such as are commonly

worn in the East, they might, as one narrator

reminds us2, be parted by tearing them up. But

the gift of the tetrarch, though unknown to the

tradition of St Mark, accounts for what his in

formants observed. The additions or substitutions

of Herod were things of price, such as the gazers at

an execution would seldom see, and which would

fetch a sum important to a legionary ; and they
were moreover, it is likely enough, such that to tear

1 Matt, xxvii 35; John xix 24.

2
John xix 23

—24.
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them would ruin their value. The "seamless tunic
"

of the fourth Gospel, whatever be the purpose of the

author in dwelling upon it, is a property compre

hensible with, but not easily without, the investi

ture by Herod, regarded not as a disguise for the

moment, but as a gift For men on military wages,

the clothes, so augmented, would be an excitingwind

fall ; and only the lot could settle the momentous

issue, who should take the pieces which came from

the wardrobe of a prince.

By St Luke the incident of the partition is

touched slightly, as are most acts of the soldiers

which do not disappear1. But the use of the lot he

notes, nor does he forget the cause of it, and whence

came the spoil which made an allotment necessary.

"And in parting his he says, "they cast

the lot ; and there stood the people,
gazing."

The

word, and the turn of phrase, are identical with those

which he has used in describing the attitude of the

councillors during the proceedings of Herod:
"

There

stood the chief priests and the scribes, accusing him

with all their
might2."

The touch refers us back,

with a note of irony, from the fate of the gift to the

intent of the donor; and "the
people',"

spectators

of the despoiling, follow their leaders, who railed

1
See above, p. 338, and compare Luke xxiii 34 with Mark

xv 24 and Matt, xxvii 35.

*
Compare Luke xxiii 34

—

35 Sia/nepifdp^o-oi St to Xpdna avVov,

IftaXov KXrjpof Kal eio~rr]Kti 6 Xaos 8(iopu>v (to be joined and

punctuated so), with Luke xxiii 10.

*
The term 6 Xao's marks the crowd not as such (o^Xos), but

as representative, in some sort, of Judaism. See Loisy ad loc.
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at the putting on. To these, in fact, the narrator

immediately returns, adding that "the magistrates

too,"

that is to say, such persons as composed the

Sanhedrin, "sneered along with them, saying, He

saved others, let him save himself if this is the

anointed one, the chosen one of
God1."

In this mockery, the text of Luke exhibits a

divergence not insignificant, upon which perhaps

some light may be thrown from our point of view.

By writing
"
the anointed one of God, the chosen

one","

and by omitting "along with
them"

from the

introductory words, one class of copies gives to the

sneer a purely religious bearing, pointed solely at

the claim of the Christ, the Messiah or Anointed,

and attributes it consistently not to the populace, but

to the hierarchy, by whom this
"blasphemy"

had

been resented and avenged. But there is reason for

thinking that, in the mouths of the mob, the sarcasm

"He saved others ; let him save
himself"

was asso

ciated with the proverb
"

Physician, heal
thyself,"

and was aimed not so much at the claimant of the

Kingdom as at the performer of miraculous cures.

A link between the two aspects may be found in the

fact that the particular method of healing, which,

as practised by the disciples of the new Doctor,

would be commonly supposed typical of his
"school,"

was that of chrisms or anointing3. Now it was

1 i£ep.vKTr)pi£ov 8e Kal ol dpxovres ovv avrots, XeyovTes, 'AXXovs

ecrcocre, trcocraTco JavTOv, el ovros eo-rw 6 Xpiaros o rov ®eov ckXcktos.

2
6 XpiCTTOS tov ®eov, 6 ckXcktos.

3 Mark vi 15.
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through these performances of the disciples that the

attention of Herod was first called to the
Master'

;

and we have seen, that a curious interest in the

worker of wonders, the supposed adept in medicine

and magic, is the sole idea which Luke assigns to

Herod as the cause of his favour and largess. Thus

between the partition of the apparel and the sneer

at the impotent
"saver,"

so far as this related to the

miraculous cures, there is for the Evangelist a con

nexion of thought ; and this fortifies the case for the

readings which maintain the connexion, as against

those which would obliterate it2.

1 Mark vi 15, where see the following context, and compare

Luke ix 6—9.

2 In what sense precisely the jest, according to Luke, is taken

up by the soldiers (xxiii 36—37), is not clear. They offer ofos

(vinegar), i.e. probably posca, and say, el oil d b /Jao-iXevs tcov

'lovSaiW, crcocrov o-€avTbV. In Greek this seems to have no point,

nor reference to the action accompanying. Latin is open (and

for the soldiers perhaps more likely), for we are immediately told

that the inscription, giving the title
"

King of the
Jews,"

was in

Latin as well as in Greek and in
" Hebrew."

And in Latin, low

Latin, a poor but pertinent jest can be made: "Si tu es regulus

Iudaeorum, rcgula te
ipsum,"

meaning "prescribe for
yourself,"

"diet
yourself."

This would combine the
"king"

and the

"doctor,"

and would explain more or less the offer of drink.

But the point, whatever it was, seems to have been lost in

transmission, perhaps through more than one language ; nor do

the parallel accounts give any light. That Roman soldiers should

allude to the religious connexion, in Jewish thought, between the

ideas of king and saviour, seems, as M. Loisy remarks, not prob

able. But his suggestion that the narrator thought of Jewish

soldiers, "soldiers of
Herod,"

depends upon the current mis

understanding of arparevpjaTa in Luke xxiii 1 1
,
and upon those
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The Double Text of Luke xxiii 15.

I have deferred to this place, as a detail not

important to our purpose, though relevant, the

variations of text which make Pilate, after de

claring that Herod, like himself, found nothing in

the accused to justify the charge of the priests,

continue either thus :

"

No, nor did Herod : for he sent him back to
us1,"

or thus :

"

No, nor did Herod : for I sent (referred) you to
him2."

The question is not important ; for even if we

take the first, we cannot suppose the author to mean

that Pilate had no other evidence for Herod's opinion

than the bare fact of the return of the prisoner, and

that Herod made no communication of his view.

We could hardly believe this, even if it were alleged

or implied ; but the words may quite fairly be under

stood, on the contrary, to include and imply the

communication. The facts of the story are therefore

the same either way.

But the choice offers a problem, and perhaps,

after careful consideration, it will be not merely a

deductions therefrom which this essay is designed to prevent.

After all, it is perhaps not necessary that the mockery of the

soldiers should have any definite point ; they might be supposed

to repeat, loosely and ignorantly, what was said around them by
others.

1 dveTtep,\\/e yap avrbv 7rpos r}p.ds, Alexandrine text.
2
aveirep.ij/a yap vp.as irpos ovtov, Western text.
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question of choice. If either reading is original and

right, we must suppose that this reading has been

deliberately changed into the other. But what was

the motive? The sense offor I referredyou to him

seems absolutely flawless. To the other, for he sent

him back to us, it might be objected, by a punctilious

critic, (a) that the words, if pressed strictly, ignore

the essential matter, and should be rather
"

for so

he has informed us
"

; and (b) that, in the style of

St Luke, the procurator would not use the plural

(though Latin) for himself only, and that, if
"

us
"

means "me and the procurator and the accusers,

it is a form not very suitable to a situation in which

these parties are not co-operators but rather adver

saries. Pilate is not made to say "He have examined
him,"

but "/ have examined him in your ;

and so also he should say rather
"

Herod sent him

back to And from a literary point of view,

these objections, though small, may be sound. But

are they such as would lead to a bold alteration of

the text, and does it elsewhere appear that the texts

of the Gospels, during the process of fixing, were

subjected to revision of this kind, to corrections

purely literary ? The variations in them are gener

ally either minute, and such as might arise from

inadvertence, or on the other hand substantial, and

explicable by some motive of religious interest.

This variation is of neither class, and seems very

difficult to account for, if we suppose that either

reading is original and right.

1
Luke xxiii 14.
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What we should seek is rather the common

original, which, by alternative corrections, might

give rise to both. And there is a form which, in

some respects, certainly satisfies this condition :—for

he sent him back to you, dveireptye yap avrbv trpbs

vpds. This is at first sight not intelligible. It looks

wrong ; and each of the traditional readings is an

obvious way of simplifying it.

If then it really has a good meaning, it is prefer

able, in point of authority, to either of the traditional

readings, which disprove one another.

Could then Pilate properly say to the accusers

this :
—

"

Nor did Herod find any ground for your

accusations ; for he returned the prisoner to you
"

?

I think that not only is this possible, but it is the

correct form, that which really expresses the legal

relation of the parties. If Herod were invoked as

a judge, then no doubt the procurator should say

that, when Herod acquits, he returns or refers the

prisoner to the first judge, Pilate :—
"

he sent him

back to
me."

But, as we have seen above1, Herod

is not a judge, nor is invoked as such, nor acts as

such. The procurator, the only judge, invites the

tetrarch to say whether or not he supports and concurs

in the accusation of the priests, whether, from his

knowledge of Galilee, he considers the prisoner open

to a charge of sedition. If Herod had answered in

the affirmative, he, or rather some one on his behalf,

would have appeared in the procurator's court as an

accuser. It is proper and correct therefore to say,

1
PP- 35 2 ff-
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that, by answering in the negative, and refusing to

join in the accusation, he remitted or returned the

prisoner to the first accusers, whom he left to make

out their accusation, without his help, if they could.

And further it is to be noted, that in this case

the accusers, the members of the Sanhedrin, have a

position different from that of ordinary prosecutors.

They are not private persons, nor prosecutors merely.

They are themselves magistrates of high dignity and

competence, who have legally arrested and tried the

prisoner, and could have punished him severely at

their own discretion. It is only because they desire

to put him to death, a sentence beyond their power,

that they invoke the procurator and prefer a charge

of treason. By so doing, they doubtless surrender

custody to the extent of that purpose, but perhaps

not, even technically, for all purposes. It is not

clear that the procurator could, even then, assume

absolute control and prohibit any further proceedings.

He himself speaks rather as if, upon the dismissal

of the capital charge, the question of other punish

ment would be matter for arrangement between him

and them. He seems to propose, if they agree, to

"give him a lesson and let him
go."

Substantially

then, whether technically or not, the prisoner was

still the prisoner of the Sanhedrin; and for this reason

also it is proper for Pilate to say, that Herod, by

dismissing the accusation, returned him, not "to
me,"

but
"

to

It should be considered then, whether the read

ing dvetrep^te yap avTov irp6<; vpd<;, for he returned
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him to you, while it accounts for the
double tradition

and is favoured by the joint evidence, is not also

more consistent than either with that true sense of

the legal situation, which distinguishes the third

Gospel in this part.

Luke xiii 32. "This
fox1."

"

Go ye and tell this fox
"
—

tropevOevTes curare 777

dXcarreKL ravr-Q
—runs the text ; but why that pronoun

is used, if, as we should suppose at first sight, and

as is generally assumed, the words are merely a

description of Herod and a reflexion upon his

character, is not clear. We should expect "that

fox
"

(iKeivrj), as the Authorized Version gives it.

Possibly
"
this

"

may have suited the context of

the anecdote in another document, and may be re

tained inadvertently ; but that is not to be supposed,

if any explanation is to be found in the context of

Luke.

The question is perhaps connected with another,

why he has chosen this place for inserting the in

vocation of the City :—
"

O Jerusalem, Jerusalem,

thou that killest the prophets The invocation

agrees almost verbally with Matthew2, and is drawn

evidently from the same source, where it must have

been recorded, as a saying, without note of place

and occasion. But whereas in the first Gospel it is

spoken in the temple as the peroration of a discourse

against the tyranny and crimes of the hierarchy,

1 See above, p. 349.
a
xxiii 37

—39.
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here it is made part (if we press the connexion

strictly) of a reply given in Galilee to a warning

against the tetrarch. It is true that, allowing for

the method and style of St Luke, and his manner

of working his materials together, we need not so

press the connexion, and even should not. But

there is only the more reason for asking, how the

composer was led to make a juncture which is

barely possible, and not, as in Matthew, natural.

In Luke the invocation at first sight seems to hang
on to the context solely by the words "thou that

killest the prophets
"

; in all the rest the supporting

anecdote seems to be forgotten.

May it be suggested that, in the yiew of the

composer, there was another and a more intimate

link between the anecdote and the invocation—a

correspondence of simile or metaphor between the

comparison of Christ and His converts to a hen and

her brood and the designation ol the alleged persecutor

as nfo.v? The conception seems not unnatural.

And if this were so, there would be no longer

any difficulty in accounting for the phrase
"

this

fox."

By "this
fox"

would be meant "the enemy
here,"

in Galilee, as contrasted with other
"foxes"

or persecutors, the enemies in Jerusalem. Enemies

here may be assured, that only there can designs

against a prophet be accomplished.

That this is the intention we cannot safely assert,

but the supposition is preferable to that of error or

oversight in a matter so simple as the use of a

pronoun.

V. K. 25
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It is perhaps an advantage in this interpreta

tion, that the term fox, when conceived as part of

a simile, a symbol for
"persecutor,"

has not the

personal note, which it has, if taken for a designa

tion of the tetrarch, an equivalent for the name of

Herod. With this latter sense, the words
"

Go ye

and tell that fox
"

have a singular colour and are

somewhat startling. But in
"

Go ye and tell this
fox,"

understood as now proposed, nothing is as

serted as from the speaker. The description signifies

"the person here inimical to me and
mine."

It is

relative to the warning of the Pharisees, and is no

more applicable to the tetrarch than to any one in

Galilee, who might be so conceived or so represented.

August, 1910.

I add here a few words on certain objections or

difficulties, which have been suggested by critics of

this essay.

One objection relates to the passage in the Acts

of the Apostles alluding to the Passion1, which I have

discussed, but perhaps too summarily, at p. 373.

And being let go, they (Peter and John) went to their own

company, and reported all that the chief priests and elders had

said unto them. And when they heard that, they lifted up their

voice to God with one accord, and said, Lord, thou art God,

which hast made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and all that in

them is : who by the mouth of thy servant David hast said,
"

Why
did the heathen rage, and the people imagine vain things ? The

kings of the earth stood up, and the rulers were gathered together

1
Acts iv 23-8.
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against the Lord, and against his
Christ."

For of a truth against

thy holy child Jesus, whom thou hast anointed, both Herod and

Pontius Pilate, with the Gentiles, and the people of Israel, were

gathered together, for to do whatsoever thy hand and thy counsel

determined before to be done. . . .

Since the author of the third Gospel here names

Herod among the enemies of the Saviour and as

one of those who contributed to his death, we are

bound (it is suggested) to interpret the act of
"

cloth

ing him in fine apparel
"

as a hostile mockery, not

as a friendly compliment.

To this I would say, that, if the allusion in the

Acts were to be construed as history, and if the

language of it were to be pressed to the full sense,

then, without regard to the particular question of

Herod's investiture, the allusion could not possibly

be reconciled with the story of the Passion as related

in the Gospel. Both as to Herod and as to Pilate,

the allusion, so construed, would be unjustifiable.

The allusion, taken strictly, would mean or suggest,

that the tetrarch and the procurator were active

against the Saviour, and wilfully promoted his con

demnation. But, according to the Gospel, neither

did so. Both on the contrary were favourable to

the defendant, and publicly proclaimed him innocent

of the charge upon which he was put to death.

Such a discrepancy and contradiction, going to

the root of the matter, would not be removed, or

materially affected, by supposing that the tetrarch

accompanied his favourable pronouncement by an

insult which, however inconsistent, indecent, and
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offensive, cannot have had any effect upon the trial

and issue. Upon the question which we are con

sidering, the allusion in the Acts has therefore, as

I conceive, no bearing.

But—to go for a moment beyond the question

—must we or should we hold that the allusion is

actually irreconcilable with the narrative in the

Gospel ? I think not. The allusion is not to be

construed as history ; and considering the context

in which it occurs, we cannot fairly extract from it

any precise account of the parts played by the actors

in the tragedy. The allusion is part of a prayer and

thanksgiving, passionate and eloquent, poetical and

rhetorical throughout, and nowhere more so than

in the allusive sentence. If we apply a strict and

historical interpretation to what is said of Pilate

and of Herod, how are we to deal in like manner

with the reference to their alleged associates, the

"

nations
"

and
"

peoples of Israel
"

? Who precisely

are these, and what part precisely does the allusion

assign to them ? The composer of the passage—

which does not purport to be, and perhaps is not,

an original work by the author of the Acts—is seek

ing an analogy between the circumstances of the

Passion and the language of the Psalm. He is

frankly content with a general analogy, a loose and

poetical resemblance. The actors or agents who,

under Providence, were brought together to accom

plish the destined event, answer sufficiently (so the

liturgist thinks) to the terms of the prophetic poem.

As he satisfies the
"heathen"

and the
"people"

ol
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the Psalmist by the fact that the actors in the story

included both Gentiles and Jews, so he sees "the

kings of the earth
"

in the procurator of Judaea and

the tetrarch of Galilee. For such a purpose as this,

it scarcely matters what precisely was the line of

action pursued by the several performers. It is

enough that they contributed in any degree, posi

tively or negatively, to the issue. The concession

of Pilate to the Sanhedrin is enough, upon this

view, to include him among those "gathered to

gether against the
Messiah,"

notwithstanding his

reluctance and persistent efforts on the other side.

And similarly, by a stretch of interpretation not bolder,

Herod's light and negligent treatment of the case is

thought to justify the importation of his name, as a

"king of the notwithstanding his testimony

to the prisoner's innocence. The whole conception

of the composer is loose and inexact, but not more

so in the reference to Herod than in the reference

to Pilate and in other points of the analogy. The

value, and even the propriety, of the method may be

open to question; but this question does not turn

particularly upon the allusion to the tetrarch, which,

upon the statements of the Gospel, is neither more

nor less justifiable than the rest

It has been objected further, that, according to

the interpretation of the Herodean episode suggested

in this essay, the coincidences of fact and language,

between this episode and the mockery by the

soldiers as described in the other Gospels—an in

vestiture and a jest in both places, and in both

25—3
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places the terms to jest and to clothe—must be

supposed fortuitous ; and that such an accident is

not credible.

Undoubtedly this objection has weight. The

coincidences, if fortuitous, are improbable. But

since improbable coincidences do occur, the ob

jection is not decisive. It is for the reader to

judge whether it outweighs the considerations on

the other side : whether—as I should put it—on the

ground of these coincidences, we ought to put upon

the Herodean episode, in order to fill up the resem

blance to the act of the soldiers, an interpretation

which does not satisfy either the words or the sense,

but attributes to the author an incoherent conception

of the story and a language perversely inappropriate.

If the mockery by the soldiers had not been related,

no one, I believe, would have thought of the con

struction now put upon the interview with Herod as

related by St Luke : it is not a natural or reasonable

construction. If this be so, is the existence of the

other episode, and the contact of the two in certain

details of expression, sufficient reason for forcing the

Herodean episode into a frame which it does not fit?

As at present advised, I do not think so.

I take this opportunity to repair an omission, by

remarking that, when I describe the author of the

third Gospel and the Acts as
"Luke"

or "St
Luke,"

I do not mean to express an opinion (to which I am

not entitled) on the much-debated question of his

identity. I follow tradition, as seems proper, upon

a point which is not material to the present purpose.
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Herod Antipas : alleged resem

blance between the trial of

Christ by Pilate and that by
338; attitude of towards the

Christian movement 340 f., 345 ;

popular conception of 340 ff. ;

notice of in St Mark and

St Matthew 341 f. ; mention by
Christ of 343 ; alleged hostility
to Messiah 345 ff. ; household
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of 347; desires to see Christ

349 f-i 359 ; Pilate sends Christ

to H. 351 f. ; motive of this

reference 352 ff.; does not act

as judge 354 ff. ; story of the

mockery of Christ by H. con

sidered 356 ff., 362 ; disowns

capital charge 357 f. ; H. and

the Sanhedrin 358, 360, 371 ;

strateumata of 365 f. ;
"
con

temns"

Christ 366 ff. ; robing of

Christ by 368 ff. ; interest in

miracles 371 f., 379; reference

to in Acts 373, 386 ff. ; H. in

Gospel of Peter 374 f. ; de

scribed as "this
fox"

384 ff.

Herodians, the 344 f.

Herodias 342, 348

Herodorus 30

Herodotus and Homer 179 f. ;

dependent for some of his

materials on the evidence of

public monuments 3ogff., 3 19 ff. ;

influenced by popular poetry

310; quotations from poets in

310 f. ; H.'s account of the

battle of Plataea 312 f. ; the

Lady of Cos in 313 ff. ; whence

H. derived her story 314 ff;

storyofSpartan herald in 3i9ff. ;

the story of Cyrsilus in H.

323 ff.; H. gives the name of

Cyrsilus as
"
Lycides

"
326 f. ;

does not use patronymics 334

Hesiod 52

Hcsychius 79

Hipparchus 171, 174

Holiness (liircu), Hymn to in

Hacchants 12, 59, 127, 149,

'57

Homer 52 ; the first 164 ; tradi

tional beginning of
"Homer''

as definite book 167 ; adopted

and arranged as the material

of education at Athens 168 ff.,

'95 f-> '99. ill ; recited at the

Panathenaea 172, 179: Athenian

"poetry of
Homer"

identical

with the Cyclus 173, 177; Iliad

and Odyssey parts of Cyclus

174; material for Cyclus 176;

Herodotus and 179 f. ; incon

sistencies in the Iliad 181 ff. ;

various versions of the Iliad

184 ff. ; why a harmony was

attempted 189; rise of text-

criticism on i9of. ; Alexandrian

theory of 191 ; harmonist in

Odyssey 191 ; effect of harmo

nistic theory on questions of

origin, date, etc. of 192 ff. ;

illustration of harmonistic pro

cess 198 ff., 243;
"wall"

or "no
wall,"

in Iliad 198 ff., 209;

Iliad, Bk x (the Doloneia)

215 ff.; the reconciliation-scene

(Idomeneus and Meriones)

in Iliad, Bk xm 232 ff. p. 238;
"we"

and
"our"

plurals proper

in 233

Horace refers to a scene in
Kuripides'

Hacchants 145-6

Iacchus at Eleusis 51

Idomeneus: the mutiny of 197 ff.;

and Meriones 203 f., 2iof., 228;

the Aristeia of 202 ff., 214 (.,
241 ff. ; Aristeia of not made

for its present place in the Iliad

209, 214

Lampon,
Herodotus'

story of 319

Loisy, M., quoted 336 ff., 352,

364 f., 368. 373

Lycides, see Cyrsilus

Lycurgus and the
"

poetry of

Homer"

169 ff. ; and the story

of Cyrsilus 324 ff.
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Macedonia 3, 29, 52, 150 f., 154 ff.

Meriones 202 ff.

Mesmeric suggestion as treated

by Euripides 71 ff., 101 ff.

Miracles in Athenian and modern

tragedy 14 ff. ; ancient and

modern treatment of 19 ff.

Mordecai, investiture of 371

Murray, Prof. : translation of the

Bacchants, vv. 1—3 p. 35

quoted; also of vv. 53-4 p. 36;

vv. 72 ff., 1 52 ff. p. 38 ; vv. 135 ff.

p. 40; vv. 184-9 P- 44! vv-

215 ff. p. 57; vv. 451-2 p. 61 ;

vv. 642-8 p. 66 ; vv. 734 ff.

p. 84; vv. 702 ff. and 723-7

p. 85 ; vv. 714 ff. p. 87 ; vv.

843-6 p. 99; vv. 849 P- 103;

vv. 809-12 p. 106; vv. 840-1

p. 107; vv. 912 ff. p. no; vv.

1070 ff. pp. 136-7; vv. 1330 ff.

pp. 141-2 ; vv. 469 ff. p. 146

Musurus 1 10 f.

Narthex 1 20 ff.

Norwood, Prof., on Teiresias

56 n. ; on the earthquake in the

Bacchants 65 ; on the hallucina

tion of Pentheus 73

°£°s 379> "• 2

"
Orgiastic

"

religion 2 f.

Pentheus persecutes Bacchants

4, 94 ff. ; torn to pieces 4 ;

ignorant of the earthquake 27 f.;
disbelief of P. in miracles 56 ff. ;

believes the bacchic rites to be

vicious $2 ' madness of dis

cussed 101 ff. ; poisoned by a

drug 115 ff. ; drunkenness of

108 f. ; libation of 112 f. ; death

of 131 ff. ; the design to poison

'39

Persians, the, of Aeschylus : and

Phoenissae ofPhrynichus 283 ff. ;

grounds for suspecting author

ship of vv. 465
—471 and 480—

514 p. 287 ff., 297 ff.; non-

Aeschylean metre in 290 ff. ;

word-division (caesura) in 290 f.,

305 ; punctuation in 292

Pharaoh of Exodus 26

Phoenissae, see Persians and

Phrynichus

Phrynichus : remains of in the

Persians of Aeschylus 283 ff. ;

relation between the Phoenissae

and the Persians of Aeschylus

284, 301, 307 ; treatment of the

battle of Salamis and its sequel

in the Phoenissae of 301 ff. ; as

a writer of iambic verse 290 ff.,

307

Pisistratus and the "poetry of

Homer"

175, 177, 190, 195

Pistos Hades 119 ff.

Poison, see Drug
Posca 379, n. 2

Prostration, oriental 78

Rationalistic literature of Greece

30; speculation 115

Religion, idea ofuniversal, strange

to early Hellas 38 f. ; meta

phorical language in 39 f. ;

difficulty of destroying estab

lished 49

Rhea 41

Rhyme : Greek hardly capable of

as decoration 246 ; grotesque

in Greek 247 ; disagreeable and

unpleasant 248, 25of. ; generally

shunned in tragic dialogue

249 f. ; one repetition of a
disyl-

lable, or trisyllable, the limit

of in tragic poets 250, 279 ;
Euripides'

use of 250 ff., 261,
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265, 268 f., 272 ff., 279 ff. ;
Sophocles'

use of 251, 254 ff.,

264 ff. ;
Aeschylus'

use of 252,

265 f. ; harsh sound expressly

associated with 253 ; the use of

rhyme as offensive 253 ff. ; in

the part of Medea 261 ; use of

by slaves and servants 263 ; in

the part of Ion 264 ; an aid to

memory 267 f. ; sometimes

negligent 269 f. ; in Aeschylus

no clear negligence 269 f. ; in

stances in Sophocles and Euri

pides probably due to negli

gence 270 f. ; in popular saws

281

Richard II 361

Sanhedrin . no co-operation be

tween Herod and the Sanhedrin

in the trial of Christ 358, 360,

371 ; their position as accusers

ofChrist different from ordinary

prosecutors 383

Semele, mother of Dionysus 5 ff,

4'

Sharp, Archbishop 158

Snakes a ritual ornament 92

Spear, breaking of a, symbol of

renunciation of service 233, 235

Strateuma in Luke and Acts 365

Teiresias in the Bacchants 43,

48, 53. 55

Thrace 3

Trieterica of Delphi bacchic 52

Trochaic metre in tragedy 76

Tyrrell, Prof, in, 119

Way, Mr : his translation of vv.

434 ff. of the Bacchants quoted

p. 60; also of -.-11. 632 f. p. 69 ;

vv. 616 ff. p. 73; vv. 809 ff.

pp. 98-9; vv. 918-19 p. 108;

vv. 912 ff. p. no; w. 1327-8

p. 138; vv. 1331 ff. p. 141

Women in Greek tragedy, see

Emotion

Word-division, rules of in the

three Greek tragic poets 290

Xerxes, in Aeschylus and in Phry
nichus 283 ff. ; story of and

Spartan herald 399 ff.
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